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ABSTRACT
This study examines how the insights provided by the models of translation derived
from the disciplines of linguistics and cultural studies contribute to our understanding
of the translation decisions undertaken in the act of translating Newsweek
International from English into Arabic. The main argument is that the
aforementioned models are complementary and should be taken into consideration in
the analysis of journalistic texts that have been translated between two languages and
cultures that are very distant. To show how these models can both be applied to
translation studies, the study examines how the cohesive devices, the ideological
images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam and the ideologically significant
instances of passivization employed in Newsweek International are rendered in
Newsweek in Arabic.
The thesis comprises an Introduction, five chapters and a Conclusion. The
Introduction outlines the aim and scope of the study, gives a brief introduction to
Newsweek in Arabic and provides the methodology used in the analysis of the
empirical data. Chapter One presents the models of cohesion that discuss the explicit
cohesive devices used in English and Arabic to create intersentential cohesion. It
also discusses how translation theorists have tackled the concept of cohesion.
Chapter Two provides an overview of the most comprehensive work on cohesion
proposed by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976). The information
provided in this chapter will be referred to in the analysis of the cohesive devices
used in Newsweek International. Chapter Three examines how the cohesive devices
used in Newsweek International are rendered in Newsweek in Arabic. In the analysis,
the target texts are compared against the source texts to identify the translation
strategies adopted in the rendition of these linguistic features and the impact these
strategies have on the target language texts. Chapter Four investigates how the
ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, as presented in
Newsweek International, are translated into Arabic. This investigation aims at
studying how the cultural studies approach to translation can better our
understanding of the reasons underlying the translation choices undertaken by the
translators of Newsweek in Arabic in transferring the differing beliefs and values that
represent the regions and religion under examination. Chapter Five draws upon the
critical linguistics approach to language, and investigates how one linguistic tool,
namely passivization, can be used to convey ideological messages concerning the
parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In this chapter, a linguistic feature
and its ideological significance are analysed and the translation strategies adopted in
rendering this linguistic device are examined. The Conclusion summarises the
findings reached pertaining to the translation of the linguistic features and the
ideological images analysed in this study.
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Introduction
1. Aim and Scope of the Study
In June 2000, Newsweek bi al-lugha al- 'Arabiyya1 was launched. In the first issue,
the Editor-in-Chief, Mohammed Al-Jassem (2000: 10; my translation), introduced
this new edition to the Arab readers saying: 'Newsweek in Arabic will function as a
medium of communication between the American culture and the Arab reader. By
assuming this role, it will act as an eye-opener to the world'. It was this statement
that aroused my interest in the translated Arabic edition ofNewsweek, and led to the
investigation of the translation strategies adopted by the translators of Newsweek in
Arabic in order to achieve the goal that Al-Jassem has specified.
The fact that English and Arabic are linguistically and culturally very distant, and
that the people speaking and belonging to these languages and cultures express their
beliefs and values differently, may have been the two main reasons for undertaking
this research. It is our contention that a news article written in English for Newsweek
International will employ linguistic features and portray ideological images that are
unlike the ones used and expressed by an Arab writing to an Arabic newspaper or
magazine. With this in mind, this research sets out to examine how the writers of
Newsweek International use certain linguistic features and express ideological
images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, and then investigates how these
features and images are translated and presented to the Arab audience of Newsweek
in Arabic.
1 This is a translation for Newsweek in Arabic.
1
Although many studies have been conducted on the translation of the journalistic
genre from English into Arabic, the researcher believes that this study acquires its
importance for the following two main reasons: (1) this is the first comprehensive
study that tackles the translation of Newsweek in Arabic', and (2) this study attempts
at investigating how the models of translation derived from the disciplines of
linguistics and cultural studies can both contribute to our understanding of the
translation strategies adopted in the process of reworking texts between two different
languages and cultures.
Therefore, the present research aims at investigating to what extent the discipline of
translation studies is 'interdisciplinary in nature,' and hence in the study and analysis
of translated texts 'there is no need to set various disciplines in opposition to each
other nor to resist the integration of insights achieved through the application of
various tools of research, whatever their origin' (Baker, 1996: 18). In carrying out
this task, the explicit cohesive devices, the ideological images that depict the Arabs,
Muslims and Islam and the ideological instances of passivization that portray the
parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, as employed in Newsweek
International, are analysed; then, the translation strategies adopted in rendering these
components into Arabic are investigated. In studying how these linguistic features
and ideological images have been rendered in Newsweek in Arabic, the researcher
aims at examining the following issues: (1) the strategies adopted in the act of
reworking the texts from English into Arabic; (2) the reasons underlying the adoption
of these translation strategies; and (3) the impact these strategies have on the
translated texts and the end-receivers of these texts.
2
However, it has to be mentioned at the outset that in the analysis of the above
components, the cohesive devices are given special attention. The emphasis on
cohesion is adopted for three main reasons: (1) the majority of the linguistic-oriented
approaches to translation discuss this textual constituent; (2) mistranslation of the
cohesive devices in the Arabic texts impairs text comprehensibility and fails to fulfil
the efficiency and effectiveness criteria necessary for text interpretation; and (3) the
translation strategies adopted in the act of transferring the cohesive devices from
English into Arabic indicate that the choices the translators make are ideologically
oriented and fulfil the 'skopos' identified by the commissioning agent (.Newsweek
International).
In the analysis of the translated texts, the models of translation derived from the
disciplines of linguistics and cultural studies will be considered.
2. Introduction to Newsweek in Arabic
As stated earlier, in June 2000, Newsweek bi al-lugha al- 'Arabiyya was launched. Its
importance emanates from the fact that it is the first international newsweekly
translated into Arabic that presents the Arab readers with the American world-views,
beliefs and values about the world. Consequently, the Arab readers are confronted
with translated texts that are, to a great extent, linguistically and ideologically
'foreign' to them, and fail in some instances to meet their expectations; this is an
end-result that is attributable to the 'skopos' set by Newsweek which advocates close
adherence to the original texts (see Chapters Three, Four and Five). One can
2 The information provided is based on interviews conducted in Kuwail during the period February
21-24, 2003 with the Editor-in-Chief ofNewsweek in Arabic, Mohammed Al-Jassem.
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therefore infer that Newsweek in Arabic presents a case of cultural colonization since
the linguistic conventions and the ideological beliefs and world-views of the
dominating party {Newsweek International) are 'imported' by the dominated party
{Newsweek in Arabic).
Newsweek in Arabic is published in Kuwait by Dar Al-Watan Publishing Group and
is distributed in the Middle East, Africa, Europe, Canada and the United States, with
the highest sales in Kuwait, the Sudan, and Egypt, respectively. The actual process
of production takes place in two venues: Washington and Kuwait; accordingly, the
production process undergoes two main stages.
The first stage is carried out in Washington under the supervision of the Washington
editor, Mahmud Shammam. Mahmud Shammam is entrusted with the story-
selection decisions4 and the delegation of the translation and editing to the team
based in Washington. This team comprises 25 translators and editors who are mainly
employed on a part-time basis and are chosen for their linguistic abilities, computer
knowledge and familiarity with the American culture.5 Every week, translators6 are
delegated an article to translate that does not exceed 3,000 words with the aim of
achieving accurate translations and meeting deadlines. Once the translations are
completed, the work is passed on to the editors for provisional editing. When this
3
Although Newsweek in Arabic is distributed in many parts of the world, the researcher was unable to
access statistical data concerning the number of issues distributed in each country. The researcher
also failed in getting background information about the readership ofNewsweek in Arabic.
4 The selected stories are drawn from the story lists provided for the four English-language editions of
Newsweek. According to Al-Jassem, the interests of the Arab audience, rather than political
considerations, guide the story-selection decisions; hence, only one per cent of the choices made are
politically oriented.
5 It is interesting to note that the need for translators that are familiar with the American culture was
one of the reasons underlying the choice of Washington as the venue for the translation stage.
6 The translators are not necessarily chosen because they have degrees in translation.
4
step is accomplished, the first stage of the production is completed and the material is
emailed to the Editor-in-Chief based in Kuwait.
The second stage of the production process takes place in Kuwait and commences on
receiving the translated texts; it is completed in less than forty-eight hours under the
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supervision of the Editor-in-Chief, Mohammed Al-Jassem. This stage is
fundamental in the production of the final copy of Newsweek in Arabic and involves
a number of interrelated procedural steps undertaken by a team, mainly employed on
a part-time basis. These steps include: (1) downloading the translated articles and
layout formatting; (2) reviewing and editing the Arabic language of the translated
texts; and (3) checking the translated texts against the original ones to identify
discrepancies between the two versions.
The Editor-in-Chief, Mohammed Al-Jassem, and the operation manager, oversee the
implementation of the aforementioned steps with the help of the following teams: (1)
the computer data entry personnel; (2) the editors; and (3) the co-editors. With the
exception of the computer data entry personnel, the other team members are
employed on a part-time basis and work in shifts. Each team is assigned a task and is
responsible for accomplishing it within the time limits set by the Editor-in-Chief.
On receiving the target language texts, the data entry personnel produce hard copies
of the translated texts on A3 paper and pass the material to the editors. The editors
(9 employees), who have degrees in Arabic Language, review and check the Arabic.
7 The actual process begins on Sunday and ends late Monday.
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They correct and edit the grammar, the style, as well as the punctuation to make the
target texts linguistically acceptable to the end-receivers. Once this stage is
completed, the work is given to the co-editors (6 employees) who are chosen for their
linguistic abilities in English. This group is responsible for comparing the translated
texts with the originals and editing the discrepancies noted between the two versions;
it is this group that ensures the fulfillment of the 'skopos' set by Newsweek.
According to Al-Jassem, the editors and co-editors are considered the 'safety net' of
the production process.
On completion of the preliminary corrections, the data entry personnel, using the
programme 'Quark Express', replace the English texts with the corrected translated
ones and pass the material once again to the editors and co-editors for reviewing and
editing. The second round of reviewing and editing is conducted to ensure maximal
accuracy.
On completion of the last round of corrections, the data entry personnel integrate all
the changes made, and the work is then passed on to the Editor-in-Chief; the Editor-
in-Chief skims through the material, makes the necessary changes and then
authorises the printing process. On Tuesday morning, the Arabic edition is ready for
distribution.
3. Data and Methodology
The corpora investigated comprise two hundred articles and their translated
equivalents drawn from Newsweek International and Newsweek in Arabic between
6
the period June 12, 2000 and March 11, 2002. It has to be mentioned at the outset
that not all the issues during the aforementioned period are analysed. This approach
is adopted for three main reasons. First, the researcher selected the articles that
concurrently appeared in the International and Arabic editions ofNewsweek; hence, a
number of articles are sometimes chosen from the same issue. Second, some issues
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do not include articles about the Arabs, Muslims and Islam. Third, the researcher
tried to analyse a variety of articles that cover diverse topics.
One hundred articles are examined to analyse how the explicit cohesive devices have
been translated from English into Arabic; these cover the different sections of the
magazine, namely World Affairs, National Affairs, Business, Science and
Technology, Society and the Arts and the Departments. The articles vary in lengths
ranging from a minimum of 106 running words to a maximum of 2468. The reason
for this selection is to perceive the various patterns of cohesion used in the different
sections of Newsweek International, and to investigate whether differences in text
type result in variations in these patterns of cohesion. These results will be taken
into account in the analysis of the target language texts.
The method of analysis proceeds in two stages. Initially, a close analysis of the
source texts is conducted. The data analysis includes all the examples of the
cohesive items attested in the different sections of Newsweek International.
However, only the anaphoric and cataphoric functions of these formal markers are
considered; all exophoric occurrences are disregarded.
8
See, for example, the following issues: April 16, 2001; June 25, 2001; July 16, 2001; and September
16,2001.
7
Each occurrence of the cohesive devices is identified and a frequency list of all these
devices is prepared. This list aims at helping the researcher perceive the types,
density and distribution of each cohesive device used in the source language texts;
the semantic relations these patterns of cohesion express in the texts will be
considered when the target texts are examined.
The cohesive devices in the target language texts are then studied and measured
against those employed in the source language texts bearing in mind that English and
Arabic are linguistically very distant. This method of operation helps in the
identification of the similarities and differences between the source texts and the
target texts. However, this approach should not be seen as 'a product to product
comparison which overlooks the communication process' (Hatim and Mason, 1990:
3); rather, it is to be taken as the point of departure for investigating the reasons
behind the translators' choices, and the impact these transfers have on the translated
texts.
The remaining one hundred articles9 that are analysed cover issues pertaining to the
Arabs, Muslims and Islam; these articles are used in the analysis of the ideological
images that represent the aforementioned regions and religion as well as the
ideological instances of passivization that depict the parties involved in the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. These three topics (the Arabs, Muslims and Islam as well as the
parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict) have been chosen specifically
because the Americans and the Arabs and Muslims belong to distinct cultural poles
9
Eight of the articles analysed for the cohesive devices are considered in the analysis of the
ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam.
8
and express their ideological values and world-views towards the issues under
examination differently. The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has also been selected since
this dispute is covered extensively in Newsweek International (Chapter Five).
In analysing the ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, and
the ideologically significant instances of passivization, the same method of analysis
conducted in examining the overt cohesive devices is adopted. Initially, a close
analysis of the source texts is carried out to identify the following aspects: (1) how
the Arabs, Muslims and Islam are portrayed to the source language readers; and (2)
how passivization has been used in Newsweek International, paying special attention
to the way this tool has been employed to express ideological messages pertaining to
the two parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The analysis then
proceeds to study the target language texts to see how the beliefs and values that the
writers of Newsweek International present to the source text readers concerning the
Arabs, Muslims and Islam are rendered into Arabic. The target texts are also
analysed to examine how the ideological instances of passivization employed in the
source texts are conveyed to the target readership.
In the chapters that deal with the analysis of the empirical data, back-translations and
suggested translations will be provided. The purpose of these translations is to
highlight the translation strategies adopted by the translators of Newsweek in Arabic
as well as the changes the researcher considers necessary for the production of target
language texts that are more acceptable from a syntactic, stylistic and ideological
perspective compared with the translations in Newsweek in Arabic.
9
4. The Organisation of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into five chapters in addition to this Introduction and a
Conclusion.
The Introduction highlights the aim and scope of the study; briefly introduces the
reader to Newsweek in Arabic, presents the data and methodology used in the
analysis of Newsweek in Arabic, and finally, presents the thesis structure which
provides the general framework of the present research.
Chapter One provides an overview of the models of cohesion proposed by
researchers for English and Arabic. It focuses on the models that discuss the explicit
cohesive devices that bind texts together, and accordingly lead to the creation of texts
that are easily comprehensible. The chapter also considers how translation theorists
have tackled the concept of cohesion in relation to translation. The information
provided in this chapter will be referred to in the analysis of the cohesive devices
employed in the source and target language texts.
Chapter Two gives a brief account of the most comprehensive and detailed model of
cohesion proposed by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976). This
account is provided for two main reasons: (1) in the analysis of the cohesive devices
used in Newsweek International, Halliday and Hasan's categorisation is adopted; and
(2) cross-reference to this comprehensive work will be made whenever necessary to
clarify or explain certain aspects pertaining to the cohesive devices used in the source
language texts.
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Chapter Three examines how the translators of Newsweek in Arabic have rendered
the cohesive devices used in Newsweek International from English into Arabic. The
chapter commences by analysing the cohesive devices used in the source texts to
identify the types, density and distribution of these devices in these texts; the chapter
then proceeds to investigate how these cohesive devices have been rendered into
Arabic. In doing so, the translation strategies adopted, the reasons underlying these
strategies, and the impact these strategies have on the target texts are considered. In
analysing the translated cohesive devices, the linguistic discrepancies between
English and Arabic are considered. Chapter Three is relatively large compared to the
rest of the thesis for two main reasons: (1) cohesion is emphasised in this thesis; and
(2) this chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of all the cohesive devices
discussed in Cohesion in English (1976).
Chapter Four examines to what extent the cultural studies approach to translation
which considers that translation expresses political agendas and is not merely an act
of transferring information between languages and cultures applies to Newsweek in
Arabic. The chapter commences by briefly introducing the cultural studies approach
to translation. It then proceeds to present the key ideological images that the writers
of Newsweek International portray to their readers in relation to the Arabs, Muslims
and Islam. This presentation is followed by an analysis of the translation strategies
adopted in rendering the ideological images that express the American perspective of
the aforementioned regions and religion to the Arab readers to investigate how the
cultural studies approach to translation can contribute to our understanding of the
translation strategies adopted by the translators ofNewsweek in Arabic.
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Chapter Five draws upon the critical linguistics approach to language to investigate
how the linguistic choices that the writers of Newsweek International make in the
production of their articles can encode ideological messages. The chapter provides
an overview of the critical linguistics approach to language and discusses how one
linguistic tool, namely passivization, is employed in the source texts to convey
certain ideological messages in the portrayal of the two parties involved in the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. These ideologically significant instances of passivization
are then studied in Newsweek in Arabic to investigate how they have been transferred
into Arabic. In the analysis, special attention will be given to the discrepancies
between the syntactic, stylistic and functional roles of passivization in English and
Arabic as well as the different beliefs and values that dictate the way the Israelis and
the Palestinians are presented in the Arab and the Western press.
The Conclusion highlights the issues and findings reached by the present research
with regards the translation of the cohesive devices, the ideological images
pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam and the ideologically significant
instances of passivization originally employed in Newsweek International.
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CHAPTER ONE
A Review of the Concept of Cohesion in Linguistics and Translation
Studies
1.0 Introduction
This chapter aims at describing the most prominent models of cohesion proposed by
researchers for English and Arabic. The chapter, however, does not provide a
detailed account of all that has been written on this notion. It rather aims at giving an
overview of the models that are concerned with the overt linguistic devices that bind
a written text together, and hence lead to text interpretation. This chapter also
examines the implications of the concept of cohesion for translation. The chapter is
divided into three sections. Following the introduction, sections one and two give a
brief outline of the aforementioned studies on cohesion. Section three looks at how
translation theorists have addressed the concept of cohesion in relation to translation.
In its initial stages of development, modern linguistics studied sentences in isolation
and ignored how sentences are used in connected stretches of language. However,
the shortcomings of such studies became apparent to linguists, and this resulted in
the development of the discipline of text linguistics. In the past few years, research
in text linguistics has devoted great attention to the notion of text; consequently, a
number of approaches have investigated the fundamental properties of a text to
distinguish between a text and a sequence of unrelated sentences. Among the
features that contribute to textuality cohesion has been considered an important one.
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Cohesion is considered a language strategy that is used to organise and create texts.
It involves the usage of grammatical and lexical devices to provide links between the
different parts of a text. These links are surface, non-structural intersentential1
relations that enable the reader to interpret elements in a text by referring to other
words that have been used in the surrounding sentences. In the following sentences,
for example, Nadia went to the supermarket. She bought some apples, to be able to
understand what the pronoun 'she' in the second sentence refers to, the reader has to
go to the preceding sentence; in this text, the pronoun 'she' is the presupposing item,
and 'Nadia' in the first sentence is the presupposed item. It is cohesive devices like
'she ' that bind sentences of a text together.
1.1 Overview of Cohesion in English
The objective of this overview is twofold:
1) to outline the various perspectives on cohesion, focusing primarily on explicit
cohesive devices and their significance in the interpretation of written texts. This
information will be referred to in section three to examine how translation theorists
have adopted these principles of text connectivity in translation.
2) To assist the researcher in deciding which model(s) to adopt in the analysis of the
selected corpora.
1
Although cohesion does exist within sentences, this study focuses on cohesion across sentence
boundaries as presented by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976).
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1.1.1 Halliday and Hasan (1976)
A number of studies have been proposed by various linguists on the concept of
cohesion in English. The most renowned and detailed is the model outlined by
Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976). In this comprehensive work on
cohesion, Halliday and Hasan provide a significant contribution to the understanding
of discourse structure. Therefore, since its publication, Cohesion in English has
formed the basis for many other studies dealing with the notion of cohesion. In
addition, the effect of this seminal work has been influential not only in the field of
text linguistics but on other disciplines as well. In translation studies, as this study
will show, it has had a great impact on the direction taken by translation theorists
regarding the analysis of texts. In text linguistics, it has systematised the approaches
taken by researchers in their treatment of the notion of cohesion in the organisation
of texts. In Teaching English As a Foreign Language (TEFL) and Learning Arabic
As a Foreign Language (AFL), more reference is being made to cohesion theory in
order to find solutions to reading and writing problems encountered by students
beyond the sentence level.
In their book, Halliday and Hasan consider that cohesion is a semantic relation across
sentence boundaries using lexicogrammatical devices. They examine the cohesive
devices used in English to connect sentences of a text, and hence give it unity and
texture. Therefore, the two elements that are linked by the cohesive devices form a
'tie' (cf. Hoey, 1991); to the authors, discourse is cohesive if it employs these 'ties'.
Halliday and Hasan classify cohesive ties into five types: reference, substitution,
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ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion.
Although Halliday and Hasan's work is widely recognised and recommended by text
linguists, it has been criticised by a number of discourse practitioners due to the
authors' failure to make a clear distinction between cohesion and coherence; a
shortcoming that has implications for translation.
Although coherence is considered a text-forming device, unlike cohesion, it deals
with covert relations to create relationships between the text constituents; indeed, the
interpretation of coherence depends on extra linguistic factors. To de Beaugrande
and Dressier (1981: 4), coherence 'concerns the ways in which the components of
the TEXTUAL WORLD, i.e. the configuration of CONCEPTS and RELATIONS
which underlie the surface text, are mutually accessible and relevant'. This
definition, which sums up other definitions of the notion of coherence, explains the
stance taken by some discourse practitioners with regards to the distinction between
cohesion and coherence, de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981), Carrell (1982), Brown
and Yule (1983), McCarthy (1991), Stoddard (1991), Hoey (1991) and Enkvist
(1978; quoted in Brown and Yule, 1983) argue that a distinction has to be drawn
between cohesion and coherence; they also emphasise that cohesive ties are not the
only means of creating a coherent text. Enkvist (1978; quoted in Brown and Yule,
1983: 197) points out that the mere presence of cohesive devices does not create
cohesion. He provides the following example to prove his argument:
2 Since this study draws heavily on Halliday and Hasan's categorisation of cohesive devices, a
detailed account of each category will be discussed in Chapter Two.
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I bought a Ford. A car in which President Wilson rode down the Champs
Elysees was black. Black English has been widely discussed. The
discussions between the presidents ended last week. A week has seven days.
Every day I feed my cat. Cats have four legs. The cat is on the mat. Mat
has three letters.
According to Enkvist, although this text employs cohesive devices, it is not
considered coherent. It, thus, becomes clear that cohesive markers alone cannot
create texture; it is realising the underlying semantic relations between sentences that
enables readers to understand texts.
Having said this, it has to be pointed out that this criticism does not weaken Halliday
and Hasan's model of cohesion nor does it affect its validity in the identification of
text. What it does is to remind us of the importance of distinguishing between
cohesion and coherence; in fact, Cohesion in English is still considered the standard
text in this area. The researcher believes that Halliday and Hasan's taxonomy of
cohesive devices is useful to translators because, as text analysers, they have to
identify the explicit cohesive markers employed in a text and the semantic bonds
created between the members of a particular tie in order to translate them on the basis
of the discoursal norms of the target language.
To compensate for some of the shortcomings in Cohesion in English, Halliday and
Hasan provide a more developed discussion of their model of cohesion in later
publications. This discussion is presented in three publications: 'Coherence and
Cohesive Harmony' (Hasan, 1984), Language, context, and text: Aspects oflanguage
in a social-semiotic perspective (Halliday and Hasan, 1985) and An Introduction to
Functional Grammar (Halliday, 1985).
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1.1.2 Hasan (1984)
Hasan in 'Coherence and Cohesive Harmony' (1984), examines the relation between
coherence and cohesive harmony by developing the notion of chain first introduced
briefly in Cohesion in English. In this paper, children's writings are studied, and the
data is used to measure whether the presence or absence of cohesive markers affects
the coherence of texts. Hasan acknowledges that the results of the research indicate
that there is no connection between the number of cohesive devices and the
coherence awarded to texts by different readers. Consequently, she concludes that
cohesion contributes to coherence when cohesive devices form chains that interact
with each other; Hasan uses the term cohesive harmony to refer to this relation. She
divides chains into two classes: identity chains (IC) and similarity chains (SC). In
identity chains, on the one hand, members of the chain refer to the same person,
thing or event; in similarity chains, on the other hand, the members are not identical.
Hasan points out that both types of chains are necessary for the creation of unified
texts. Thus, this concept of chains 'has the effect of integrating the lexical and
grammatical cohesive patterns of the text, so that they are seen neither as just lexical
nor as just grammatical, but have a status by reference to their potential function in
the text' (ibid.: 211). In the notion of chains, the number and the type of chains
employed do not create coherence; rather, coherence is achieved when these chains
interact with one another. In a text, chains interact 'when two or more members of a
chain stand in an identical functional relation to two or more members of another
chain' (ibid.). Hasan adds '.... now through the examination of the interaction of
individual chains with each other a further source of unity is laid bare' (ibid.: 212).
The following extract from a child's story taken from Hasan's data explains how
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chains interact (ibid.: 187) :
1 there was once a girl and a boy
2 and there was a dog and a sailor
3 and the dog was afurry dog
4 and the girl and the boy were sitting down
5 and the sailor was standing up
There are nine identity chains in this passage:
1 girl 4 girl
1 boy 4 boy
2 dog 3 dog 3 dog
2 sailor 5 sailor
There are also five similarity chains:
1 was 2 was 3 was
4 sitting 5 standing
The same grammatical cohesive devices outlined in Cohesion in English are
examined when these chain relations are exhibited by the selected texts. However,
Hasan revises the categorisation of lexical cohesion used in Cohesion in English
because it fails to explain some of the semantic relations present in the analysed
texts. Hence, collocation is disregarded, and two categories of lexical cohesion are
realised: general and instantial. The sub-categories introduced in this classification
of lexical cohesion are discussed under collocation in Hasan's previous work.
Hasan's revised categories of lexical cohesion are listed below (ibid.: 202):
A: General i. repetition leave, leaving, left
ii. synonymy leave, depart
iii.antonymy leave, arrive
iv.hyponymy travel, leave (including co-hyponyms, leave,
arrive)
v.meronymy hand, finger (including co-meronyms, finger,
thumb)
3 The story has been abbreviated.
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B: Instantial i.equivalence the sailor was their daddy, you be the patient, I'll be
the doctor
ii.naming the dog was called Toto; they named the dog Fluffy
iii.semblance the deck was like a pool, all my pleasures are like
yesterdays
This brief account of Hasan's modification of her approach to cohesion demonstrates
that the creation of cohesive texts does not depend entirely on the identification of
cohesive devices employed in the text(s), rather it can be achieved by looking at
cohesive ties in combination; it is the interaction between ties rather than their mere
occurrence in texts that is significant. This contribution appears to be significant to
translators because it indicates that an integrated approach to texts should be borne in
mind when translating. Identifying individual instances of cohesive devices
available in the source text and rendering them into the target text without examining
the role these markers play can impair the target text.
1.1.3 Halliday and Hasan (1985)
In Language, context and text: Aspects of language in a social-semiotic perspective,
Halliday and Hasan (1985) differentiate between the two sources of textual unity,
namely structure and texture and demonstrate how they are related to the concept of
context. Halliday and Hasan begin by discussing the unity of text structure and
introduce the notion of contextual configuration (CC) which is described as 'a
specific set of values that realizes field, tenor and mode' (ibid.: 56). The authors
maintain that the features of the contextual configurations have a central role in
enabling the reader to make statements and predictions about the text structure as
well as making choices concerning the elements chosen in the organisation of texts.
That is to say, (CC) helps in predicting the obligatory and optional elements of a
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text's structure as well as the order and the number of instances in which these
elements occur in a text.
When discussing texture, Halliday and Hasan reiterate the notions of ties, chain
interaction and cohesive harmony introduced in 'Coherence and Cohesive Harmony'
(Hasan, 1984). They begin by emphasising that texture deals with semantic relations
that exist between the messages of a text, and add that these relations are realised
using certain lexicogrammatical4 devices that create ties between the different parts
of a text. The authors regard these meaning relations important to texture because
they '... form the basis for cohesion between the messages of a text' (ibid.: 73).
They differentiate between three types of semantic relations: co-reference, co-
classification and co-extension, and state that 'these semantic relations are not
independent of the lexico-grammatical patterns' (ibid.: 74). That is to say, they
cannot be employed haphazardly between any two members of a text; each semantic
relation is realised by a specific set of lexicogrammatical items. Halliday and Hasan
then give a detailed account of each semantic relation.5 Co-reference is established
by using reference devices, like the pronouns 'he\ 'she' it', the definite article 'the'
and the demonstratives 'this' and 'that'. Co-classification, however, is not a
referential relation; hence, it is realised using substitution or ellipsis. In this type of
semantic relation, although the elements in the relation are members of the same
class, they are different members of the class. As for co-extension, it is realised by
lexical items. To understand the ties expressed by co-reference and co-classification,
4
Halliday and Hasan use the modified classification of cohesive devices introduced in 'Coherence and
Cohesive Harmony' (1984).
5 These relations are mentioned briefly in their earlier works.
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the reader has to refer to the preceding context to interpret the terms; by contrast, it is
not necessary to refer to the co-text to understand the ties of co-extension. These
semantic relations of co-reference, co-classification and co-extension are responsible
for tying together the two members of a tie; it is these ties that create a cohesive text.
The following sentences illustrate how these semantic relations work.
(1) Sami is a student at Edinburgh University. He is studying Law. ( co-reference)
(2) A: Can I use your mobile phone?
B: Where is yours? (co-classification)
(3) Nadia likes fruits. She sometimes has an apple and an orange for breakfast (co-
extension)
In sentences (1) and (2), 'he' and 'yours' are implicit devices; their interpretation is
possible by referring to an item that has been used in the text. However, in sentence
(3), 'apple' and iorange, are lexical items; thus, if the reader knows English, the
meanings of these words can be easily interpreted without recourse to the co-text.
Halliday and Hasan, in relation to texture, point out that in long texts there exists
'threads of semantic relations' and their interpretation is made possible due to the
reciprocal relation between grammatical and lexical devices employed in the text.
They state that 'grammatical and lexical cohesion move hand in hand, the one
supporting the other' (ibid.: 83). They go on to say that 'threads of semantic
relations' form chains that interact and result in cohesive harmony.
Although this study reiterates much of the work presented in 'Coherence and
Cohesive Harmony', it is considered significant as far as understanding and
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interpreting text structure and text texture. The study also demonstrates the pivotal
role that the notion of chain interaction and cohesive harmony plays in the creation
of coherent texts.
1.1.4 Halliday (1985)
In An Introduction to Functional Grammar (1985), Halliday summarises much of the
information presented in Cohesion in English (1976) in one chapter entitled 'Around
the clause: cohesion and discourse'. However, Halliday revises the categorisation of
cohesive devices adopted in Cohesion in English.
Halliday in this work identifies only four types of cohesive devices instead of the
five adopted in Cohesion in English. These include: reference, ellipsis, conjunctions
and lexical organisation; under this categorisation, ellipsis and substitution are
discussed under one heading: ellipsis. By combining these two grammatical
structures under one heading, Halliday acknowledges the fuzzy boundary lines
among these two categories as presented in Cohesion in English (ibid.) and accounts
for this revised categorisation stating that 'ellipsis and substitution are variants of the
same type of cohesive relation' (1985: 297); by this he means that in some contexts,
ellipsis and substitution can both be used interchangeably to bind sentences of a text,
as illustrated in the following two examples:
(1) My friend likes the Chinese restaurant on Clerk Street. I prefer the other on Princes
Street.
(2) My friend likes the Chinese restaurant on Clerk Street. I prefer the one on
Princes Street.
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In example (1), the word 'restaurant' is deleted; cohesion is created using ellipsis. In
example (2), the substitute 'one' stands in for the word 'restaurant'; in this case,
substitution is used to bind the sentences together.
Also, Halliday classifies the conjunctions available in English under three main
headings: (1) elaboration; (2) extension; and (3) enhancement. He emphasises that
the conjunctions grouped under each category convey specific semantic relations,
and he further sub-divides these main categories into a number of sub-types.6
In discussing lexical organisation, Halliday identifies three main types of lexical
classes that create intersentential cohesion, namely repetition, synonymy and
collocation. Under synonymy, Halliday discusses the following variants: antonyms,
hyponyms and meronyms and states that the differences between hyponymy and
meronymy are not always clear in texts. Halliday's categorisation of the lexical
cohesive devices overcomes some of the shortcomings prevalent in the discussion of
this category in Cohesion in English (1976).
Halliday in An Introduction to Functional Grammar (ibid.) succinctly discusses the
concept of cohesion and the formal cohesive devices that are employed in English
discourse to create cohesive texts. The researcher believes that this concise
discussion of cohesion is useful to researchers and learners who do not need to know
all the details pertaining to the cohesive devices available in English. As far as
translation theorists are concerned, some of them have drawn upon Halliday's
6 See An Introduction to Functional Grammar (1985: 303-308) for the full list of conjunctions.
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categorisation of cohesive devices in the analysis of these markers in the act of
reworking texts from English into Arabic.
1.1.5 de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981)
In Introduction to Text Linguistics (1981), de Beaugrande and Dressier add a new
dimension to the notion of cohesion by emphasising the importance of the study of
texts in communication. They identify seven standards of textuality: cohesion,
coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality and
intertextuality.7 To the authors, these standards of textuality interact; hence, efficient
communication is achieved when all these standards are satisfied in texts. These text
characteristics are subject to three 'regulative principles', namely efficiency,
effectiveness and appropriateness. Efficiency facilitates the processing of texts.
Effectiveness refers to the use of resources that enable the readers understand the
underlying goals of text production. As for appropriateness, it determines how a text
is organised and the relationships that hold among its components and the standards
of textuality. To de Beaugrande and Dressier, cohesion is achieved using a group of
cohesive devices that create certain organisational patterns upon the surface structure
and help text processors understand the relationships between the different parts of a
text. Etence, the cohesive texts allow text users to communicate with a 'minimum
expenditure' of effort, de Beaugrande and Dressier identify a number of devices that
can be employed in 'long-range' stretches of text to show how already used textual
components can be 're-used', 'modified' or 'compacted'(ibid.: 49). These devices
include:
7 For a detailed account of these standards of textuality see de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981).
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1) Recurrence: the repetition of the same word(s) already used in the text. Text
producers use this device for a number of purposes: 'to assert and affirm a point of
view, to convey surprise, to repudiate and to overcome irrelevant interpretations'
(ibid.: 54-56).
2) Partial recurrence: this involves using the same word but with a shift in word
class, e.g. verb-noun: separate-separation.
To the researchers, recurrence and partial recurrence maintain text stability and
continuity. However, it must be noted that these two cohesive devices must not be
used excessively in discourse because this will result in reducing text informativity; a
sentence like ' John ran home and John ran homed (Green 1968; quoted in de
Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981: 55) is unacceptable since the repetition of John does
• 8
not provide the text receiver with new information.
3) Paraphrase: this involves the repetition of the content, but the writer chooses
different materials to do so.
4) Parallelism: this entails using the same structure but with different expressions.
Text producers use paraphrase and parallelism to avoid the excessive usage of
recurrence and partial recurrence in discourse, and in contexts 'where stability and
exactness of content are important to the text receiver' (ibid.: 59).
8 The researcher thinks that this sentence not only has low information value, but also fails to adhere
to the stylistic conventions of English.
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5) Pro-forms: these devices are employed because they fulfil the efficiency criterion
by saving effort since they 'shorten and simplify' the surface text without mentioning
again what has already been stated. Pro-forms have no content, so they are used to
replace content words. The most common pro-forms are pronouns; the other pro-
forms include: do, so and such.
6) Ellipsis: deals with the omission of expressions that can be retrieved by referring
to words mentioned earlier in the text. Like pro-forms, this device saves processing
effort. However, the use of ellipsis must not be exaggerated because this will
jeopardise efficiency and compactness.
7) Tense and aspect: these devices signal relative times, unity, order and modality of
events.
8) Junction: these are explicit markers that signal relationships between the text
constituents. These junctives help in the production and reception of texts and
express relations of additivity, alternativity, incompatibility and subordination.
9) Functional sentence perspective: this aspect deals with the ordering of expressions
in texts. Placing expressions 'in the earlier or later stretches of clause and sentences
suggests the relative priorities and degrees of informativity of underlying content'
(ibid.: 75).
This brief outline shows that de Beaugrande and Dressier's contribution to the notion
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of cohesion results from the way they associate the regulative principles with the
notion of cohesion. It is our belief that the significance of this approach to
translation is summed up in the following statement by the authors: 'If we view text
as a document of decision, selection, and combination, then many occurrences are
significant by virtue of the other alternatives which might have occurred instead'
(ibid.: 35).
1.1.6 Brown and Yule (1983)
Brown and Yule in Discourse Analysis (1983) discuss three points related to
cohesion: (1) a taxonomy of cohesive formal devices available in the language; (2)
the differentiation between cohesion and coherence; and, (3) the interpretation of
referring expressions in discourse paying particular attention to pronoun reference.
When discussing cohesive devices, Brown and Yule acknowledge that languages
have specific formal markers that text producers use to connect sentences of a text.
They draw on the explicit devices advocated by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in
English and suggest others such as consistency of tense, syntactic repetitions,
stylistic choices and punctuation. They provide the following example to illustrate
how these markers are used in texts (ibid.: 194):9
1) Lord Melbourne, who was Prime Minister when Victoria becajne Queen
in 1837, did not like birdsons and could not distinguish a woodlark from a
nishtinsale. He preferred the singing of blackbirds anyway; best ofall he
liked the cawins ofrooks and could watch them for hours as they circled at
sunset. Victoria was surprised by this: she disliked their grating and
insistent callins.
9 The underlined words display different types of cohesive relations between sentences in the text.
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Having provided this example, the authors argue that although most texts employ
explicit cohesive devices, they are not always required to create cohesive texts.
Accordingly, they emphasise that a distinction needs to be drawn 'between the
'meaning relations' which hold between items in a text and the explicit expression of
those texts' (ibid.: 195) because a text that is cohesive need not be coherent.10 They
also claim that 'it is easy to find texts, in the sense of contiguous sentences which we
readily co-interpret, which display few, if any, explicit markers of cohesive relations'
(ibid.: 196). The following are some of the examples provided by the authors to
explain their argument:
2) A: There's the doorbell.
B: I'm in the bath.
3) Thank you for your comments about voicing. I will eventually get back
to that lesson. (beginning of letter)
In examples (2) and (3) explicit markers have not been used to link the sentences;
nevertheless, Brown and Yule claim that readers will consider that these sentences
form a text. We agree with the authors that a distinction between cohesion and
coherence must be drawn for the successful analysis of texts and that explicit
markers are not always necessary for text interpretation. However, it is our
contention that formal markers facilitate the processing of texts; we believe that this
is especially true ifwe consider that the significance of utilising these markers lies in
their underlying semantic meaning. To test this claim, the researcher asked a number
of native and non-native postgraduate students at the University of Edinburgh to
interpret some of the examples quoted by Brown and Yule. Students whose mother
10
They quote Enkvist's example (referred to earlier in this chapter) to illustrate this point.
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tongue is English had no problems processing the texts, but they did point out that
explicit formal markers between the sentences would have made text interpretation
easier. They also suggested some explicit markers that could have been used for
example (3). These markers include: and, but, so, as a result and accordingly. This
indicates that there is inconsistency in the analysis of the text since the markers
suggested express different meaning relations. The non-native speakers of English,
however, found the texts difficult to decipher. Thus, it may be inferred that the usage
of explicit cohesive markers in texts may facilitate text processing and prevent text
misinterpretation. The researcher's conclusion is by no means conclusive; further
studies have to be conducted on a number of texts that do not use explicit markers,
and more subjects have to be asked to interpret these texts.11
The authors then go on to discuss discourse reference stating that pronouns must be
given special attention in the interpretation of sentence relationships. This is so
because pronouns lack 'content' and have no meaning in isolation; to interpret a
pronoun, the reader has to look back in the text to identify the nominal expression it
refers to. Brown and Yule claim that most of the models that tackle the notion of
cohesion look at pronoun reference as simply a matter of substitution that involves
using a pronoun to replace an expression that has been previously used in the text.
They argue that this straightforward view of the function of pronouns in discourse
should be reconsidered. To clarify their stance, one of the examples provided by
Halliday and Hasan to show pronoun reference is discussed (1976: 2):
11
Twenty subjects were asked to interpret the texts: ten native speakers and ten non-native speakers of
English. The non-native speakers of English come from the Arab World and the Far East.
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4) Wash and core six cooking apples. Put them into a fireproof dish.
According to Halliday and Hasan, the pronoun 'them' in the second sentence refers
to the 'six cooking apples' in sentence one. To Brown and Yule, this referential
relation is not so straightforward; the pronoun 'them' in sentence two does not refer
to the same 'six cooking apples' in sentence one. These apples have undergone 'a
change of state'; they are no longer fresh, for they have been 'washed' and 'cored'
(cf. Morgan and Sellner, 1980; quoted in Carrell, 1982). Hence, the authors argue
that readers should bear this kind of interpretation in mind when they 'process'
pronoun reference.
Brown and Yule's argument sheds light on a new dimension of pronoun reference. It
would be interesting to see whether the authors' approach to pronoun reference is
useful and applicable to translation.
1.1.7 Hoey (1991)
Another significant study on cohesion is Hoey's contribution in Patterns ofLexis in
Text (1991). This study, unlike other studies on cohesion, focuses on the role lexical
cohesion plays in the creation of texts. Hoey argues that lexical cohesion 'is the
single most important form of cohesive tie' (ibid.: 9) and that 'the study of cohesion
in text is to a considerable degree the study of patterns of lexis in text'(ibid.: 10). He
contends that lexical cohesion plays a pivotal role in text organisation since the
lexical relationships that exist between the different sentences of a text create certain
patterns in that text. Hoey in this work focuses on the lexical relations that permit
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repetition in texts, and accordingly identifies four types of repetition that help in the
organisation of texts: simple repetition, complex repetition, simple paraphrase and
complex paraphrase. Simple repetition is the repetition of the same word(s) used
previously in the text. Complex repetition is like partial recurrence introduced in de
Beaugrande and Dressler's model (1981). Simple paraphrase in Hoey's model is
another name for synonymy, and complex paraphrase is used to describe a number of
relations. First, it refers to items that are opposites; second, it involves two items that
are linked because they can be associated with a third item that is common to both
(e.g. record and discotheque have a link with disc); third, it occurs if one lexical item
can be substituted for another item used in the text (e.g. disc for record). These
lexical relations create links, bonds and nets between the different parts of a text, and
therefore help in measuring the cohesiveness of the text. According to Hoey, a link
exists when a lexical item used in one sentence is repeated in another, and bonds are
formed when sentences are connected by three or more links; the set of bonds that
create interconnectivity among the sentences of a text form nets. By analysing the
following text, Hoey illustrates how lexical cohesion creates these relations between
sentences and contributes to the organisation of texts.
Drug Crazed Grizzlies
A drug known to produce violent reactions in humans has been used for
sedating grizzly bears Ursus arctos in Montana, USA, according to a report
in The New York Times. After one bear, known to be a peaceable animal,
killed and ate a camper in an unprovoked attack, scientists discovered it had
been tranquillized 11 times withphencyclidine or 'angel dust', which causes
hallucinations and sometimes gives the user an irrational feeling of
destructive power. Many wild bears have become 'garbage junkies',
feeding from dumps around human developments. To avoid potentially
dangerous clashes between them and humans, scientists are trying to
rehabilitate the animals by drugging them and releasing them in
uninhabited areas. Although some biologists deny that the mind-altering
drug was responsible for uncharacteristic behaviour of this particular bear,
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no research has been done into the effects ofgiving grizzly bears or other
mammals repeated doses ofphencyclidine.
(from 'Green Piece', BBC Wildlife, March 1984, Vol. 2, No. 3:160
quoted in Hoey, 1991: 35)
Hoey starts his analysis by counting the repetition links between the different
sentences in the text; he points out that sentences are connected 'if they share at least
three points of reference ....if less than three repetitions are treated as establishing a
significant connection, then virtually every other sentence will be connected to
virtually every other sentence, and that is not going to tell us anything interesting
about the function of cohesion except that it is pervasive' (ibid.: 36).
Hence, sentence 1 in the above text has four links with sentence 2, four links with
sentence 5, three links with sentence 4 and two with sentence 3. These lexical links
between sentence 1 and sentences 2, 3, 4 and 5 are listed below:
1) drug produce humans used sedating grizzly bears
2) bear tranquillized causes user
3) bears humans
4) them humans animals drugging
5) drug responsible for grizzly bears
According to the three-link connection, there is an established connection (bond)
between sentence 1 and sentences 2, 4 and 5 but not with sentence 3. These lexical
repetitions that create links, bonds and nets are important in text organisation because
they indicate the central and the marginal sentences in texts. As the names suggest,
central sentences play a role in the development of the theme of the text, while
marginal sentences do not contribute to this aspect of text, for they have low
information value. The author believes that identifying the central and the marginal
sentences in texts is important because these sentences can play a role in text
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abridgements and in revealing how topics are dealt with within a text; this is a point
that Hoey considers vital in the understanding of text organisation. Hence, sentence
3 in the Drug Crazed Grizzlies text, which is considered a marginal sentence, can be
omitted without affecting text comprehensibility.
When compared with other studies on cohesion, it is clear that Hoey's Patterns of
Lexis in Text looks at cohesion from a different angle and provides useful insights
into the text-organising function of lexical cohesion. For translators, this model may
prove useful if it can be applied to different text-types; if this approach proves
applicable to different genres, failure to recognize the lexical relations in texts may
result in text miscomprehension and inaccurate translations.
1.1.8 Gutwinski (1976)
Gutwinski's study of cohesion in Cohesion in Literary Texts: A Study of some
Grammatical and Lexical Features ofEnglish Discourse is unlike the other studies
examined in this section in that it focuses only on the cohesive devices used in
literary texts. Gutwinski states that 'the immediate aim of the study is to open some
new possibilities for research in the field of linguistic study of literary texts. In
particular it is hoped that a technique can be developed and applied to the study of
cohesion in such text' (ibid.: 33). The discussion of cohesion in this study is placed
within the framework of the stratificational model of language which considers that
language consists of stratal systems; each stratum consists of primary strata and sub¬
strata. The three primary strata are semology, morphology and phonology.
According to the stratificational theory, the language strata must interact with one
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another, and the relation that exists between the different strata is one of realisation.12
The author explains at the outset the reason behind the application of the
stratificational theory in his study saying: 'We are using the stratificational model of
language mainly to place our discussion of cohesion in a suitable framework of
linguistic description. This framework allows us to keep apart the different kinds of
linguistic features of discourse as well to see their relationship' (ibid.: 41). When
discussing cohesion, Gutwinski limits his study to the morphological features of
discourse and most of the grammatical and lexical devices used in the analysis of his
n
data appear in Cohesion in English. He studies cohesion between clauses, in
adjacent sentences and beyond pairs of adjacent sentences. The grammatical or
lexical items that have a cohesive role form 'ties' between the different parts of the
text.14
The results of the study show that literary texts display cohesion. The important
observation, however, concerns the variation in the type of cohesive devices used by
different writers to achieve cohesion. For example, whereas Henry James relies on
grammatical cohesion, Hemingway depends on lexical cohesion. Hence, the results
of the study reveal that each text has a certain pattern of cohesive choices. These
patterns may be attributed to the different literary styles of James and Hemingway.
As a result, Gutwinski claims that ' The application of the technique developed here
to other literary texts may establish a relationship between a definite patterning of
12 For a detailed account of the stratificational theory see Lockwood, D. (1972).
13 Gutwinski also considers subordination in the analysis of his data.
14 The data analysed comprises the fourth chapter XLII of Henry James' novel The Portrait of an
Artist, and Ernest Hemingway's short story Big Two Hearted River: Part 1.
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cohesive choices and a given literary style' (ibid.: 159).
Gutwinski's study of cohesion has demonstrated how the notion can be applied to the
study of literary texts, and it can be rightly said that it has contributed to the research
in the domain of stylistics. This study may be useful to translators who translate
literary texts. If translators are aware that different authors use different cohesive
devices in their works, it may prove necessary to convey these variations in style in
the target texts.
This brief outline of the approaches taken by text linguists to the notion of cohesion
in English has been undertaken to help the researcher identify the models that will be
used in the analysis of the cohesive devices employed in Newsweek International
(Chapter Three). The outline has revealed that most of the models presented will be
illuminating in the analysis of the cohesive devices employed in Newsweek
International; however, since Halliday and Hasan's model proposed in Cohesion in
English (1976) is the most comprehensive model, and will help explain many of the
findings attested in the corpora, this model will be emphasised in this study.
Having discussed the models of cohesion that tackle the cohesive devices available
in English, the next section will examine how Arab linguists have addressed the
notion of cohesion and explicit markers in the Arabic Language.
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1.2 Overview of Cohesion in Arabic
Arab grammarians and linguists, traditional and modern alike, have failed to accord
an adequate degree of attention to the concept of cohesion in general and
intersentential cohesion in particular. In the past, Arab grammarians considered the
markers that create connectivity grammatical structures and studied them within the
domain of syntax. Cohesion was studied separately under the discipline of AiX
(rhetoric) which was concerned primarily with literary criticism. Today, those
modern linguists who have studied cohesion fall into three groups. The first group of
linguists has confined their study of cohesion and the significance of cohesive
devices in text continuity to literary texts and has ignored other genres (KhatabT,
1991). The second group comprises linguists who have considered individual
cohesive elements, such as repetition and conjunctions and studied the role they play
in text connection (Koch, 1983a, 1983b; Al-Jubouri, 1984; Johnstone, 1987; Al-
Batal, 1990; Al-Mahmoud, 1989; and Wolweel, 2000). The third group has studied
the notion of cohesion in relation to other disciplines, such as Translation, Teaching
English As a Foreign Language (TEFL) and Learning Arabic As a Second Language
(AFL) (Aziz, 1998, 1997; Hatim and Mason, 1990; Baker, 1992; Mohamed, 1993,
Shakir and Obeidat, 1991, 1992; and Al-Jabr, 1999). These linguists adapted the
cohesive devices proposed by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976) and
studied how these devices are used in Arabic discourse.15 Consequently, one finds
that the literature does not include models on intersentential cohesion that approach
this notion from different perspectives (cf. models of cohesion in English). In fact, it
15 Aziz (1998) adopts Halliday's categorisation (see Section 1.1.4)
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appears that these studies apply the same methodology in their approach to this
notion.
Because of the nature of the studies available on intersentential cohesion in Arabic,
the section which follows will look at the studies conducted on this notion by early
Arab rhetoricians16 and modern linguists. This will show the similarities and/or the
differences between the explicit markers that create connectivity in Arabic and
English. Section three of this chapter will illustrate the significance of this
information to translation studies concerned with the notion of cohesion.
1.2.1 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl's Theory of Construction (^)
In his book, JAe (The Proofs of Inimitability), which appeared in the Fifth
Century of Hijra (Eleventh Century A.D.), al-Jurjan! argues that discourse
constituents psi\ <djJ are held together by the process of 'interrelationship'
which he names nazm. According to al-Jurjam, nazm deals with connectivity
between the different text constituents; a point that he makes clear at the outset of
<JA^(1994: 15):
.i*} i _ Mi i \ 1 g > .nt i /j>11 n )i ai i ^At (ji
(It is known that nazm is nothing other than the binding together of discourse
constituents so that one constituent presupposes the other).
This quotation shows that nazm to al-Jurjanl has to be looked at as an integrated
whole and not as parts; it {nazm) 'is not an arbitrary grouping ^ of elements, but an
activity similar to weaving or building in which there is a reason for putting a certain
16 The researcher has chosen 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl's theory of construction ^ because it is the
best study that tackles intersentential cohesion.
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(unit) in a definite place, so much so that if the unit was placed in a different
position, it would not fit' (Abu Deeb, 1979: 40). To create this relationship between
different constituents of a text, al-Jurjanl identifies four major cohesive devices:
jjiiillj (fronting and backing), jjkiillj (definiteness and indefiniteness), <_iUI
(ellipsis) and j j\\ (explicit and implicit conjunctions).
1.2.1.1 Fronting and backing: this involves the movement of sentence constituents
which is possible in Arabic because the language has a relatively free word order.
Hence, one finds that sentences can sometimes begin with a verb followed by a
subject, whereas in other contexts they can begin with a subject followed by a verb.
al-Jurjanl asserts that this variation in word order is not done haphazardly, and
results in different sentence meanings. The following examples illustrate fronting
and backing in Arabic:
. "ULai .laaJ u-u£ ( 1
wrote Ahmad the letter
Ahmad wrote the letter
. (3
The letter Ahmad wrote
klluijll L_JJ£ (4
wrote the letter Ahmad
According to al-Jurjanl, fronting is used in Arabic when the writer wants to give
prominence to an element in the discourse; by moving an element forward from its
natural place, it stands out against other elements in the discourse. Fronting is
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considered one of the most important devices that create cohesion in Arabic because
this device changes the intended meaning of the message.17
1.2.1.2 Deflniteness and indefiniteness: this cohesive device is discussed under the
heading jAII ^ (different types of information). This device is used to express
referential relations in texts and plays a pivotal role in discourse structure. Al-JurjanT
identifies a number of referential elements that signal defmiteness and indefiniteness;
these include: proper nouns, personal pronouns, the definite article, demonstrative
pronouns, relative pronouns, the genitive construct and vocatives. The following
sentences taken from (ibid.: 126) illustrate how this cohesive device







In (1) the speaker of the utterance is aware that the hearer does not know that the
action of rushing has taken place nor does he know the doer of the action; therefore,
the indefinite is used. In (2) the hearer knows that the action of rushing has taken
place, but does not know who performed the action. Hence, the definite article is
added to jjlkudl , and A; is foregrounded and emphasised because the speaker wants
to assert that it is Zayd and not'Amr that performed the rushing. In (3) by adding the
definite article to £we know that the hearer is aware of the action of rushing but
he/she is not fully aware of the doer of the action.
17
Fronting and backing seem similar to the notion of theme and rheme as it is used by linguists today.
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1.2.1.3 Ellipsis: this involves the omission of elements used previously in the
discourse; these elements can be recovered by referring to the preceding text. Al-
Jurjanl considers that ellipsis does not impair text comprehension; rather, in certain
contexts, text producers use this device to avoid repetition and secure communicative
efficiency. He focuses on nominal ellipsis paying particular attention to topic and
direct object ellipsis, and gives verbal ellipsis little attention. The following
examples illustrate topic and direct object ellipsis:
?liiila. i 'qjS : (1
jA1 :
Sami: How are you?
Nader: Fine
In example (1), the topic has been omitted in the answer; the full structure of the
construction should be (I am fine).
1 Lq (Jlii (jl-ijjj q o j'q>n; ^iilii! {ja kxl ^ f r. —2.j ^^ 4^/ 0 Lxlj (2
.
^ q i H I V tills
(When he came to the well of Mediam he found around it a multitude ofmen watering [their
flocks], and beside them two women who were keeping back [their sheep], 'What is it that
troubles you?' he asked. They replied: "We cannot water [them]until the shepards have
driven away their flocks. Our father is an aged man.)
(Surat al-Qasas: 23;quoted in al-Jurjanl, 1994: 116)
In this verse, there are three instances of direct object ellipsis. The first ellided object
is their cattle after The second is sheep after women; and the third
is our sheep li^c. after .
1.2.1.4 Explicit and Implicit Conjunctions: explicit conjunction involves using
formal linguistic markers to link sentences in the discourse, whereas implicit
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conjunctions entails joining sentences together without explicit markers.18 al-
Jurjani, unlike his predecessors, was not only interested in the syntactic properties of
these conjunctions and their mere presence in discourse, but was concerned with the
underlying semantic meaning(s) that these markers express. Nevertheless, the list of
conjunctions that al-JurjanT discusses is inexhaustive, for he focuses on j (and), i-i
(so), (then), ji (or) and J (that). These devices express additive, causal, temporal
adversative and emphatic relations between sentences in discourse. The following
sentences taken from (ibid.: 153) show how some of these conjunctions
are used in discourse:
He was generous to me, so I thanked him.
£>• N (2
I left. Then, Zayd left.
j ^3la j (3
Zayd is standing, and Amr is sitting.
In example (1), the conjunction <-j designates that the action of thanking took place
immediately after and as a direct consequence of the event of giving. In example (2),
the use of £ indicates that there was an interval between the two events. In example
(3), the conjunction j represents an additive relationship.
This brief outline of al-Jurjanl's theory of nazm shows that al-Jurjanl provides a new
dimension to Arabic grammar. He does not look at it mainly from a syntactic
perspective; rather, he considers the semantic and the pragmatic features expressed
by grammatical relations and studies them in discourse. In fact, many scholars have
18 This distinction corresponds to what is referred to as asyndetic and syndetic co-ordination (Quirk et
al., 1972).
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hailed al-Jurjani's theory of nazm, and Muhammad Manduur describes it as a
'precious treasure ... that is identical with the most recent developments of
linguistics' (Manduur 1930; quoted in Abu Deeb, 1979: 25).
1.2.2 Modern Linguists' Approach to Cohesion
As stated in the introduction, when discussing cohesion, most Arab and Western
linguists rely primarily on Halliday and Hasan's taxonomy of cohesive devices
proposed in Cohesion in English (1976). Consequently, one finds that the categories
of reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunctions and lexical cohesion are tackled as
text-binding devices with reference to Arabic. However, in their treatment of these
cohesive devices, linguists acknowledge that there are differences between Arabic
and English in the sub-types and fine details grouped under each category.
1.2.2.1 Reference
Reference is a semantic relation between two linguistic forms; the interpretation of
one linguistic form depends on the recoverability of another linguistic sign
mentioned in the preceding text. Reference can be exophoric or endophoric. For
processing exophoric reference, the reader has to look outside the text to interpret the
linguistic form, whereas endophoric reference requires the reader to look within the
text to understand the linguistic form. If the linguistic element precedes the
reference item, reference is anaphoric; if it follows the reference, it is cataphoric. In
Arabic, anaphoric reference is a very common form of reference. Cataphoric
reference, however, is not preferred in discourse, and Arab grammarians, stylisticians
and rhetoricians discourage its use; the only exception is the Pronoun of Prominence
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(jLiJI . In the following example the pronoun ja explains and refers to the noun
that comes after it:
■laJ Jill (Ji
Say: He, Allah, is one
(Surat al-Ikhlas: 1)
Arabic employs four sub-types of reference devices. These are: the definite article,
personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and comparatives.
1. The Definite Article
The definite article J in Arabic is a prefix that is attached to the noun, (e.g. oljll: the
boy) to make it defined or determined. Arab grammarians mention three types of J:
the generic al 3niiV>ll J, the relative noun al kJ>21 <JI and al that indicates previous
knowledge J (Al-Ansarl, 1996: 71-73). The definite article that concerns us
here is J since it is textually cohesive and participates in binding the sentences
of a text. This al enables the reader to be able to identify the entity alluded to by the
writer. This identification of the referent can be achieved by looking at the co-text or
the context of situation. The following examples show how this article binds
sentences of a text:
.diull J! t-odiic. 4 flj AaJl I_IAYHH (1
We will go to the park when you come back home.
A well-known professor attended the meeting. The professor is a specialist in translation.
In example (1), a father and a son are discussing how to spend the evening together;
the son knows which park the father is referring to; it is most probably the one
nearest their residence. In example (2), the word AiJ (professor) is used twice; the
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first mention is indefinite hid , whereas the second mention is definite (the
professor). The definite iliAd refers to itiJ in the first sentence and holds the two
sentences together. According to Beeston (1970: 37), 'the Arabic contrast between
the article and zero marking is one of unambiguousness versus ambiguousness'.
2. Personal Pronouns
Pronouns refer to overt linguistic entities used previously in the text. There are two
types of pronominal forms in Arabic: separate kL^iikll and connected jjLiuJI
AJLaidl. The former are free morphemes, while the latter are bound pronominal clitics
that can be suffixed to nouns, verbs, prepositions and particles. Arabic discourse
deploys connected pronouns to trace participants; separate pronouns are used to
signal emphasis or contrast and to disambiguate reference. This frequent use of
connected pronouns in Arabic is possible because there is agreement between the
pronoun and the referent in terms of speech roles, gender and number. The following
sentences illustrate how personal pronouns create connectivity between sentences:
The teacher went into the classroom. Then, the students asked him about the exam results.
In example (3), the connected pronoun '/z«' in sentence two refers back to the teacher
in sentence one; identifying the noun which the pronoun refers to in this text is
guaranteed because there is agreement between the noun and the referent in terms of







2nd person (masc.) 'anta { 'antuma
{
'antum
2nd person (fem.) 'anti 'antunna
3rd person (masc.) huwa { huma
{
hum




I - nl - na
2nd person (masc.) - ka { kuma
{
- kum
2nd person (fem.) -ki - kunna
3rd person (masc.) -hu { huma
{
- hum
3,d person (fem.) - ha - humma
It has to be noted that in the third person singular form of the verb, the subjective
pronoun is implicit; it is not expressed using separate or connected pronouns (e.g
kataba - he wrote and katabat - she wrote). The following example illustrates how
this instance of implied third person masculine pronoun creates connectivity between
sentences:
SalTm went to the bank. He asked to see the manager.
In this example, the subject of the first sentence SalTm relates to the implied third
person masculine pronoun expressed by the verb 4-^ in the second sentence.
3. The Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns, like personal pronouns, refer to previously mentioned
linguistic entities. They are used in discourse to indicate the level of proximity
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between the referents of two linguistic items. According to traditional Arab
grammarians there are three levels of proximity: near, intermediate and far; however,
writers of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) distinguish only near and far. Table (1.3)




Singular Masc. hadha dhalika
Fem. hadhihi tilka
Dual (masc.) Nom. hadhani dhanika
Acc./gen. hadhayni dhaynika
Dual (fem.) Nom. hatni tanika
Acc./gen. hatayni taynika
Plural Com. ha'ula'i 'ula'ika
Demonstrative pronouns that are used for near reference can be anaphoric or
cataphoric, but those used to express far reference are usually used anaphorically. In
MSA, demonstratives are used in initial position in a paragraph to refer anaphorically
to a preceding entity or argument. The following examples illustrate how
demonstrative reference binds sentences in discourse:
. 4 j i ni jMI'A I ^ * v cjjji. iA (4
Listen to this. The university has decided to increase the tuition fees.
(jd (j-a . 1-iC. (jLujol (5
The results will be announced tomorrow. Where did you hear this?
In example (4), is cataphoric; it refers to the university's decision to increase the
tuition fees stated in the second sentences. In example (5), ^ is anaphoric; it refers
back to the announcement of the results.
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4. Comparatives
Comparison is used to show that two or more things may share a certain quality.
There are two types of comparison in Arabic: general and particular. Expressions
which may express general comparison include: (similar), JA" , ^Lka (identical),
i-ilLa-o (different) o&c. (opposite). Particular comparison , which is sometimes termed
the elative Jj<;-.fill has the form (masculine) and (feminine) e.g.
(masculine) and L(feminine); these forms are usually followed by the
prepositional phrase introduced by to give the structure its comparative
significance. However, some adjectives cannot take the above forms; in such cases,
comparative forms like J&i (more) Jai (less) or aTi (stronger) are combined with a
verbal noun in the indefinite accusative case, like Jai (less knowledgeable).
Generally speaking, comparisons express anaphoric relations in discourse.
. ' I'll '.AV 4_iujLa^il /jl 4jS] 4_j£LljlSxdl 4 i n Vl,t 11 (6
Haytham was studying Mechanical Engineering. However, he decided to change his major
and study Accounting because it is easier.
In example (6), the elative indicates a comparison between the two majors:
Mechanical Engineering and Accountancy. Although the prepositional phrase is
omitted after the elative <Ja-J , the reader can interpret the meaning of this elative by
referring to the preceding sentence.
1.2.2.2 Substitution
When the term substitution is referred to by Arab grammarians and linguists, this
structure is associated with 'the permutative construction' JoJI. Four types of
structures grouped under the permutative construction are differentiated: (1) Jaj
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<_&ll (> (the substitution of the whole for the whole), like :ua ; (2) J£ll
t> (the part is substituted for the whole), like U6&\\ i Ja; (3) JUiWI Jaj (the
permutative of inclusion), like aaJ ; and (4) -Will Jju (the permutative of
error), like euu .
In fact, KhatabI (1991: 210) states that the literature which discusses the cohesive
devices available in Arabic refers to reference, demonstratives, conjunctions and
repetition. Hence, substitution, as it is used in English, and translated as JIajU, is
included as a cohesive device only by those linguists who combine the Arabic and
English approaches to cohesion. Indeed, when KhatabT analyses the cohesive
devices employed by Adonis in one of his poems19, not one instance of substitution
is noted. Also, Williams (1989) indicates that substitution is a marginal cohesive
device in Arabic, and all the instances of substitution noted in the corpora he
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analyses are expressed using the structure liS and are 'clausal in scope' (ibid.: 135).
This probably indicates that the concept of substitution, as it is employed in English,
is not a common structure in Arabic and has been integrated into the language as a
result of translation. According to Aziz (1998), who discusses substitution in
relation to translation, verbal susbstitution is not possible in Arabic due to the verb
system structure (see Chapter Three); with regard to clausal and nominal substitution
he refers to the following structures:
19 The poem analysed is CiUlSlI .
20 Williams (1989) analyses articles drawn from the anthology Major Themes in Modern Arabic
Thought: An Anthology edited by Le Gassick, T.J (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1979).
He also analyses MA Theses in History from Al-Azhar University.
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In some contexts, clausal substitution is achieved using the verb form (do); in
others, and can be used.
II jUJI dijj <JA :^;tn (7
.cka jsjU
Saleem: Did you visit the sick neighbour?
Ali :Yes, I did.
In the above example, cka (I did) is used as a substitute for the clause jLJI Cjjj
Noun phrase substitution is sometimes expressed using the forms ^.1 j (one) to refer
to masculine nouns and o^lj to refer to feminine nouns. In example (8), the form
•ia.1j (one) replaces the noun phrase ekj (da.
.Loia diijlcil (8
j J CijjiLil JA ijjAM
The father: I bought a pen.
The son: Did you buy me one?
1.2.2.3 Ellipsis21
Ellipsis kkdl involves the deletion of a linguistic form from the text and is employed
in discourse to avoid repetition; this cohesive device depends on the condition of
recoverability for its interpretation. Grammarians discuss a number of elliptical
structures that are available in the language, such as topic ellipsis, object ellipsis,
verb ellipsis, genitive and conditional construction ellipsis. However, El-Shiyab
(1998: 39) acknowledges that 'ellipsis in Arabic has not been systematically
21 Arab grammarians and linguists distinguish between (ellipsis) and (concealment). The
former involves the deletion of a word or a sentence from the context, whereas the latter involves the
reduction of the structure of a sentence by 'concealing' a letter, a particle, or a word from the
sentence.
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examined by linguists and/or discourse analysts; one can find very few discourse
studies that have been done on this subject'. Since this study focuses on the creation
of intersentential cohesion, the three types of ellipsis that exhibit this relationship at
the textual level will be considered, namely clause ellipsis, verb phrase ellipsis and
noun phrase ellipsis.
1. Clause Ellipsis
Ellipsis that involves nominal sentences is common in Arabic especially in answer to
questions as illustrated in Example (9).
Example (9) is an instance of nominal sentence ellipsis; the ellipted items in this
context are: aa,^ ui (I am greedy). By deleting the nominal sentence, the speaker
avoids repeating information that can be easily recoverable from the context.
2. Verb Phrase Ellipsis
This kind of ellipsis is rare in MSA; in most texts the verb phrase is repeated and
cohesion is achieved through lexical cohesion. When this structure is used in
discourse, the verb phrase may be omitted in polar questions as exemplified in the
following example:
The verb phrase I is deleted; to be able to understand what the positive answer
1*1,1 Clij'l (9
"Are you greedy, my girl?" She answered, "Yes, sir, until I die".
(Cantarino, 1974,1: 33)
.fJU:
The headmaster: Have they finished preparing for the exam?




refers to, the reader depends on the question asked by the first interlocutor.
3. Noun Phrase Ellipsis
In MSA, nunation, demonstrative pronouns, adjectives and numeratives often
indicate the omission of the noun phrase head. The following examples illustrate
how this type of ellipsis is employed in texts:
.Ac.Loll all: V (11
I don't want that watch. I want this one.
. Jjj abU diilSj (jJI CjUlUall die. La. (12
The students approached the teacher. The tall (one) was carrying a bouquet of flowers.
.Aiobtc ^ br.li juLij (jaj(13
The teacher checked the students' results and gave each student his mark.
In example (11) the noun icLJIis deleted and the demonstrative is used instead of
repeating the noun phrase 4cLJ/ ^ ; in (12) the noun kdlkll is omitted to avoid
repetition and the adjective aJL^LII can be understood to refer to the sudent used in the
preceding sentence; in (13) ^ is used to replace the deleted item ; in this
context, 'through the compensation of nunation, a word is ellipted' (El-Shiyab, 1998:
42).
1.2.2.4 Conjunctions
Conjunctions are linguistic elements that connect sentences together. However,
unlike other cohesive devices (e.g. personal pronouns and demonstratives), the reader
does not have to refer to the preceding text for their interpretation. Conjunctions in
Arabic may be free-standing, like £ (then) or inseparable and prefixed to the first
word of the co-ordinated sentence, like j (and). Although Arabic makes frequent use
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of conjunctions to create cohesive texts, the study of the semantic features and
functions of conjunctions as text-building units is fairly recent.22 Some of these
studies have adopted a comprehensive approach and looked at all the conjunctions
that bind together the sentences of a text (Al-Batal, 1990; Al-Warraki & Hassanein,
1994; Mohamed, 1993; Cantarino, 1975; Wright, 1964; and Bayshak, 1993). Others
have restricted their investigation to a limited number of conjunctive devices
(Beeston, 1970; Holes, 1995; Hamdan and Fareh, 1999; and Wolweel, 2000).
The conjunctive j (and) is the most frequently used linking device in Arabic
discourse, and the meaning relations it expresses are diversified, j can show additive,
sequential, simultaneous and adversative relationships between the clauses it
9*3
conjoins. The following sentences show how it is used to express these relations:
(jVall (J£ ^ tlij ^ l-JJJC- li'l (1
I am a stranger in this city. And I am a stranger in all the other cities.
. CjLalSJl (Jlii (2
He said these words and rose from his seat.
I dA^.^]U yijp I5L&1 (3
Why are you concerned with Arab unity and neglect Muslim unity?
.^J jdJ (4
I have knocked at your door a thousand times, but nobody opened it for me.
(Cantarino, 1975,111: 12-19)
In example (1), the j joins two sentences that are equally important; the speaker is
not only a stranger in this city, but in all cities as well. In (2), the action of rising
takes place immediately after the action of saying; example (3) shows that the action
22 Not all sentences in Arabic discourse are conjoined using conjunctions. Some sentences are
asyndetical. See Cantarino (1975) for a detailed account of the conditions under which sentences in
discourse are asyndetical.
23 For a detailed account of all the uses of "j" see Wright (1964) and Cantarino (1975).
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of concern and that of neglect are simultaneous in nature; in example (4), the second
action, that of not opening the door, is unexpected. The 'wa' indicates that
something opposite to what the addressee expects has taken place; there is an
adversative relation between the sentences joined by this conjunction.
The other conjunctions available in Arabic can be classified into five main
categories: adversative, temporal, causal, additive and alternative.
1. Adversative Conjunctions
In an adversative relation, the conjunctions link two sentences that are inconsistent.
The following are some of the main adversative conjunctions in Arabic: Jj (however,
but ySl 4 (however, but), Uil (on the contrary, however), <ji ^j (although), ^ jib
(in spite of, despite), and ^ (although, even though). In the following
examples, the sentences introduced by the adversative conjunction indicate an
unexpected action in relation to the first proposition.
.<0j, 1 ^ m (14
Salwa is intelligent, but she is lazy.
. AjuqUVII Jl ju J ^. u (15
Although Sameer was sick, he decided to go to the univesity.
2. Temporal Conjunctions
Temporal conjunctions are used to show the sequence of events in a text. The
conjunctions listed under this category are cj (so), and (then). cj is used in Arabic
to express order and immediate succession <. 14**11, whereas ^ expresses order and
non-succession Therefore, the use of <-i in example (16) indicates that the
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action of laughing took place immediately after the action of speaking; in example
(17), however, the use of indicates that the action of returning home did not
immediately succeed the event of going to the university.
. (jJiii (jiLtwJi j (16
The actor spoke, so the people laughed.
.drnl! dj-lc- aj i "\\A \ 7
I went to the university. Then I went back to the hotel.
3. Causal Conjunctions
Causal conjunctions express a cause and effect relationship between sentences of a
text. The following causal conjunctions are the most frequently used in MSA:
(because of), <jV (because), dllil ka_uj (as a result, consequently), t>j (hence), li^l
(for this reason) and li$l (because of this).
.JdzaJlj A qinhll 1 1 Clldl A ~yj i'j . <v>nil I iAJLa qj*>*'\i dll jfyI (jl (18
The Turks encouraged the Sunni rite; consequently, they did not like philosophy or
controversy in religious matters.
(Al-Warraki & Hassanein, 1994: 106)
In the above example, the action that comes after the conjunction dllil k^_nj is a result
of the proposition that precedes it.
4. Additive Conjunctions
Additive conjunctions indicate the addition of information. This relationship
between referents is expressed using (also), dills <^11 kiL^L (in addition to that),
dlliS (also, likewise), and s-uU J] (moreover, besides).
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A*-oC. ^3 Aj9^)2l]| I p I. a .iil . Cj3V' ''"'' " 0_j ' " 11 d'-C- Jj._? ' "f ■' M'' 1 „VI (19
.'—ij k .All A-a^a t'" iK nl ^)j AJ dijllt i 5A ASLuaVCj ^
Professor Reynold Nicholson is a well known scholar and outstanding Orientalist. He
was the Chairman of the Department of Oriental Studies at the University of Cambridge.
In addition, he wrote valuable studies on Islamic Suffism.
(Al-Warraki & Hassanein, 1994: 30).
In this text, the additive conjunction conjoins the two sentences by presenting the
reader with additional information about Professor Nicholson; information the reader
is not given in the first proposition.
5. Alternative Conjunctions24
Alternative conjunctions express opposition between the meanings of the connected
propositions. The most frequently used conjunctions to show this relationship are jl
(or) and (whether). The interpretation of ji depends on whether the sentence is
affirmative, imperative, interrogative or expresses a prohibition, ji is used to express
an exclusive or an inclusive disjunction a^LNI. In exclusive disjunction, the
disjunct must be false; in inclusive disjunction, the disjunct can be true or false.
.Ailll eAgj (jjlilaLill t-»ll A', jjj - A \ ^u£i A-)jU "'(j I i 1 (jjpiiCi (ji d (20
If you want to improve your English, you can read a lot, or you can mix with native speakers
.j.nil Ujli (ji ji 'Aij (ji L—La-i .^1CV! ^lr. UdUs I o 1j. nil ^11 ^_ia5j jji ti'l.n1 V (21
You cannot go to the cinema on foot. You have to take the bus or you have to take the car.
In example (20), the disjunct is not false since the addressee can choose one or both
of the actions; in example (21), however, the disjunct is false; the addressee cannot
take the bus and the car at the same time. He/she has to choose one.
24 Some researchers refer to this group of conjunctions as disjunctive conjunctions (Cantarino, 1975
and Holes, 1995).
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As for fl, it introduces the second alternative in an interrogative or indirect question
and only one of the alternatives may be chosen.
? ^)Sli.n"bn ■ in > n (J&(22
Will you go to Canada or will you go to America?
Example (22) is an interrogative and the speaker expects the addressee to choose
either Canada or America.
1.2.2.5 Lexical Cohesion
Arabic discourse is characterised by its frequent use of lexical cohesion which is
realised primarily using repetition. Koch (1983a: 47) rightly states that 'repetition is
shown to provide far more than ornamental intensification in Arabic prose: rather, it
is the key to the linguistic cohesion of the texts and their effectiveness'. Researchers
identify five types of lexical cohesive devices that are responsible for repetition in
Arabic discourse. These devices include: lexical couplets25 (e.g. JLillj ^ jll - illusion
and imagination), morphological patterns (j^-^llj - razing and demolition),
cognate accusatives (f>^ c_i - he hit a hitting) paraphrase ( ^ L:u Jj
j ajU^I j lvT<,J — the tourist visited many cities in Scotland, and he
expressed his admiration of these places.), and parallelism (
i_i3Uall - The teacher was explaining the lesson; the student was listening
attentively.).
Koch (1983a, 1983b), Al-Jubouri (1984) and Johnstone (1987) have examined these
lexical devices in argumentative Arabic discourse. According to these linguists, the
25 Lexical couplets have been given various labels by researchers. These labels include: paronomasia,
hendiadis, paraphrastic doubling and word strings.
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results of their research show that this genre is highly repetitive and almost entirely
paratactic. Koch (1983b: 57) states that 'an arguer presents his truths by making
them present in discourse: by repeating them, paraphrasing them, doubling them,
• 9 f\
calling attention to them with external particles'. In another study carried out by
Al-Mahmoud (1989) on repetition in political texts, the researcher points out that this
genre is highly repetitive and states that repetition is a feature of this text-type.
Based on the results of the aforementioned studies, it is our impression that
repetition may not be confined to a limited number of text-types. However, to
explore the degree of validity of this contention, more studies have to be conducted
on all Arabic genres to clearly understand the nature of repetition in Arabic
discourse.
Other linguists, like Aziz (1998), Baker (1992), and Al-Jabr (1999), among others
have added collocation as well as synonomy and its derivatives of antonymy,
hyponymy and meronymy to the above mentioned categorisation of lexically
cohesive devices. These devices are significant when studying cohesion across
sentence boundaries because they create interdependency between adjacent sentences
and beyond pairs of adjacent sentences in discourse. The following sentences taken
from an article entitled cdbix. (A Cover-Page Story) by SamTr 'Attallah (Al-Sharq
Al-Awsat Newspaper, 2001: 24) illustrate how lexical cohesion is used in Arabic
27
texts. The sentences have been numbered for ease of reference.
26 Holes (1995: 272) states that repetition and parallelism are not always employed in argumentative
texts. He claims there have been periods in Arabic literary history when genres of writing
involving 'argumentation' have come to the fore, but in which repetition and paraphrastic parallelism
were hardly used at all'.
27
Examples 23 and 24 are drawn from the same article.
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-Li (jc. o V i—J! Cy O^J -(1) cA "—WJ LW«jj 21JJ JJVI (jLuiiVI (jlS (23
.(2) (5.^axJI (—u <-i'n« Ajl ^ jxn
Cavemen were born, lived and died in [their birthplace]: the wilderness. They wandered
from one cave to another like other creatures except that they walked upright.
In example (23), cohesion is achieved using parallelism. The same syntactic
structure used in sentences (1) and (2) (the past of kana + noun + the present tense of
the verb) relate the actions the writer wants to express.
' (3^9j (1)'" Ot a allj ' a^-iu^alt ^9 di9^1l 1" 1 i■ aal £y (24
IjSi .(3)^1^1 (jtuuVlj (jUjljtXl IfrStXc. ^jlc.J till" ^ ViPiT-U .(2)(_J_>^i CllbU^O liltiA ClljlS (jl
.(4)ciiU^liAllj dAs J dits^jlLallj AATO Ajjjjl d±jl£ j ijj>.->11 JUJ ^ j.>>^21
On the way back from Dubai, I spent the time reading newspapers and magazines. Shortly
before landing, I asked the hostess if there were magazines other than the ones I had read;
she gave me the Time Magazine. On the cover page, there was a picture of a caveman and a
modern man. I have not read the article yet, but the picture was like a study comparing and
contrasting cavemen and modern man.
These sentences deploy a number of cohesive lexical devices: the word
(magazines) in sentence (2) is a synonym for in sentence (1); the word ^LiJI
{Time) in sentence (3) is a hyponym for 1 in sentence (2); the word £
(picture) in sentence (4) is a synonym for sin sentence (3); jLuibU in
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sentence (3) is a paraphrase of JjVI (cavemen) in sentence (1) example (14) ;
jUttl in sentence (3) is an antonym of <JjVl in sentence (1) example (14);
and in sentence (4) £^^21 (article) is a meronym for sentence (3).
Examples (23) and (24) demonstrate how Arabic discourse tolerates and depends
highly on lexical cohesion as a text-binding device. The usage of this device in
discourse does not reduce informativity; on the contrary, it makes a text more
cohesive and coherent.
28 Some linguists claim that it is difficult to draw a line between paraphrase and synonymy.
Therefore, the relationship between the two linguistic elements considered could be near-synonymy.
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This brief outline of cohesion in Arabic reveals that the majority of cohesive devices
used in English are employed in Arabic. However, it is clear that there is a
difference between English and Arabic with regards the frequency of usage of the
cohesive devices and the fine details grouped under each category. The researcher
believes that there is a need for more research to be conducted in Arabic on
intersentential cohesion across a wide range of genres; indeed, further investigation
may result in models of cohesion that look at this concept from different
perspectives.
Having discussed how the concept of cohesion is addressed in English and Arabic
and the cohesive devices used in these two languages to create cohesive texts, the
next section will examine how this concept has been tackled in translation studies.
1.3 Overview of Cohesion in Translation Studies
'From the perspective of text analysis, work on cohesion has been the single
most important area to attract the attention not only of linguists from a variety
of persuasions but also of theorists andpractitioners in the field of translation.''
(italics added)
(Hatim, 1998: 264-265)
The above statement summarises succinctly the importance attributed to the notion of
cohesion by translation theorists. When translation theorists first tackled cohesion,
they focused on the surface manifestations of the explicit cohesive markers;
however, translation theorists have recently changed their approach. They are not
only interested in stating that a particular device has been employed in discourse,
rather they consider why the text producer has chosen this device in that text; that is
to say, translation theorists are concerned with the motivations behind the use of the
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cohesive device. To translation theorists, 'Cohesion has to be examined in terms of
underlying coherence if it is to yield any insights' (ibid.: 265).
The following section attempts to outline briefly how various translation theorists
have approached the concept of cohesion. Their approaches will be referred to in
subsequent chapters to examine how they can be applied in the analysis of the
selected corpora.
1.3.1 Blum-Kulka (1986)
Blum-Kulka in 'Shifts of Cohesion and Coherence in Translation' (1986) discusses
the shifts of cohesion and coherence that take place in the translation ofwritten texts.
When discussing cohesion, Blum-Kulka identifies two types of shifts: shifts in the
level of explicitness and shifts in text meaning(s). Blum-Kulka states that the shifts
in the level of explicitness may take place because of the different grammatical
systems and stylistic preferences of the source language and the target language.
These differences entail a change, during the process of translation, in the type of
devices used to maintain cohesive ties in the target text(s). Hence, transformations
may result in target language texts that are more explicit than the source language
texts. The writer adds that cohesive explicitness in the target language text can be
attributed to factors other than the linguistic and textual differences between the
languages involved in the translation process; a notion that Blum-Kulka calls T/ze
explicitation hypothesis'. According to Blum-Kulka, 'explicitation is a universal
strategy inherent in the process of language mediation, as practised by language
learners, non-professional translators and professional translators alike' (ibid.: 302).
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When Blum-Kulka addresses the shifts in text meaning(s), she attributes these shifts
to the different functions that cohesive markers express in texts. Therefore, she
contends that shifts in the explicit markers may modify the texture, the style and the
meaning of the target language text(s).
Blum-Kulka concludes by acknowledging that further research should be conducted
on large-scale corpora ' to investigate shifts in cohesive levels that occur through
translation' (ibid.: 312).
The researcher agrees with the writer that shifts in cohesion take place in the process
of translation especially if the languages involved belong to two different families
and two different cultures. The researcher also supports the need for further
investigation on 'large-scale corpora' that cover all genres to understand the nature
of shifts in cohesion that result in the act of reworking a text.
1.3.2 Aziz (1993)
In 'Explicit and Implicit Reference in Arabic-English Translation' (1993), Aziz
examines the levels of explicitness and implicitness that occur in the translation of
referring expressions from Arabic into English. He considers the following referring
expressions in the analysis of his data: proper nouns, noun phrases and pronouns. To
Aziz, a referring expression is explicit 'if it satisfies two principles: (1) it should be
detailed and definite, and (2) it should refer directly' (ibid.: 129). Using these
principles, Aziz ranks the explicitness of referring expressions from the most explicit
to the least explicit (or implicit). Table (1.4), taken from Aziz (ibid.: 133), illustrates
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the referring expressions and the scale of explicitness attributed to each type and sub¬
type.29
Aziz adopts the translation equivalence model in the analysis of his data and explains
that this model was chosen because it covers the ideational, interpersonal and the
• -50
textual levels of meaning. The study focuses on the rhetorical rather than the
grammatical differences of references that the translator chooses in the process of
translation. When the writer analyses the data, he indicates how each expression is
rendered into English and shows whether this transformation has resulted in explicit
or implicit reference in the target language text.31 Aziz concludes that the analysis of
the data shows that there is 'overall greater explicitness of reference in the English
text' (ibid.: 149).
Table 1.4









(ii) Indefinite noun Phrases
III. Pronouns
29
According to Aziz, proper nouns are the most explicit referring expressions, while pronouns are the
most implicit.
30 The data analysed is NajTb Mahfuz's Novel 'Awlad Haritna' (Beirut 5th Edition, 1986) and its
English translation by Philip Stewart (London, Heinemann, 1981).
31 For a detailed analysis of the corpus see pp. 134-149.
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It is clear that the results of this study agree with Blum-Kulka's 'hypothesis of
explicitation' (1986). However, since Aziz's study is confined to the analysis of
referring expressions in a literary text, we reiterate the need for a comprehensive
study that should consider all cohesive devices as they are employed in different text-
types to test the applicability of these results on other genres.
1.3.3 Newmark (1987)
In 'The Use of Systemic Linguistics in Translation Analysis and Criticism' (1987),
Newmark expresses at the outset the importance of the notion of cohesion to
translation saying: 'The topic of cohesion ... has always appeared to me the most
useful constituent of discourse analysis or text linguistics applicable to translation'
(ibid.: 295).
The author focuses on cohesion and connectives in translation because he states that
these devices have a wide range of meanings 'often shading between 'additive' and
'adversative' in a way that may make a considerable difference in the semantic
relation between the sentences' (ibid.: 296). Newmark thus emphasises the
underlying semantic meanings of these cohesive devices and their contribution to the
coherence of texts. He believes that by identifying the meaning of such devices in
the source text the translator can better convey the same meaning in the target text.
Newmark also mentions that text-type identification can help the translator decide
'how far to intervene' when rendering a text from the source language to the target
language.
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We believe that Newmark does not provide enough examples to illustrate his
argument. It is our contention that discussing a number of cohesive markers in
relation to translation would have clearly demonstrated the importance, usefulness
and applicability of the notion of cohesion to translation.32
1.3.4 Aziz (1998)
In Topics in Translation (1998), Aziz discusses the cohesive devices used in English
and Arabic discourse to create intersentential cohesion. He then demonstrates how
these devices are rendered in translation. Aziz uses Halliday's categorisation of
explicit markers to explore how these devices are employed in English texts. When
discussing cohesion in Arabic, Aziz groups the formal markers used in Arabic under
the categories identified by Halliday; an approach that indicates that the main types
of cohesive devices, namely reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunctions and lexical
cohesion are deployed in English and Arabic.34
The author, however, indicates that there are two distinct differences in the way the
two languages use these cohesive devices in discourse. First, the two languages
differ in the frequency of the usage of the main types of explicit devices. Arabic
favours lexical devices to bind the sentences of a text, while English uses reference,
ellipsis and substitution. This entails that Arabic depends on repetition to create
cohesive texts, while English tends to avoid repetition.
32 This may be attributed to the discursive nature of the paper. In this paper, Newmark discusses
other issues pertaining to translation.
33 Refer to Section 1.1.4 for Halliday's categorisation of cohesive devices.
34 In fact, Aziz (ibid.: 114) acknowledges that 'Cohesion in Arabic needs further exploration if a more
comprehensive and adequate account is to be made.'
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Second, the two languages differ in the way they deploy the sub-types grouped under
the main types of cohesive devices. For example, both Arabic and English use the
demonstrative 'hadha' and 'this' to express near reference. In some texts, however,
Arabic may use 'hadha\ while English may opt for 'that' (See Chapter Three,
Section 3.3.1.2). Aziz states that translators must take these differences into
consideration when translating because 'it is often too easy to transfer the cohesive
pattern of the source language to the target language. This temptation must be
resisted by the translator and a proper equivalent should be used in the target text'
(ibid.: 114). It is this inappropriate rendering of cohesive devices into the target
language text that create interference in cohesion.
Although this study provides a comprehensive account of cohesion in English and
Arabic and examines how this notion is tackled in translation, the researcher thinks
that the author's approach 'is characterised by a surface bias' (Hatim, 1998: 265).
The author illustrates how different cohesive devices are rendered in the process of
translation, but fails to explain the impact this has on the target language text(s). In
fact, the author seems to ignore the underlying semantic meanings these explicit
markers express in discourse (cf. Newmark, 1987; Hatim and Mason, 1990; Baker,
1992; Neubert and Shreve, 1992; Hatim and Mason, 1997; and Hatim, 1997); a point
we believe should be given careful attention in the process of translation.
1.3.5 Baker (1992)
Baker in In Other Words: A Coursebook on Translation (1992), examines the
explicit cohesive devices that English employs to bind the sentences of a text and
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then explores how these devices are translated between languages; hence, by
adopting this approach, Baker demonstrates how other languages deploy these formal
35markers. Although she uses Halliday and Hasan's categorisation of cohesive
devices presented in Cohesion in English (1976), she notes that other devices, such
as 'continuity of tense, consistency of style and punctuation' (ibid.: 211) play an
important role in relating the different parts of a text. Baker in her investigation of
cohesion and its relevance to translation tackles intrasentential and intersentential
cohesion stating that 'it makes more sense to take a broader view of cohesion and to
consider any element cohesive as long as it signals a conjunctive-type relation
between parts of a text, whether these parts are sentences, clauses (dependent and
independent), or paragraphs' (ibid.: 192).
At the outset, Baker asserts that every language has its own devices for creating
cohesive texts and that within a given language different genres employ different
explicit markers. According to Baker, translators should consider these differences
in the process of translation.
Baker also addresses the underlying semantic meanings that these explicit markers
express in discourse. To her, structural and semantic relations bind the different
parts of a text; therefore, when translating a text, translators should analyse the
source language writer's motivations for choosing a particular cohesive device, not
simply identify the device. If translators disregard the relationship between cohesion
and coherence in discourse, this may lead to unnecessary shifts in cohesion.
35 Some of the languages that Baker refers to include: Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, German, Chinese and
Japanese.
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Baker examines original texts written in English and Arabic and analyses their
translated equivalents. The translations reveal marked differences in the cohesive
patterns preferred by the two languages. One difference between English and Arabic
concerns the use of lexical devices. Arabic discourse prefers lexical devices and
tolerates a high level of repetition, whereas English favours reference, ellipsis and
substitution. Another clear difference between the two languages is their use of
conjunctions. English uses a large number of conjunctions to signal in 'unambiguous
ways' the semantic relations between parts of a text. Arabic, however, uses a
relatively small number of conjunctions that have many meanings 'which depend for
their interpretation on the context, thus relying heavily on the reader's ability to infer
relationships which are only vaguely alluded to by the writer' (ibid.: 193).
Baker asserts that the relevance of these differences to translation is significant
because 'Transferring the devices used in the source text into the target text will not
do ... what is required is a reworking of the methods of establishing links to suit the
textual norms of the target language' (ibid.: 188). She further explains the
significance of these differences by saying that ' the grammatical system of each
language will itself encourage the use of certain devices in preference to others. The
textual norms of each genre will further suggest certain options and rule out others
that are grammatically acceptable and may in other genres, be textually acceptable as
well' (ibid.).
Baker's study of the notion of cohesion in relation to translation provides many
insights regarding the issues translators should bear in mind when translating. It is a
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valuable reference on the translation of cohesive devices because Baker does not
only focus on the surface meanings of cohesive devices but emphasises their
underlying semantic meanings as well.
1.3.6 Hatim and Mason (1990)
In Discourse and the Translator (1990), Hatim and Mason focus on two points
pertaining to the notion of cohesion: (1) cohesion is language and text-specific; and
(2) text producers do not use cohesive devices randomly; rather, they employ these
formal markers to convey a particular message to the text receiver.
When discussing the first point, the authors indicate that all languages have their own
battery of cohesive devices for establishing cohesive texts. They state, for example,
that some languages have number and gender distinctions in their noun systems,
while others do not exhibit this distinction. Thus, the former languages use
anaphoric reference more frequently than languages whose grammatical system does
not have this facility. Hatim and Mason believe that these differences do not cause
serious problems to translators; they argue that 'Potentially, such discrepancies
between systems can lead to inevitable loss or gain of information in translation. In
practice, however, translators experience relatively few actual problems ascribable to
such cases. Most of the problems lie elsewhere.'(ibid.: 196). The researcher agrees
with the authors that translation problems are not restricted to the rendering of
linguistic preferences that languages exhibit, but thinks that the argument Hatim and
Mason pursue is too general, for translators are of varying competence. Our belief,
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however, can be confirmed or refuted by analysing the works of a wide range of
translators.
After indicating that every language has its own cohesive devices that make texts
hang together, the authors note that within the same language different text-types use
different explicit markers to create cohesive texts; an aspect they refer to as the 'text-
36
type focus'. Hatim and Mason assert that identifying the text-type focus to which
the source text is affiliated is essential in the process of translation for two related
reasons. First, by identifying the text-type, the translator, as an analyser of the
source text, will understand the motives that led the text producer to choose a
particular pattern of cohesive devices. Second, this process of text-type
identification will help the translator determine which cohesive devices to use in the
act of reworking the text. Therefore, if the translator misjudges or ignores the text-
type, this may lead to a breakdown in communication.
When discussing the second point related to cohesion and translation, Hatim and
Mason emphasise that text producers do not choose explicit markers haphazardly;
these choices are motivated by the rhetorical purpose of the text and the
communicative intention of the text producer. Hence, the translator should try to
infer the text producer's motivation for choosing a particular cohesive marker in
order to understand the semantic meaning the device is intended to express in the
source language.37 Once the translator determines the semantic relations that the
explicit markers express, he/she should convey the same effect in the target language
36 The authors identify three text-types: the argumentative, the expository and the instructional.
37 We believe that it is sometimes difficult to determine the text-producer's actual motivation(s)
regarding the choice of explicit markers in discourse.
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text. However, while doing so, the authors believe that the translator must bear in
mind the textual constraints imposed by language conventions in relation to the
different text-types.
In Discourse and the Translator, Hatim and Mason present a different approach to
the notion of cohesion in relation to translation. They claim that translators should
identify the text-type in order to effectively relay cohesive devices from the source
language text to the target language text. The authors argue that this process of
identification helps translators understand the underlying semantic meanings that the
cohesive devices express; this enables translators to present these formal markers
successfully in the target text.
We believe that translators should consider text-types when translating, but it seems
that text-type identification is not always as clear-cut as suggested by Hatim and
Mason.
1.3.7 Hatim (1997)
In Communication Across Cultures: Translation Theory and Contrastive Text
Linguistics (1997), Hatim emphasises the importance of text-type identification for
translators especially when the languages involved in the process of translation are
culturally and structurally distant. In doing so, he reiterates the line of argument
presented in Discourse and the Translator (1990), but, in Communication Across
Cultures, he limits his investigation to translation problems encountered by
translators working from English into Arabic.
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When discussing cohesion, Hatim pays particular attention to the role of cataphora in
creating cohesive argumentative and expository English texts, and considers the
functions this explicit marker expresses in such texts. He then examines how this
cohesive device is translated into Arabic noting that Arabic is a language that
discourages the use of cataphora to bind the sentences of a text.38 Hatim concludes
that the procedures adopted for transferring the cataphoric expression 'vary from
neutral ones in which the form of the cataphora is modified but its function retained
to those which necessitate that rules of cohesion (usage) be slightly relaxed to
accommodate cataphorizing in the interest of text coherence or language in use'
(ibid.: 98).39
The researcher believes that this study provides useful insights into the ways
translators working from English into Arabic may handle cataphora. It would be
interesting to see whether translators adopt the same procedures in translating this
cohesive device into Arabic when used in text types other than the ones examined by
Hatim in this book.
1.3.8 Hatim and Mason (1997)
In The Translator as Communicator (1997), Hatim and Mason present a similar line
of argument with regards to cohesion to the one provided in Discourse and the
Translator and Communication Across Cultures. They confirm that, as one of the
standards of textuality, cohesion cannot be tackled independently in translation; it
should be considered in relation to other contextual factors. They argue that text
38 Refer to section 1.2.2.1 to see how this device is used in Arabic discourse.
39 For a detailed account of the procedures used in translating the data see pp. 95-97.
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producers do not choose cohesive devices randomly, and that translators as
communicators, should infer the communicative values these devices establish in the
source text so that they can convey them successfully in the target text. Therefore,
any departure from the intended meanings in the source language text may produce a
target language text that carries new underlying semantic meanings; meaning
relations that were not originally intended by the producer of the source language
text.
Hatim and Mason emphasise that translators, in transferring the intended meanings
of the cohesive devices, should consider the cohesive patterns and the text-type
norms favoured by the target language.
The approach adopted by Hatim and Mason in this study as well as in their
previously cited studies shows the importance they attribute to text-type
identification and to the underlying semantic meanings of the cohesive devices used
in discourse.
1.3.9 Neubert and Shreve (1992)
In Translation as Text (1992), Neubert and Shreve emphasise two points relating to
the notion of cohesion and translation: (1) each language has its own cohesive
devices that participate in creating cohesive texts; and (2) it is the underlying
semantic relations that these markers convey in texts that are of particular interest to
the translator.
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The authors argue that translators should be aware of the cohesion mechanisms used
in the Li and L2 languages to avoid 'cohesion interference' which results from the
intrusion of Li cohesion patterns into L2 texts' (ibid.: 104); it is this intrusion that
makes texts sound 'foreign' to the reader.40
Neubert and Shreve also state that 'cohesion intrusion' may result when translators
fail to understand the meaning relations that the cohesive devices express in the Li
text. When these meaning relations are misinterpreted, the semantic relations in the
L2 text may be jeopardised; this is a fault that should be avoided in the act of
translating.
The authors' discussion of cohesion and translation shows that they agree with other
translation theorists regarding the significance of identifying the cohesive patterns
used by different languages to establish cohesion, and also the importance of
understanding the semantic meanings of the cohesive devices.
This brief outline of the way translation theorists have tackled the concept of
cohesion shows that there is unanimous agreement among these theorists regarding
the issues discussed with regards to cohesion and translation. The assumptions put
forward by the translation theorists concerning the translation of the cohesive
markers will be investigated in the analysis of the empirical data to see to what extent
they apply to the translation of these devices from Newsweek International to
Newsweek in Arabic.
40 The authors use L, and L2 to refer to the source language and the target language respectively.
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1.4 Conclusion
This chapter has illustrated how the notion of cohesion is addressed in English and
Arabic. The models of cohesion presented for both languages have revealed that
English and Arabic employ the same overt cohesive devices to create intersentential
cohesion. However, there seems to be noticeable differences in the frequency and
manner of application that govern the usage of these devices in texts.
The chapter has also revealed that there is unanimous agreement among translation
theorists regarding the following issues associated with cohesion and translation:
First, translation theorists acknowledge that each language has its own cohesive
devices for establishing and maintaining text continuity. These devices are not used
in the same manner and frequency in all languages; hence, translators should not
advocate a literal translation in the act of reworking these devices between
languages.
Second, within the same language different genres use particular explicit markers;
the cohesive markers favoured in one genre may not be the same in a different genre.
This entails that translators have to identify the genre they are translating before they
actually start the act of translating; by doing so, they will take into consideration the
different cohesive devices used in that particular genre in the target language and
translate accordingly.
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Third, text producers do not choose cohesive markers randomly; the explicit markers
employed have underlying semantic meanings that translators should identify during
the analysis of the source language text before starting the process of translation.
Finally, translation theorists discuss the shifts of cohesion that take place in the
process of translation. They state that some of these shifts may occur because the
translators are unable to handle the different cohesive mechanisms of the source and
target languages. Others may result because translators misinterpret the underlying
semantic meanings of the cohesive devices, while a third group of shifts results due
to the differences between the linguistic systems used in the source and target
languages. Translation theorists also indicate that these shifts may result in
translated texts that are more explicit than the original texts.
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CHAPTER TWO
An Overview of Cohesion in English
2.0 Introduction
This chapter examines Halliday and Hasan's categorisation of the overt cohesive
devices that create cohesive texts as presented in Cohesion in English (1976). This
examination is carried out for three main reasons: (1) Cohesion in English is the most
comprehensive and detailed model of cohesion that tackles, in one volume, the
explicit cohesive markers available in English; (2) when linguists and translation
theorists consider the notion of cohesion, they draw heavily on Halliday and Hasan's
categorisation proposed in this volume; and (3) the researcher believes that analysing
the translated cohesive devices in the target language texts cannot be conducted
before identifying and examining the semantic relations these devices express in the
source language texts. This, however, does not imply that this study will disregard,
in the analysis of the selected corpora, the other models of cohesion outlined in
Chapter One; rather, Halliday and Hasan's categorisation will be taken as the point
of departure to the other models.
This chapter consists of two sections. Section one introduces Halliday and Hasan's
view regarding the concept of cohesion as outlined in Cohesion in English. Section
two discusses the cohesive devices Halliday and Hasan present in their book.
2.1 The Concept of Cohesion as Presented in Cohesion in English
In Cohesion in English (1976), Halliday and Hasan consider that what distinguishes
between a text and a group of unrelated sentences is the cohesive relationships that
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exist between the sentences in discourse. These relationships give texture to the
sentences, and this results in cohesive texts. Halliday and Hasan state that 'A text
has texture and this is what distinguishes it from something that is not a text... The
texture is provided by the cohesive RELATION' (ibid.2). These cohesive
relationships within a text occur 'where the INTERPRETATION of some element in
the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one PRESUPPOSES the other, in
the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse to it. When this
happens, a relation of cohesion is set up, and the two elements, the presupposing and
the presupposed, are thereby at least potentially integrated into a text' (ibid.: 4).
It therefore follows that there are certain linguistic features available in the language
for binding together the sentences of a text; these linguistic features participate in
creating texts that have unity and texture. To Halliday and Hasan, cohesion 'is the
set of possibilities that exist in the language for making a text hang together: the
potential that the speaker or writer has at his disposal' (ibid.: 18-19). The authors
group the cohesive devices that create cohesive texts under five main groups:
reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunctions and lexical cohesion. These devices are
further sub-divided into a number of sub-types. This approach to cohesion shows
that Halliday and Hasan place cohesion under the textual component of the semantic
system in English since this component deals with the resources available in the
language for creating texts.1 The following example illustrates how cohesive
relationships are set up across sentence boundaries as outlined in Cohesion in
English.
1 The other two functional-semantic components are the ideational and the interpersonal.
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]) Jennifer Capriati will be playing in the Grand Slam Final. She defeatedMartina Hingis
in the semi-finals.
In example (1), to understand what the pronoun 'she' in the second sentence refers
to, the reader has to look elsewhere for its interpretation; the reader's successful
interpretation of the pronoun 'she' is fulfilled by recourse to the noun 'Jennifer
Capriati' in the preceding sentence. The pronoun 'she' in the above example is a
cohesive device that holds together the first and the second sentences, and hence
creates a 'tie' between the cohesively related items 'Jennifer Capriati' and 'she'.
Halliday and Hasan differentiate between three types of ties: immediate, mediated
and remote. In immediate ties, the presupposing item can be interpreted by referring
to the immediately preceding sentence. Mediated ties involve using a cohesive
device between the sentence(s) that include the presupposing and presupposed items.
When remote ties are used in texts, one finds that a number of sentences separate
between the presupposing and presupposed items.
Halliday and Hasan also assert that when discussing cohesion, the notion of register
should be borne in mind. To the authors, 'a text is a passage of discourse which is
coherent in these two regards: it is coherent with respect to the context of situation,
and therefore consistent in register; and it is coherent with respect to itself, and
therefore cohesive' (ibid.: 23). This indicates that the text-register plays a pivotal
role in the choice of cohesive devices to create cohesive texts. Thus, one finds that
the texture of a scientific book, for example, is unlike that of a narrative; this is a
point text-producers, text receivers and translators have to consider in the process of
production and analysis of texts.
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This brief outline of Halliday and Hasan's view of cohesion shows that the authors
emphasise the following aspects pertaining to cohesion: (1) cohesion deals with the
non-structural textual component of the linguistic system, and is therefore concerned
with the overt cohesive devices that make texts 'hang together'; (2) cohesion is a
semantic concept that depends on the establishment of meaning relations between the
cohesively related items in discourse; (3) cohesion proper is best expressed across
sentence boundaries; and (4) the identification of the register is important in the
choice of the cohesive devices in discourse.
2.2 Halliday and Hasan's Categorisation of Cohesive Devices
This section discusses Halliday and Hasan's taxonomy of cohesive devices. As
stated in section one, Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English classify cohesive
devices into five types: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunctions and lexical
cohesion; each group is further sub-divided into a number of sub-groups. Halliday
and Hasan state that this classification differentiates between grammatical and lexical
cohesion; reference, substitution and ellipsis belong to the former group, while
lexical cohesion belongs to the latter group. Conjunction is on the 'borderline of the
two; mainly grammatical, but with a lexical component in it' (ibid.: 6).
2.2.1 Reference
Reference is a semantic relationship that holds between two linguistic forms.
Textual reference involves identifying a linguistic element by referring elsewhere in
the text for its interpretation. When the reader successfully understands what the
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linguistic element refers to, the resulting cohesion 'lies in the continuity of reference,
whereby the same thing enters into the discourse a second time' (ibid.: 31).
Halliday and Hasan identify two types of reference relations: exophoric and
endophoric. Exophoric reference deals with the context of situation; the reader has
to refer to knowledge of the outside world to interpret the entity being referred to.
Endophoric reference may be anaphoric (refers backward) or cataphoric (refers
forward); only anaphoric reference is textually cohesive. English uses the following
reference items for creating cohesive texts: personal pronouns, demonstratives and
comparatives.
2.2.1.1 Personal Reference
In English, personal pronouns, possessive determiners and possessive pronouns are
grouped under personal reference; these classes represent the category of person.
Only third person pronouns are considered cohesive, and 'in many texts the third
person forms constitute the most frequent single class of cohesive items' (ibid.: 49);
first and second person pronouns (7, we, you) are not cohesive devices because the
referent can be interpreted by reference to the context of situation.
Halliday and Hasan emphasise that the pronoun 'zY' is unlike the other personals. It
does not only refer to a person or thing mentioned in the preceding text, but it may
also refer to a portion of text or a fact previously mentioned in discourse; this
Halliday and Hasan refer to as extended reference and text reference respectively.
With regard to the possessive determiners (e.g. her, his, their) and the possessive
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pronouns (e.g. his, its, theirs), Halliday and Hasan state that what applies to the
personal pronouns can be said about these two sub-classes of personal reference. The
following text illustrates how personal reference is employed to create cohesive
texts. The sentences have been numbered for ease of reference.
Elizabeth Bee was trapped under an upturned boat. (2) She and eight other
children had been thrown into the water when the boat capsized in poor
weather on a school trip to Portsmouth. (3) Paul Dove, the teacher
accompanying the students, failed to do a head count after the accident, and
was unaware that Elizabeth had been missing. (4) He only realized this
when her sister called out her name and received no reply. (5) After the
inquest, at which the jury returned a verdict of 'accidental death contributed
to by neglect', the girl's mother said: "I can now draw a line underneath it
all. Elizabeth has not lost her life in vain. "
{The Independent, 2001: 14)2
In this text, the personals are all anaphoric; to be able to interpret what they refer to,
the reader has to go to the previous stretch of discourse. Therefore, the pronoun
'she' in sentence (2) refers to 'Elizabeth Bee' in sentence (1); 'he' in sentence (4)
refers to 'Paul Dove' in sentence (3); 'her' in sentence (4) creates 'continuity of
reference' between 'she' and 'Elizabeth Bee' mentioned in sentences (2) and (1)
respectively; and 'if in sentence (5) represents a case of text reference.
2.2.1.2 Demonstratives
The second reference item is the demonstratives; English uses the four
demonstratives 'this', 'that', 'these' and 'those' to denote distance and number.
'This' and 'these' are used to point to things near the speaker, while 'that' and
'those' refer to things that are distant from the speaker. These demonstratives can be
used as modifiers (followed by a noun, e.g. this house) or as heads (e.g. this is a car).
2 The article has been modified and abbreviated.
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According to Halliday and Hasan, these demonstratives 'occur extensively with
anaphoric function' (ibid.: 59). The choice of the demonstrative depends on the
preceding text and the meaning the text producer wants to convey. Therefore, one
finds that 'this' is used in dialogue to refer back to something the speaker has said,
whereas 'that' is used to refer to something uttered by the interlocutor; the following
examples taken from Cohesion in English (ibid.: 60) show this difference in usage:
2) There seems to have been a great deal ofsheer carelessness.
This is what I can't understand.
3) There seems to have been a great deal ofsheer carelessness.
Yes, that's what I can 7 understand.
In example (2), 'this' is used because the speaker is referring to something he/she has
said in the preceding text; in example (3), however, the use of 'that' indicates that the
interlocutor is commenting on something he/she has mentioned previously.
Also, 'this' and 'that' can be employed to denote proximity of time; in this context,
'this' is used with present or future time, whereas 'that' is used with a past time
referent. Examples (4) and (5) illustrate how proximity of time is expressed using
the above mentioned demonstratives to create cohesive texts.
4) They visited Egypt last year. That was the best holiday they had in years.
5) They will visit Egypt next year. This will be thefirst holidayfor them together in
years.
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'This' and 'that', like 'it' can be used anaphorically to refer to extended text,3 and
Halliday and Hasan state that 'Extended reference probably accounts for the majority
of all instances of demonstratives in all except a few specialized varieties of English'
(ibid.: 66). When these two demonstratives function as cohesive devices to refer to
an entire text, 'that' is always anaphoric, and 'this' can express anaphoric or
cataphoric reference. To Halliday and Hasan, this is the only instance when
cataphoric reference is textually cohesive.4
Another item that Halliday and Hasan group under demonstratives is the definite
article 'the'. 5 The article 'the' can fulfil the following functions when used in
discourse: it can be (1) exophoric; (2) homophoric; or, (3) endophoric. The
following examples demonstrate how 'the' is used to express the above relations in
discourse:
6) A: When is the aeroplane arriving?
B: At 9.00p.m.
7) We hardly see the sun in Edinburgh in December.
8) Julia is currently reading a new novel by Irvine Welsh. The novel is entitled 'Glue'.
In example (6), the participants in the discourse know which aeroplane they are
talking about because the hearer gives an immediate reply. It is clear that the
participants are familiar with the context of situation. In (7), there is only one sun, so
3 This applies when 'this' and 'that' are not followed by a noun. 'These' and 'those', however, cannot
be used to refer to an extended text.
4
Halliday and Hasan say that the sentences which are cataphorically related 'are often joined by a
colon; but there is no structural relation between the two - this is a purely orthographic convention
serving precisely to signal the presence of cataphoric cohesion' (p.69).
5
They explain this classification saying that "the' originally is a reduced form of 'that' and like the
demonstratives it is a specifying agent' (p.70).
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interpreting what the article refers to will not constitute a problem to the
hearer/reader. In (8), to understand what the article 'the' represents, one has to refer
to the preceding text; 'the' in this text is anaphoric, and is the only one of the three
examples that is cohesive.
Halliday and Hasan also examine the cohesive role of the demonstrative adverbs
'here', 'there', 'now' and 'then' when discussing the demonstratives. 'Here' and
'there' refer to location; the temporal demonstratives 'now' and 'then' that are used
to signal time sequence are not considered referential since their cohesive role in
discourse is restricted. 'Here' and 'there' refer to extended text, and can be used
anaphorically or cataphorically. The authors state 'that the demonstratives 'this',
'these' and 'here' provide almost the only sources of cataphoric cohesion: they are
the only items in English which regularly refer forward TEXTUALLY, to something
to which they are not linked by a structural relationship' (ibid.: 75).
2.2.1.3 Comparatives
The third type of reference item that contributes to textual cohesion is comparatives.
There are two types of comparative reference: general and particular. Words like
'same', 'equal', 'similar' and 'different' express general comparison which is used to
signal that two compared items are the same or different in some way; particular
comparison is expressed using words like 'many', 'better', 'so', 'equally', and
'more'; this type of comparison indicates that two things can be compared in terms
of quality and quantity. Both general and particular comparison are referential since
one can only interpret the similarities or differences between the items compared by
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referring to the preceding text. With general and particular comparison the referent
can be anaphoric, cataphoric or extended.6 The following examples illustrate the role
of comparative reference in the creation of cohesive texts.
9) Apparently Brown resigned, when his proposal was rejected.
Iwish he could have acted less precipitately.
10) The other squirrels hunted up and down the nut bushes; but Nutkin gathered
robin's pincushions offa briar bush, and stuck themfull ofpine-needle pins.
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 78-83)
In (9),'less precipitately' is an example of particular comparison that is anaphoric; it
refers back to 'resigned'. The 'other' in (10) is a general comparison item that refers
cataphorically to 'Nutkin'.
Having outlined the reference items in English and Arabic,7 the similarities and
differences that the two languages exhibit in this area become apparent. This will
assist the researcher identify and examine how these formal markers have been
translated from the source-language texts to the target-language texts in the selected
corpora (see Chapter Three, Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1- 3.3.1.3).
2.2.2 Substitution
Substitution involves replacing an item that has been mentioned previously in
discourse by another item in order to avoid repetition; it creates lexicogrammatical
relationships across sentence boundaries. Substitution can only be fulfilled if the
6
According to Halliday and Hasan, in comparison with the other reference items, comparatives 'are
the most typically anaphoric rather than exophoric' (p.83). They also add that although cohesive
cataphora with comparatives does occur in discourse, it is rare.
7 See Chapter One for the cohesive devices used in Arabic discourse.
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structural function of the substitute item is the same as that which it substitutes.
Halliday and Hasan point out that most cases of substitution are endophoric, and
these textual relations are mostly anaphoric in nature. Therefore, when a substitute
item occurs in discourse, cohesion is created with what has been mentioned
previously.8 There are three types of substitution: nominal, verbal and clausal.
2.2.2.1 Nominal Substitution
Nominal substitution is achieved using the pro-form 'one' and its plural 'ones', and
'the same'; when used in texts, 'one/ones' replace a noun that functions as Head in
the nominal group. The following example illustrates how the substitute 'one' is
used in discourse to link sentences.
11) A: Ilike the blue skirt.
B: I like the red one.
In example (11), the substitute 'one' replaces 'skirt', and thus 'carries over' only the
Head without mentioning the modifying element in the previous sentence; also,
instead of repeating the original modifying element (blue), the substitute uses another
defining Modifier, in this case 'red'. Hence, 'skirt' is 'carried over' anaphorically,
but 'blue' is repudiated using the Modifier 'red'. This feature indicates that when
substitution is employed in discourse 'the meaning of the nominal group containing
8 This does not imply that there are no instances of cataphoric substitution in English, but this type of
substitution is not used frequently.
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the substitute is never exactly identical with that of the nominal group that is
presupposed' (ibid.: 95).9
The nominal substitute 'the same', is unlike 'one' since it does not only replace the
noun but also the nominal group in addition to any modifying elements. The
following example taken from Halliday and Hasan (ibid.: 105) illustrates how the
nominal substitute ' the same' can relate sentences of a text.
12) A: I'll have two poached eggs on toast, please.
B: I'll have the same.
In example (12), the hearer/reader can identify what the substitute 'the same' refers
to by filling in the entire nominal group uttered by speaker A: 'two poached eggs on
toast'. In such occurrences, the presupposed item is 'almost always non-human, and
it cannot be a proper name' (ibid.: 105). In other contexts, 'the same' can be used to
replace a presupposed item that acts as an adjective used as Head of a nominal group
in a clause as exemplified in (14) taken from Halliday and Hasan (ibid.: 107):
13) A: John sounded rather regretful.
B: Yes, Mary sounded the same.
In the above example, 'the same' stands for 'rather regretful' which represents the
nominal group in the text, and therefore an instance of nominal substitution is
created.
9 Not all occurrences of 'one' represent instances of substitution. Other forms of 'one', such as the




Verbal substitution in English is realised using the pro-form 'do' and 'do so'. 'Do'
and 'do so' in some environments replace a verb; in other environments, they replace
a verb and other elements in the clause as illustrated in examples (15) and (16)
respectively.
14) A: Didyou watch 'Chocolat'?
B: No, but I think Sandra did.
15) He never really succeeded in setting up a business in Canada. He might have
done had he known more about the Canadian system.
In (14), 'did' substitutes for 'watch', whereas in (15) 'done' substitutes for
'succeeded in setting up a business in Canada'; these pro-forms make the second
utterance related to the first. Therefore, 'did' and 'done' link anaphorically the
sentences that make up the texts.
2.2.2.3 Clausal Substitution
The words used as substitutes in clausal substitution are 'so' and 'not'. In this type
of substitution, the presupposed item is an entire clause. Clausal substitution is used
following reported clauses (she said so, she said not), condition (if - ifso, ifnot) and
modality (perhaps so, perhaps not)-, the positive form is expressed using 'so',
whereas the negative form is expressed using 'not'. The following examples
illustrate clausal substitution as it is used in discourse to create cohesive texts.
16) A: The teacher said, " The exam will be difficult".
B: Didyou hear her say so?
17) A: Will the manager attend the meeting?
B: Ifso, the meetingwill be worth attending.
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18) A: Don't make fun ofme. Wouldyou have jumpedfrom such a height?
B: Well, perhaps not.
In (16) and (17), 'so' substitutes for 'the exam will be difficult', and 'the manager
attend the meeting' respectively; 'not' in (18), substitutes for 'perhaps I would not
have jumpedfrom such a height'. These examples illustrate that 'so' and 'nof link
sentences anaphorically.
Halliday and Hasan give a detailed account of this cohesive device as it is frequently
used in English discourse. This device, however, is not favoured in Arabic
discourse. Consequently, this difference in preferences between the two languages
needs to be examined to determine how translators have tackled this cohesive device
in their translations (see Chapter Three, Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2).
2.2.3 Ellipsis
Ellipsis involves the omission of an element (or elements) that can be retrieved from
the preceding text. This device is used to avoid repetition, and is basically a textual
relation that is anaphoric in nature.10 In fact, Halliday and Hasan say that ellipsis 'is
simply substitution by zero' (ibid.: 142), and they acknowledge that ellipsis and
substitution are very similar. They claim that they are treated as two distinct groups
in Cohesion in English since 'they are two different kinds of structural mechanism,
and hence show rather different patterns' (ibid.: 142). Ellipsis can be nominal,
verbal or clausal.
10
Ellipsis can occasionally express cataphoric and exophoric relations.
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2.2.3.1 Nominal Ellipsis
Nominal ellipsis involves ellipsis within the nominal group. The nominal group is
made up of a Head with optional modification; the modifying elements can precede
the Head (premodifiers) or follow the Head (postmodifiers). In an elliptical nominal
group, the Head is omitted, and one of the modifying elements functions as Head.
Therefore, this type of ellipsis 'upgrades' a Modifier to function as Head. In
example (19), the noun 'skirts' in the first sentence is omitted, and the word 'five',
which is a Numerative and normally acts as Modifier, is upgraded and thus functions
as Head. To be able to interpret what the word 'five' refers to, the reader has to look
at the preceding sentence; this will enable the reader to replace the ellipted nominal
group.
19) Sandy boughtfive skirts. The five are relatively cheap.
Halliday and Hasan point out that the most frequent instances of ellipsis are those
with Deictic and Numeratives as Head. They differentiate between three types of
deictics: specific, non-specific and post-deictics. Specific deictics comprise
possessives, demonstratives and 'the'-, non-specific deictics include 'each', 'every',
'all', 'both', 'any', 'either', 'no', 'neither', 'some', and 'a'.n The words that
function as post-deictics are not determiners but adjectives; the adjectives used
frequently to express elliptical relations are 'other', 'same', 'different', 'identical',
'usual', 'regular', 'certain', 'odd', 'famous', 'well-known', 'typical' and 'obvious'.
The following examples taken from Halliday and Hasan (ibid.: 155-160) illustrate
11 'a' and 'no' are presented as 'one' and 'none' respectively in discourse.
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how these groups are elliptical in discourse; the ellipted items relate the sentences
and thus create texts that 'hang together' (the ellipted item(s) is/are given in
brackets).
20) The parents could not be traced. Apparently, both were abroad, (the parents,)
21) Take these pills three times daily. Andyou'd better have some of those too. (pills)
22) Just ask Janet how to polish the brassware. Hers sparkles, (brassware)
23) I've used up these yellowfolders you gave me. Can I use the other? (folder)
As for the Numeratives, they are expressed by numerals or quantifying words. These
elements can be ordinals ('first', 'second', 'third', 'next', 'last'), cardinals {'the
four', 'these four', 'all four'), and indefinite quantifiers {'much', 'many', 'more',
'most', 'few', 'several', 'a little'). The following sentences show how Numeratives
are used in discourse to link the sentences of a text.
24) I do not want more biscuits. That was myfifth, (fifth biscuit)
25) Nadia was thefirst to come to the party. Dina was the second, (the second to
come to the party)
26) You have to buy water- proofjackets ifyou want to live in Edinburgh. - I have
several, (water-proof jackets)
Halliday and Hasan state that it is not very common to find Epithets that function as
Head in ellipsis. According to them, colour adjectives are the most frequently used
in this way; the other two groups of adjectives that have this function are the
comparatives and the superlatives. These two groups do not always signal ellipsis in
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discourse. In example (27), 'the most expensive' is an elliptical group presupposing
the item 'cars'.
27) Not allpeople can buy BMW's. In fact, BMW's are the most expensive in Jordan.
2.2.3.2 Verbal Ellipsis
This type of ellipsis involves the verbal group. Halliday and Hasan differentiate
between two types of verbal ellipsis: lexical ellipsis and operator ellipsis. In lexical
ellipsis, on the one hand, the lexical verb and any modifiers are omitted; this is
referred to as ellipsis 'from the right'. In operator ellipsis, on the other hand, the
operators and the subject are omitted and the lexical verb is left intact; this is referred
to as ellipsis 'from the left'. The following examples show the differences between
lexical and operator ellipsis and demonstrate how these cohesive devices help
hearers/readers understand the relations between the sentences.
28) Have you returned the books to the libraryl Yes, I have. (This is an instance of lexical
ellipsis. The non-ellipted form is: I have returned the books).
29) What are you doing? Studying. (This is an instance of operator ellipsis. The non-
ellipted form is: I am studying).
Halliday and Hasan also discuss verbal ellipsis with yes/no questions (polarity), Wh-
questions (non-polarity), fmiteness and modality, voice and tense. Examples (30-32)
demonstrate how these instances of verbal ellipsis are used in discourse to link
sentences together.12
12 For examples on yes/no questions and Wh-questions see examples (29) and (30) respectively.
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30) Can you speak Frenchfluently? Yes, I can. (I can speak French fluently)
31) John hates being told what to do by his wife. Ifshe does, he loses his temper. (In this
example, the first sentence is passive; the second sentence, which is elliptical, is active: if
she does tell him what to do ...)
32) She always comes on time. She didn't yesterday. (In this example, the tense in the
presupposed group is present; in the elliptical group it is past: she didn't come on time
yesterday)13
2.2.3.3 Clausal Ellipsis
Halliday and Hasan point out that verbal ellipsis and clausal ellipsis are interrelated.
This is the case because 'verbal ellipsis is always accompanied by the omission of
the related clause elements, those that are in the same part of the clause as the
relevant portion of the verbal group' (ibid.: 194). Therefore, in instances of lexical
verbal ellipsis, which involves the deletion of the non-finite part of the verbal group,
one finds that the Complements and Adjuncts are also left out. In operator verbal
ellipsis, the finite part of the verbal group is omitted, so it automatically follows that
the subject is also left out (see verbal ellipsis for examples). The following kinds of
clausal ellipsis are discussed: yes/no questions, Wh-questions, rejoinders and clause
complex ellipsis.14 A rejoinder is a reply uttered by a speaker as a response to an
utterance previously mentioned in the discourse. There are two kinds of rejoinders:
rejoinders that come after questions and those that do not follow questions. When
clausal ellipsis involves clause complexes, the rule is that 'an elliptical clause of
whatever type may presuppose any clause in a complex, and will then automatically
presuppose in addition all clauses that are contingent on it: that is, all that come after
it (if paratactic) and all that are dependent on it (if hypotactic)' (ibid.: 222).
13
Halliday and Hasan give a detailed account of the possible tense changes that take place between
the presupposed and the elliptical items in verbal ellipsis (ibid.: 186-192)
14 The first two kinds of clausal ellipsis will not be discussed here since they have been dealt with
under verbal ellipsis.
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Examples (33-35), taken from Halliday and Hasan (ibid.: 209-222), demonstrate how
rejoinders and clause complexes are used in discourse to relate the sentences of a
text.
33) Didyou see anyone? - Yes, Shirley. (In this example the ellipted items are Yes, I saw
Shirley. Here, the rejoinder follows a question, and the response is indirect; the speaker
gives additional information by mentioning the name of the person that was seen).
3A) John's coming to dinner. John who? (In this example, the ellipted items mean: Which
John is coming to dinner? Here, the rejoinder does not follow a question and is used to ask
for more information).
35) Smith was going to take part, but somebody telephoned and asked to see him
urgently so he had to withdraw. - Who? (The clause complex in this example is paratactic;
'who' is related to 'somebody', and the meaning of the ellipted clause complex is 'who
telephoned and asked to see him urgently so he had to withdraw').
Like substitution, ellipsis is discussed in detail in Cohesion in English. Although
ellipsis is used in Arabic to create cohesive texts, there are differences in the fine
details between the way English and Arabic express cohesion using this device.
Therefore, it would be useful to consider how translators have tackled this formal
marker in the analysed corpora. This examination may demonstrate the shifts of
cohesion that occur in the act of reworking texts between two languages that are
linguistically distant (see Chapter Three, Sections 3.1.3 and 3.3.3).
2.2.4 Conjunctions
Conjunction involves the use of formal markers to signal relationships between
various segments of a text. When a conjunction is used in discourse, the reader does
not have to refer backward or forward to interpret this formal marker. Halliday and
Hasan state that 'Conjunctive elements are not cohesive in themselves but indirectly,
by virtue of their specific meaning' (ibid.: 266). Therefore, it is the semantic
function of the conjunctions that enables the reader to relate what is about to be said
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with something that has already been mentioned in the immediate context. The
authors mention, at the outset, three things that should be borne in mind when
discussing conjunctions: (1) the same conjunction can be used to show different
semantic relations depending on the context; (2) the semantic relations that are
expressed by conjunctions can be represented in a number of ways; and (3)
sometimes the reader can interpret the semantic relations between the sentences of
the text without the presence of an explicit conjunction; in such instances the
conjunction is implicit. The following examples illustrate how these points
pertaining to conjunctions are expressed in discourse.
36) He failed his Biology Exam. Then, he decided to change his major.
37) She opened the can. Then, she poured the soup into the bowl.
In examples (36) and (37) the conjunction 'then' is used to link sentences together;
however, 'then' expresses a causal relation in example (36), and a temporal one in
(37).
Examples (38) and (39) adapted from Cohesion in English (ibid.: 228) express the
same semantic relation: succession in time; example (38) uses the subordinator
'after' which represents a structural non-cohesive relationship, while example (39)
uses the conjunction 'aftei*wards' which creates a cohesive link between the two
sentences.
38) After they had fought a battle, it started to snow.
39) They fought a battle. Afterwards, it started to snow.
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In example (40), the writer does not use an explicit formal marker to express the
semantic relations the sentences. The reader, nevertheless, can understand the
meaning the writer wants to convey.
40) Hefell and hurt his knee. His parents took him to hospital.
Halliday and Hasan discuss two kinds of conjunctions: cohesive conjunctions and
continuatives. They give the first group more prominence and distinguish between
four categories of cohesive conjunctions depending on the relations these
conjunctions convey in discourse: additive, adversative, causal and temporal; these
four categories are further divided into a number of sub-categories.
2.2.4.1 Additive Conjunctions 15
Additive conjunctions, like 'and\ 'and also', 'furthermore', 'besides' indicate the
presentation of additional new information in discourse. Halliday and Hasan
mention four types of additive relations that can be expressed in discourse: simple
additive, emphatic complex additive, apposition and comparison; all of which are
further divided into a number of subclasses.16
2.2.4.2 Adversative Conjunctions
Words like 'yet', 'nevertheless', father', 'buf are considered adversative
conjunctions. These conjunctions indicate that what follows contrasts with, what has
15 For a complete list of the conjunctive relations discussed in Cohesion in English refer to (pp. 242-
243).
16 A text will be provided, after briefly defining each group of conjunction, to show the semantic
relations conjunctions express in discourse.
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been mentioned previously in the text. According to Halliday and Hasan, 'The basic
meaning of the ADVERSATIVE relation is 'contrary to expectation" (ibid.: .250).
2.2.4.3 Causal Conjunctions
Causal conjunctions, such as 'hence', 'consequently', 'because', 'in this respect',
express a cause, result or purpose. Four types of causal relations are distinguished:
general causal, reversed causal, conditional and respective; all of which are
expressed using different conjunctions.
2.2.4.4 Temporal Conjunctions
Temporal conjunctions express a sequence in time. They are unlike the other
conjunctions in that they 'occur in a correlative form, with a cataphoric time
expression in one sentence anticipating the anaphoric one that is to follow' (ibid.:
263). The most obvious cataphoric temporal conjunctions are: 'first', first of all',
and 'to begin with'. When these conjunctions are used in discourse, one can
automatically infer that a conjunction, like 'second', 'then' or 'next' will be
employed in the following stretch of discourse. Temporal conjunctions can express
simple temporal relations, complex temporal relations, internal temporal relations
and temporal relations that signal the meaning 'here' and 'now'; different
conjunctions are used in English to signal these relations.
By examining the following text, the role of conjunctions in connected discourse
becomes apparent.
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Map information is conveyed by means ofsymbols, words, colour or shading.
Information on maps is also conveyed by the patterns of lines, shading and
symbols and this is the point at which recognition and relationships can
become confused. Therefore, a town will be recognised by the name lettering,
the combination of housing and road symbols. Nevertheless, the primary
activity will be the recognition and identification of the main features of the
town. Similarly, other geographical features may be recognised by
simple relative patterns. For example, contour lines and water lines
may give information about drainage patterns, river basins and
watersheds.
(Salkie, 1995: 80)
'Therefore' in line (4) expresses a causal relation with what has been mentioned
earlier in the text; 'nevertheless' in line (5) signals an adversative relation; 'similarly'
indicates that what follows is comparable with something else in the previous stretch
of discourse; and 'for example' in line (8) is an instance of exemplification. It is
clear that the conjunctive devices employed in the above two examples bind together
the sentences of the texts.
2.2.4.5 Continuatives
Halliday and Hasan indicate that a number of items in the language that make
sentences hang together, and thus create cohesive texts, do not belong to the
aforementioned conjunctive relations. These items they name continuatives; under
this class they discuss six items: 'now', 'of course', 'well', 'anyway', 'surely', 'after
all.
Halliday and Hasan provide a detailed analysis of the conjunctions used in English.
In fact, Halliday and Hasan's approach to conjunctions is best described by Brown
and Yule (1983: 191) who acknowledge that 'Halliday and Hasan provide an
extended, often illuminating, discussion of the relationships indicated by such
markers, together with an extended taxonomy'.
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Baker (1992) states that English and Arabic exhibit marked differences in their use of
conjunctions to create cohesive texts. By examining the corpora, the researcher will
investigate the 'strategies' the translators have used to render the semantic relations
the conjunctions express in the source language texts into the target language texts
(see Chapter Three, Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.4).
2.2.5 Lexical Cohesion
Lexical cohesion involves selecting certain vocabulary items to organise and create
cohesive relations within a text. Halliday and Hasan divide the relations that exist
between vocabulary items in texts into two basic groups: reiteration and collocation.
Reiteration as defined in Cohesion in English 'is a form of lexical cohesion which
involves the repetition of a lexical item, at one end of the scale; the use of a general
word to refer back to lexical item, at the other end of the scale; and a number of
things in between - the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate' (ibid.:
278). The following example adapted from Cohesion in English (ibid.: 279-280)
illustrates Halliday and Hasan's sub-categorisation of reiteration:
(41) There's a boy climbing that tree.
(a) The boy's going to fall if he doesn't take care, (repetition)
(b) The lad's going to fall if he doesn't take care, (synonym)
(c) The child's going to fall if he doesn't take care, (superordinate)
(d) The idiot's going to fall if he doesn't take care, (general word)
The following text taken from Newsweek (2000: 10) demonstrates the cohesive role
of reiteration in discourse:
It never occurred to Queen Rania not to visit Saudi Arabia with her
husband, King Abdullah. The fresh-faced Jordanian royal, at 29 the
youngest queen in the world, knew the Kingdom to the south did not
appreciate women mingling in the affairs of the state.
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In the above text, 'queen' in sentence two is a repetition of the word 'queen' used in
sentence one; 'Kingdom' and 'state' in sentence two are synonyms for 'Saudi
Arabia' in sentence one; 'royal' in sentence two is a synonym for 'queen' in
sentence one; and 'women' in sentence two is a superordinate for 'queen' in sentence
one.
Halliday and Hasan say that reiteration is unlike reference because 'a lexical item
coheres with a preceding occurrence of the same item whether or not the two have
the same referent, or indeed whether or not there is any referential relationship
between them' (ibid.: 283). Therefore, they believe that if the sentence 'Most boys
love climbing trees' (ibid.) is added to the main sentence in example (41), the two
items 'boy' and 'boys' would represent an instance of reiteration although they do
not refer to the same person.
The second sub-class of lexical cohesion is collocation. To Halliday and Hasan,
collocation covers items that co-occur in the language. The authors acknowledge
that collocation is the 'most problematical part of lexical cohesion' (ibid.: 284) and
offer the following types of collocational relations that exist between pairs of lexical
items (ibid.: 285-286):
a) Oppositness of meaning: e.g. boy/girl; wet/dry; crowded/deserted; like/hate.
b) Words that belong to the same ordered series: e.g. Tuesday/Thursday; north/south;
dollar/cent
c) Words that belong to unordered lexical sets: i) part-whole relations: e.g.car/brake-, box/lid;
ii) part-part relations: e.g. mouth/chin; verse/chorus-, iii) co-hyponyms of the same
superordinate term: e.g. chair/table (furniture); walk/drive (hyponyms of go).
Halliday and Hasan admit that there are other instances of collocation that exist in
the language, but cannot be given a name. They suggest that the type of relation that
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exists between pairs of words does not really matter as long as one realises that it
represents a cohesive device in discourse.
In their discussion of lexical cohesion, Halliday and Hasan also introduce the notion
of 'instantial meaning' or text meaning. They state that 'Without our being aware of
it, each occurrence of a lexical item carries with it its own textual history, a particular
collocational environment that has been built up in the course of the creation of the
text and that will provide the context within which the item will be incarnated on this
particular occasion' (ibid.: 289). This 'instantial meaning' implies that lexical
devices can express a wide range ofmeanings depending on the text.
Halliday and Hasan's categorisation of lexical items has been criticised by a number
of linguists;17 in fact, Halliday and Hasan have realised the shortcomings of this
categorisation and have modified it in later publications. Since Arabic favours
lexical cohesion in the creation of texts, it would be interesting to see how the lexical
devices used in the source texts are rendered into the target texts (see Chapter Three,
Sections 3.2.5 and 3.3.5).
2.3 Conclusion
This chapter has provided a summary of Halliday and Hasan's view regarding the
concept of cohesion, and the categorisation they adopt in classifying the cohesive
devices. This was undertaken for three reasons: (1) Halliday and Hasan's views
concerning the notion of cohesion will be considered in subsequent chapters; (2)
17
See, for example, Hoey (1991).
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their detailed taxonomy of cohesive devices will assist the researcher in identifying
the various cohesive devices employed in the source language texts; and (3) the
comprehensive coverage of the cohesive devices in Cohesion in English will assist
the researcher in understanding and analysing the reasons underlying the use of these
overt markers in Newsweek International before investigating the translation
procedures used in rendering them into the target language texts.
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Chapter Three
The Translation of the Cohesive Devices into Newsweek in Arabic
3.0 Introduction
This chapter examines how the intersentential cohesive devices used in Newsweek
International have been rendered into Newsweek in Arabic. To conduct this
examination, the approach of investigation proceeds in two stages: (1) source-text
analysis; and (2) the comparative analysis of the source texts and their translations to
identify and analyse the similarities and differences between the original texts and
their translations. The analysis of the cohesive devices employed in the source texts
will be based on Halliday and Hasan's taxonomy presented in Cohesion in English
(1976). In the analysis of the target texts, the translation theories pertaining to
cohesion will be taken into consideration (see Chapter One, Sections 1.3.1-1.3.9).
The chapter is divided into two sections. Section one studies the cohesive devices
used in the source language texts. Section two examines the target language texts.
This section is divided into two sub-sections; the first sub-section investigates the
similarities attested in the act of translating the cohesive devices from Newsweek
International into Newsweek in Arabic, while the second sub-section focuses on the
differences.
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3.1 Analysis of the Source Texts
Hatim and Mason (1990: 4) state that,
Texts can be seen as the result of motivated choice: producers of texts
have their own communicative aims and select lexical and grammatical
arrangement to serve those aims.
This observation implies that the thorough analysis of the source texts can help
translators produce target texts that express the same meaning as the original. The
researcher believes that in order to assess objectively the choices translators make
when rendering cohesive devices from English into Arabic, one has to examine how
and why the writers of the source texts use these markers in discourse.
With this in mind, the following section analyses the cohesive devices used in the
source texts. The results of the analysis will be presented and the patterns attested in
terms of types, density and distribution will be discussed. These results will be
referred to in the analysis of the translated texts.
3.1.1 Reference
As stated in Chapter Two, Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976)
consider reference a semantic relation that creates intersentential cohesion in English
texts. They divide this category into a number of sub-types: personals,
demonstratives and comparatives (see Chapter Two, Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.1.3).
3.1.1.1 Personal Reference
After conducting a close analysis of all the personals employed in the different
sections of Newsweek International, the corpora analysed show the following
patterns of personal reference:
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1) The texts make extensive use of personal reference. Out of a total of 2913
referential devices used in the analysed articles, 1692 are personals (Table 3.1).
This result is not surprising; Halliday and Hasan note that 'the use of personal forms
as reference items with a cohesive function is so all-pervading in English' (1976: 48).
Also, linguists (de Beaugrande, 1980; Halliday and Hasan, 1976; 1985; Brown and
Yule, 1983; and Martin 1992) discuss personal pronouns elaborately when dealing
with aspects pertaining to textual cohesion.
2) Within the category of personal reference, the writers depend heavily on third
person pronouns to create cohesion between the sentences. Out of a total of 1692
personal items attested in the corpora, 77% are third person pronouns and 23% are
personal possessives.1
These findings indicate that the writers of Newsweek International depend primarily
on third person pronouns to create a continuous line of intersentential anaphoric
reference; a choice that must have pragmatic connotations. According to Bolinger
(1979: 308) 'the main error of formal treatments of "pronominalization" has been to
regard the presence of a pronoun rather than a noun as due to a sort of mechanical
process CAUSED by the presence of a noun at this or that location rather than as a
pragmatic choice between a nominal with a richer semantic content and a nominal
with a leaner one'. The results also reveal that the use of this formal marker to link
1
Instances of first and second person pronouns used anaphorically in quoted speech are attested.
However, the occurrences of these personals with a cohesive function is limited in the selected
corpora.
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sentences of a text is not limited to a specific genre.2 In fact, Halliday and Hasan
remark that 'in many texts the third person forms constitute the most frequent single
class of cohesive items' (ibid.: 49).
3) 387 instances of possessives are attested in the corpora; 381 instances are
possessive determiners and 6 instances are possessive pronouns.
The low distribution of the possessive pronouns might be attributed to the 'doubly
anaphoric' function (ibid.: 55) these possessive pronouns exhibit in texts. To
Halliday and Hasan, possessive pronouns are 'doubly anaphoric because they are
both referential and elliptical: they are anaphoric (i) by reference to the possessor,
and (ii) by ellipsis, to the thing possessed' (ibid.). This dual function of possessive
pronouns makes antecedent identification more demanding for the readers. The
researcher believes that using this referential device more frequently in texts may
breach the efficiency criterion presented by de Beaugrande and Dressier in
Introduction to Text Linguistics (1981). To the authors, pro-forms are used in texts
'to simplify and shorten' the surface text in an attempt to save reader effort and
facilitate referent identification.
4) In terms of phoric reference, the analysis shows that the majority of devices
grouped under the sub-category of personals express anaphoric relations across
sentence boundaries. This is attributable to the fact that 'personals are normally
cataphoric only within a structural framework, and therefore do not contribute to the
2 Gutwinski in Cohesion in Literary Texts (1976) shows that third person pronouns are used frequently
in literary texts.
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cohesion of the text' (ibid.: 56). These anaphoric relations are distributed evenly
throughout the texts.
5) The distance between the presupposing and presupposed items is mainly
expressed through immediate ties; mediated and remote ties are used less frequently.
Since immediate ties are 'the simplest form of presupposition' (ibid.: 330), the links
of reference created between the presupposing and presupposed items result in
identity chains that are easily resolved. Indeed, if the distance between the pronoun
and its antecedent is too large, ambiguity results; hence, the reader has to 'backtrack'
to understand what the pronoun refers to (Hodges et al, 1994).
6) It was found that the aforementioned patterns apply to all the articles analysed,
regardless of the news section membership and text length. In fact, 79 texts out of
100 depend extensively on personal reference to create intersentential cohesion.
Table 3.1
Personal reference
Personal Reference No. of instances attested Percentage (%)
1) Personals 1305 77%
2) Possessives 387 23%
Total (1& 2) 1692 100%
3) Possessive determiners 381 98%
4) Possessive pronouns 6 2%
Total (3 & 4) 387 100%
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3.1.1.2 Demonstratives
The analysis of all the demonstrative occurrences in the corpora displays the
following patterns of demonstrative intersentential cohesion:
1) Out of a total of 2913 referential devices attested in the corpora, 1043 are
demonstratives. Within this category, 407 instances are nominal demonstratives and
49 are adverbial demonstratives. The definite article 'the' accounts for 587 instances3
(Table 3.2).
2) All text types use the singular demonstratives 'this' and 'that' more frequently than
the plural demonstratives 'these' and 'those' (cf. Botley, 1996). Within the singular
demonstratives, 'this' accounts for 173 instances and 'that' for 148 (Table 3.3). This
pattern may have prevailed because 'this' is considered more specific than 'that'.
3) Syntactically, demonstratives can function as Head of a noun phrase
(demonstrative pronouns) or as Modifier (demonstrative adjectives). The findings
reveal that the nominal demonstratives are used more frequently as Modifers; the
only demonstrative that is not frequently used as a Modifier is 'those' (Table 3.3).
While demonstrative adjectives account for 207 instances, demonstrative pronouns
constitute 105 instances. This pattern is most probably adhered to because the
mention of the noun enables the writer 'to refer unambiguously to the presupposed
item' (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 65); this is an aspect that makes referent
identification easier for the reader.
3
Only endophoric reference is taken into consideration in the analysis of the definite article ' the' (see
Section 2.2.1.2).
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4) The analysis indicates that extended reference is exclusively carried out by the
demonstratives 'this' and 'that'.
5) The corpora displays a low distribution of adverbial demonstratives, and 'there' is
used in the corpora to refer to a place and does not express the meaning of 'respect'
(ibid.: 74). Also, 'then' and 'now' are used more frequently to express conjunctive
relations across sentences.
6) With regard to the distribution of demonstratives and the distance between the
demonstrative and its antecedent, the analysis shows that the nominal demonstratives
are distributed evenly throughout the texts. The analysis also reveals that immediate
ties are used for the recoverability of the antecedents.
The researcher believes that this 'technique' is used to avoid complex presupposition
which may hamper antecedent identification. It is our contention that 'cooperation'
between writer and reader can only be achieved when the efficiency criterion is met.
7) The definite article 'the' has an anaphoric function when the item it precedes has
been previously mentioned in the text. In such contexts, 'the' can be referred to as the
'second mention article'.
8) The news sections the articles belong to and the text length do not have a marked
effect on the demonstrative patterns attested in the corpora; these patterns are
employed in the same way in all news sections. This finding is in agreement with




Demonstrative No. of instances attested Percentage (%)




3) Definite article 'the' 587 56%






'this' 91 46 36
'that' 46 43 59
'these' 41 6 —
'those' 29 10 —
Total 207 105 95
3.1.1.3 Comparatives
Since comparatives are not so common in the analysed data, the patterns attested are
limited in comparison with the other referential devices.
1) The findings reveal that the number of sentences that employ comparatives to
create intersentential cohesion is small. Out of a total of 2913 referential devices
attested in the corpora, only 178 are comparatives. This low distribution of
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comparatives results because this formal marker is used in the data more frequently
to express intrasentential cohesion (Table 3.4). James (1980: 108) states that this
frequent use of comparatives to create intrasentential cohesion in discourse is 'the
most economical and most explicit way of stating comparison'.
2) Out of 178 instances, general comparison accounts for 71 instances and particular
comparison accounts for 107. This result may be attributed to the fact that general
comparisons are used more frequently to express intrasentential cohesion.









Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English (1976) consider that substitution, unlike
reference, creates lexicogrammatical relationships across sentence boundaries. They
differentiate between three types of substitution: nominal, verbal and clausal (see
Chapter Two, Sections 2.2.2 - 2.2.2.3).
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Although substitution 'greatly facilitates sentence connection' (Quirk and
Greenbaum, 1973: 23), and is used in discourse to avoid repetition, the analysis of
the corpora reveals that this cohesive device does not play a prominent role in
creating intersentential cohesion. This may be attributed to the fact that substitution
is 'rare outside conversation' (Hoey, 1991: 6). Since the occurrences of this formal
marker are not so common in the analysed data, the patterns observed for this device
are limited:
1) Only 22 instances of substitution are attested in the corpora (cf. instances of
reference, conjunctions and lexical cohesion). Out of the 22 occurrences, 4 represent
nominal substitution, 8 verbal substitution and 10 clausal substitution (Table 3.5).
These findings confirm that substitution does not constitute a distinctive stylistic
cohesive device in the corpora under examination. This result, however, does not
surprise the researcher. Studies conducted on the use of the different cohesive
devices in discourse indicate that substitution is the least employed in the creation of
cohesion across sentences (Halliday, 1985; Hoey, 1991; and Al-Jabr, 1999).
2) In terms of phoric reference, the analysis reveals that all the instances attested
express anaphoric reference. This result is in line with Halliday and Hasan's
observation that states 'The vast majority of all instances of substitution are
endophoric; and of these again, the vast majority are anaphoric' (ibid.: 90).
3) The distance between the presupposing and presupposed items are expressed using
immediate ties. This approach is most probably adhered to in order to facilitate
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antecedent recoverability and fulfil the efficiency criterion.
4) Substitution is used more frequently within sentences, and the instances of
substitution attested are prevalent in the long texts; only three instances of
substitution are noted in the short texts. This may be attributed to two reasons: (1)
the low distribution of this device in the articles studied; and (2) the fact that the




Substitution No. of instances attested Percentage (%)
1) Nominal Substitution 4 18%
2) Verbal Substitution 8 36%
3) Clausal Substitution 10 46%
Total (1, 2 & 3) 22 100%
3.1.3 Ellipsis
Like substitution, Halliday and Hasan (ibid.) consider ellipsis a lexicogrammatical
device and classify this cohesive marker into three sub-categories: nominal, verbal
and clausal (see Chapter Two, Sections 2.2.3 - 2.2.3.3).
Eckersley and Eckersley (1977: 318) acknowledge that 'ellipsis is a common feature
in English;' however, this explicit marker does not constitute a dominant mode for
creating intersentential cohesion in the corpora examined. This finding, like the one
pertaining to substitution, is not surprising for it coincides with other analyses that
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reveal that the journalistic text-type does not exhibit a high proportion of ellipses to
create cohesion across sentence boundaries (Al-Jabr, 1999). The following patterns
of ellipses observed in the English edition of Newsweek International support the
aforementioned claim:
1) 203 instances of ellipses are observed in the analysed corpora (cf. reference,
conjunctions and lexical cohesion).
2) These instances are distributed as follows between the three sub-categories of
ellipsis: 127 occurrences are nominal,4 35 are verbal and 41 are clausal (Table 3.6).
3) Out of the 127 instances of nominal ellipsis, deictic elements exhibit the highest
number of occurrences followed by numerative ellipsis (Table 3.7). This
corresponds with Halliday and Hasan's (ibid.: 159) comment that states 'the elliptical
use of deictic elements is a major source of cohesion in English texts'.
4) Within verbal ellipsis, there are 20 instances of operator verbal ellipsis and 15
instances of lexical verbal ellipsis. The operator verbal ellipsis occurrences are all
elliptical indicative. It is also evident that verbal ellipsis is more commonly used in
the articles to express intrasentential rather than intersentential cohesion.
Intrasentential verbal ellipsis is most probably preferred since the distance between
the elliptical verbal group and the eliminated segment of text is kept to a minimal;
4 The demonstratives 'this' and 'that' are only considered elliptical when 'the ellipted nominal group
could be 'filled out' with a noun head' (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 157). Hence, they are not
considered elliptical when they express extended reference and are grouped under demonstratives.
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this approach makes it easier for the reader to 'fill in' the missing information that
has been mentioned in the preceding discourse.
5) When discussing ellipsis, Halliday and Hasan (ibid.: 144) state at the outset that
'ellipsis is normally an anaphoric relation'; indeed, the findings show that this is the
only kind of phoric reference prevailing in the articles analysed. The results also
show that immediate, mediated and remote ties are used for the recoverability of the
ellipted elements; however, immediate ties far outnumber the mediated and the
remote ties. We think that the former ties are used to ensure that the reader does not
lose the thread of the discourse.
Table 3.6
Ellipsis
Ellipsis No. of instances attested Percentage
Nominal Ellipsis 127 63%
Verbal Ellipsis 35 17%











Halliday and Hasan (ibid.) acknowledge that conjunctions do not create
intersentential cohesion using the process of recoverability; rather, they express
meaning relations by linking what has been mentioned in foregoing sentences with
what is about to be said. They distinguish between five types of conjunctive
relations: additive, adversative, causal, temporal and continuatives (see Chapter Two,
Sections 2.2.4 - 2.2.4.5).
Although conjunctions are needed in texts to signal the relationships holding between
the different text components, the analysis indicates that these text-building devices
play a minor role in creating intersentential cohesion as the following findings
reveal:
1) 789 instances of conjunctions are used in the corpora. In comparison with the
occurrences that involve personal reference (Section 3.1.1.1), one can state that this
figure is relatively low. Two main reasons contribute to the low proportion of
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conjunctions: (1) these explicit markers are not used frequently in journalistic writing
(Smith and Frawley, 1983); and (2) the exaggerated use of conjunctions can produce
texts that distract the readers and affect their perception of the underlying coherence
of the text (de Beaugrande, 1980; Al-Batal, 1990; and McCarthy, 1991).
2) The 789 occurrences of conjunctions are distributed as follows between the five
categories proposed by Halliday and Hasan (ibid.): 377 are adversative, 193 are
additive, 105 are temporal, 60 are causal and 54 are continuatives (Table 3.8). It is
also noted that these conjunctions are not confined to a particular news sections; in
fact, they are used in varying frequencies in all the articles examined. In reviewing
the types of conjunctions employed a number of points are noted. First, a single
conjunction may be used to signal a variety of relations between sentences. For
example, the conjunction 'and' is used to denote an additive function in some texts
and an adversative function in others.3 Second, a number of conjunctions are used to
signal the same semantic relations. Therefore, we find that the conjunctions 'but'
and 'yet', for instance, are utilised to signal adversative relations. Third, some texts
do not use explicit markers to create links between sentences; in such cases, the
relation is implicit and can be inferred from the context; these findings are all in line
with the various studies conducted on these formal markers (Halliday and Hasan,
1976; Halliday, 1985; Quirk and Greenbaum, 1973; and McCarthy, 1991). Finally,
some conjunctive categories are used more frequently than others (Table 3.8), and
within the same category there are preferences for certain conjunctions. Out of 377
adversatives, 'but' is used 288 times, whereas out of 193 instances of additives 'and'
5 This multiplicity of functions is not confined to the conjunction 'ancT, but covers other conjunctions.
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occurs 123 times. This observation suggests that the choice of conjunctions in
discourse depends on the message(s) the text producer wants to convey and the line












In Cohesion in English (1976), Halliday and Hasan state that lexical cohesion 'is the
cohesive effect achieved by the selection of vocabulary' (ibid.: 275). They discuss
two broad categories under lexical cohesion, namely reiteration and collocation (see
Chapter Two, Section 2.2.5). However, in the analysis of the data, Halliday's
categorisation (1985) is considered because the researcher believes that the
categories discussed are more clear-cut in comparison with the classification adopted
in Cohesion in English. Halliday retains repetition and collocation as separate
categories, and groups antonymy, hyponymy, and meronymy under the general
heading of synonymy (see Chapter One, Section 1.1.4).
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The analysis of the lexical devices employed in the different sections of Newsweek
International, indicates that text producers rely on this explicit marker in creating
intersentential cohesion in this journalistic discourse. The following patterns
pertaining to lexical cohesion are observed:
1) 5048 lexical devices are used in the analysed texts; a figure that confirms that this
cohesive explicit marker can be considered to constitute a salient feature of the
analysed articles (cf. reference, substitution, ellipsis and conjunctions). Al-Jabr
(1999: 241) points out that this stylistic preference which journalistic discourse
exhibits is maintained since 'this discourse type deals with specific factual or
probable events executed or to be executed by real/probable characters, reference to
those events and characters is more adequately realised by lexical items, so that the
reader can identify who did (is doing/is going to do) what, and how/ when and
where'.
2) Within the subcategories of lexical cohesion, the writers depend heavily on
repetition to create intersentential cohesion. Out of 5048 instances of lexical
cohesion, 3315 represent repetition (Table 3.9); these instances involve reference to
people, places and specific incidents discussed in the articles. This extensive use of
repetition cannot be ad hoc. According to linguists and translation theorists, writers
deploy this formal marker for purposes of assertion, emphasis, focus, surprise and to
avoid ambiguity of reference (Quirk et al., 1972; de Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981;
Hatim and Mason, 1990; among others). If one takes this into consideration, one
can claim that the instances of repetition observed in the analysed articles fulfil one
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or more of the aforementioned purposes depending on their textual environment.
This enables the readers to follow the thread of discourse with minimal processing
effort.
3) The remaining 1733 instances of lexical cohesion are distributed as follows: 974
are synonyms, 144 are antonyms, 176 are hyponyms, 241 are meronyms and 198 are
collocations (Table 3.9). This distribution indicates that synonymy is the second
most important lexical cohesive device in this discourse type. It is also clear that a
high proportion of synonyms involve identity of reference.6 This sub-category of
lexical cohesion is used in the articles examined for stylistic variation, especially in
contexts that do not necessitate repeating a lexical item mentioned in the preceding
text; it is a stylistic strategy that successfully overcomes the production of
monotonous texts that might distract the reader and entail extra processing effort.
Indeed, when discussing lexical cohesion Callow acknowledges (1974: 31) that the
'selection of vocabulary items from a common semantic area contributes greatly to
discourse cohesion'.
4) The textual environment dictates the nature of the meaning relations the lexical
devices express in the articles. This finding reiterates the importance attributed to
context in the study of lexical cohesion. According to Halliday and Hasan (1976:
289), 'Without our being aware of it, each occurrence of a lexical item carries with it
its own textual history, a particular collocational environment that has been built up
6 The term 'co-reference' is sometimes used to refer to instances of synonymy that involve identity of
reference (see for example, Baker, 1992; and Hatim and Mason, 1990)
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in the course of the creation of the text and that will provide the context with which
the item will be incarnated on this particular occasion. This environment determines
the 'instantial meaning', or text meaning, of the item, a meaning which is unique to
each specific instance' (see Example 5, page 143).
5) In terms of phoric reference, all the devices grouped under this category express
anaphoric intersentential relations. Indeed, Baker's (1992: 203) statement 'lexical
cohesion covers any instance in which the use of a lexical item recalls the sense of an
earlier one' explains this tendency towards anaphoric reference.
6) The distance between the lexical device and the item it refers back to is expressed
through immediate, mediated and remote ties. These ties result in lexical networks
that gradually take the reader through the text in a manner that successfully imparts
the message intended by the text producer.
7) It was found that the aforementioned patterns apply to all the articles analysed,













To illustrate how the aforementioned cohesive devices are used in the selected
corpora, an excerpt drawn from the Worlds Affairs section will be analysed. The
sentences are numbered for ease of reference.
Halfway up the slope, just to the west of a landslide that entombed hundreds of people, a
white mansion stands unscathed (1). It is the home of Emelia Shields Guirola, a 78-year old
American-born widow who married into one of El Salvador's richest families six decades
ago (2). When her walls began to shake on January 13, Guirola was in the upstairs sitting
room (3). She stood up, and leaning on her cane, carefully descended the spiral staircase (4).
People were dying around her, in one of the worst earthquakes to hit Central America in
years, but Guirola knew nothing of its terrible toll (5). She went to the dining room to check
on her china (6).
The tale of Guirola's survival while more than 700 others died-many of them middle class
and a few newly affluent, caught in the landslide below her- is also a story of El Salvador's
tragic modern history (7). Until 1979, when leftist guerillas began fighting a civil war
against the U.S.- backed government, 14 families owned most of EL Salvador's land (8).
They ran the country as their private fiefdom (9). Amelia Guirola, like her mansion on the
hill, is a symbol of those days (10). Everything destroyed in the landslide just outside the
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capital of San Salvador was once a coffee plantation owned by Guirola's aristocratic
Salvadoran husband (11).
As a young woman from a well-to-do American family, Amelia found herself on vacation in
Central America in the mid - 1940s (12). In Guatemala, she met Eduardo Guirola, manager
of his father's real estate there (13). Amelia and Eduardo fell in love, got married and
eventually returned to his native El Salvador (14). Resentful of the Guirola wealth, many
poor Salvadorans came to believe that the family's ancestors had sold the souls of future
generations to the Devil (15). In fact, the ancestors were rich colonialists from Spain (16).
They raised cattle and grew cotton, indigo and coffee (17).
(Newsweek, January 29, 2001: 50)
This stretch of discourse is taken from an article entitled 'A Survivor's Story'. The
entire article is seven paragraphs long, and the selected text represents the first three
paragraphs of the article. Analysing this text reveals that it depends heavily on
lexical cohesion and to a lesser extent on reference to create anaphoric relations
across sentences. As for the other cohesive devices, the text uses one instance of
ellipsis and one conjunction. The findings pertaining to lexical cohesion indicate that
30 instances of lexical items are noted in this excerpt; 15 of these are repetition, 6 are
meronyms, 3 are synonyms, 4 are collocation and there is one instance of hyponymy
and one instance of antonymy (Table 3.10).7
As far as referential items are concerned, the text deploys 15 instances of referential
cohesive markers; 11 of these devices are personals. These include: 'if in sentence
(2) which refers back to the 'mansion' mentioned in sentence (1); 'she' in sentences
(4, 6 and 13) and 'her' in sentences (3), (4), (5) and (6) refer to 'Amelia Guirola'',
'they' and 'their' in sentence (9) refer to the '14 families' mentioned in sentence (8);
and 'they' in sentence (17) refers to 'the ancestors' in sentence (16). The other two
7 Since the excerpt displays a high proportion of lexical items, the semantic meaning relations these
elements express are presented in table format.
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referential devices are the definite article 'the' (sentences 7, 9, 10, 11 and 16) and the
demonstrative 'those' (sentence 10). The definite article 'the' creates a tie between the
nouns 'landslide/landslide', 'slope/hilV, and 'family ancestors/ancestors'. The
demonstrative 'those' refers back to the days before 1979 when 14 families owned
most of El Salvador's land (sentence 8).
The other peripheral cohesive markers in this text are the elliptical structure 'others'
(sentence 7) and the adversative conjunction 'in fact' (sentence 16). The elliptical
structure 'others' links sentences (7) and (5). The reader can 'fill in' the elided
structure 'people' by referring back to sentence (5). The adversative conjunction 'in
facf acts as a bridge between sentences (15) and (16).
The analysis shows that the ties used to resolve the anaphoric relations between the
text constituents are immediate, mediated and remote. It is also clear that the
similarity and identity chains that refer to Amelia Guirola are rather long and cover
the whole text. The similarity chain that refers to Amelia Guirola accounts for 6
instances, and the identity chain that refers to the individual Amelia Guirola, in these
three paragraphs only, accounts for 7 instances (Figure 3.1). This result coincides
with Martin and Peters findings (1985) which state that the chains that refer to
individuals in exposition tend to be long and cover entire texts. It would be




Lexical relations in 'A Survivor's Story'
Sentence Number Cohesive tie Type Presupposed item/
Sentence Number
2 the home Coll mansion (1)
3 (her) walls Mer mansion (1)
Guirola Rept Emelia Guirola (2)
Sitting room Mer mansion (1)
4 staircase Mer mansion (1)
5 people Rept people (1)
dying Coll entombed (1)
Guirola Rept Guirola (3)
6 dining room Mer mansion (1)
7 Guirola Rept Guirola (5)
died Rept dying (5)
died Coll entombed (1)
(the) landslide Rept a landslide (1)
8 El Salvador Syn/id the country (9)
10 Amelia Guirola Rept Guirola (7)
mansion Rept mansion (1)
10 (the) hill Syn (the) slope (1)
11 (the) landslide Rept (the) landslide (7)
San Salvador Mer the country (9)
12 Guirola Rept Guirola (10)
Central America Rept Central America (5)
13 Guatemala Hyp Central America (12)
Eduardo Guirola Syn/id Salvadoran husband (11)
14 Amelia Rept Amelia (12)
Eduardo Rept Eduardo Guirola (13)
El Salvador Rept El Salvador (7)
15 Guirola wealth Coll aristocratic Salvadoran
husband (11)
Salvadorans Mer El Salvador (14)

















































After a close analysis of all the explicit cohesive markers used in the corpora under
investigation, it becomes evident that lexical cohesion can be considered the most
prominent overt cohesive marker employed in the creation of intersentential
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cohesion. This finding asserts that Hoey's (1991: 10) claim that 'the study of the
greater part of cohesion is the study of lexis, and the study of cohesion in text is to a
considerable degree the study of patterns of lexis in text', is particularly applicable to
the discourse type examined in this study. Since most of the lexical items in the
articles interact with one another and create lexical networks that express specific
pragmatic meaning relations intended by the source language text producers,
translators should give this cohesive marker the attention it deserves; otherwise, the
meaning relations perceived in the original might be lost or diluted in the translated
texts.
The second most important cohesive marker deployed in the articles is reference.
Within this category, personal reference constitutes the backbone for creating
referential cohesion between adjacent and non-adjacent sentences. Hence, one can
claim that there is a motive underlying this choice, de beaugrande and Dressier
(1981), Bolinger (1979); and Brown and Yule (1983) mention a number of motives
that govern pronoun selection in discourse. It is generally agreed that pronouns are
used to avoid repetition, especially in contexts where 'referent reidentification is not
essential', to 'shorten and simplify' surface structures and 'to save reader effort.' It
is our contention that these three motives explain the frequent choice of personals in
the selected corpora; this is a point that has to be borne in mind when examining this
cohesive marker in the target language texts.
Unlike the other cohesive markers, substitution and ellipsis play a peripheral role as
intersentential text-binding devices. The low proportion of substitution and ellipsis
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can be attributed to three reasons. First, the high frequency of lexical cohesion and
referential items do not leave much room for the occurrence of these two
lexicogrammatical devices. Second, substitution is frequently used in speech but is
rare in the written discourse (Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Halliday, 1985; and Hoey,
1991). Third, using many instances of substitution and ellipsis in a text-type like the
one studied might jeopardize efficiency and require additional processing effort on
the reader's part; three aspects that should be taken into consideration in the process
of translating these two formal markers.
The instances of conjunctions observed indicate that this device plays a secondary
role in creating cohesion across sentence boundaries. As stated earlier, this result is
expected since the research conducted on journalistic writing (Smith and Frawley,
1983; Crystal and Davy, 1983; and Al-Jabr, 1999) suggests that this cohesive device
is not frequently used in the creation of intersentential cohesion. The researcher
believes that the excessive use of conjunctions might result in overstated meaning
relations that distract the reader. Since conjunctions fulfil a specific function in
discourse, it is the translators' job to investigate the meanings the source text
producers want to convey to pass on to the end-receivers of the translated texts a line
of argument similar to the one perceived by the source text receptors.
The analysis also reveals that the articles analysed display the same patterns of
cohesive devices although they are grouped under different news sections. This may
be attributed to the fact that the writers follow the 'house style' chosen by the
Publishers of Newsweek. According to Mossop (2001: 23), a house style 'creates
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consistency among all the texts produced by a given publisher. This is especially
important in journals, magazines and collections of articles where several different
authors are contributing to a single issue or book' (emphasis added).
It is also evident that the writers adhere to the efficiency and effectiveness criteria
necessary in the production of texts. The interaction between the presupposing and
presupposed items is a straightforward one which results in identity and similarity
chains that easily present to the readers the message in each text.
Having presented and discussed the findings pertaining to the cohesive devices in the
source texts, the next section will examine how these overt markers have been
reproduced in the target texts.
3.2 Analysis of The Target Texts
3.2.1 Similarities Between The Source And Target Texts
This sub-section studies the cohesive devices that have been retained in the target
. • .... 8
texts. In the analysis, special attention will be given to the instances of similarities
that express formal rather than functional equivalence and do not conform to the
conventions of the Arabic language. It is our contention that these renderings fail to
convey the intended message of the source texts and make processing effort more
demanding for the text recipient. Hence, effective communication between the
producers and receivers of texts is impaired (Newmark, 1988; Baker, 1992; Hatim
and Mason, 1990; 1997; and others).
8 An instance of similarity is attested when the same cohesive device used in the source text is retained
in the target text.
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3.2.1.1 Reference
A careful examination of the English and Arabic texts reveals that there exists
marked similarities between the referential devices used in the source and target
texts.
The following findings are observed concerning the referential devices used in the
Arabic edition ofNewsweek.
1) Out of 2913 referential devices attested in the source texts, 2319 are retained in
the target texts (Table 3.11).
2) Within the sub-category of personal pronouns, 1439 instances of personals (out of
1692) are retained in Arabic. Out of 1439 personals, 1099 instances of similarities
account for third person pronouns, and 340 instances account for possessives.
3) 1043 instances of demonstratives are employed in the source texts. 737 of these
instances are retained in the target texts; these renderings are distributed as follows:
277 instances represent nominal and adverbial demonstratives, and 460 instances
account for the definite article ' the'.
4) Out of a total of 178 comparatives, 143 instances are retained in the source texts.
5) Although 80% of the referential devices in the source texts are retained in the
target texts, these formal markers do not always express intersentential cohesion;
rather, they are sometimes used to exhibit intrasentential links. This may be
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attributed to the differences between the punctuation systems of English and Arabic
(Abuhamdia, 1996; and Holes, 1984, 1995; and Williams, 1984).
Table 3.11
Instances of reference items retained in the target text




i) Third Person Pronouns 1099 47%
ii) Possessives 340 15%
Total (i & ii) 1439 62%
B. Demonstratives
i) Nominal & Adverbial
Demonstratives
277 20%
ii) The Definite Article
'the'
460 19%
Total (i & ii) 737 32%
C. Comparatives 143 6%
Total (A, B & C) 2319 100%
3.2.1.2 Substitution
The analysis of the Arabic and English texts shows that eight instances of
substitution are retained in the Arabic texts (Table 3.12). These similarities are
distributed as follows between the three sub-types of substitution: 1 nominal and 7
clausal. No instances of verbal substitution are reproduced in the target language
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texts; this may be attributed to the discrepancies between the verbj*^ in Arabic and
the operator 'do' in English (Aziz, 1998).9
Having examined the instances of substitution that have been retained in the act of
translation, the following observations are noted:
1) The instance of nominal substitution fails to conform to the conventions of the
Arabic language (see Example 9, page 152).
2) Out of 7 instances of clausal substitution, 6 succeed in establishing the same effect
as that produced on the source text readers (see Example 2, page 140).
Table 3.12
Instances of substitution retained in the target texts








The patterns of similarities that have resulted in the process of translating the
elliptical items in the Arabic edition of Newsweek coincide with those observed for
9 See Examples 23 and 24 (pages 187 and 188 respectively) for an explanation of the discrepancies
between the verb in Arabic and the operator 'do' in English.
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reference and substitution. Some of the similarities attested manage to convey the
underlying coherence expressed in the original, while others fail to do so. The latter
occurrences result when the translators adopt a source-text oriented approach, and
disregard the different structures employed in the two languages to express elliptical
relations across sentence boundaries.
The following results can be deduced after comparing the instances of ellipsis in the
English and Arabic articles ofNewsweek:
1) 51% of the instances of ellipsis observed in the source language texts are retained
in the target language texts. These instances include: 57 nominal ellipsis, 20 operator
verbal ellipsis and 26 clausal ellipsis (Table 3.13). The percentage of elliptical
structures reproduced in the target language texts seems to be relatively high
especially that the patterns and structures employed in English and Arabic to express
this cohesive relation across sentences is not identical.
2) Some of the elliptical elements that are used to express intersentential cohesion in
the source texts denote intrasentential cohesion in the translated texts. This takes
place when the translators want to avoid ambiguity, and facilitate the recoverability
of the ellipted item.
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Table 3.13
Instances of ellipsis retained in the target texts








A high proportion of conjunctions are retained in the translated texts. This result is
unexpected if one bears in mind the literature that discusses the differences in the
types and frequency of the conjunctions used in English and Arabic discourse
(Holes, 1984; Baker, 1992; Hatim and Mason, 1990, 1997; Aziz, 1997, 1998; and
Hamdan and Fareh, 1999). Based on the analysis conducted, the following points are
noted concerning the retained conjunctions in the target texts:
1) Out of a total of 789 conjunctions used in the source language texts, 720 are
reproduced in the target language texts. If we take into consideration Hamdan and
Fareh's (1999: 590) statement that acknowledges 'although connectives are common
linking devices, their function in the discourse of a language does not usually
coincide with those signalled by their lexical equivalents in another', one can assume
that by reproducing such a high proportion of conjunctions from the source texts into
the target texts translators have disregarded the discrepancies that English and Arabic
discourse exhibit in the use of these cohesive markers.
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2) The 720 conjunctions reproduced in the target language texts are distributed as
follows: 167 are additive, 357 are adversative, 51 are causal, 97 are temporal and 48
are continuatives (Table 3.14). Since j (and) and (therefore) are the most
frequently used conjunctions in Arabic discourse (Cantarino, 1975; Holes, 1984;
1995; Williams, 1984; Hamddan and Fareh, 1999; and others), this distribution of
conjunctions once again ascertains that the translators have neglected the stylistic
conventions prevalent in Arabic. This will undoubtedly have a negative impact on
the translated texts in that they may read like a translation.
3) The translators use synonomous conjunctions for the same English conjuncts.
Thus, the conjunction 'but', for example, is rendered as J ^ 'J V]
The translators adopt this strategy to achieve stylistic variation especially in texts that
frequently employ the same conjunction.
If we bear in mind that conjunctions are used in discourse to present a line of
argument (Smith and Frawley, 1983; Al-Zannad, 1993; Al-Batal, 1990; among
others), and since English and Arabic employ different means to achieve this aim,
one can argue that the slavish adherence to the source text conventions can impede
the target text readers' understanding of the text development; a facility that is
readily accessible to the reader of the original, but not available to the reader of the
translated text (see Examples 12 and 13, pages 156 and 158).
10 This applies to other conjunctions.
Table 3.14
Instances of conjunctions retained in the target texts










As noted with the other cohesive devices employed in the target language texts, a
high proportion of lexical items are retained in the Arabic edition of Newsweek. The
following patterns are noted concerning the retained lexical markers in the translated
texts:
1) 4592 lexical devices are reproduced in the target text. This figure indicates that
91% of the lexical items used in the source texts have been reproduced in the target
texts.
2) The retained lexical items are grouped as follows: repetition accounts for 3119
instances, synonymy for 745, antonymy for 143, hyponymy for 170, meronymy for
229 and collocation for 186 (Table 3.15). The high frequency of repetition does not
surprise the researcher since Arabic discourse frequently uses repetition to bind
sentences of a text (see Chapter One, Section 1.2.2.5). Many of the instances that
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involve lexical repetition succeed in imparting on the target language texts the same
communicative effect presented in the source language texts.
3) In reproducing the lexical devices used in the source language into the target
language, the meaning relations conveyed do not always express intersentential
cohesion. Translators sometimes adopt intrasentential cohesion to relate the meaning
relations of certain lexical items; this is especially true when immediate ties are used.
4) As evident with all the other cohesive devices analysed, the retention of the same
lexical items in the target texts does not always present texts that flow smoothly;
reproducing the same lexical items sometimes makes the translated texts read like a
translation.
Table 3.15
Instances of lexical items retained in the target texts








The aforementioned results indicate that a significantly high proportion of explicit
cohesive devices are retained in the translated texts. This seems to be surprising
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since Arabic and English are linguistically very distant. It is therefore important that
these renderings are studied and evaluated in an attempt at understanding the reasons
underlying the translators' choices and the impact these choices have on the target
texts. To be able to conduct this assessment, illustrative examples drawn from the
different news sections will be presented and discussed. The examples will examine
all the cohesive markers analysed, namely reference, substitution, ellipsis,
conjunctions and lexical cohesion respectively.
3.2.1.6 Illustrative Examples
Example ln
MA JUNREN'S ATHLETES did whatever it took to win. In the early 1990s they rewrote the
women's track andfield record book- and raised suspicion that their successes were fueled by
illegal performance-boosting drugs. Not at all, said the flamboyant Ma. His runners won
thanks to his coaching methods: a grueling high-altitude training regimen and a bizarre diet
that included caterpillar fungus and a daily bowl of turtle's blood and herbs. Once he even
lopped off a turtle's head, poured its blood into porcelain cups and had his track stars quaff
down the liquid in front ofGerman TV cameras.
(Newsweek, September 18, 2000: 68)
ELE Cjl f it I all <j/_b (jAaa La La ^ Hi alt/ L—lJAaJI ChLyJ^Lj
4cj_j..x.a JjLj a(IN A ' (jh AyLcJI ^jUil La*a fi a i ha IIj C—lLxjf AjaajLAJt fVt ^-3 (ztmill
lplJ& (jf ^^ 'J . (ilha y fodJj ^ <fi (JJMII yxJjjALl '-.all (L—ljJLaJt {jLlj . c /jf/ gjAi .1*1 'it
Lf^jy CJJLLI'J LhU^ilt njE cJq'L^LEij cJLc LjOt^LEi :L—UJMJI (LuJLLMY 4^/ii
lJx.J t tfJ-I tl ^yo (_JJ1jyL !.' aj i I. dJ (aEEuJ Ljmfi a^ya CLllj £ Ajj ^—LL. .ll i fir, ftJ c—. IIII ^ya
. EjLajl CjjJJ) I1'1 4 h-i a dltjJ*a[A ^La! (JiVd/ gfj^yulj ^~Ajlj i <aLj_J
(Newsweek, September 19, 2000: 54)
Analysing the above two texts reveals that in order to establish and maintain text
continuity, the translator has retained all the referential devices in the act of
11 In the analysis of the examples, only the cohesive markers are considered. Other translation
problems are disregarded because they are beyond the scope of this study.
12 The wrong choice of the lexical item and not the possessive pronoun makes the proposition
sound awkward.
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reworking the text into Arabic. By rendering the third person pronouns and
possessives used in the source language texts into their equivalents in the target
language texts, the translator manages to convey the same pragmatic meaning
intended by the text producer. The Arabic text, like its English counterpart, avoids
repetition and saves reader effort while conforming to the conventions of the Arabic
language. According to Al-GhalaylnT (1999: 120; my translation), 'connected
pronouns are used in Arabic to avoid repetition, and cannot be replaced by separate
pronouns in contexts where the former can be readily used'. In this example, formal
equivalence succeeds in producing the same effect on the target text reader as that
produced on the source text reader.
Example 2
Later this week, the LRC 13 is expected to take on the Abu Sayyafand expectations are high.
"They are the best I've seen in the region, " says the U.S. Army captain who led the training.
Ifso, Abu Sayyafhad better get readyfor a hotter war.
(Newsweek, July 9, 2001: 5)
ypjlA cJlij . l1iLx£jAIj (.till /j& y ( H.u.) yjl 'ic. La^. ajji 4 ■Jj'jX II Jfl fa^. lgj gjt
jji LSJc yJJ iidljs (jl£ ijlj . "klLiJI ali J ciiilj Li* (JjJziyt ^Ji" :djLuyjlll jU // LSSjy*yi
y -• ■ I It 'iuij yi <
{Newsweek, July 10, 2001: 6-7)
In this example, the clausal substitute 'ifso' is used to abbreviate and avoid repeating
the structure ff they are the best' used in the preceding sentence. This option does
not distract the reader since he/she can easily understand what the clausal substitute
stands for. The translator chooses to reproduce this cohesive marker by using the
structure jfi\ lil (if so), and avoids repeating information previously stated
13 The 'LRC' stands for the 'Light Reaction Company' which is the first Philippine counter terrorist
unit mentioned in the foregoing sentences.
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in the text. Since the presupposing and presupposed items appear in adjacent
sentences, the target language reader has no problems inferring what this structure
refers to. Here, retaining the cohesive marker used in the source text in the target
text does not hinder text comprehensibility and observes the functional meaning
expressed in the original.
Example 3
Bilham and his colleagues are now working on those very data.14 Digging through ancient
Tibetan, Urdu and Arabic texts, the scientists have already discovered at least three
previously unknown quakes. One hit Kashmir in 1555, another took place in the central
Himalayas 50 years earlier and a third, of which they so far have only one unconfirmed
account, may have shaken Nepal in 1255.
(Newsweek, September, 3, 2001: 59)
. 4pull cjLxALi CJ*33J 1 cJb^f3 J • CIJLQfxN/ aOA <Luj!jj ^ lc. (faxJLi yfyt oy5Layj tu ^
1555 flc- L-jl.N /-ia/j (fsyt ^ lr. cJyVy t LAXJI LJLUL&I t UJjjfj
ji/j jj,JJ yJ I5JjaHI j^3 LUL±!I Lcl . A I,50 c_j allj Uf (AAtf II j ^ t'i K
■ 1255 (JON l. il i N ji ujft -fj 'N cJfj^
(Newsweek, September 4, 2001: 51)
The writer of the English text uses three instances of nominal ellipsis to create a link
between the two sentences under examination: 'one', 'another' and 'third'. By
adopting this stylistic approach, the source text producer avoids repetition and
produces a text that flows smoothly and requires minimal processing. To achieve the
same underlying coherence conveyed to the reader of the English edition of
Newsweek, the translator reproduces the same cohesive devices used in the source
text but in accordance with the structures employed in Arabic discourse. In the
Arabic version, we have three instances of ellipsis that involve omitting the predicate
14' Those data'' refers to data available on previous earthquakes mentioned earlier in the text.
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of the nominal sentence: i_>LJ ^ j (Jl jij) (one quake hit) 15 (JlJljj) (and
another quake took place) tUUll (Jlj]jll) U (but the third quake). This kind of ellipsis
is common in Arabic discourse and is used to avoid repeating old information (Al-
Ansari, 1996; and Al-Ghalaylnl, 1999). In this context, the Arab reader can easily
'fill in' the ellipted items especially that immediate ties are used to relate the omitted
items to the presupposed clause. Since the conventions of Arabic allow this
structure, its retention succeeds in producing an end - product that fulfils the same
pragmatic meaning expressed in the original.
Example 4
Ever since Oslo, Arafat has had a choice; he could shift from an unattainable demand (the
right of return) to an attainable one (Israel out of the occupied territories). The switch
would give his people a state, national independence and the beginnings of normalcy. But
he couldn 't do it.
The English text producer ties the portion of text cited using the adversative
conjunction 'buf. This choice is undoubtedly motivated since the writer wants to
surprise the reader. The writer mentions the gains Arafat will get once he changes
his stance: a state, national independence and the beginnings of normalcy, giving the
readers the impression that these gains will appeal to Arafat. However, by using
15 The use of (the second) is also possible in this context.
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'buf in the subsequent sentence, the readers are presented with information that
contradicts their expectations. The translator observes this pragmatic meaning by
retaining the conjunction employed in the original using its equivalent in Arabic
(but); a choice that is acceptable in Arabic discourse for (but) presents a statement
in adversative coordination to one which is precedent' (Cantarino, 1975, III: 40).16
Since this rendition conforms to the conventions of Arabic, the translator succeeds in
producing a translated text that is both textually appropriate and acceptable to the
audience of the target language text.
Example 5
With his goatee, sandals and dreams of retiring to his house in the rebel land of Chiapas,
Brent Berlin evokes the image of an aging hippie. One of the few outsiders who speaks
Tzeltal, a local language, the 64-year-old anthropologist and herbalist now finds himself
vilified as a "biopirate " working with drug companies to rip off the medicinal secrets of the
Mayans. Indians backed by international activists are trying to chase Berlin out of
Chiapas, which has Mexico's largest concentration of indigenous people, most of them
desperatelypoor.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 29)
Syt CLUJJ .)i>J ^LLidS <XJJLLI ^3 4SLCJ LCjjj^ apLaIH <LS_s AW>W!J >4Jxjj ^ *<:.'*> ('
IJA >dJLli 4jl-k o 4xJ ^aj (jfi^ y ciy4ii f&Lill L—ULafv 4Jl 4J > ''M ^ IJA sJJ*
t Laic- 7 i jmJ! •» ijJLdl yi £*1*j (431j&tj 6jjJajj ^j±2llH q »iS tl pjJxj (jWt-i <t tlj fijjjjljyl
LLJl ^yjj/ 43jj.£11 4jJj'yi 4 -.!> I faxj fic. ^3 (jWz^3^" ■' j'l'-t I L4L*. 4 , 111 f Jaj
^ ■ gaj fi4l n,j y*a jfis (j.Wi :iU Sjc- (PjJ '1 ^ f'/ yLSWJI ^ajJ oILia jji ^ It fjL^jj .4jih II
.^3J^JI^yisJI^ ilrj gjjjJIj i< 'U.SJ! ^3 (Jjaf.^y/ (jtSi (i ttg <1^ 7 yWl'
(Newsweek, April, 10, 2001: 32)
This short text asserts that lexical cohesion can be considered a distinctive feature in
the corpora investigated. This assertion is based on the fact that the writer uses five
instances of lexical cohesion to bind the first two sentences of the above text. These
instances include repetition of proper names such as 'Chiapas' and 'Berlin', a
16 See also Al-Ansari (1996); Al-Zajjaji (1986); and Al-GhalaylnT (1999).
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relation of synonymy between 'Brent Berlin'' and 'anthropologist and herbalist' (the
former does not involve identity of reference, whereas the second does), a relation of
hyponymy between 'Mayans' and 'Indians' and a relation of antonymy between the
two sets 'retire to' and 'chase ouf and 'outsiders' and 'indigenous people'. This
frequency of lexical items is not used randomly, and one can argue that each
meaning relation has its pragmatic connotations. The writer most probably repeats
the proper nouns 'Chiapas' and 'Brent Berlin' because he/she wants to give them
prominence; the entire text focuses on these two entities. Synonyms are used to
avoid the excessive use of repetition which can reduce text informativity and result in
monotonous texts, and because synonymy that involves identity of reference is 'a
recognised text convention governing the field of discourse of news
reporting/investigative journalism' (Hatim and Mason, 1990: 97). The hyponyms
Mayans/Indians specify the kind of Indians living in Chiapas; the writer here
distinguishes between the Mayans, the Incas and the Cherokees; all co-hyponyms of
the term 'Indians'. The antonyms outsiders/indigenous people express the never-
ending struggle between the 'native inhabitants' and the 'foreigners'. The other set
of antonyms retire to/chase out represent a case of 'instantial meaning'; it is the
textual environment in which these two verbs occur that gives them the meaning of
oppositeness. The verb 'retire to' in the first sentence implies peace, tranquillity and
relaxation, whereas the verb 'chase out' expresses a sense of struggle. These two
connotations show the conflicting attitudes of 'Brent Berlin' and the 'Mayan
Indians'.
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To maintain the discoursal value intended by the source text producer, the translator
chooses to reproduce the lexical relations used in the original. By adopting this
approach, he/she manages to pass on to the target text reader the underlying
coherence experienced by the reader of the original. Like its English counterpart, the
Arabic text uses repetition oJ^(Brent Berlin/Berlin) and 1 i'i 1j
(Chiapas/Chiapas) to denote emphasis; synonymy (Brent
Berlin/anthropologist and herbalist) to avoid repetition; hyponomy jjijJI/LLall
(Mayans/Indians) to show specific-general relations and antonymy jjL/jielaj (retire
to/chase out) and jliJI/t-iiL.Vl (outsiders/indigenous population) to relay the
differences and the conflict between these two groups. Having understood the
pragmatic meaning intended by the text producer of the source text and by adhering
to the conventions of Arabic, the translator produces a translated text that enables the
target text recipient to experience the same functional meaning presented to the
reader of the original.
The aforementioned examples show that formal equivalence can preserve the
functional meaning relations expressed in the source language texts. However, we
have to emphasise that formal equivalence can only produce cohesive and coherent
texts when two conditions are met: (1) adherence to the linguistic and textual
conventions of the target texts; and (2) relaying the underlying pragmatic meanings
in the source texts into the target texts.
Having presented the above examples, it has to be pointed out that not all the
instances of similarities attested in the corpora adhere to the conventions of Arabic
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and successfully convey the underlying coherence of the original texts. In fact, in
retaining many of the formal markers used in the source texts, the translations do not
achieve effective communication in the other language; rather, one realises that the
message is distorted. The following examples illustrate the impact of reproducing
the same cohesive markers used in the source texts in the target texts.
Example 6
Hanaei has no regrets. "Why should I feel remorse?" he says. "After killing them17 I
removed all trace of them. They had no value to me." (According to one reformist
newspaper, he latter admitted that he had sex with them.) Hanaei also boasted that
murdering the women was no harder than 'breaking open a melon."
In another country, such remarks might be dismissed as the musings of a psychopath. But
there are justifications for such heedless killing in Iran's Islamic criminal code, which
declares some people unworthy of the blood that runs in their veins. Therefore their lives
can be taken with impunity. "If the killer can prove that the victim was a "waste of blood",
says one legal scholar who was asked not to be named, "then there will be no charges
against the killer." Such laws, and such lawlessness, are the web that most Iranians long to
escape.
{Newsweek, August 20, 2001: 29)
cpl cM~l erf ' cj&I cN cjJjl (jg fa < CLLAS pjl jjcj jixjdil IALJ" .fJilb i Yj
(dl*" ij"2H cyjba 4-ILI AXJ ■ AJf&l II ^AL^.1 ef bd IitI) . "pAlP
." ^ ' ti t j,„<? p# '^ i». N p£j f fi 11ii ill pL 11 J(fii3
flaj Ailpjfi cALiA pAJj . It ti'r. til CLiP-aLA Ifilf pAaj i JL fl ( "lithif i i, "thj h 'ill aAA fha
LS_zfV ipblt fdl pjS^ 'I I 'It y^Lill ^ihr' pi Lfc. lit pl^A ^aPbjjYI fljf! pfHf filLLJI (Jjkll IA3
IaI" y 11"/ jAa jjc l. 'lb mi // ^3 fie. cJfyJ ' ybxA fa^xAt Pja pa ^ Ip p IfJ pSbj oIIaJj .^3jpz.
cpjjlfill eAA fla . "fjlAI Lfl (_ff fa.jj pAaJ y lAAic-i "IpjAfrja Lcj" ChilA W;-. . pi!! pi AjLuI pa (JjLIII pAaJ
. j m CjiXsYI p±plfSI ftuuc p-al) fill 4 (hill juj <pfLill fc- pjpAl IA3 flap
{Newsweek, August 21, 2001: 13)
All the explicit formal markers employed in the source texts are retained in the
translated texts. To fulfil the efficiency criterion, the English text producer, on the
one hand, uses personal pronouns to increase text compactness and to avoid
repetition; the recurrent use of the comparative 'such' as an intensifier, on the other
17 The pronoun 'them' coheres with the linguistic entity 'prostitutes' used previously in the text.
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hand, ascertains the outrage regarding the killer's comments in the preceding
paragraph. By retaining these referential devices in Arabic, the translator subscribes
to the norms of the source text. This close monitoring of texture produces a text that
sounds 'foreign' to the reader. Indeed, the recurrent usage of the connected pronoun
u>4 (them), and the repetition of the comparative (such) to create intersentential
links results in a text that reads as 'the original' and not as 'an original' (Toury,
1980: 75). This failure to conform to the norms of Arabic distracts the reader and
impairs text comprehensibility. Consequently, the efficiency criterion is not
maintained in the target text, and the text receiver fails to realise the underlying
meaning these referential devices are meant to express. This result could have been
avoided had the translator opted for another translation strategy, such as the
following:
Suggested translation
"Los (_g! film ill Atit cJ^ chljl (jg I'lht t "<A gj! axj IjLJ" :Jybj y
juK II jLa AJL AXJ LCJ3 i 6JJC>I (4jL^._y~ut3yi (. ksiH LJ LSLLLJ .
." A (jjQ t \* Ksii ^J e LuilII cJ-te ^
fjfj l-jjJ-ikJ-ia ti'i LajLilc-lj Ltf-UL*J (_j£^y t jJj ujIqj It "ill ("iQ thi jJ
y tjjjLiJi (J****) j LrIc. (Jjzij cfblU (jljjl ^-3 m-^L^yl fb!Uj/JJJJJ (ji'lht! Jjltl (J4 £jlll
<ixjj.'iill ^_3 ^Jlc- fjSUj . L-jUxJJ jxjJI (jjJ gfio -£ T'"* ^ Zjf-'t (jAaJ OUjJj ,j^-3jJC. ^jy ' j-ill gjjh til
I ^ji JJ (jAjU y Li 1 ir.i "IjjA$~J Laj" ChjlS 4 . ri II gji CjLljl (JjUill g)Aaj Ijl" .'A > it \lh
. Lg-Lo ' "> *VaV/ yjj-ulJJVI ~ k* * (^~LaJJ 4<Ct.ull yji t gJj^JfJ jaJI cJJJ* . "JJUJI
Back-translation
Hanaei has no regrets. "Why should I feel remorse?" he says. "After killing them I
removed all trace of them. These women had no value to me." (According to one reformist
newspaper, Hanaei latter admitted that he had sex with the victims.) Hanaei also boasted
that murdering the women was no harder than 'breaking open a melon."
If such remarks were uttered in another country, they would have been dismissed as the
musings of a psychopath. But there are justifications for this kind of heedless killing in
Iran's Islamic criminal code, which declares some people unworthy of the blood that runs in
their veins. Therefore their lives can be taken with impunity. "If the killer can prove that the
victim was a "waste ofblood", says one legal scholar who was asked not to be named, "then
there will be no charges against the killer." Such laws, and their infringement, are the web
that most Iranians long to escape.
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In this translation, a target-text oriented approach is adopted. Instances of anaphoric
reference are altered in an attempt to improve the target text texture and produce a
text that is more acceptable to the end-receiver. Hatim and Mason (1990: 203) state
to this effect 'Occasionally, there will be instances where the translator elects to
actually alter anaphoric reference for the sake of improved effectiveness and
efficiency'. Although such alterations may involve deviations from the pragmatic
meaning conveyed in the source text, the researcher believes that such shifts are
unavoidable if translators wish to produce end-products that flow naturally and hence
do not read like a translation.
Example 718
ASAL GORE WADED THROUGH THE cheering crowd on his way to the stage, Ken Kinter
-software engineer and wrestlingfan -had to smile. The Democratic convention was on the
big-screen TV in Kinter's living room in Novi, Mich, an exurb ofDetroit. President Bill
Clinton, he noted, had made a show-staling entrance three days earlier in Los Angeles. "It
was totally WWF, " Kinter 25, said. "And it's hard to out do that. "
(.Newsweek, August 28, 2000: 46)
^ ljE ELEjI iv n'>f (4 ,1II ^laLoHI <—?ji.^jjc. 4.1-1 fi t/ EJjE jjc. cJI yy JE cyEi cEfl
a 1%Ei E^jc. ajjEI! Eli.nil jj (jjjj&hll yLAj . 4^.f.—.-i-.ij ^ t
jEJAI L-JjDldj cJE <f "\}jEk- EJJX yc. E^Lao j tyUEii* JJ yilgLi E^LEI
y^a.j 4jlS ^Lf 4jAliL> L A o*jh-it cj*f EjXC ^ullyEI Eli ^JI f±i yf ^JJMif yUui Jij
E.f. — - jEjl ^C.f ■ - - fjLj LCLU 4:, tit Eji.j ylA jlf'.'LoLc. 25 gja fllAI E'iN cJdj . i—gAt j
".djj jjiv jji ( I* i si f/ jyoj .ELJIJi ^JLJ!
(Newsweek, August 29, 2000: 36)
This excerpt uses the demonstrative pronoun fhaf to create cohesion between the
sentences cited. In this context, fhaf expresses extended reference and the
presupposed text element refers to 'the show-staling entrance Bill Clinton had made'.
18
Examples 7 and 8 are drawn from the same article.
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As noted with the preceding examples, the translator opts to reproduce this formal
marker in Arabic. Although Arabic uses 'idli'19 (that/masc.) to express extended
reference (KhatabI, 1991), in this context does not contribute to text
understanding. The reader encounters problems in his/her attempt to relate the
incoming information to the previous discourse, and this makes access to the
presupposed element problematic; consequently, antecedent identification may be
jeopardised. Therefore, the translator has to strike a balance between accuracy and
naturalness. To achieve this, the demonstrative in Arabic has to be supplemented
with a noun.
Suggested translation
^ V<?4 i) ^2c A^LulLiI c Allg All \y II <—Syixxa A ks~i\*\ fJ ^j2c ASi^yla cJf (Jh* CluSyH ^3
*LujJ.x*oJI A3yC ^3 SjjjSJI A-lmLmJI _jdh!l t.siA H ^y)jjya£J! cllL^ayya ^yjjj^c t ;VTj^
<—J^yaJ^ya £jljJ JiL AJJ-LO (jc. dAixJ Ayz.li.fi L$Jsj ilj.1 <1 AJYyJ Cj-9JJ ^3 jyLLt£j Ax^LzJl
AJ^LU Itf /il (_yuyly >'/ y All-La ^3 ^ycj^xJ/ Acl3 {j_j2hl£ (Jjj J ^jf ^Jl Vn ^jLujl .^Jz/^sLiJjJI
C'■^)lis-ix) LcLaj AjxmJ AJ^SLJ 25 ^ya £-112! cJ^_J . #s/ju-by/ < (jl£ ^Ljf
fy ifi<i t) dUj LSJc (JyLu L. tx ^ycj . AjLJI J] JLxJl AC-ism II jLzJl
Back-translation
AS AL GORE WADED THROUGH THE cheering crowd on his way to the stage, Ken
Kinter-software engineer and wrestingfan-had to smile. The Democratic convention was on
the big-screen TV in Kinter's living room in Novi, Mich., an exurb ofDetroit. President Bill
Clinton, he noted, had made a show-staling entrance three days earlier in Los Angeles. "It
was totally WJVF, " Kinter 25, said. "And it's hard to out do that scene. "
19 The other demonstratives that express extended reference in Arabic are and tdilji.
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Example 8
This presumably final release of the new Al Gore was also notable for what he didn't say.
He didn't try to reach for lofty visions or overarching themes. He didn't try to share his
pain by revealing his own family emotions. (Instead, he'll be airing new "bio" spots this
week.) He outsourced the tears- highlighting the stories of "workingfamilies" in a tradition
started by Ronald Reagan 20 years ago. He did not pay much homage to the centrist New
Democrat cast, ofwhich running mate Joe Lieberman is a leading member.
LSJcfi) cJj^fit fi fi La tAjjfil JJC- jy Lpifrj Yjjfi cA3fc^Y!
^jc-lulo yjc. t—t' jh fiz gjc. Ji lit jjli-i fi Aui la£ . ajufil a i i in 'fit ypjilDt (fit yj as^auji
gLj2k.fa jS'lt Ajj la£ . fij uYJ! I2& 4-ijjijfilj LCUNCI ^3 oJjJfit "Ajj/jJI AJ^IUI" JJU L-IIj gyi y_li ^fiy ) . AlL'lc
ILaLali&l JXJ J Ajj La£ . Aim 20 cJp cjkt-lj Aj'Yfj aljJ -liifij* ^3 "AlaLxJI CllYULxJI" i ail /'J*2l
. pLaJjd i—JjLj ^ Us^iat Ig i i^U) ^}pv.' fitJI (JJ2JI g)JJ b 11fit In!jjLajAl Ac.j a ^ a t
In this example, the translator observes the identity chain that dominates the source
text by choosing to duplicate all the referential devices used in the source text. This
approach, however, produces an end-product that flaunts the stylistic characteristics
of the target language and expresses pragmatic connotations not intended by the text
producers. The source text employs seven personals to link the propositions that
make up the paragrpah; five of these are third person pronouns and two are
possessives. It is our contention that the motivation behind this repetitive usage of
the third person pronoun may be explained in terms of 'theme continuation' (Vonk et
al., 1992). Indeed, the six sentences that make up this text talk about the same
person and revolve around the same theme: Al Gore's final release. Retaining the
same surface manifestations in the Arabic text results in 'cohesion interference'
between the LI and the L2 (Neubert and Shreve, 1992).
This interference results because Arabic, unlike English, makes heavy use of implied
pronouns ijiJL^ and connected pronouns to trace participants;
20 This is a word for word translation. The sentence is meaningless in Arabic.
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separate pronouns are used in discourse to denote emphasis, contrast and to
disambiguate reference (Al-Ghalaylnl 1999; Al-Ansarl, 1996; Baker, 1992; Aziz,
1998; and Farghal and Shunnaq, 1999). The translator, however, disregards this
discourse preference in Arabic and uses the separate pronoun y (he) concurrently
with the implied pronoun (try) as well as the pronominal suffix 'hu' with the
implied pronouns'JjUj (try, outsourced, pay homage). The outcome of this
source-text oriented approach is twofold: (1) a textually odd target text that violates
the readers' expectations; and (2) a target text that conveys meaning relations not
expressed in the original. To avoid 'cohesion interference', the following translation
illustrates how bringing the text nearer to the target language linguistic and textual
mores can produce texts that are more accessible to the target audience.
Suggested translation
lrtc jfi l*3j Ljis LSSj_^yi Jill * \i c'c1 "V 4*°-^ ^ ^ jLJI IJa jjc. (Jf 4j^f Laj
I * alji ffLlU fj .<jLijll 4J i ii 1)J jjjljjtJI -• ' i'"// (_£jft ^j-II Jj' dJ ^J • 2'J.'^ Lill
aJj II "<jjljll <C]Jlxjj" jjajxj < *![j Vjj ^j° ' ') J ,, ,,..f jcLuia jc. - jAAlt jjjjlo jc. <LaJl Jj* ti/
ofjJ hfaj ^g-3 "iLLJI ^ "i V :/* II" j I_J^a-a u Lhljd J1 ^ LhiL^jfj . jitfl /jj& 4_ljjJjai'i CijLjJ)Lc.l
jLaJjJxJ gfU! JJlsJI jit Inmj]! jti In/jSLajJ/ 4-C.j a a t /J}N LcLalb&l JXJ jlj La£ . 4-i >.i.' 20 cjp (JjOuj Jj'YJJ
.(jJJjLJI Itf II t hr.!
Back-translation
This presumably final release of the new Al Gore had a greater impact on the American
people. Al Gore didn't try to reach for lofty visions or overreaching themes. He didn't try
to share his pain by revealing his own family emotion. (Instead, he'll be airing his
autobiography in television advertisements this week). Al Gore succeeded in kindling the
peoples 'emotions by highlighting the stories of 'working families' in a tradition started by
Roland Reagan 20 years ago. Also, he did not pay much homage to the Centrist New
Democrat cast, ofwhich Joe Lieberman is a leading member.
Our proposed revision does not display a respect for formal equivalence; ratherj the
focus is on rendering the communicative content of the source text into the target text
by adhering to the grammatical and stylistic norms ofArabic.
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Example 9
In Hong Kong, one half of the population is considered overweight, according to World
Health Organization (WHO) standards. Fully one third of the population is obese. (WHO
defines 'overweight' and 'obese' Asians as those with body-fat percentage of 23 and 28
percent). But they are not the only ones.
(Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 40)
zjlslj) . OjjJjJj OjlV n II i ''it* yf /jy-, . a±JUJI a .-ill a ahi* ->■ a- , > ^ t _b7j j 2'^'" '
28j 23 ^AI i .■-%/' Ajj}-. l ^jJI yAdl Aun f i /Jmjjlu-VV/ _LIC "AJ/J.Jlf "aj!fl (jOf!" AJHLXJI A . -.11 A „ U,'> „
. jJl /ji'i) ,i$ 21 . ({_fljlll AJLJL
(Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 22)
Analysing the English text indicates that the source text producer uses the nominal
substitute 'ones' to link the propositions. This motivated choice achieves two goals:
(1) it avoids repetition; and (2) it produces a compact text that requires minimal
processing effort. Here 'ones' 'serves as a place-holding device, showing where
something has been omitted' (Halliday, 1985: 297). This cohesive device enables the
source text reader to easily retrieve the presupposed item this nominal substitute
stands for: obese Asians. This straightforward retrieval, however, is flaunted in the
Arabic text. By using the word (the only ones) to create intersentential
cohesion, the translator subscribes to the norms of the English language and presents
a mutilated translation that sounds 'foreign' to the Arab reader. In Arabic,
(the only ones) cannot be used in isolation as a place-holding device; to have
meaning, this word has to be supplemented. To overcome the outcome of this
negative interference (Sa'adeddin, 1989; and Neubert and Shreve, 1992) between the
norms of the source and the target languages, the following translation is suggested:
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Suggested translation
-llaJ'} .ppjJj pK. rj! ('"'lit pi plz. ^3 . Aj^tJLxJI 4 , .-ill 4 a li ia rnlla l. Lma i Jj/j ^jJ)j fiySp' ^ " ' 0' '
4-jLaJIj 28j 23 _p.j iii^/ 4-j^^-i 211 pAjJI 4uhm pn^MajYI zic. kjljPlf "AlpJI ppft" 4-iPLxJI 4^II j * Ia\*
'j®
Back-translation
In Hong Kong, one half of the population is considered overweight, according to World
Health Organization (WHO) standards. Fully one third of the population is obese. (WHO
defines 'overweight' and 'obese' Asians as those with body-fat percentage of 23 and 28
percent). But they are not the only ones when it comes to obesity.
This proposed translation produces a text that flows smoothly because it ignores the
lexicogrammatical cohesive device employed in the source text and adopts a stylistic
strategy that adheres to the norms of Arabic. Neubert and Shreve (1992: 104) state
to this effect that 'Some LI specific cohesive ties must be 'translated away', or they
may emerge inappropriately in the L2 text.'
Example 10
Ignoring the cacophony ofhis many speechwriters, Gore tapped a 12,000-word address (cut
in the end to 7,500) into his lap-top. It was a State of the Union preview of a Gore
presidency. "I stand here before you tonight as my own man, " he said, "and I want you to
know me for who I truly am. " If that's so, then this is who Gore really is: a back-to-the-
future liberal with a tinge ofSouthern populism, a Gladiator ofGovernment and the political
heir to his own dad, the late Sen. Albert Gore Sr. ofPossum Hollow, Ten.
{Newsweek, August 28, 2000: 47)
y4rtui4 <LaJA 12000 pa pjKa i—jlJn-\ ftKj PjfSJI 4jb!As 4/i51 SjilSUJI diLajilJI ppz cJaUJ Pj
4j ug a*f pc. sjlc. l-iLKlJI plPj (47500 ^ 3s cH ebialAJI j_ic ^p) p^.-^ Pt dp,j,,P
paj pf „ Jjjfj ^ ...ai pZai [jlj 4 11 III ,<jJ i if/ ^ iil" ' pAy 'PJ^" kauLlJ pA ^3 4^*21 ' iLb-. I
pa 4 i aa pAUxGI Lfl aJjaJU pjUj ^JtpP i4Ssj£L-a ^ Ic. jp. pi jA Ijg3 (cZLtjS pagt pL£ l4lJ . f Itjl-.
fpb aPj p*a L-jYI (pjC- iZjpz.lfl ppt f"i // iaPIf ^ i itJ i n 4_aj5~. 7 f i 4-1 a i44Jpfl 4jjx i all
(Newsweek, August 29, 2000: 37)
As noted with the preceding example, the translator reproduces the surface cohesive
marker used in the source language text in the target language text. Although the
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structure uSlES jfl\ lil (if so) can be used in Arabic discourse to substitute for a
clause previously mentioned in the text (see Example 2), in this context, this
rendition hampers the recoverability of the presupposed item and imposes the
cohesive system of the source language on the target language. As a result, the
compactness that has been established by using the clausal substitute 'if that's so' is
missing in the translated text; in fact, failure to appreciate the linguistic and stylistic
mores of the target language results in an awkward text that reads like a translation.
To eliminate this 'awkwardness', we suggest omitting the cohesive structure
employed in the English text and replacing it with a cohesive device that does not
violate the conventions of Arabic. With this in mind, we propose a revised
translation that replaces clausal substitution with a conditional clause. Therefore, the
structure jJlI lilj (if that's so) is replaced by ajSjas. aa<ji jjt jIJ li* Jij
ji* (if Al-Gore really wants us to know him for who he is).
Suggested translation
3/it'him alS 12000 ^ 'X' gyjjKll Ajbl tiS 'jj'i'K I Sj.sLliall Cj! ,1 r ill ftifjj J3y
<iY s^laJ gjc. sJIJG \ II JLSJ .(^ .iK 7500 fII cbLaKJI JJC. ^J) cjj^11 //o5
jju gj! * jjjtj cjlci Litj <1J1I J ( isl jc. j .jjC' Aytjy lJIz A^ay/ L-ilAs /
^ 4*. m<i iJrt~,n«U SJJxJLi J&Z A 111A (l)t JJ& Atjl LA* Cjtj "e, <jr"k
^jja-lL gyi i (V/ fJ*/J ia-llljJ ^j-ujLiujdu(I ^ j/1 .^i^ yit.ii//
AjVjj
Back-translation
Ignoring the cacophony ofhis many speechwriters, Gore tapped a 12,000-word address (cut
in the end to 7,500) into his lap-top. It was a State of the Union preview of a Gore
presidency. "I stand here before you tonight as my own man, " he said, "and I want you to
know me for who I truly am. " If Gore really wants us to know hint for who he is: he is a
back-to-the-future liberal with a tinge ofSouthern populism, a Gladiator ofGovernment and
the political heir to his own dad, the late Sen. Albert Gore Sr. ofPossum Hollow, Ten.
The researcher acknowledges that this translation fails to produce a target language
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text that is as compact as the original. Indeed, whereas the English text uses clausal
substitution to save processing effort by being shorter than the expression it replaces
(de Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981), the Arabic text saves processing effort and
maintains text comprehensibility by stating explicitly the meaning relations that exist
between the sentences cited. Although the Arabic text is not as compact as the
original, it is our contention that the efficiency criterion can only be fulfilled in this
context by altering the explicit marker used in the source text.
Example 11
Now, as the expansion slows to a crawl, many Americans carry a dubious legacy: too much
debt. Together consumers owe $7.3 trillion, according to the Federal Reserve - double the
amount they carried into the last recession. And as layoffs increase (as they did last week at
Ford, which will eliminate 5,000jobsj and stock winnings dwindle, many are piling on even
more.
(Newsweek, August 27, 2001:30)
Jjjj : Lvpa 13pj jL -vj o-uNpa y/ pa pU i < _ no// yNC La ^Jl p ^ ■ w/.y/ pill 3Ap$. LLLuj < tpy(j
4j.aAJI l it,h j I^JIjAill ^^Jzblz.yi IaLlLuiI tpAjA UjAlpj 7,3 V-1 Oua (jjikifhaall (JaAjj .< pj La*a p3A!
i—sjjoj Lp3l t nApjs" ^ jAjNyi LAJ aj!Jh ' - p' pi paok. iajAp pAl ^—3 j I'i'u /jpLi pN!
■uje-di o■" -ypdi u!^ 'de-LoaH f&jai'yiU^J 5000 pc- ^ !•>~
(Newsweek, August 28, 2001: 38)
• ... 21Two instances of numerative ellipsis: 'many' and 'more' are used to create
intersentential cohesion. Here, ellipsis demonstrates once more the 'TRADE-OFF
between compactness and rapid access' (de Beaugrande, 1980: 158); compactness is
achieved because the writer avoids repeating information presented to the reader in
the foregoing sentences, while rapid access is maintained since the text receiver can
easily understand that the information left out refers to the 'consumers' stated in the
previous sentence. In an attempt at maintaining this 'trade-off between compactness
21
Only the numerative 'many' will be discussed here since it has been reproduced in the Arabic text;
the numerative 'more' is not retained in the process of translation.
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and rapid access, the translator duplicates the formal marker used in the source text; a
choice that fails to preserve this functional meaning passed on to the reader of the
original. By using the adjective jjjSII (many) in isolation to reproduce the source text
coherence, the recipient is presented with a translation that is ambiguous and
'unnatural' (Newmark, 1988); as a result, the native reader finds it difficult to replace
the deleted item. This outcome defies the most distinctive characteristic of
contextual ellipsis, namely easy and clear access to the presupposed item (Gunter,
1963). Therefore, to make the translation read naturally, the structure the translator
has opted for has to be expanded. Instead of using jiSlI (many) on its own, we
suggest repeating the ellipted noun so that we have qf quSlI (many
consumers). This version ensures clarity and avoids misleading reference although it
produces a target text that is more explicit and not as compact as the original.
Nevertheless, it manages to express meaning relations that are acceptable and easily
understood by the target language receivers.
Example 12
The temple also boasts an elevated atrium that archeologists suspect was a semiprimitive
space, reserved for ceremonies of maybe 20 people. "The bulk of the structures are
ceremonial, " says Aramburu. "If they built something, they did so for religious purposes.
We haven'tfound warehousesfor storingfood, for example.
(Newsweek, May 7, 2001: 59)
I. <~t-\ a: 20 jjIxjSJ /jLltLc chilS LpL> jliyi a- Laic. 4/i< LoxjI jjj
JJU f , 4l fij q-b/JC- y (AJjj lyjjlS 'j-3 (l±Luj /jll La IjlJ ifI ^ lit a" ji • 4^fO'
. "JllaJl (f r h II qJJil/qyA-a
{Newsweek, May 8, 2001: 53)
In the source text, cohesion is achieved by employing one of the most frequently
used conjunctive cohesive devices for producing examples and illustrations, namely
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for example'. The additive exemplification for example' acts as a bridge between
the information already mentioned in sentence two ("The bulk of the structures are
ceremoniaF) and the illustration that asserts this finding in sentence three ("We
haven't found warehouses for storing food"). For the English reader, this
conjunction successfully signals the meaning relationships between the propositions,
and hence contributes to the efficiency of text processing. However, on examining
the target text, one can claim that although text processing is not fully disrupted, one
feels that the text reads like a translation. This takes place not because the translator
chooses to retain the exemplification conjunction in the translated text, for Arabic
discourse uses Jlldl (for example) to signal examples and illustrations and to
link sentences (Aziz, 1998; and Ghazala, 2001); rather, the problem lies in using the
conjunction JH4I (Jjxu. (for example) at the end of the sentence. In English, this
explicit marker 'occurs most often at the beginning of a sentence, but can be placed
in the middle of the sentence (after the introductory phrase, after the verb phrase, or
after the subject) and at the end' (Smalley and Ruetten, 1990: 140). This flexibility
in sentence position is not common in Arabic discourse as far as the exemplification
conjunction JH4I fc. (for example) is concerned; to create cohesive texts this
conjunction is used in initial position, and once this stylistic convention is defied
textual inappropriateness results. To correct this cohesion interference, and produce
a target language text that achieves accuracy and naturalness, the conjunction should
be placed at the beginning of sentence three:
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Suggested translation
* 20 IgjJJj filTilif Ij-Llu! ULSLa i "i >[£ IgjLi jl&l el*lr. AXLmj AjtJjya 4AJ_yi LOsjl )i~ *11 ^_A^yjJ
JLuu,^JJ .AjjjJ) y^alyc-y fy-*l-3 ^-ils (lit* i> lyif l^ly ~ ^>* 'yyyLalyf (_JySUy . LuySU
. "fbJJ/ yjy^U gjJjLL*a _L}_J fi IJIIAII
Back-translation
The temple also boasts an elevated atrium that archeologists suspect was a semiprimitive
space, reserved for ceremonies of maybe 20 people. "The bulk of the structures are
ceremonial, " says Aramburu. "If they built something, they did so for religious purposes.
For example, we haven'tfound warehouses for storingfood. "
Example 13
The more people use Internet messaging, the more likely others will adopt it. The largest
ISPs22 can benefit from both supply-side and demand-side economies of scale, but only if
they develop the right services.
One strategy is to get big quickly by giving away free Internet access and develop services
later. This is what Tiscali is trying to do in Europe. However, it will be difficult to pull this
offsince the company's share of revenue from local telephone calls caps the cost ofservices
Tiscali can provide. Furthermore, as telecommunications deregulation spreads in Europe,
local-calling rates are likely to plummet. For-free ISPs like AOL23 are lobbying hardfor
flat-rate local calling, which would be great for their business. (If you sold only razors,
wouldn 'tyou want to cap the prices ofblades?)
So Tiscali has its work cut out. Flat-rate local calls are the norm in the United States and
no one has been able to make the free -ISP model work there.
(Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 45)
"La-ii ZJJyg 1 *: •.nV gfiajj ./JJy/ LA ^/ j/j iAyyyill A-Lal^yJI - ?..... JJC. J/Jjl t..Kj
. 4 i II diLoi K ItLayfiij *<rjlhJ/j pEi iL■ oaSs/ gya »T fi < "> y.'al
jAJ . A y aE^ya CjLaJ±]l CllJyliy/ ^fil yl^a gauajtillj £AJjAI jjJl CjLjyfijluil gya
gya kfiyjjl .i L—La/j La V/ IjA fiy 'J I ' nil Lya (jjT >" ajSjj • (jPji aJxJ ^fiLAujJ (JjEj (p-21 _yaVI
Aya (jf (fJIJj i tl *4SJ . Laypjj Lfil,;iV Ar-.l L'i..,/ V// PiLajpJI a tK yjLySj a il-ildl "iV/, ^.VV/ aM£ Cjljlyjl
jii ,dtjj . L)yyyf ^3 (Sjyi*^yi £ LLi3 yC, Pi i'fH^f n*iLf ZaJjJ b ig T (jf 4j[IaSI CjyL^jyi ^yJ ^/-nV-v fl
(fijjljy yahl'-i La y y-4 . ^yj (J<aju (yfY yyf ISyu*/ (JOa (yjjuc ^jujy cJfLiLo LhSyliJ «<-d_hx Jjjyi JSyJj
yjf cJzikB 43X* lIiLLSLo £.uj ( "tK IjlJ .£j/y (JSLma fagJLiC-f yi^r.ij y! 4jLm yj> y*oi yAj (4aLLIjJI ' "'VI■ f
. ( "llyo, ,**// y* . ■■ i " l MM* < i irlyl
^3 fjj djUYy]! ^j-3 JjLmJI yA ^LiLL/jJ/ LlllV/ * <n'OU J, )•% <i II yxmyJU . IaC- Jj-kxJ yj J3 yls ((jj/
22'ISP' stands for 'Internet Service Providers' mentioned in the foregoing sentences.
23 'AOL' stands for 'America On-line' mentioned earlier in the text.
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. lZJIjA 4-±jl^ 41II t "f ijuyl iLaAA. Jjjr^y (J.OC. ^Lzjl J^f oJ-13
(Newsweek, February 20, 2001: 37)
The conjunctions 'however', 'furthermore', 'for', and 'so' are used in the English
version to connect the different parts of the discourse. The adversative, additive and
causal meaning relations these conjunctions express help the reader in understanding
the text development and the line of argument presented. By producing a target text
that is a replica of the original, this communicative function is disturbed in the
translated text. It is our contention that two aspects contribute to this end-result. The
first aspect is associated with the incorrect usage of the particle (so) in the target
text. By using the particle (ji) (so) in this context to denote causal relationships, the
translator fails to present the end-receiver with the same meaning intended by the
writer of the original. This is so because the particle oil (so) is utilised in Arabic
discourse between propositions to express response <-J» and compensation and
is followed by a verb in the accusative (Al-Ansarl, 1996; and Al-Munjid, 1986);
conditions that are not met in the translated text. Hence, this rendition produces a
text that does not express the underlying coherence of the original and at the same
time is unacceptable to the recipient. The second aspect that disturbs communication
concerns the wide range of conjunctions used to create intersentential cohesion.
Examining the target language text reveals that the translator employs four different
intersentential conjunctions jSl (however),Jl (furthermore), 21 (for), <j2l
(so), in addition to the instances of j (and) and i-s (so) frequently used in the Arabic
text, to establish a cohesive text. When discussing differences between English and
Arabic conjunctions, linguists and translation theorists alike, state that English,
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unlike Arabic, uses in 'unambiguous ways' a wide variety of conjunctions to signal
meaning relations between elements of a text. Since this wide array of conjunctions
is a stylistic convention that is not preferred in Arabic to signal relations between
chunks of information, the reader is presented with a text that is packed with
conjunctive relations that disturb the flow of information. Therefore, when
incompatibilities, such as the aforementioned, exist between the two languages
involved in the act of translation, the translator has to decide whether to conform to
the conventions of the target text in order to produce a natural translation, or
reproduce the same conjunctions in the source text to maintain accuracy. When
discussing this issue, Hatim and Mason (1990: 208) state that since the use of
conjunctions is motivated 'it is motivation that will be the deciding factor in the
conflict', while Baker (1992: 196) acknowledges that most translators try 'to strike a
balance between naturalness and accuracy'. With this in mind, we suggest the
following revised version of the translation appearing in Newsweek in Arabic :
Suggested translation
'■La J4jJy ^ cNNlJ ■(jJ_AtdjLLLj £]i (JLodoa! jlj ZLIJ*a]l ^a, K him JJC j/jIJl Lal£j
. .a // < "J. II LAjjj LV jlz. ^3 Laa 1j jli si'rti £ya ui'ii iiV £j! LLLJLU/
aAj . 44L*. y 77,^ya dlLa X II ChJjUyl ^Jl ^jLya J ^4-^4 £4u'jAlj £4^jmJI JjjJI ( £ya
£ya ^ . .t> CLlhIj La ^yaYt l4A jLyjl it i // £-a Jjy i11>j . Layyji ^3 4jja3 ^Jl*\til! ^JjLad
^ 7v.tCUj kJLOsI . LAjj j < 7v v ^lil CJLoj^J/ <U£ JjLzSi <oA/j// Cjyi. ^iVy/ 4 Ll\ OJIJIjjI
4,1 a4 i7 £_gjJI Ljjji ij-3 £ I i-\1i 4 < II 4-aJjjyi a LxJI 4 y /m 4jJI ^.xxuj La ^JiKuij'i
lsx4 (JajaJ^ £ji ISjyal 7SV, I \ L>' ,. i ^„j (JjlJLa < "l i^jlljyi 4-a 'S ^3jJ ^ ''LI djISydJlS . 4jt~* a II djLaJIKa II _jLx i J
dlLh£La £444 UIllS* IjlJ . IgJUr.i ^ If- 4 Jjlyi] 4jx tt v La*a ^3 4-ll^aJI djLaJLLLal] Cllllj £j-dj ^ L~-
. (TdjljidJ! ' Z±14444 4-1C- J4 yji ( h 'll 4jy^
e. )-> la ii djbyjJ/ ^3 44ljji j4> Ujyl^xiyj J. K a ii jzjjiNLs 4s^yjj taac. 4j V ^4 433 , jujj 4 ^ iT[j
. ci/LbJ 444ta a II dnjSjyi <La4d 4jjJy £ LyJl J4a.i a^j43 ^3
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Back-translation
The more people use Internet messaging, the more likely others will adopt it. The largest
ISPs can benefit from both supply-side and demand-side economies ofscale, but only if they
develop the right services.
One strategy is to get big quickly by giving away free Internet access and develop services
later. This is what Tiscaali is trying to do in Europe. And it will be difficult to pull this off
since the company's share of revenue from local telephone calls caps the cost of services
Tiscali can provide. Furthermore, as telecommunications deregulation spreads in Europe,
local-calling rates are likely to plummet. For-free ISPs like AOL are lobbying hardforflat-
rate local calling, which would be greatfor their business. (Ifyou sold only razors, wouldn't
you want to cap the prices ofblades?)
As a result, Tiscali has its work cut out. Flat-rate local calls are the norm in the United
States and no one has been able to make the free -ISP model work there.
This revised version tries to strike a balance between motivation, naturalness and
accuracy by adhering more closely to the target text conventions and signalling text
development using the textual norms typical in Arabic discourse. To convey the
additive and causal meaning relations intended by the source text producer, the
suggested translation uses the linking words cdli ^Jl 3iLjal (furthermore), <-a (for), and
AkJ A^is ( as a result). This rendition manages to present the end-recipient with a text
that makes explicit the underlying meanings experienced by the source text reader
while at the same time maintaining naturalness and accuracy. As far as motivation is
concerned, it is achieved since the conjunctions opted for are used frequently in
Arabic discourse to indicate additive and causal relations; naturalness and accuracy
are maintained because these conjunctions are used in accordance with the linguistic
and stylistic conventions of Arabic (cf. (so)). Furthermore, the suggested
translation preserves naturalness by omitting the explicit conjunction flowevef and
adding the conjunction j (and) at the beginning of sentence five. The adversative tie
'however' overtly established in the English text need not be reproduced in Arabic,
and yet can be easily inferred by the Arab reader; a resolution that opts for
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naturalness and sacrifices accuracy, but one which can be justified. In fact, de
Beaugrande (1980: 162) acknowledges that text 'effectiveness can be increased by
not employing junction.'
Example 14
Last week, calling Jenin "a city of bombs, " Israeli Military Chief of Staff Shaul Mofaz
dispatched tanks and bulldozers to raze the town's police station-the first invasion of a
Palestinian town since the uprising began. But the five-hour incursion seems only to have
stiffened the resistance ofJenin's radicals, who say dozens more bombers are ready to die.
(Newsweek, August 27, 2001:21)
-tfjzJ! a /A <i cjUlfiJIj cjLiLijJI JLjiyb yb^a JjyLZj ^ (ill^u^y/ yiSfij! ^ls . hLaJI ft
yl _J.' A y£J .Czajnyt ha d _i'fi. ,.!a II jbu 0Jfid! j "Jjlhll LaLc.J (fi]l (jfiz. 4ij_Ld
ya yjfi^i dilyxZca yj yfifij yjBI yj iy ^3 y±±llfjlfit LajLU ^ <(• -(fil ^j/ ccLc-h yahl yh fi 1 i^y/
. lZjjJI j/-bf 'ft 1'/ ^ jr. yjla: II
{Newsweek, August 28, 2001: 14)
To avoid repetition, the writer uses the lexical items 'invasion' and 'incursion' to
link the two sentences cited. According to the Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary (1994: 632), incursion is 'a sudden attack on or invasion of a place;' a
definition that entails a synonymous relation between the two words. Since the text
producer could have chosen repetition instead of synonymy to relate the two
sentences, this choice is most probably motivated. It is our contention that
synonymy in this context avoids repetition and achieves stylistic variation especially
that the lexical items occur in adjacent sentences. This choice does not impair text
comprehensibility and successfully maintains the efficiency criterion. In an attempt
at reproducing this stylistic variation, the translator opts to retain the synonymous
meaning relations using the lexical items Sjjill and fUiaVI. This strategy produces a
semantic relation that is linguistically 'foreign' to the Arab readers because the word
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ijjt is not usually employed in the Arab press to refer to the Israeli military attacks
conducted against the Palestinians. In fact, the words (incursion) and/or
(penetration) are used to describe Israeli actions similar to the one cited in this text.24
To overcome this linguistic 'foreignization', we suggest repeating the word
(incursion) which means 'a sudden attack on a place' (Al-Waslt, 1960: 770).
Although this rendition emphasises the noun ^UjaVl (incursion), it manages to
produce meaning relations that are more acceptable to the Arab reader. This
example indicates that translators should take the textual environment into
consideration in the act of translating lexical items between languages and cultures
that express meaning relations differently.
Suggested translation
aJDi i:n t—. * 1it t ijjbbjJi CJLUJjb Jjjib uj . inLaJi . i'yi
b)l fi bfi . -l^uuyi ^bs 1 t- „tali ^ sit j "(fibsdl d ij lalc-z ^v ^ cm
bya i f'r. fi ^jjjb bb b D.C^*V A'^ _jbb 'if .V Lfil ^j/' djLz. bu <>! fi\ f^V/
, Lbj*Q.U jljxSuj/ ^ ir. gjUlb!
Back-translation
Last week, calling Jenin "a city of bombs," Israeli Military Chief of Staff Shaul Mofaz
dispatched tanks arid bulldozers to raze the town's police station-the first incursion of a
Palestinian town since the uprising began. But the five-hour incursion seems only to have
stiffened the resistance ofJenin's radicals, who say dozens more bombers are ready to die.
The above examples illustrate that translators should be well aware that the creation
of cohesive texts is not merely confined to 'reflecting' the style and the textual
conventions of the source text. They have to realise that translation is an activity that
is much more complex than this and entails a thorough understanding of the
24
See, for example, Addustour and Al-Ra 7 Daily Newspapers.
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meanings conveyed in the original as well as a good command of the linguistic and
textual conventions of the languages involved in the act of translation. Having said
this, one has to bear in mind that many of these mistranslations may result due to the
deadlines the translators of Newsweek in Arabic have to meet.
3.2.2 Differences Between the Source and Target Texts
This sub-section examines the mismatches between the source and target texts in
terms of the overt devices used to create intersentential cohesion. We will refer to
these mismatches as shifts (Blum-Kulka, 1986) and will consider that a shift has
resulted when a cohesive device in the source text is either omitted or replaced by a
different cohesive marker in the target text. Some of these mismatches may involve
shifts between members of the same cohesive category, while others may entail the
usage of a different category altogether. Two types of shifts are examined: the
obligatory and the optional (cf. Blum-Kulka, 1986; and Shlesinger, 1995); however,
• • 25
more emphasis will be given to the optional shifts.
Since different languages have their own array of cohesive devices for creating
intersentential cohesion (See Chapter One), one can argue that these surface
manifestations have to be expressed by shifts in the type of ties employed to mark
cohesion in the target language texts. Translation theorists (Popovic, 1970; Blum-
Kulka, 1986; Toury, 1980; 1995; and others) acknowledge that translation shifts are
a 'true universal of translation'. With this in mind, one expects that these shifts are
motivated and are adopted to produce texts that meet the readers' expectations and
25
Obligatory shifts result because of the linguistic incompatibilities between the two languages
involved in the process of translation. Optional shifts are motivated by the translators' stylistic
preferences.
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hence succeed in portraying the communicative content in the source texts. It is
hoped that the investigation conducted in this sub-section will shed light on the type
of shifts that take place when rendering cohesive devices from English into Arabic
and the impact these shifts have on the target texts.
3.2.2.1 Reference
A low proportion of shifts result in the process of translating the referential cohesive
devices from English into Arabic (cf. the high frequency of similarities). One can
argue that this result is contrary to expectations especially that English and Arabic
exhibit linguistic differences and variations in their textual traditions (Baker, 1992;
Aziz, 1998; and Hatim, 1997).
The following shifts are noted with regards to the referential devices employed in the
translated texts of the Arabic edition ofNewsweek:
1) Only 594 referential shifts are accounted for in the target language texts (cf. 2319
instances of similarities).
2) Out of a total of 594 shifts, 253 are personals, 306 are demonstratives and 35
are comparatives (Table 3.16).
3) Different shift patterns are observed for the three subcategories of reference












Although personal pronouns and possessives are grouped under the same cohesive
category, they differ in their level of explicitness. According to Aziz (1993), while
pronouns express the most implicit relations between the presupposing and
presupposed items in discourse, possessives denote a more explicit relationship (see
Chapter One, Section 1.3.2). If one assumes that languages differ in their use of
explicit-implicit reference, one expects to encounter shifts in the process of
translating referring expressions between languages.
The analysed target texts show that eight shift patterns are attested for personal
pronouns and nine for possessives (Tables 3.17). The shift patterns indicate greater
explicitness in the Arabic texts. Out of five major shift patterns observed for both
pronouns and possessives (Pronouns/1, 2, 3, 4, and Possessives/9), three reveal a
tendency towards explicitness in the target texts (Pronouns/1, 2 and 3). Some of
these patterns are dictated by the linguistic incompatibilities between English and
Arabic; others are optional and motivated by the translators' stylistic preferences.
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These obligatory and optional shifts limit ambiguity of reference, especially when
the distance between the referring expression and its referent is great, and
accordingly enable the target text recipient to trace participants with minimal
processing effort. The remaining two major patterns (Pronouns/4 and Possessives/9)
make the Arabic texts more implicit than the original. These shift patterns are mostly
optional in nature and are not attributable to the different linguistic and stylistic
conventions ofEnglish and Arabic.
Table 3.17
Pronoun and possessive shift patterns
Type of Shift Number of shifts attested
A. Pronouns
1) Pronoun : Demonstrative 77
2) Pronoun : Common Noun 46
3) Pronoun : Proper Noun 35
4) Pronoun : Omission 21
5) Pronoun : Possessive 14
6) Pronoun : Article 11
7) Pronoun : Sentence 2
8) Pronoun : Comparative 1
Total 207
B. Possessives
9) Possessive : Article 17
10) Possessive : Omission 7
11) Possessive : Pronoun 6
12) Possessive : Proper Noun 3
13) Possessive : Demonstrative 3
14) Possessive : Different Possessive 3
15) Possessive : Idafa Construction 3
16) Possessive : Common Noun 2
17) Possessive : Sentence 2
Total 46
Total A & B 253
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3.2.2.1.2 Demonstratives
The shift patterns attested for this referential category are grouped under the two
headings: demonstratives and the definite article 'the\ Eight patterns are noted for
the former, and seven for the latter (Table 3.18).
The prominent demonstrative shift patterns do not indicate a tendency towards
explicitness in the Arabic texts. The most frequent shift pattern (Demonstratives/1)
takes place within the same cohesive category, while the second most frequent shift
(Demonstratives/2) results in target texts that are more implicit than the source texts.
Pattern (1) constitutes the highest proportion of shifts attested in this category (see
Example 19, page 185); this may be attributed to the different ways languages reflect
deictic relations to express intersentential cohesion (Hatim and Mason, 1990; 1997;
Fawcett, 1997; Aziz, 1998; among others). Having analysed this major shift pattern
the following findings are observed:
1) The Arabic grammatical system which reflects gender distinctions regarding
deictic relations dictates such a shift pattern.
2) English uses 'this' and lthat' to refer to extended reference. Arabic, on the other
hand, uses ^ ^J (that, that/fem., those, respectively) to express the same
meaning relations.
3) English uses the near forms 'this' and 'these' in some text-types when 'a sense of
immediacy and shared interest between the text producer and receiver' is perceived
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 61). When this relation is non-existent, the far forms
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'thaf and 'those' are employed in discourse. The translators do not make this
distinction in the Arabic texts; only the near form'14*' (this/masc.) is used.
The second major shift pattern (Demonstrative: Article) is optional. This pattern,
like the other patterns that produce less explicit target texts, fails to express the same
functional meaning conveyed in the original (see Example 20, page 185). This result
can be avoided if the translators choose to reproduce the same cohesive marker used
in the source language texts into the target language texts.
As for the shift patterns concerning the definite article 'thetwo major patterns are
noted. These shift patterns involve the idafa construction ksLjaVlj <_iand the
demonstratives which point to more explicitness in the target texts. The idafa
construction expresses a semantic relationship between two nouns and provides the
reader with more information about the noun that is defined. The instances analysed
show that this is an obligatory shift dictated by the Arabic grammatical system.
Therefore, this shift pattern succeeds in 'striking a compromise between source text
rhetorical meaning and target text rhetorical conventions' (Hatim and Mason, 1997:
34). As for the shift patterns that involve the demonstratives, it is noted that some of
these shifts are obligatory while others are optional.
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Table 3.18
Demonstrative and definite article 'the' shift patterns
Type of Shift Number of shifts attested
A. Demonstratives
1) Demonstrative: Different Demonstrative 119
2) Demonstrative: Article 23
3) Demonstrative: Omission 15
4) Demonstrative: Personal Pronoun 12
5) Demonstrative: Idafa Construction 4
6) Demonstrative: Common Noun 3
7) Demonstrative: Sentence 9
8) Demonstrative: Comparatives 1
Total 179
B. Definite article 'the'
1) Article: Idafa Construction 49
2) Article: Demonstrative 47
3) Article: Indefinite 17
4) Article: Personal Pronoun 3
5) Article: Proper Noun 4
6) Article: Common Noun 3
7) Article: Omission 4
Total 127
3.2.2.1.3 Comparatives
The number of shift patterns concerning the last sub-category of reference items is
limited. Only three patterns are noted, two of which can be considered to constitute
tendencies (Table 3.19).
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Analysing the instances that constitute the two major comparative shift patterns
indicates that some of these shifts are obligatory while others are optional. The
translators are obliged to omit the comparative markers in some contexts because the
meaning is implied in the Arabic text; by omitting the covert comparative cohesive
device, the translators avoid repetition and produce texts that adhere to the norms of
26 • •Arabic. The optional shifts, however, create meaning relations that are general in
nature, making the coherence relations between the propositions more implicit.
The second pattern (Comparative: Demonstrative) prevails with the cohesive marker
'such\ When this shift is optional, the intended meaning is altered in the translated
text, and a different effect is passed on to the end-receiver.
Table 3.19
Comparative shift patterns
Type of Shift Number of shifts attested
1) Comparative: Omission 16
2) Comparative: Demonstrative 14
3) Comparative: Article 5
Total 35
3.2.2.2 Substitution
Fourteen instances of substitution are not retained in the target language texts. Out
of the fourteen shifts, 3 are nominal, 8 are verbal and 3 are clausal (Table 3.20).
26 The effect this pattern has on the target texts is unlike the other shift patterns that involve omission
(See pronoun and possessive shift patterns).
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Examining these shift patterns reveals the following findings: 1) all the shifts are
dictated by the linguistic and stylistic conventions of Arabic, and are therefore
obligatory in nature; (2) the shift patterns indicate greater explicitness in the Arabic
texts; and (3) the majority of shifts involve verbal substitution.
Table 3.20
Substitution shift patterns
Type of Shift Number of shifts
A. Nominal Substitution
1) ones: demonstratives 2
2) ones: repetition 1
Total 3
B. Verbal Substitution
1) operator do: repetition 2
2) operator do: lexical cohesion (general
word)
4
3) operator do: clausal substitution




1) so: demonstrative (extended reference
using (that/masc.)
2
2) not: repetition 1
Total 3
Total A, B & C 14
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3.2.2.3 Ellipsis
100 instances of ellipsis are not reproduced in the translated texts; 71 are nominal, 15
are verbal and 14 are clausal (Tables 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23). The shifts that involve
verbal ellipsis are all obligatory; those that involve nominal and clausal ellipsis are
almost all obligatory with few optional cases.
Table 3.21
Nominal ellipsis shift patterns
Type of Shift Number of shifts
Nominal Ellipsis
A. Deictic ellipsis
1) Deictic: repetition 18
2) Deictic: pronoun 3
3) Deictic: demonstrative 2
4) Deictic: idafa construction 1
5) Deictic: comparison 1
B. Numerative Ellipsis
1) Numerative: lexical repetition 24
2) Numerative: permutative (d^) 11
3) Numerative: demonstrative 3
4) Numerative: nunation 1
5) Numerative: pronoun 1
C. Epithet Ellipsis
1) Epithet: lexical cohesion 5
2) Epithet: pronoun 1
Total (A, B & C) 71
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Table 3.22
Verbal ellipsis shift patterns
Type of Shift Number of shifts
Verbal ellipsis
1) lexical verbal ellipsis: lexical cohesion 15
Total 15
Table 3.23
Clausal ellipsis shift patterns
Type of shift Number of shifts
Clausal ellipsis
A. Modal ellipsis
1) modal ellipsis: verbal clause 3
2) modal ellipsis: nominal clause 1
3) modal ellipsis: yes/no question (using
(j VinlVI l—sli)
2
4) modal ellipsis: extended reference 1
5) modal ellipsis: Wh-question 1
B. Propositional ellipsis
1) propositional ellipsis: verbal clause 2
2) propositional ellipsis: repetition 1
C. Clause complex ellipsis
1) clause complex: extended reference 1
2) clause complex: quasi-sentence
(A 1
1
3) clause complex: omission 1
Total (A, B & C) 14
After examining the above shift patterns observed for the three sub-types of ellipses
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the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) all the patterns, except those that involve
omission, result in target texts that are more explicit than the original; (2) of all the
shift patterns attested, only four are prominent (Deictic ellipsis/1), (Numerative
ellipsis/1) and (Verbal ellipsis/1); all the other shifts are peripheral; and (3) all the
shifts noted are obligatory, especially the ones that involve lexical verbal ellipsis;
also, some shift patterns that involve nominal and clausal ellipsis need to be
modified so that the target texts flow more smoothly.
3.2.2.4 Conjunctions
Having examined the number of similarities attested in the process of translating the
conjunctions from English into Arabic (Section 3.2.4), it becomes evident that the
translated corpora exhibit a low proportion of shifts. The following points
summarise the nature of the shifts noted:
1) Out of 789 occurrences of conjunctions, only 69 shifts are accounted for in the
target language texts. This percentage (9%) asserts that translators have opted for a
source-text oriented approach; this, in turn, entails that the mismatches that exist
between the way English and Arabic use conjunctions have been disregarded.
Consequently, one can claim that the proportion and type of shifts attested do not
represent a clear picture of the discrepancies that should result in the act of
translating conjunctions from English into Arabic.
2) Out of the 69 shifts attested 26 are additive, 20 are adversative, 9 are causal, 8 are
temporal and 6 are continuatives (Table 3.24). The relatively high instances of shifts
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attested under the two conjunctive categories additive and adversative may be
attributed to the prominent discrepancies between the way these two groups are used
in English and Arabic discourse to create intersentential cohesion.
3) Some of the meaning relations expressed implicitly in the source texts are
expressed using an overt conjunction in the target texts. This finding further asserts
the claim that explicitation is part and parcel of any act of translation.
4) Initiating particles CjIjJ , like j A1 "-j and other conjunctions are sometimes
added at the beginning of sentences even though the context does not necessitate
such an addition; a finding shared by Ghazala (2001) and 'Illayyan (1990; quoted in
Hamdan and Fareh, 1999).
5) Different shift patterns are realised for the five categories of conjunctions (Table
3.25).
6) Some explicit conjunctions that express intersentential cohesion in the original
texts exhibit intrasentential cohesion in the translated texts. This takes place because
English and Arabic present and relate chunks of information rather differently.
While English sentences tend to be short, an Arabic sentence can be as long as a
paragraph (Kharma and Hajjaj, 1989; Williams, 1984; Holes, 1984; Baker, 1992; and












After a close analysis of the shift patterns noted (Table 3.25), a number of findings
can be identified: (1) shifts take place across and within the conjunctive categories;
(2) a high percentage of shifts (35%) involve omissions of the conjunctions used in
the source text; this is especially evident with adversative, additive and causal
conjunctions. This shift, therefore, can be considered a prominent one that seems to
be inherent in the translation of conjunctions from English into Arabic since it has
been observed by other researchers (Illayyan, 1990; quoted in Hamdan and Fareh,
1999). However, it has to be pointed out that the instances that involve this shift are
nearly all optional and are not dictated by the incompatibilities between the way
these markers function in English and Arabic; (3) the majority of shifts studied, with
a few exceptions, are optional and may have resulted because the translators failed to
understand the communicative function the text producers wanted to convey; and (4)
all the shifts lead to changes in the intended meaning relations originally established




Type of shift Number of shifts
A) Additive
1) Additive: omission 6
2) Additive: adversative 3
3) Additive: temporal 1
4) Additive: emphatic particle 2
5) Additive: initiating particle 2
6) Emphatic additive: simple additive 6
7)Emphatic additive: comparison 6
additive
B) Adversative
1) Adversative: omission 10
2) Adversative: additive 6
3) Adversative: particularization 3
4) Adversative: temporal 1
C) Causal
1) Causal: omission 5
2) Causal: temporal 3
3) Causal: additive 1
D) Temporal
1) Temporal: omission 1
2) Temporal: particularization 3
3) Temporal: additive 2
4) Temporal: continuative 1
5) Interrupted: sequential 1
E) Contiuatives
1) Continuative: omission 2
2) Continuative: particularization 4
Total (A, B, C, D & E) 69
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3.2.2.5 Lexical Cohesion
A low proportion of shifts have resulted in the act of reworking the lexical devices
from English into Arabic. The following findings are observed with regards to the
lexical cohesive devices employed in the Arabic version of Newsweek:
1) Only 456 differences are accounted for in the target language texts. This is
undoubtedly a low proportion in comparison with the number of lexical items
retained in the translated texts.
2) Out of a total of 456 shifts, 196 shifts involve repetition, synonymy accounts for
229 shifts, meronymy for 12, collocation for 12, hyponymy for 6 and 1 shift involves
antonymy (Table 3.26).
3) Different shift patterns are observed for the six categories of lexical cohesion
(Table 3.27). Some of these shifts are obligatory, while others are optional.
Table 3.26
Lexical cohesion shifts










Lexical cohesion shift patterns
Type of shift Number of shifts
A. Repetition
1) Repetition: Synonymy 118
2) Repetition: Omission 27
3) Repetition: Meronymy 19
4) Repetition: Hyponymy 12
5) Repetition: Pronouns 10
6) Repetition: Collocation 9
Total 196
B. Synonymy
1) Synonymy: Repetition 197
2) Synonymy: Omission 16
3) Synonymy: Hyponymy 8
4) Synonymy: Meronymy 5
5) Synonymy: Pronouns 3
Total 229
C. Antonymy
1) Antonymy: Omission 1
Total 1
D. Hyponymy
1) Hyponymy: Repetition 4
2) Hyponymy: Synonymy 1
3) Hyponymy: Collocation 1
Total 6
E. Meronymy
1) Meronymy: Repetition 7
2) Meronymy: Omission 4
3) Meronymy: Synonymy 1
Total 12
F. Collocation
1) Collocation: Repetition 10
2) Collocation: Synonymy 1
3) Collocation: Omission 1
Total 12
Total (A, B, C, D, E & F) 456
The above shift patterns indicate that for each category of lexical cohesion, there is
one major shift pattern: (Repetition/1), (Synonymy/1), (Meronymy/1), and
(Collocation/1). Therefore, one can claim that the rest of the patterns do not
constitute trends. The patterns also reveal that many of the obligatory shifts are
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grouped under the pattern (Synonymy: Repetition). Two reasons dictate these
compulsory shifts: the level of formality that the pair of synonyms expresses
(Example 18) and the lack of a ready equivalent in Arabic for the pair of synonyms
(Example 19). The optional shifts, however, depend on the translator's stylistic
preferences. The shifts attested also alter the nature of the lexical networks
originally deployed in the source language texts (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3).
Having presented the shift patterns observed for the five categories of cohesive
devices in Newsweek in Arabic, in what follows examples will be provided and




But one day in early 1999, Fraga made his boldest play of all. He walked away. Leaving
Soros and ditching what has been described as one of the most radiant careers on Wall
Street, the 41-year-old Princeton-trained economist went home to take the top job at Brazil's
Central Bank, a graveyard of many financial reputations. Maybe it was a spasm of
saudades, the storied Brazilian homesickness.
(Newsweek, September 3, 2001: 30)
^ 4 Lr. Ol^yj _li7 fsyl 4 Tit I ht-1^3 <_IxJ tl999 fbl Jlljf gya JJ ^3
i Laic. 41 <(jj"u "J4 4jL*a L*. -ZJJ^ I Wi^yi (jllj JLc.j i( J '!> u (Jjj ^3 J (j$HI jliLf 4jb ( >' jJ gjLS LaC.
gjlF byijj ' si'ilVI gya 4tULiJ L. t!i iN gya jj'Stt id J&J cACSOlult ^jjl^yll ajbtj
.gybft LjJI jjMi'ylMjjIjft ijpMI djbjj gya 4jjJ iCl!j
(Newsweek, September 4, 2001: 24)
In the source text, the pronoun lif denotes extended reference; it refers to Fraga
leaving work for Soros and taking the top job at Brazil's Central Bank. As noted
earlier, this meaning in Arabic is expressed using a demonstrative (that), and
hence this is an inevitable rendition that is justifiable. This shift, which creates a
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more explicit Arabic text, makes referent identification straightforward for the target
text reader and entails less processing effort.
Example 16
Pronoun: Common Noun
Brazil's health minister, Jose Serra, replied last week by threatening to usurp patients of two
important AIDS drugs unless the prices come down fast. He named no names, but the
costliest cocktail ingredients imported into Brazil are nelfinavir, made by Roche, and
Merck's efavirenz.
{Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 53)
p±iSl pa ^ijliyi optfx /piil kplaaj y y v jjj yyja>yi lyya pan* cjfjyf- '' * •~ih ptpj 4jj
pa guLl ^fc.1 pDj (^jluVIj pJjUixJI pjpll _A~4 (bj -kc- LaA^jLx-ujf f La (4 atf a ii f jjsLIc. pa
pLUJjSLJjlj "(jljjl" ISpA gllil pa Jp'lhihj LaA iffjJI JJjlujJ (fill jfV! cJaJ* fjbaa tZjUffj
. "d^ya" Afjau 'iil p-JI
{Newsweek, February 20, 2001: 53)
The use of the common noun (the minister) in the translated text is optional.
The Arabic text could have existed without this explicit anaphoric link since the
implied third person pronoun (name) could have been chosen to create a link with
the preceding sentence. However, Arabic tolerates such a rendition because this
stylistic choice makes the cohesive ties clearer and easier to perceive.
Example 17
Pronoun: Omission
In Taiwan and Hong Kong, there is a higher density ofMcDonald's than in mostparts of the
United States. Children are especially at risk. Most developedAsian cities have little space
for them to exercise - and tradition mandates study above all else.
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 40)
Sj^SaJI djLyft pfLiaJI ~ k* * cj-B- yJv pdU^jILa cuS-\al kjjjc. kjliil yfjS yfpj fjyLi ^j-3 jajjj
i "it x I,,,* LyJjJ IjaLlII fj^yi pAall ~ »j . KxJJ Ujopz jsy/ ^aA aj i nl // 4^.j ^ lr. fLLhy/ pj . Ifjpayi
.pal jLuC-l pi fp AujfjJLj f^lAyb^alJjyl yflll pC. OLaU i Lap AyjJaUpJI p^jLalll kau^jLaaJ flls alLx
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 22)
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The translator of this text has opted to delete the pronoun 'them' used in the original.
It is evident that this kind of shift fails to capture the text producer's intent, and
establishes a misleading cohesive tie between the propositions. The English text
producer explains why the Asian children are at risk: there is little space for them to
exercise. The Arabic version, however, is general; the target text reader gets the
impression that there is little space to exercise for all the citizens. To successfully
convey the meaning intended in the original, the translator could have reproduced the
pronoun, or repeated the noun JlihVl (the children).
Example 18
Possessive: Article
THE PROSTITUTES' BODIES ARE thrown on Iran's roadsides, or more often in open
sewers. They are wrapped in their long, black chadors, the cloth knotted top and bottom to
form a makeshift body bag.
(Newsweek, August 20, 2001: 29)
J jM>yl JjjLJ'JL jol* UJI . pisLJI jdJI idle- yl 0^ Ir. aLILa lCjLuloj*aJt ( "l'l\
. clilht •ft fjjdt fjld ueuyu yl id0 djlc. ^j a t hi yaj
(Newsweek, August 21, 2001: 13)
This is an optional shift; the possessive could have been reproduced in Arabic
without producing negative effects on the translated text. One can claim that the use
of the possessive ' their' in the source text is motivated; it aims at showing the killer's
brutality, for he wraps the victims' bodies with their chadors and not any other
chador. By omitting the possessive pronoun in Arabic, the rhetorical function which
this formal marker is meant to serve in the source text, is missing in the target text.
The message conveyed in the Arabic text is not as forceful compared to that
expressed in the English version.
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The above examples indicate, on the one hand, that the explicit shift patterns create
intersentential relations that are easily resolved since referent identification is
straightforward. The implicit shift patterns, on the other hand, result in texts that do
not convey the same functional meaning passed on to the source text audience;




Tom Coates, a Des Moines, Iowa, credit counselor, warns: "As this economy slows, a lot of
people are going to lose their homes. "
Even if thatprediction proves false, watching so many households reshuffle their I. O. Us is a
sobering reminder ofhow complexfinancial life has become.
{Newsweek, August 27, 2001: 30)
i jl> ^yi Ha 4p Lhljjj pdl < pi ^p" dpi Uyp (pjpa pj 4 w ia ^p pLajJI pifrT>u<i pj puupZ ^JJ Ajj
• f'tld pj )Si I HI pLill pa p'AII plj
pill pLiaJI t-i H SjLc.1 pu,y/ pa JJpJI JJxJt IjA pLa Aptj*a pjj ialbtS J;''i ljj$ (Jjjj/ La Ijl
. JjIxjJI pa pJLaJI atlM! 4 J jr. ( "f-tji all LaJ 4^na o_pjj jf If oJjLxJI ^aJJjuuJI Itf iat
{Newsweek, August 28, 2001: 38)
The English text producer uses 'thaf to signal that there is no sense of immediacy
between him and the credit counselor. In Arabic, since the distance between the
presupposing and presupposed items is expressed through immediate ties, the
demonstrative 'Iaa' (this/masc.) has to be employed. This is an obligatory shift;
retaining the same demonstrative, would make the target text read like a translation.
Example 20
Demonstrative: Article
Like the victims of the schoolbus bombing, which apparently was a deliberate attack, many
of the casualties have been kids who just strayed into the crossfires, like Muhammed al
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Dura, the 12-year-old whose horrifying death was caught on videotape at the start of the
violence. The Israeli military issued a report on that incident last week, citing evidence that
the boy was probably killed by Palestinian gunfire - a finding vehemently rejected by most
Palestinians.
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 12)
£-a jjpa paiJj Yllhi ^irri V dlilS ipaJolj in / 'axle Lajy A pl£ pjJf (kJsLaJI pi-a lit LiLaaJa /cj
(JtLaC-l 4jIaj ^3 jU-Iii IplalS (fic- ^Jpall A Ilia pj i ai'i pi pill Laic. 12 jdLJI apAil a fila (^jU (JpLbf
L—JLxJI ^3 (Jj3 A3 fitAII pi ^ yjAa c^pJaLall ^ppajl djjLxJl pC. /pp3J (fiplpaaYI pffil pAaaal A3j . . LixJI
.pj.ti.tbul till L—llc.1 Itf k a-l^p 4 Vi ^Ap tpJpfiaajA&ll / * ■Tpj
{Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 12)
The English text, unlike its translated counterpart, uses a more explicit referential
expression. The use of the article in the translated text produces a neutral message in
Arabic that does not emphasise the atrocities associated with al-Dura's death. Since
this shift is optional, this neutrality could have been avoided by using the
demonstrative (this); indeed, Aziz (1998: 139) notes that the use of the
demonstrative element in Arabic 'often gives an emotive colouring to the Arabic
expression'. Hence, one can argue that the shift towards a more implicit covert




The Malaysian version of Thai kickboxing was once so dangerous that competitors were
sometimes killed in the ring. For that reason, the "sport" was banned in northern Malaysia
decades ago.
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 45)
L5_S pjjpan /jitS pipLldl pi-if I pi 4ppAj Spp lbs // AjAmj 0 i ha La ^3 plT 4jA±LIaJI cfipH 4*a&LaJ ppjlLalt fiSLjiJI
.SAC- Afie. pa bppLa ^fiLoauj "kaasLpJI" AAA ppaAipi lli.i// Ifit . Ail^ 11
{Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 23)
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In the English text, the definite article 'the' is employed to create a cohesive
anaphoric link between the two entities: 'the Malaysian version of Thai kickboxing'
and 'sporf. This anaphoric relation that is signalled using the definite article 'the* is
not retained in Arabic; rather the translator chooses the demonstrative (this/fem.)
plus the noun to convey to the target text readership the same meaning
relations presented in the original version. The researcher believes that this shift,
which produces a more explicit Arabic text, is obligatory because using the word
C-bLjll in isolation would have indicated that all sports were banned in northern
Malaysia because Thai kickboxing is dangerous. Hence, by adopting this shift, the
translator produces a target text that is acceptable stylistically and syntactically while




Yokohama officials, who are building a 70-hectare park around the stadium, claim that their
tests show the levels of dioxins and PCBs at the site to be low and well within Japanese
safety limits. But citizens' groups argue that such tests are flawed on two levels: they are
not as rigorous as those required in Europe and the United States, and the acceptable levels
of toxins set out by the Environment Ministry are relatively high.
{Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 22)
cjtfji'fiLcpljLSAl pi ijEuiVI A1 I70 's v ^ pAy clyN! <Lobtfl^
. -igbbJI 4 " V . "tl Jj 1 ^ pAxJo tZlljjf'ii uatl piJ ^Jt^aJt ^3 *LoLuJI CZbiillly ajLaJ Cjfllil ~ ' .-ii\ [ A
in/»„// h ,tbn -;ll .?„/ •. —• //1 ...in V
^ j4 •,\itr. i'Ll-i est <LUiV/ dja uj cJflj pphtjNt cjflj
./_ip. a :M!/ sfljj ^flli m.Ji cjULiili Lhb_jnno pi L&£ iy'Ij
{Newsweek, August 7, 2001: 18)
Example 22 illustrates the impact the optional shifts have on the translated texts. We
believe that the choice of the formal marker 'such' is motivated in this context since
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the text producer could have used the demonstrative 'those' to refer to the tests. By
using 'such', the tests mentioned in the preceding proposition are explicitly
emphasised. In Arabic, rendering this cohesive marker into a demonstrative weakens
the intersentential ties in the original and the audience fails to realise the negative
outcome such 'flawed' tests may have on the football fans who will be spending long
hours in and around the stadium. In this case, using the comparative Jl°j
dil jluNI\ (such tests) in the target text would have conveyed a similar meaning to that
expressed in the source text.
Example 23
Verbal Substitution/Operator 'do': Lexical cohesion (general word)
In summer visitors come to enjoy the unusual scenery: a cable car takes them past hardened
lava flows that encase tree trunks, oldpoles from collapsedfunicular lines and even the odd
truck chassis. The visitors' center at 7,875 feet stands next to charred skeletons ofprevious
structures - a caution to anybody preparing to make the journey up the summit. Plenty do,
and occasionally some get killed.
{Newsweek, May, 14, 2001: 52)
i si fl (Jjjuj A A i'lz-c ^ lit i ajjLill A t.n /i II aJA 11 /jyr 'ia'i> >m/ i r\ II j
( "il f*\ LuJI (_J£IjAj AjJyXzJI OKuJI gya A aj )i!l a.JaC.Vij iA/ ( iLij A.J, .1 '".i 1/ AplS^yjJI
^•y y ia'' Lg-il£j ia AJ A AJLLO] A A~.I'ia f£LiA 7,875 ^l£tpl J/Jpll ^ a A!I
■ JsLl ^Jl gjAs, gya (Jjsj^ ' .St'c (Ollj gjJ If Sj^ Ia A*o3 ^Jt yJI £ bill oAxJI J*_> ^sri i
{Newsweek, May 15, 2001: 48)
In this example, the verbal substitute 'do' is replaced by a lexical relationship
(they do). The verb in this context does not represent a case of verbal
substitution as the word for word translation may suggest; it is a lexical device that
creates intersentential cohesion by replacing a specific lexical item, namely the verb
j-LSj (make) by a more general one. This shift results because in Arabic 'the verb
(do) is basically a lexical device rather than a grammatical one' (Aziz, 1998: 97).
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This obligatory shift alters the surface manifestation employed in the original, but
manages to create links that are not erroneous and require minimal processing effort.
According to Hatim and Mason (1990), Baker (1992), and Shlesinger (1995),
successful translations create meaningful texts that do not subject the audience to
unnecessary processing effort.
Example 24
Lexical verbal ellipsis: Lexical cohesion
"I-mode is going to be a huge hit, " predicts Thomas Fellger, a wireless consultant at
MetaDesign ofBerlin.27 "People are going to be crazy just for the handsets, with their big
color displays. The Europeans haven't seen anything like it. " No one outside Japan has. If
it is a hit, DoCoMo coidd be not only the Next Big Thing, but the first big thing to come out
ofJapan in decades.
(Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 33)
dJ jjx, ^7 j7'i'i u" Li±a" ^-3 ^ ZLtXil N,iiu ua j tf ^Lapi f dc
f UJ^AJJjJi .ajcdJI AhJJt I4-C3jjjlj ifjJjJ/ ay V/ ^ Ic. Alt yjj !L yjyj!, .-i> .—B^UJ .Sjjd
CdaJ JjlSj J UJ d-fi cjf <4 ^ ^ Lj child La Jjlj . Lhajl ttf I'ta ^jLLJ!£h^f fj "• j Ll±uj
. Jjtc. jlo CjljilH ^yi ^jhlj kjCay*3 cjjf cJL (L-JUush <LaJ)LsJI Ai\ L,.ijl A i s-iydl
(Newsweek, August 7, 2001: 37)
In the English version, lexical verbal ellipsis is used to avoid repetition, especially
that the elliptical verb form 'seen' can be recovered from the immediately preceding
sentence. Hence, one can say that the audience of the source text has no problems
understanding this implicit construction that produces a grammatically acceptable
intersentential link in English. Although verb ellipsis is employed in Arabic
discourse (Al-Ghalaylnl, 1999, Al-Ansarl 1996; Aziz, 1998, El-Shiyab, 1998; and
others), the structure used in the original cannot be reproduced in the translated text.
This is the case because of the linguistic discrepancies between the English and
Arabic verb systems. Unlike the English verb phrase, the Arabic verb phrase is
11'I-mode' refers to an internet phone service mentioned in the preceding sentence.
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simple and has no auxiliary (Al-Khuli, 1999; Aziz, 1998; among others); as a result,
when faced with lexical verbal ellipsis, translators have to keep in mind this
grammatical difference, and reproduce the verb used in the preceding sentence(s)
using repetition or synonymy. In Example 24, since lexical verbal ellipsis, which has
no equivalent in Arabic, is used to create cohesion between adjacent sentences, the
translator has no choice other than reproducing the full verb <_s ji (see) to establish a
cohesive text. This strategy is justifiable and produces a meaningful text in the
receptor language. However, one has to note that the resultant chain relations are not
identical; whereas the source text uses grammatical chain relations to link the
sentences, Arabic uses lexical relations. This is an inevitable end-result that emerges
when the two languages involved in the act of translation are linguistically very
distant.
Example 25
Clausal ellipsis: Nominal clause
Although space trash probably slams Eros all the tune, the asteroid has surprisingly few
small craters. And some of the larger craters have been filled in. That suggests that
something is shifting dust around on Eros's surface. But what?
(Newsweek, February 26, 2001: 56)
cjLayill Vjm v il* Ijjc. (jia c. ""TH *. AjyAJb fyi ^ lr. ^ )A. V p /CjLLij /ji
.Jpo jLlLII jih La LIluj J IjA . ij K a ClEllal ^u£"y/ cllbt^pjl r\v 1 gjl La£ .-4-xmAjJI Laa . p-i//
lit La .(jajjJ grEjaj LSJc j.±1 aJl {jlla
(Newsweek, February 27, 2001: 52)
In Example 25, clausal ellipsis is used to create intersentential cohesion. In this
context, the WH question word 'what' coheres with the presupposing clause 'the
thing that is shifting dust around on Eros's surface.' By adopting this stylistic
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device, the text producer does not mention old information and avoids presenting the
reader with a monotonous text while at the same time maintaining text
comprehensibility. This textual intersentential cohesive structure cannot be
reproduced in Arabic because the text would sound awkward. Therefore, the
translator chooses to use the nominal clause ? *<^1 (But what is this
thing?) to create cohesion. Nevertheless, one can claim that this type of shift is not
complete because the translator omits the relative clause that should
have accompanied the nominal structure; adding the relative clause in Arabic makes
the sentences cohere more smoothly and facilitates text comprehensibility as the
following revised version indicates:
Suggested translation
LhUjdll pa Pjb Ijjc- pJJ <<"aLII pijE 0 ^ ^ *=I, hi II djLLJj pi ^c.
pa ^jl±kJI JiL La Uui pi^fl ILa ^aJjj . Ijj^o ' "iSlly,/ jjZYI ClllAy&JI pi LaA .EmAjJI Laa toJ'* ■ <3.II
yj pH (jd] pLAa (JA jLliJl (JfLU tfjJI py-utll lit La pAtj -U^jpf^ hi a LSJc- ^jJI pLAa
Back-translation
Although space trash probably slams Eros all the time, the asteroid has surprisingly few
small craters. And some of the larger craters have been fdled in. That suggests that
something is shifting dust around on Eros's surface. But what is that thing that shifts dust
around on Eros's surface?
9 R
Our suggested translation is much more specific, and therefore more explicit than
the original; nevertheless, it adheres more closely to the norms ofArabic discourse.
Example 25 illustrates that translators should take into consideration the type of shift
they adopt in the process of translation; realizing that an obligatory shift is vital in a
28
According to Al-GhalayTnT (1999: 129) 'the relative pronoun makes the reference more specific by
means of the relative clause that accompanies it'.
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particular context is not enough to ensure presenting an acceptable and intelligible
translated text. Adopting the wrong shift pattern can distract the reader and have
negative repercussions on the texture of the target language text; in such cases,
language interference can easily be detected. This outcome is as serious as the one
encountered when translators choose to reproduce the cohesive markers used in the




In 1999, a year after the stadium opened to the public, PCBs and dioxins were discovered in
the ground 500 meters from the building. But after a cursory environmental assessment, the
Japanese Ministry ofLand, Infrastructure and Transport declared the area safe by Japanese
standards.
{Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 22)
^3 <LaLm 4jj ajLa . <''JI (QJV «iy II JImmYI L-ll^jl Lg-lc. A in; ^ya Jxj pi tl999 J
fillIj 'ill ^_u//j fyi ajlilrJ ^ Ai > i> ^ ^ uJI pa jZLa 500 0 In. AxJ!f! jY!
. AjjljbJI ^jjUjULoJ! )Mf-\ ASal A iin M II /jl AjjLlLdl
{Newsweek, August 7, 2001:18)
The translator of this text has chosen to delete the adversative conjunction 'buf used
in the original. It is obvious that this shift produces a target text that does not convey
to the audience the same pragmatic meaning experienced by the readers of the source
text. The English text writer by using 'buf prepares the reader for the contrast that
exists between the foregoing and the subsequent sentences. The Arabic version,
however, fails to 'set the scene' for its readers and also passes on a message that is
not as forceful as the one conveyed in the English text. This outcome could have
easily been avoided by adding the conjunction oil (but) to join the above cited
sentences as shown in the following suggested translation:
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Suggested translation
<_5-S *LcLu> (-llbLiij <u ejLt < "it i jj£l t ■- -i II jiijiV/ i—ilyl ^Cil LSJc AJjai Jjy Jxj 11999 flc. ij
<ylzZill LS-nllj (jSaj'yi aJjj t "lilr.l ^ ->A.» crlxi ^jjSj _l*j pSjj .uriyJt p* jlc 500 -1*J lJ2c. -t»i7ft f_yijJ!
. ZaJLLJI yiijuULJI (. 1' ■ ^ b-Lai *tat, II pj 4_JbUJl (_J0jJIj
Example 27
Causal Conjunction: Temporal Conjunction
Koizumi apparently has a plan. As of September, businesses that can 7 repay their loans
within three years will be forced to fold, say analysts- a clear sign to the market that
Koizumi is playing hardball. Then his administration will be able to subtly slip another
cash infusion- between $1.6 billion and $3.2 billion- to the ailing bank sector (but only to
those banks whose capital is below the required minimum).
(Newsweek, August, 13, 2001: 2)
cj5LL jiajoi lrlc. Spjllll yic LhlSyUI yy.jjj i^jUUI p* /pais . 4 AS 4jp \jpjj£ pi jpjj
.aj 1 f'~M 4-lxJ l. it [j _jjj5 pi tj-k- y/^yu5u p . pjzjpa ollj pi p^jA si ii pyljj ( i nl i t_A_j pi ^1y.1 4j51j
AjJjU -jVjJ PjAj 3.2j p_jfi 1,6 py ~4j^l±II p* p^l _j-k f'S' a ^jkj pi Cj/jV p5y L&jxjj
.(yjiLJi yi j^ii IjJLum/j y djh.n am ma p<3j) jt^jyi uyi
(Newsweek, August 14, 2001: 4)
This shift from a causal to a temporal conjunction is optional. The researcher
believes that it took place because the translator did not sufficiently investigate the
underlying functional significance of the explicit marker 'then' in this context. As
stated earlier (see Chapter Two, Section 2.4), a number of conjunctions in English
have a multiplicity of functions; an aspect that creates problems to translators
(Hamdan and Fareh, 1999; Baker, 1992; Aziz, 1998; and Hatim, 1997). In some
contexts, 'then' can express a causal meaning relationship between propositions,
while in others it is used to denote temporal links. In the above context, 'then'
creates a causal link between the sentences examined and not a temporal one; a
pragmatic meaning that the translator fails to grasp and relay to the target language
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receptors. This rendition not only expresses meaning relations not stated in the
original but also leads to a shift in the line of argument presented to the target
language reader. This shift can be amended by using the conjunction (as a
29 • •
result) which expresses a causal relationship in Arabic. By choosing this causal
conjunction, the target language text conveys a similar meaning to the one expressed
in the English text.
Example 28
Synonymy: Repetition
How can children make sense ofsuch a nightmare?30 Gazaleh Garadat, 14, wasn 't looking
for trouble when she got shot. A rubber-coated bullet struck the unsuspecting Palestinian
girl in the head, fracturing her skull, as she was walking home with a group ofschoolmates
near Hebron on Nov. 4 Kids3' tend to have tremendous natural resilience. Anas
Zatari. 12, was walking hand in hand with his father in downtown Hebron when he felt a
sudden pain in his left thigh.
(Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 22)
J.H l$Ac. (Jjlbl LaAte. <_JcllaJI gjC. < djtA^a <11jc. (A JjA (Jla f t ggyaj ' SjA
LaJjc. Xqa ja ^3 Lz.4j K a lAJj gjl gjjA Ltfaujl^) ^3 <±bLb*a L,.fatl A to LII lIuLoajI All
HjU <lxA±la ojA&J (Ji-ihyt {ACLqIj * * ' » . jj 4 i_g3 cJA=d! i ipOi-Laj gya a^yaj £-a Chldl aJjic. < "iiK
fb __yuSi LaAic (JAHt iijAa L,j oaIIj £-a A±l Iaj ^ n'aj i LaLc 12 fltfl Jpc.J) l_yAI gjlA A33 . ' SjAjlt (^Jc.
.^yuuyt aA^3 ^3
(Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 12)
Since the word 'children' is used a number of times in the preceding sentences, the
writer uses the lexical item 'kids' to create lexical links in the text. This option
entails 'style-shifting' (Hatim and Mason, 1997: 151) which we believe is motivated.
By using the word '<kids', the writer takes the reader from a formal tenor that uses the
lexical item 'children' to a less formal one; a shift that might indicate a more
29 The other conjunctions that could have been used to denote causal relations include:j.
30 'iSuch a nightmare' refers to the violence that erupted between the Israelis and the Palestinians early
September 2000.
31 Twelve sentences separate between the word 'children' and the word 'kids'.
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compassionate attitude on the writer's part towards the Palestinian children. This
variation in tenor is not tolerated in Arabic discourse, for Arabic stylistic conventions
disallow the usage of colloquial vocabulary items outside speech. As a result, the
translator has to resort to repetition and the word JtiLVl (children) is used to achieve
a 'continuity of meaning' (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 230) throughout the text.
Although this obligatory shift fails to impart the same message expressed in the
original, it does not impair text comprehensibility.
Example 29
Synonymy: Repetition
During the 1940s and 1950s the disease struck the island 32 three times; 70,000 livestock
were slaughtered in 40 countries in 1960. Then came the 1967 crisis: 447,000 animals were
butchered.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 3)
CJIja
■oL447,000 J53JJ CjJylt 1967y i.J .I960 rLJy <1jJ 40 yoi70,000
(Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 4)
In this text, semantic relations are established between the sentences by employing
the lexical items 'slaughter' and 'butcher'. Although 'slaughter' and 'butcher' are
treated as synonyms in English, the word 'slaughter' expresses an additional shade of
meaning not associated with the word 'butcher'. According to the Cambridge
International Dictionary of English (1995: 1350), slaughter entails 'the killing of
many people or animals, often cruelly and unfairly' (emphasis added). Unlike the
source text, the target text establishes a link between the sentences through repetition
and uses the word J(kill) twice. In this context, stylistic variation cannot be
32 The 'disease' refers to foot - and - mouth and the 'island' to Britain; both mentioned in the
foregoing sentences.
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adhered to; in Arabic, the verb (butcher) entails cutting an animal by the throat;
this is a procedure that is not used in the killing of livestock infected with foot-and-
mouth disease. Consequently, the translator repeats the word JjS (kill) and produces
a translated text that is more 'neutral' than the original.
Examples 28 and 29 illustrate that the obligatory shifts that involve the pattern
(Synonymy: Repetition) fall into two groups. The first group, on the one hand,
results in translated texts that do not impair text comprehensibility and slightly
deviate away from the message expressed in the source text (Example 28); the
second group, on the other hand, alters the communicative message passed on to the
receivers of the English text (Example 29).
Example 30
Synonymy: Repetition
Negotiations with the Muslim extremist group Abu Sayyaf in the Philippines have gone on
long enough, with little result. Twenty hostages - including three Americans- have been
abducted since May 27, though some have been released. Abu Sayyaf even claims to have
decapitated one American captive.
(Newsweek, July 9, 2001: 4)
(JAis, J kisLA ' NjjTi t ?!j... ju/ SjLAJ 4SJ A:AI 4c.III jLL<JI cj^Luj
fTLLi AJ ' pitJJLO 27 2lc — pjjAjp*! j 20 i Hhl-il ^j g-JLij
.gagtjyl 4-u'Ltj CA.1 pulp r bit 4-il ^CJJ (—pj!pj if
(Newsweek, July 10, 2001: 6)
Since repetition is not necessary in this text, the near-synonyms 'hostage' and
'captive' are employed to create a continuity of meaning. The translator chooses to
repeat the noun j (hostages) and alters the lexical patterns in the source text.
This is an optional shift, for the translator could have translated captive as jjJ
(captive) without changing the meaning relations perceived in the English text.
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For all the hand - wringing about the disarmament and the fate of their elected Assembly,
which was temporarily suspended last weekend, the people ofNorthern Ireland have mostly
moved beyond the Troubles that consumed them for nearly three decades.33 The
Northern Ireland assembly has been rickety since day one. In 1999, on what might have
been its very first day of official business, it fell apart in less than three hours. The biggest
political party, the Ulster Unionists, led by David Trimble, simply failed to show up. (The
issue: disarmament.) Once up and running, the Assembly was then suspended for four
months.
(Newsweek, August 20, 2001: 13)
up i InLaJI ^ yu.a'yi A Cj tt1 pj J ■ ' ~v '' f .1 // gjLaJ^ft j i .11 ^ \j 4fr. ftlPJ! ^C.J
4jLcfjJ gjJ * * * . Jytr. 4j.ys 4j/lc. C_JJ t* 4, ~ II ^ . 4.1 * [I . 411 i jJjJP V UJLojudJt gjlAul
'/ ^ '"ft cP*-ll fijd ^JJ cjjl -lxJ <cjfyt A*ajxJ ^j-3j J999 -cdj^l (p ^ "VN Nj AjJI <i dill
(fui£ cfaJJ -U^Jj SjLAil *.y/ J.'l. dl 4_Jp. jAj gjLafjJI gjt . Cjlc- Llm UlPj gyi f! Jxj
(gjLaJ^ft Pj LpxJt J_yf ■ (iS-D^U (_£J■' it fllpl A ^yj-h_^a '■ _p (—LuuJJ) . . Ai i //
• Jg-ujl Ajuf ajp 2000 fic- ^-3 d h<\-\~
(Newsweek, August 21, 2001: 29)
Hatim and Mason (1990: 199) acknowledge that repetition 'is usually a symptom of
intentionality (whether conscious or not) and as such is significant.' With this in
mind, one can say that repeating the word 'suspended' has a rhetorical purpose: to
emphasise that the Assembly was inoperative for a short time. The translator
disregards this communicative meaning and uses the synonym exiles (it was frozen)
instead of repeating the word (suspending it) to establish lexical networks
between the text constituents. The verb (freeze), unlike the verb <jjlc. (suspend),
denotes that an action was put on hold; the above rendition, therefore, violates the
meaning intended by the text producer because the word (it was frozen) does
33 Four sentences separate between the first occurrence of'suspended and the second occurrence.
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not collocate with the four month period mentioned at the end of the sentence; this
time span indicates that the Assembly was inoperative for a short period of time. To
overcome this violation, we suggest repeating the word (it was suspended) to
assert that the Assembly was temporarily inoperative. This example asserts
Fawcett's (1997: 92) claim that ' deliberate repetition in a text may be a translation
problem if it cannot be replicated' (emphasis added).
Example 32
Repetition: Meronymy
Guns and bombs once towered over dialogue in Northern Ireland. As the peace process
rattles through yet another crisis, it is tempting to sort through the machinations lookingfor
an obstructionist Arafat or an intransigent Sharon to pin the blame on. But Northern
Ireland is sui generis, and that uniqueness gives rise to hope.
(Newsweek, August 20, 2001: 13)
kef ^aSLuJ/ Ajtor- A-^.1JJ < j ... . kjUOjt Ijlljjj ^3 Gjjf u .7/j j^Jl ^ tr. Laj/j ^ i U'i (JjLilff (JjjllJI ■ "l il£
gya tJjljji gfSJ . Aj lr. A^aPSJt lAy JdJjlLaJI ^jl t i.aJI CjU^C. JjlAa ^3<gya AjU ( ^pk.1
( ^LJXUJ
(Newsweek, August 21, 2001: 29)
The English text purposefully creates lexical cohesion by repeating the proper noun
'Northern Ireland'. The reason underlying this choice may be attributed to the
prominence given to Northern Ireland in this text. The reader who is familiar with
the political issues associated with Ireland knows that the partition of Ireland in 1920
has resulted in the division of Ireland into North and South. The translator disregards
this political dimension and replaces the second mention of'Northern Ireland' with
the word 'Ireland' which presents the reader with a case of meronymy since
Northern Ireland is part of Ireland. In the translated text, the target language text
recipient gets the impression that Ireland and not Northern Ireland is 'sui generis'.
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Consequently, the translator violates Grice's maxim of quality34 because the Arabic
text receivers are presented with incorrect information; a pitfall that must be avoided
in any act of translation.
Example 33
Hyponymy: Repetition
During the 1940s and 1950s the disease struck the island three times; 70,000 livestock were
slaughtered in 40 countries in 1960. Then came the 1967 crisis: 447,000 animals were
butchered.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 3)
(Jl9 (jCajD! iutiil -Ifj t * ''CJ'i iCLLjjJI _jDI c_jj - iCJl flnM-i ftj Cljt l ir r^y/ J5LL3
.j/jua 447,000 c&JJ 1967^ ^ .I960 rUS^ <JjJ 40 J o'j** 70,000
{Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 4)
The repetition of the word <j!^ (animal) in this context is optional. The translator
could have easily relayed the relation of hyponymy between 'animals' and
'livestock' using the lexical items (j!(animals) and (livestock). In English,
the word 'livestock' refers to a particular group of animals: those kept on a farm for
use or profit; the general word 'animals', on the other hand, entails all living
creatures other than human beings. The writer starts with the specific noun
'livestock' and once the kind of animal involved in the act of slaughtering is
established, a more general word is used. This relationship is missing in the Arabic
translation; the prominence that the word 'livestock' assumes in the source text is not
passed on to the readers of the target text. To convey the message intended in the
original, we suggest the following rendition:
34 When discussing the Co-Operative Principle, Grice differentiates between four maxims: quantity,
quality, relevance and manner (see Lyons, 1981).
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Suggested translation
cjt3 ajUnjt ^/j/ J4j ((SjI^o CLl)Ij -ijjLLu^J/ // ^w7/ c_j"1/£u■'aa //^ CjhvujVl < 4
■(jtj^ 447,000Jtf^J/ OJ/^11967 fl* <*J cjeL. ^ .I960 ^UJ! <J Ujj 40 ^ & 70,000
Back-translation
During the 1940s and 1950s the disease struck the island three times; 70,000 livestock were
slaughtered in 40 countries in 1960. Then came the 1967 crisis: 447,000 animals were
butchered.
All the examples cited indicate that the shifts noted alter the underlying coherence
and the networks of lexical cohesion presented in the source language (see Figures
3.2 and 3.3). Nevertheless, this does not mean that the translated texts are not
coherent; it only shows that a different network of lexical cohesion is deployed in the
target language. In some contexts, this change is governed by the translator's stylistic

























Rept: Repetition Syn/id: Synonymy/identity of reference
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Figure 3.3






















A close comparison of Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 indicates that the shifts that have
resulted in the process of translating the lexical items have altered the lexical
i/
networks originally perceived in the source language text. The original text uses
two instances of repetition, 3 synonyms, 2 antonyms and 1 hyponym. The translated
35 In the Arabic text, the link between cjUI (animals) and jA (humans) represents intrasentential and
not intersentential cohesion.
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3 represent the first five sentences of the articles entitled 'Foot-and-Mouth - Kill
or Cure' and "isJU^JIJ JUJI U- iicXiV/ drawn from the issues (April, 9, 2001:3) and (April 10,
2001: 4) respectively.
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text, however, employs 3 instances of repetition, 1 synonym, 2 antonyms, 1 hyponym
and an instance of collocation. It has to be reiterated at this point that this difference
in the lexical networks does not produce a target language text that is incohesive and
incoherent; rather, the intersentential cohesion is created using a different set of
lexical networks.
Although the above examples show that 'translation by its very nature entails certain
shifts' (Popovic, 1970: 78), translators have to realise that unnecessary shifts that
change the message(s) presented in the source text, and disrupt communication
should be avoided; otherwise, translation fails to fulfil its role: successfully
transmitting correct information between the peoples of two cultures.
3.3 Conclusion
As can be seen from the analysis of the target language texts, a high proportion of
cohesive devices are reproduced in the Arabic edition of Newsweek. Many of the
similarities attested in the corpora indicate that the translators have opted for a
source-text oriented approach (Toury, 1980; 1995) and have adhered slavishly to the
norms of the source texts. By doing so, they have produced 'adequate' instead of
'acceptable' target texts (ibid.) that do not meet the end-receivers' expectations; in
fact, the majority of texts have a 'foreign' flavour and fail to take the reader
smoothly from one juncture of the text to the next. This finding entails that
translators must take into consideration the conventions of the target language and
the underlying meaning of the cohesive devices when they decide to retain these
explicit markers in the translated texts. Once these two aspects are born in mind,
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cohesion interference can be avoided and the message expressed in the source text
can be preserved in the target text.
The analysis also shows that shifts occur in the process of translating all the cohesive
devices from English into Arabic; this supports the claim that shifts constitute 'a true
universal of translation'. The shift patterns attested are obligatory and optional in
nature, and some seem to be more prominent than others. In addition, many of these
shifts indicate a change in the functional meaning intended in the source texts.
The findings also reveal that the 'explicitation hypothesis' (Blum-Kulka, 1986) is
inherent in the process of translation. The shift patterns noted for all the cohesive
devices examined indicate that there is a tendency to translate implicit reference
items more explicity in the target texts.
The shifts that take place in the act of reworking the texts from English into Arabic
result in chain relations that do not match those created in the original; this, however,
as Baker (1992) rightly states does not mean that cohesion is missing in the
translated texts. It only affirms that languages and different discourse types favour
certain cohesive devices in the creation of intersentential cohesion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Translation of the Ideological Images Pertaining to the Arabs,
Muslims and Islam into Newsweek in Arabic
4.0 Introduction
This chapter examines how the social and ideological messages representing the
Arabs, Muslims and Islam in Newsweek International are rendered in Newsweek in
Arabic. In doing so, the researcher investigates how the cultural approach to
translation that sees 'the translated text as a carrier of social and ideological
messages and the translation process as a tool for shaping these messages' (Neubert
and Shreve, 1994: xi) applies to Newsweek bi al-lugha al- 'Arabiyya.
In the 1990s, a new paradigm called cultural studies started driving research in the
field of translation. This paradigm focuses on the relation between culture and
translation and emphasises that in the act of reworking texts between languages
translators should give culture and its impact on translation the attention it deserves.
However, it has to be noted at the outset that culture in this paradigm is not
associated with the translation problems that result due to discrepancies between the
material, religious or social categories of culture prevalent in the source and target
language texts. Rather, this paradigm 'is concerned with how values, ideologies and
institutions shape practices differently in different historical periods' (Venuti, 1998a:
315). It is, therefore, an approach that is associated with political agendas and does
not consider translation as an 'innocent' process that merely involves transforming a
source text into a target text; indeed, to the proponents of this approach, translation is
considered as 'a shaping power of one culture upon another' (Bassnett and Levefere,
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1990: ix) and as an 'activity which destabilizes cultural identities and becomes the
basis for new modes of cultural creation' (Simon, 1996: 135).
The proponents of this approach have criticised the linguistically oriented approaches
to translation that fail to deal with the cultural aspect(s) of the text(s), and hence look
at translation from a purely linguistic perspective; in fact, the advocates of the
cultural studies approach to translation consider that linguistics and linguists 'have
moved from word to text as a unit, but not beyond ... The overall position of the
linguist in translation studies would be rather analogous to that of an intrepid
explorer who refuses to take any notice of the trees in the new region he has
discovered until he has made sure he has painstakingly arrived at a description of all
the plants that grow there' (Bassnett and Lefevere, 1990: 4).
The cultural studies approach tackles a number of diverse issues associated with the
process of translation, namely gender and translation, post-colonialism, cultural
hegemony, patronage and censorship and publishing strategies.1 Needless to say,
this diversity in interests has widened the scope of translation studies and has truly
made this field of study 'a house of many rooms' as suggested by Neubert and
Shreve (1994: vii).
This chapter is divided into two sections. Following this introduction, Section one
provides an overview of the way the Arabs, Muslims and Islam are portrayed in the
1
Discussing all the issues tackled by the cultural studies approach to translation is beyond the scope
of this study. Cross-reference to the issues discussed under the cultural studies approach to
translation, and are applicable to the analysed data, will be referred to in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
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source language texts. Section two investigates how the translators ofNewsweek in
Arabic have rendered the social and ideological images presented in the source texts
into the target texts. This investigation aims at examining the translation strategies
adopted, which in turn, will reveal to what extent the cultural studies approach to
translation applies to Newsweek in Arabic.
4.1 Representation of the Arabs, Muslims and Islam in Newsweek International
In this study, ideology is seen 'as a set of beliefs and values which inform an
individual's or institution's view of the world and assist their interpretation of events,
and facts' (Mason, 1994: 25). With this in mind, this section provides an overview
of the ideological images of the Arabs, Muslims and Islam as portrayed to the readers
of the International edition ofNewsweek.
The section commences by outlining the general findings related to the presentation
of the aforementioned topics. The section then proceeds to discuss the recurrent
ideological images concerning the regions and the religion under investigation. The
researcher believes that examining these images will set the scene for the evaluation
of the translated texts in Newsweek bi al-lugha al- 'Arabiyya.
4.1.1 General findings
A close examination of the selected articles reveals three general trends concerning
the ideological images that the newsmagazine Newsweek International and its writers
promote in their portrayal of the Arabs, Muslims and Islam to the readers of the
source texts.
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First, the analysis indicates that Newsweek's coverage of the Arabs, Muslims and
Islam is mainly unfavourable, and generally promotes the stereotypical images the
American media presents in relation to the regions and the religion under
examination.
These negative stereotypical images present the Arab and Muslim worlds as
'troubled' regions associated with 'wars', 'conflicts', 'killings' and 'blood shedding'.
Hence, the Arabs and Muslims are 'terrorists', 'guerillas', 'suicide bombers',
'radicals' and 'fundamentalists'. Also, the Arab and Muslim populace live under
repressive regimes that resist political freedom and modernisation.
With regard to Islam, it is represented as an antiquated religion that opposes change
and modernization and promotes negative ideologies, like violence and terrorism. It
is mainly linked with 'fundamentalism', and its 'fundamentalist' followers are
• 9
'extremists', 'radicals', and 'fanatics' that pose a threat to the West.
Second, the corpora investigated show that Newsweek International reports the
■y
#
events that most concern the American interests. Prior to the September 11, 2001
attacks, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict received the major part of the coverage.4 This
may be attributed to a number of factors: (1) the American support for Israel; (2) the
negative repercussions the Israeli-Palestinian conflict might have on the US interests
2 This portrayal is prevalent in the articles written after the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World
Trade Center.
3 Gans (1980) mentions this point in relation to the choice of foreign news in the American press.
4 Out of the 53 articles analysed until September 3, 2001, 28 tackle the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The 25 remaining articles cover issues pertaining to the Arab world (12 articles) and the Muslim
nations and Islam (13 articles).
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in the Middle East; and (3) the prominent US role in the Israeli-Palestinian peace
talks.
After the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center, one notices an obvious
shift in the topics covered in Newsweek International. It becomes clear that the
articles focus predominantly on Afghanistan and its association with terrorism,
paying special attention to the Taliban movement, Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaeda
terrorist network.5 This shift is not surprising especially that these parties are all
considered responsible for 'the deadliest attack on American soil in history'
(Newsweek, September 24, 2001: 1).
The analysis also indicates that the articles that covered the Arab and Muslim nations
after the September 11 attacks revolve around these countries' involvement with
terrorism. These countries are mainly discussed from two perspectives: (1) their role
in harbouring and/or financing terrorist groups that pose a threat to US national
security; and (2) their role in America's war against terror.
As far as Islam is concerned, one can safely state that it becomes newsworthy of
reporting when this religion, its teachings and proponents cause trouble or problems
to the United States. Indeed, none of the articles analysed before the September 11
attacks tackle Islam; before this period, Islam is marginalised and is mentioned in
relation to radical Islamic groups that have gained ground in the various Arab and
5 Out of a total of 27 articles analysed between September 24, 2001 to December 31, 2001 to January
7, 2002, 16 articles cover issues relating to Afghanistan, the Taliban movement and Osama bin Laden
and Al-Qaeda, with just three articles on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
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Muslim nations, and are responsible for acts of terrorism in these countries.6
Finally, the analysis of the articles shows that the majority of articles on the Arab and
Muslim worlds are grouped under the four sections: Periscope, World affairs, Asia
7 •
and War on Terror . Hence, issues that depict the cultural, artistic and historical
aspects pertaining to the Arab and Muslim worlds are not given the attention they
o
deserve. This finding further supports the observation that Newsweek focuses on
covering issues that concern the US interests in the Arab and Muslim worlds.
4.1.2 Recurrent Ideological Images Representing the Arabs, Muslims and Islam
Having presented the general findings pertaining to the analysed articles, in what
follows, the researcher will examine how the recurrent negative ideological images
that depict the Arabs, Muslims and Islam are conveyed in the analysed source text
articles. The researcher believes that the favourable depictions of the Arabs,
Muslims and Islam do not constitute problems to the translators because they are
consistent with the beliefs and world-views of the Arab readers. As a result, this
subsection focuses on the negative dimension of the presentation of the Arabs,
Muslims and Islam in Newsweek International.
The recurrent negative images, that reveal how the writers of Newsweek
International view the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, revolve around the following key
6 The article 'Trouble for Bin Laden?' {Newsweek, August 7, 2000: 29) is an exception, for it briefly
refers to the role played by the Islamic terrorist group Al-Qaeda in the terrorist attacks on the US
embassies in Tanzania and Kenya.
7 This section was introduced after the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center.
8
Although two of the analysed articles tackle the economic situation in the Arab and Muslim
countries under the Business Section, this issue is discussed in the articles grouped under the World
Affairs and Asia Sections.
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issues: (1) lack of democracy and the Arab and Muslim rulers; (2) the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict; (3) Islam and fundamentalism; and (4) the economic decline in
the Arab and Muslim nations. In the discussion of these depictions, illustrative
examples drawn from the source language articles will be provided.
4.1.2.1 Lack of Democracy and The Arab and Muslim Rulers
When presenting the Arab and Muslim worlds, they are portrayed as regions with
little or no experience in democracy. According to Newsweek International,
democracy in the Arab world is non-existent. Unlike the rest of the developing
nations that have pressed for political freedom and reform, these two notions
continue to be ignored in the Arab region. Consequently, this region '... stands in
stark contrast to the rest of the world, where freedom and democracy have been
gaining ground over the last two decades,' and contrary to expectations 'In an almost
unthinkable reversal of global pattern almost every Arab country today is less free
than it was 30 years ago. There are few countries in the world of which one can say
that' {Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 26; and Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 29;
respectively).
In comparison with the Arab nations, the non-Arab Muslim countries fare better as
far as democracy is concerned. Nevertheless, 'prospects for democracy in the
Islamic world are dim' {Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 26), for these nations
experience a diluted form of democracy.9
9 This does not apply to Turkey because 'Turkey shatters the conventional image of Islam. It is 99
percent Muslim and yet resolutely secular, democratic and pro-Western' (Newsweek, January 28,
2002: 17).
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This lack ofpolitical voice in the Arab and Muslim worlds is largely attributed to the
rulers presiding over these regions. Since the majority of the rulers, especially in the
Arab world, do not reach office through genuine elections, one does not expect them
to advocate political pluralism. In an article entitled ' A Dictator's Dilemma'
{Newsweek, October 1, 2001: 33), the writer describes this state of affairs in Pakistan
saying '... elections often are not the way governments are made in Pakistan.
Frequently, they result from mass unrest and military coups'. This lack of political
pluralism, according to the writers ofNewsweek, prevails in the majority of the Arab
and Muslim nations and is not solely confined to Pakistan.10 Since most of these
rulers do not come to power through popular consent, they 'are not democratic
politicians with finely tuned senses of what their public want' (ibid.: 29). In fact,
these rulers are repeatedly referred to as 'autocrats', 'dictators', 'traditionalists' and
'presidents-for-life', whose regimes are 'harsh' and 'brutal'. 11 Not only do these
'ruthless' regimes suppress any form of dissent under the pretext that radical groups
'flourish' in democratic milieux, but they are also 'corrupt' and resist modernisation
as the following extracts indicate:
'The autocrats of the Middle East have a very long tradition of imposing ignorance on their
subjects. Five centuries ago Ottoman sultans rejected the Guttenberg revolution that swept
across Europe and banned the printing press for 235 years. Arabs have been struggling to
close the gap ever since. But many of today's emirs, kings and presidents-for-life are just as
suspicious of the Internet as the sultans were of movable type. They're stalling. And with
10 See also the articles entitled 'The Legacy of An Arab Survivor' (Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 18-22)
and 'Does Bashar Have What it Takes to Rule?' (Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 22);'Nibbling at the Net'
{Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 24-28);and 'How to Save the Arab World' (Newsweek, December 24,
2001: 24-29).
11
See, for example, the articles 'The Legacy ofAn Arab Survivor' {Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 18-22);
'From Olive Oil to Sniper Fire' {Newsweek, November 27, 2000: 58); 'The Middle East After Arafat'
{Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 2); 'Ring in the Old' {Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 20-21); 'Boots on the
Ground' {Newsweek, October 1, 2001: 38-39); 'How to Save the Arab World' {Newsweek, December
24, 2001: 24-29); 'A Striving Son's Toughest Test' {Newsweek, January 28, 2002: 18-24); and 'Gay
Egypt in the Dock' {Newsweek, February 11, 2002: 26-27).
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the West moving at Internet speed, Arab leaders could easily condemn the Arab world to the
dark side of the digital divide.'
(Newsweek, April 2, 2001: 25)
Megawati has also shown little enthusiasm for purging the more unsavory holdovers
from the Suharto years. Most of the major crony capitalists who fed off the New Order
continue to operate businesses today.... And suspicion continues to hover over Megawati's
husband, Taufiq Kiemas, who is alleged to have business ties to Suharto-era cronies.'
(Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 21)
'The money that the gulf sheikhs have frittered is on a scale that is almost impossible to
believe.... Far from producing political progress, wealth has actually had some negative
effects. It has enriched and empowered the gulf governments so that, like their Arab
brethren, they too, have become more repressive over time.'
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 30)
'The [Egyptian] government is efficient only in one area: squashing dissent and strangling
civil society.'
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 28)
'Assad's reign was often brutal: in 1982 his Army slaughtered some 10,000 people in Hama,
a stronghold of Sunni Muslim fundamentalism.'
(Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 20)
'In Pakistan these days, free speech is a dangerous thing.'
{Newsweek, September 3, 2001: 66)
These 'autocratic' and 'corrupt' rulers of the Arab and Muslim worlds are further
classified into two groups depending on their relationship with the United States as
'moderates' and 'radicals'. Since these moderate rulers support the policies of the
United States, unlike the radicals who oppose them, 'The United States must
recognize that its core interest in the Middle East now - outside of Israel - is to
stabilize the moderate Arab states that are its longtime allies' {Newsweek, April 2,
2001: 2).12
12
Examples of articles that deal with this issue include: 'The Fears of America's Steadfast Muslim
Ally' (Newsweek, January 28, 2001: 17) and 'We've Hit The Targets' {Newsweek, September 24,
2001:36-39).
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This categorisation of Arab and Muslim rulers undergoes a shift after the September
11 attacks and America's declaration of war on terror. One notices that rulers who
were once considered 'foes' become 'allies' and 'valued friends' to the United States
and the West after they join America and the 'freedom-loving nations' in their war
against terror. Therefore, Pakistan's president Pervez Musharaf '.. .formerly spurned
as a military dictator, quickly became a valued friend to the West' {Newsweek,
January 28, 2002: 24) following his announcement to abandon his governments'
alliance with the Taliban and banning extremist and terrorist groups in Pakistan.
This negative portrayal of both the political situation in the Arab and Muslim worlds
and the rulers' role in this state of affairs is not common in the Arab press; in fact,
the readers in the Arab world do not read articles that expose their heads of state.
Although some Arab readers might share some of the beliefs presented in Newsweek
regarding the Arab rulers, others might find these depictions offensive and
impertinent.
4.1.2.2 The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
On examining the analysed articles that tackle the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, one
notices that the majority of articles in Newsweek International reflect the Israeli
position concerning this dispute.13 This stance is not surprising if one bears in mind
the special political relationship that exists between the American and Israeli
governments; a relationship that is made clear in Zakaria's article 'The Roots of
Rage' {Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 44) when he states: 'We [the Americans]
13
Although articles like 'Road Rage and the Intifada' {Newsweek, July 30, 2001: 20-22) sympathise
with the Palestinians, they are few in number.
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cannot in any way weaken our commitment to the existence and health of Israel'.
When portraying this conflict, the writers of Newsweek refer to it as 'a long, bitter
struggle' and associate it with 'violence', 'carnage', 'blood shedding', 'vengeance',
and 'suicide-bombings'.14 These features that characterise this conflict are mainly
linked with the Palestinian side and the Palestinian uprising (Intifada). Therefore,
the Palestinians are not presented as 'freedom fighters', but as 'terrorists' 'militants',
'warlords', 'guerillas', and 'suicide-bombers' that kill and injure not only Israeli
soldiers, but innocent civilians as well.15 The Israelis, however, do not initiate
violence and their attacks on the Palestinians are referred to as 'counter terror
attacks' and 'counter strikes' that are carried out in 'retaliation' for the Palestinian
acts of terrorism.
In their presentation of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, the writers of Newsweek
state that this process triggers 'the old gulf of mistrust between the Palestinians and
Israelis' {Newsweek, July 24, 2000: 22) and for this reason the negotiations between
the two parties reach an 'impasse'.16 Hence, the peace process is referred to as the
'stop-and-start peace talks', and the 'lost peace plan' {Newsweek, July, 17, 2001: 17;
and Newsweek, September 25, 2000: 50; respectively).
14 Some of the articles that portray such depictions include: 'A Battle of Wills' {Newsweek, July 17,
2000: 16-21); 'A Campaign of Terror' {Newsweek, December 4, 2000: 34-35); 'The Young
Casualties' {Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 22); 'We'll See How Short Sharon's Fuse Really Is'
{Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 24-25); 'Ofir's Fatal Liason' {Newsweek, April 2, 2001: 26-27);
'Dove in the Hot Seat' {Newsweek, August 13, 2001: 26-27); and 'Another Lebanon' {Newsweek,
March 4, 2002: 34).
15
See, for example, the articles 'The Power Brokers' {Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 18-20); 'Arafat
at The Brink' {Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 40-43); and 'And For His Next Act' {Newsweek,
January 28, 2002: 30-34).
16
See, for example, the article 'Walking off a Cliff {Newsweek, November 27, 2000: 56-58).
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This 'impasse', according to Newsweek, results because the Palestinian leadership,
unlike its Israeli counterpart, is reluctant to make concessions. In an article entitled
'Arafat at The Brink' {Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 41), Hammer presents the
Palestinian standpoint stating: 'The Palestinian leader, after all, turned down
successive peace deals and permitted, or incited, the intifada as a means of winning
through terror what he failed to get at the bargaining table'. Also, Zakaria
{Newsweek, August 13, 2001: 7), in an article entitled 'Israel's Best Plan: Build More
Walls', expresses Arafat's negative role in the Camp David peace summit saying: 'In
rejecting Ehud Barak's proposals at Camp David, Yasir Arafat did more than shatter
the hopes for peace between Israel and the Palestinians. He also shattered the Israeli
left'.17
This portrayal of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is inconsistent with the Arab views
and beliefs concerning this dispute. To the Arabs, and many Muslims, the
Palestinians are 'freedom fighters'; hence, they are not 'terrorists' 'militants'
'warlords' or 'suicide bombers'. To the Arabs, the Israelis cause the 'carnage' and
the 'blood letting' and the Palestinian civilians are the victims. With regards the
Israeli-Palestinian peace talks, the Arabs believe that the Israelis are responsible for
this protracted peace process.
4.1.2.3 Islam and Fundamentalism
When portraying Islam and fundamentalism, the most potent image associated with
this theme is that of the spread of fundamentalism in the Arab and Muslim worlds.
17 See also 'Defeat of Reason' {Newsweek, August 7, 2000: 26-28) and 'Declaration Delay?'
(Newsweek, September 18, 2000: 26).
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According to Newsweek International, three main reasons have contributed to this
situation in the abovementioned regions: (1) lack of political freedom; (2) the
deteriorating economic conditions; and (3) social tensions. In fact, the two articles
'The Roots of Rage' and "Boots on The Ground' succinctly summarise why
fundamentalism has gained ground in the Arab and Muslim worlds: 'As the regimes
of the Middle East grew more distant and oppressive and hollow in the decades
following Nasser, fundamentalism's appeal grew. It flourished because the Muslim
Brotherhood and organizations like it at least tried to give people a sense of meaning
and purpose in a changing world, something no leader in the Middle East tried to do'
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 36); and 'Yet today social tensions and faltering
economies throughout the region [Southeast Asia] have bred legions of politicized
(and often jobless) youth, the traditional tinder for radical movements from Cairo to
Kabul' (Newsweek, October 1, 2001: 38).18
This presentation of the spread of fundamentalism is tackled from two different
perspectives in Newsweek International depending on whether the reporting takes
place before or after the September 11 attacks. The articles analysed prior to the
September 11 assaults have linked Islamic fundamentalism to 'kidnappings',
'killings', 'suicide-bombings', 'anti-Christian violence' and 'threats to multiethnic
societies'.19 In these articles, the Islamic fundamentalists are referred to as 'radicals',
'extremists', 'rebels', 'militants' and 'fanatics' that basically carry out acts
18 See also 'A Spreading Islamic Fire' (Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 22-23).
19
See, for example, the articles entitled 'Foiling the Brotherhood' (Newsweek, July 17, 2000: 32); 'No
Future-And No Past' (Newsweek, April 2, 2001: 45); and 'Soldiers Of Christ' (Newsweek, April 9,
2001:34-37).
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of terrorism in the countries where they flourish.20
After the September 11 attacks, the way Islamic fundamentalism is presented takes
on a new dimension. Islamic fundamentalism is no longer associated with 'regional'
conflicts; rather, the scope of Islamic fundamentalism widens, and it becomes a
threat both to the United States and the West in general. Since this threat is
orchestrated by Osama bin Laden, the 'Saudi-born Islamic extremist' who runs a
'global terror network' {Newsweek, September 24, 2001: 36 and Newsweek,
December 17, 2001: 17, respectively) and aims at waging 'an epochal war against
the infidel West' {Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 18), one finds that the majority of
articles that portray Islamic fundamentalism revolve around the Taliban movement,
and Osama bin Laden and his global terror network Al-Qaeda.
When discussing the Taliban movement, its leaders are presented as 'backward,'
'extremists', and 'radicals' that have 'imposed their ultrarigid beliefs on areas they
controlled, forbidding women to go to school, requiring men to grow beards,
outlawing neckties' {Newsweek, October 1, 2001: 30). As a result, this form of 'rigid
Islam' has created a 'repressive' regime that has exposed the people of Afghanistan,
and women in particular, to 'years of unspeakable oppression and brutality'
{Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 30).
Osama bin Laden is portrayed as a 'terrorist', a 'fugitive', a 'gaunt bearded exile', a
'full-time holy warrior', an 'outcast in his family' and 'an outlaw in the wider world'
20 The article 'Danger: Terror Ahead' {Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 18-21) discusses Osama bin
Laden's global terrorist network and its infiltration of Arab and Muslim nations.
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who is the 'chief impresario and financier' of Al-Qaeda network.21 He is a threat to
the United States because he 'declared all Americans to be legitimate targets of jihad,
or holy war' (Newsweek, September 24, 2001: 36). His supporters, who are members
of Al-Qaeda terrorist network and responsible for the September attacks, are 'mass
murderers', 'terrorists', 'militants', 'guerillas', 'fanatics', 'suicide bombers', 'suicide
hijackers', 'culprits', 'zealots' and 'thugs'.22
With regard to the Qur'an, one finds that some articles briefly refer to this holy book
in order to clarify or justify information provided about the Muslims; indeed, only
one of the analysed articles refers to this holy book in some detail.23
On examining the articles that refer to the Qur'an, one encounters sporadic negative
comments concerning this holy book and its teachings. Zakaria {Newsweek, October
15, 2001: 26), depicting the association between Islam and violence acknowledges,
that quoting the Qur'an will not help explain this relation, for 'The Qur'an is a vast,
vague book, filled with poetry and contradictions (much like the Bible). You can
find in it condemnations of war and incitements to struggle, beautiful expressions of
tolerance and stern strictures against unbelievers'. Also, Woodward {Newsweek,
February 11, 2002: 56) comparing between the Bible and the Qur'an in relation to
violence states: 'The Qur'an does contain sporadic calls to violence, sprinkled
21 Some of the articles that include these depictions are: 'The Road to September 11' (Newsweek,
October 1, 2001: 46-55); 'We've Hit The Targets' (Newsweek, September 24, 2001: 36-39); and
'Meet the bin Laden's' (Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 63-64).
22 Some of the articles that provide these representations are: 'We've Hit The Targets' (Newsweek,
September 24, 2001: 36-39); 'Al-Qaeda Runs for The Hills' (Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 16-22);
and 'Evil in the Cross Hairs' (Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 14-23).
23 This article is entitled 'In the Beginning There Were the Holy Books' (Newsweek, February 11,
2002:54-61).
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throughout the text. Islam implies "peace," as Muslims repeatedly insist. Yet the
peace promised by Allah to individuals and societies is possible only to those who
follow the "straight path" as outlined in the Qur'an. When Muslims run into
opposition, especially of the armed variety, the Qur'an counsels bellicose response.
"Fight them [nonbelievers] so that Allah may punish them at your hands, and put
them to shame," [Surat Al-Tawbah: 14] one Qur'anic verse admonishes. Though
few in number, these aggressive verses have fired Muslim zealots in every age'.
Woodward later explains the different attitudes toward war and violence in the
Qur'an and the New Testament by saying: 'Muhammad was not only a prophet but a
military commander who led Muslim armies into battle. Jesus, on the other hand,
refused even to defend himself against the Roman soldiers who arrested him in the
Garden of Gethsemane after he was betrayed with a kiss by Judas, one of his own
disciples' (ibid.: 60).
Although this negative presentation of Islamic fundamentalism might not offend the
'moderate' Muslims, it might prove provocative to some of the conservative and
religious Muslims As for the depictions associated with the Qur'an, the researcher
believes that they are liable to upset even the moderate Muslims.
4.1.2.4 The Economic Decline
The image the writers of Newsweek present concerning the economic situation in the
Arab and Muslim worlds is rather dim. Once again the economic decline in these
two regions is attributed to the Arab and Muslim rulers who are 'corrupt', 'greedy'
and 'resist economic reform'.
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Salhi {Newsweek, April 2, 2001: 28) acknowledges that the Arab leaders play a role
in the prevalent economic decline in the Arab world by stating '...Arab leaders are
not prepared to take other steps in social, political or economic development: none
wants to disturb the existing social order, to share political power with the population
or to give up the economic advantages that come with leadership' (italics added).
This corruption and mismanagement, has resulted in an incurable 'Arab economic
sclerosis' {Newsweek, March 11, 2002: 29) that has emerged because of the high
levels of unemployment, national debts and budget deficits.24
With regard to the economic decline in the Muslim countries, the writers
acknowledge that the economy suffers since corruption prevails in this region.25 In
the Muslim countries, this state of affairs has led to the following economic
problems: a 'growing budget deficit' that 'has fueled a marked rise in poverty'
{Newsweek, July 17, 2000: 33); a 'ballooning budget deficit'; a 'basket-case
economy'; 'corrupt and debt-ridden companies and banks' {Newsweek, August 6,
2001: 20); and 'declining foreign investment' {Newsweek, October 29, 2001: 56; and
Newsweek, March 11, 2002: 33).26
24 Refer to the articles entitled 'Queen ofHearts' (Newsweek, June 12, 2000: 10-14); 'A Place on The
Map' {Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 37); 'The Roots of Rage' {Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 24-
45);'How to Save The Arab World' {Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 24-29); and 'Saddam the
Builder' {Newsweek, March 11, 2002: 28-29).
25 Refer to the articles entitled 'A Nation of Tax Resisters' {Newsweek, July 17, 2000: 33); 'Ring in
the Old' (Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 20-21); and 'Terror Hot Spots' {Newsweek, February 4, 2002:
14-17).
26
Turkey is not considered among the Muslim countries that are suffering economically because 'The
government - despite its being a weak multiparty coalition - has been steadily pursuing significant
economic and political reforms for a year' {Newsweek, January 28, 2002: 17).
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The Arab populace is most probably aware of this economic decline in the Arab
world. However, the association between the Arab rulers and the deteriorating
economic conditions, on the one hand, and the stark exposure of the economic
problems in the Arab world, on the other hand, is anything but familiar in the Arab
press.
This overview of the most prominent social and ideological images presented about
the Arabs, Muslims and Islam in Newsweek International reveals that the beliefs and
values that inform the writers of Newsweek about the regions and the religion under
examination are incongruent with the Arab and Muslim perception of the same
issues. Hence, it would be interesting to see in the next section how the translators of
Newsweek in Arabic tackle these inconsistencies in the act of reworking the texts
from English into Arabic.
4.2 Analysis of The Target Texts
This section examines how the social and ideological images pertaining to the Arabs,
Muslims and Islam, and presented to the readers of Newsweek International (see
Sections 4.1.2 - 4.1.2.4), are rendered in Newsweek in Arabic. This examination
aims at investigating to what extent the cultural approach to translation that sees 'the
translated text as a carrier of social and ideological messages and the translation
process as a tool for shaping these messages' (Neubert and Shreve, 1994: xi), applies
to Newsweek in Arabic.
The section is divided into two sub-sections. The first sub-section examines the
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social and ideological images that have been retained in Newsweek in Arabic, while
the second sub-section considers the shifts that have taken place in the act of
reproducing these images in the target texts. The objective of this examination is
threefold: (1) to identify the translation strategies adopted in the process of
transferring the source text images from English into Arabic; (2) to consider the
motives that may have dictated the translators' choices; and (3) to discuss the likely
effects the translated images may have on the Arab readers.
4.2.1 Similarities Between The Source and Target Texts
This sub-section examines the social and ideological images that have been retained
in the process of translating Newsweek International from English into Arabic. To
conduct this examination, selected illustrative examples that show how these images
have been reproduced in Arabic will be provided and discussed.
A careful examination of the source and target texts reveals that the translators of
Newsweek bi al-lugha al- 'Arabiyya have retained a significantly high proportion of
the social and ideological images in the act of reworking the texts from English into
Arabic (cf. differences Section 4.2.2). This source-text oriented approach has
resulted in target texts that are 'faithful' to the source texts, and hence are 'foreign'
to the end-recipients (Venuti, 1995; 1998a; 1998b; and 1998c) The researcher finds
this close adherence to the original texts rather surprising for three main reasons: (1)
the Arabs and Americans do not share the same cultural heritage; thus, one does not
expect these two groups to express their beliefs, views and attitudes toward the
regions and the religion studied in the same manner; (2) the Arab and the American
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traditions of news reporting are very different; and (3) some of the negative
representations in Newsweek in Arabic may prove provocative to the Arab readers
since these representations are not self-critical in nature; rather, they reflect the
American perception of the Arabs, Muslims and Islam.
In what follows, illustrative examples that depict the recurrent negative social and
ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, and grouped under
the main key issues discussed in Sections 4.1.2.1- 4.1.2.4, will be provided and
discussed. This approach will help the researcher identify the translation strategies
opted for and the effects these strategies may have on the target text recipients.
4.2.1.1 Lack of Democracy and the Arab and Muslim Rulers
Example 1
The Middle East today stands in stark contrast to the rest of the world, where freedom and
democracy have been gaining ground over the last two decades. In its latest annual survey,
released last week, New York's Freedom House finds that 75 percent of the world's
countries are currently "free" or "partly free. " Only 28 percent of Middle Eastern
countries could be so described, apercentage that has fallen during the last 20 years.
{Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 29)
/jjja yaIi (jlx-aajlJ 2}Ai/jiajjJIj ( "illj La t *'n-k frlxJI <i±2J £*a£f .s-( ^uaSljj ' A- dualjVt (J^yuilLI
^j ^ju.>yi jdu c/2JI tJj±yi <c.yf-i'LJ ■cHyA'Yt jy-iMI (J5LL ifLlid! gya
Lfc t—io-ajJI Ha (JjyJal (jSaj Aiij . jl LllS. frbtjl plfr jya 22LaJL 75 (jl N^jljli ^3 (JjijLa
.aJ^yi Laic. 20 J J5S ■ '''TAJJ Alaai t Aim^V/ (Jj^yuiJI (jlfr jya Eha 2JLJL 28
{Newsweek, December 25, 2001: 34)
Example 2
In an almost unthinkable reversal of a global pattern, almost every Arab country today is
less free than it was 30 years ago. There are few countries in the world ofwhich one can say
that.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 29)
(Jj$ At lr- (S±HS Lac *jJI Aj_yn (Jli Ly_fr kii^yd! (Jj.ill (J£ jls i lijfri /,■ i; 1. 7 jSaJ V A.udtc Ji ojA LLj ^3j
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. Ollj Igjc. fijh gj!eLgSiJI fibJI (JjJ (j* cJj'l< !l AAC Lajj . Laic- 30
(Newsweek, October 16, 2001: 29)
Example 3
We [the United States] do not seek democracy in the Middle East - at least not yet. We seek
first what might be called the preconditions of democracy, or what 1 have called
"constitutional liberalism " — the rule of law, individual rights, private property, independent
courts, the separation ofchurch and state.
(Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 27)
4S!xm-oJI -LijjAlb 4 Vl/i (j-iaj LaJ ^ . mf .ifjl gjYi i A i <<jYl ^-3 )lt ^ t.uiJ Y >
fiatall cL^aLMI 4j<lJI i4jjyjiJI t^jjlsill ajljjjj c "kj^jyLajjdl ' LiI 4jjCA La fi (LdatfiLaJAlJ
. 4-ljjllj 4 i iMSit gjJJ U—axdiJ ( 4 U'unajl
(Newsweek, December 25, 2001: 36)
Example 4
Freedom Barely rings [in the Arab and Muslim worlds]... In the United Arab Emirates,
political participation is nil; ...in Lebanon, freedoms are few, courtesy of its de facto
occupier, Syria; ...in Iran, freedoms are few though youth is agitating for reform; ... in
Sudan, there is no freedom. Past attempts at democracy have failed; ... in Libya, there is no
freedom. Kaddafi has ruled absolute for over two decades; and in Syria, there is no
freedom. Assad is ruling much like hisfather.
(Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 29-30)
... *La4_LUJLIIMJI kS^jLuMI .4I1I3 4_U^jaJI CJIJLOYI .£• aLSJ Y ^jji^)~*-l
... cliLM)L-ayJ L-jLlUI gjl y/ 4IA3 l1iLj_jcJI M-jf M • • ■ 9(Jjc-At (Jisiy <liil CjbjMI
I<'fibu. . Loy-lx-a <—}b^C*Jl bM Lj-3 .. . 4-bLuj 4J b!^pLajA CbYjba-a ( "l[t'u3 jSJ .gjljJ.njl 4-aj ]i_a Chb^cJ!
.*aJIj£ AjjuYI ,i1 . LajAx-a Cbb^jcJI bJyaal ... guAAC (_£JLa ^fic I°IL, -
(Newsweek, December 25, 2001: 34-35)
On examining Examples 1- 4, it becomes evident that the translators of Newsweek in
Arabic closely embrace the ideological images presented in Newsweek International.
Like the recipients of the source texts, the Arab readers are blatantly informed that
democracy, freedom and political pluralism are almost non-existent in the Arab and
Muslim worlds. This adherence to the source texts strips the translated texts of the
traditions of news reporting in Arabic and produces target texts that read like a
translation (Toury, 1980, 1995; Baker, 1992; Hatim and Mason, 1990; 1997; among
others). Indeed, if one considers Hugo's view of translation (1992: 18), one can
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claim that the translation strategy adopted in rendering the images in the
aforementioned examples represents 'an act of violence' against the target language
culture. Although the Arab readers do encounter articles that criticise government
services, this criticism is filtered and 'is gentle by Western standards' (Rugh, 1979:
74). Since criticism of the national leadership and the regimes is carefully guided in
the Arab press, one does not usually read articles that describe Syria as an 'occupier'
Jia-oll concerning its presence in Lebanon, nor does one find articles that overtly
expose the lack of democracy and political pluralism in neighbouring Arab and
Muslim countries as depicted in Example 4.
Example 5
America's allies in the Middle East are autocratic, corrupt and heavy-handed.
{Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 26)
.pji tpjJujiLsj j/ iiT.ii/ f. 1Hi d
{Newsweek, December 25, 2001: 34)
Example 6
The autocrats of the Middle East have a very long tradition of imposing ignorance on their
subjects.
(Newsweek, April 2, 2001: 25)
■ciij'hl><j fjJc cJfMl J3 njbiJ^jyi (JyAJl ujAal
(Newsweek, April 3, 2001: 16)
Example 7
Comingfrom a military dictator [Pervez Musharraf], it was the kind ofrequest that might be
taken as a sign ofweakness.
{Newsweek, October 1, 2001: 33)
. < -t/jiaJel/NI £jAt [JA 1—jlEcJI (jl£ l(_gjtiuC. JJJLZSJ (jc. _j -O'V
{Newsweek, October 2, 2001: 15)
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Example 8
The PLO should declare independence and go about business of turning its corrupt
kleptocracy into afunctioning state.
{Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 2)
a^jjLs aJjJ ^Jl JUuLilt h r* ij" ' cAj" ^ ''' cfi cN ifDI Ijjjj af^j °'i. ,.y/ fxj gji Aah ia ■ lAJt ^jj^aaII AaJaIc ^JtAhj
. Ig i'lhj NJ (fc-
{Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 2)
Example 9
Assad's reign was often brutal: in 1982 his Army slaughtered some 10,000 people in Hama,
a stronghold ofSunni Muslim fundamentalism.
{Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 20)
fslx^a J&.I j (SLa^. L$s (jsri 10,000 fA 1982 A I :li-> ^is As . 01:1aj (A^yiJ oa^C. ^IS LI t^fAj
.jj^yt^t^yi
{Newsweek, June 20, 2000: 10-12)
Example 10
The Syrian Constitution clearly stated that Syria's president had to be at least 40 years old.
But Hafez Assad's son Bashar, his anointed heir, is said to be only 34. Never mind. During
Assad's long reign, the rule of law was always whatever he wished it to be. So it was in
death.
{Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 22)
f— * c. rj! fas . A iur 40 L^jj}, it fsj yl y.'~ ' Ajf c ^ ■ -j! A 1"1 ^ djiSj
jlujYI r. fyLsL jAI ^ (c. (jjlUill fA cjiS As V .aIuj 34 fjf): '2 cyLzj f Al aAj),3j! l\*?/■%
.AJLSJ ^ya'yt (jtS .AAS AAC. (jlA La yA (ffAl
{Newsweek, June 20, 2000: 14)
Example 11
When she [queen Rania] was made to wait in the plane on the Saudi tarmac while Abdullah
was treated to apomp-filledwelcoming ceremony, the queen didn 't complain.
{Newsweek, June 12, 2001: 10)
Alt 1 if. alLJJ < I Lcajj J In ail i/ ^ L-. a i hilj.H ofl Ji // ^S jUmyi ^ ir. (Lntj aALJI) ( "i.adf La ) \r.j
jAj~1L l^akj f iA^yl S A la i aj ft l i'l i ul
(Newsweek, June 13, 2001: 14)
As noted with the preceding examples, excerpts 5-9 reflect the images portrayed in
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Newsweek International to the readers of Newsweek bi al-lugha al- 'Arabiyya.
Accordingly, one finds that the lexicon used to criticise the Arab and Muslim rulers
in the source texts is not toned down in Newsweek in Arabic, rather, terms like
(dictator) (autocratic), (corrupt) and (brutal) are reproduced in
the target texts. This unfavourable representation of these leaders is alien to the Arab
written press. In fact, Mansour (2000: 20; my translation) commenting on the
articles that appeared in the second issue of Newsweek in Arabic states: 'in the
second issue of Newsweek (in Arabic), the reader comes across two or three articles
that refer to Arab rulers and the state of affairs in the Arab world; however, the
articles are written in a style unfamiliar to the Arab reader who has become so
accustomed to censorship to the extent that he has taken on the role of the censor.'
Based on Mansour's comment, one can argue that this respect for the source
language texts 'seeks to escort the TL reader abroad, to immerse the TL reader in the
textual feel of the SL culture, producing something like literal translations'
(Robinson, 1998: 126).
Also, Examples 10 and 11 reveal that adherence to the source texts is not confined to
the lexical component but extends to include the sarcastic discourse deployed to
portray Hafiz Assad's reign (Example 10) and the Saudi treatment of Queen Rania
(Example 11). In Arabic, the sarcastic comments 'Never mind' translated as ^ V
and 'During Assad's reign, the rule of law was always whatever he wished it to be.
So it was in death.' translated as L« tJjjUI aJa J^U. jhl ^ ^ jLS ,2a
Ajlij ^2 I cJS j .42 are incongruent with Arabic discoursal and stylistic
news reporting traditions that refrain from making such remarks about the internal
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affairs of a neighbouring Arab country and a deceased head of state.27 This is so,
because censorship and media gatekeeping screen the articles about the Arab rulers
and the state of affairs in this region; consequently, the negative flow of depictions is
somewhat restricted in the Arab press.
In Example 11, the verb 'was made to wait', employed in the English text to criticise
the way the Saudis treat women, is translated with its equivalent in Arabic as j.
In Arabic, the verb ^J is too strong to be used in discourse to depict how a queen is
treated by a brethren regime; one can also say that the verb implies that she wanted
to join her husband, and may have made a move to do so, but was forced to abort her
intentions. Since such a usage may result in political tensions between the regimes
involved, a more 'neutral' translation that conforms more closely to the norms of
Arabic rhetoric would render the text more acceptable to an Arab audience: Uiicj
jlkdl (jiJ Aj^\ jll Sjjllall ^ kSidl (when the queen was asked to
?o #
stay in the plane). Although the suggested translation does not provide the same
shade ofmeaning expressed in the original, it produces a text that is more palatable
to the target language readers.
This close adherence to the social and ideological images presented in the source
language texts may shock the Arab readers, for as Newmark (1991: 163)
acknowledges 'many close transfers of meaning from one language to another will
potentially or in fact cause some kind of jolt or clash or shock: most obviously
culture shock.' The researcher believes that this 'shock' is inevitable because the
27
According to Al-Jassem, this issue was censored in Syria and Lebanon.
28 The use of the verb ' (dare) in the Arabic version, which is not originally employed in the source
text, belittles Queen Rania beyond the limits intended by the English text.
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translated texts do not meet the readers' expectations who are unaccustomed to this
presentation that explicitly punctures the image of the Arab rulers and gives a bleak
portrayal of the state of affairs in the Arab world.
4.2.1.2 The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Example 12
If they [Palestinians] have a strategy in the latest round of violence, it is to wear down the
settlers and the soldiers who guard them, forcing Israelis to abandon the West Bank and
Gaza.
{Newsweek, December 4, 2000: 34)
jG?.y (jjjJI Ajlodtj /jj 11jnaJI NlgjJ (_^3 tojjS*.yi t i it II Ajyx yLol 1 ^ (jl£ Ijlj
.ojgj fojjBi AAOOJI ^jc. ia in j'j,'{'Ij^yi
{Newsweek, December 5, 2000: 14)
Example 13
Sharon insists he will negotiate with the Palestinians only on his terms - demandingfirst an
end to the violence that has ragedfor the pastfour and a halfmonths. Many Israelis believe
the strategy will curb Palestinian violence. Others fear it will give it new momentum.
{Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 24-25)
cjLoc.y £ i .'njj pjj LJLLlo t hiP Jbojyjj C Ima (jjj. if.., loll j!W'" AJl cJyBI i_fz. Cjjy.
i—Syuj jTi yi OIL f g1'('' ..y/ Ay ]j'ir.i e 'j y < d Aouyl Jxa yr 'l*. r'l i "llln (_pJI (—iixJI
. S-L'-Lp. 0j£l oJLtLLuj Igji yaCji^ J Lop I' L...te II ( LLxJI
{Newsweek, February 20, 2001: 18-19)
Example 14
They came to him [Barghouti] for answers and advice because he runs a group of Fatah
militias, guerillas the Israelis call Tanzim - the shock troops of the Palestinian uprising in
the West Bank.
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 19)
t—Jy*. cJLo.J i?Cl3 My. h I i'ij Ij o yo oj3 JjL My AjyyZo (J_// hi inj -j* ../ yC. bib [flijCtjjLa.
. fjyUI A <j i .'n II ^3 Aj n in ,i 111/ Au-blsUyl xAJ "i J li l"l II" (jjJ[''/>>J Cljljl i nr II
{Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 9)
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Example 15
These desperate warrens have become breeding grounds for young, frustrated radicals
eager to martyr themselves in revenge. They include men like Abdel Mod Assar 22, and
Ismail Ashur, 21, Hamas suicide bombers from Khan Yunis who blew themselves up last
Tuesday morning at a military checkpoint guarding the Gush Katif settlement in Gaza,
injuring two soldiers... Just as in Lebanon, the guerrilla attacks have created hellish
consequencesfor the civilian population.
{Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 57)
.^UKyI Jj.11 *' j 1^ cjA-J' '7'*1 M i—jLbJJI y~a y < U t-* * yufilKjIpJ Lciya <"H 1 > uiUt j jLKall * j *
pjLaM(jjjulj UtSyLjL^lil Loj&j tLaic. 21 tyylic. fipLaMjlj < LaLc. 22 <f • ^ k*aII Jiia yt^.y yj~~y
^fij / Luj (£Jc. i it 'l£ puyd klLpint*i yupjj<jpPtY! a hli J-ic ^ i hLJI e LiXill y In r~> /^i. „ai /y^3
yIKw II A nuilb <£4-o t—t$ljc. <yLnJLfj c2)ja> Lalla ti'n )>/ Cjbli «-it II (JL>.j cliLayA yj .. .ylj*.j puAp kjL^al
. pnj±Jt
(Newsweek, June 12, 2001: 12)
Example 16
Last week Jaffareyfinished digging plots for two more victims: a 54-year old housewife and
a member of Yasir Arafat's elite presidential guard. Both had died in a missile attack on
Palestinian Authority installations by Israeli helicopter gunships in retaliation for a string of
suicide bombings. The spikes, which devastated living quarters, offices, arsenals and a
storage depot used by Arafat's bodyguards, were meant as a clear message to the
Palestinian leader from Prime Minister Ariel Sharon: curb the violence or risk further
destruction.
{Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 26)
Upac. pa 54J! ^-3 cJyta :yj.t-yp. y±U^-jN yjjjjp pps yLa pa yH pJoLaJI jo^y/ LSJi
pitjSfieJ! cjlpLh <Il2 pLjP • ^ p r -3 ^_3 Pj3 _lfj . tlllJyCi paiLJ ygLltl yJp ill LaaLplI pipa j/pi A^aij
pill (lZjLo^JI < "'j- ^j _iij . <jjUJiiYI yy °'H CiiLiLac. pa < LmIuJ LaSlil Aiijl-tiiih CjLiiia ^ Ir. LvpMI <jJj-j7pafl
pa ^ t*. ..fall ~ppll A . '~.!j HLujjS 'y 'J ^ ^ 411 CjLJpz >_jjjIyz. A *. I...I ypbLaj n!Kaj La111 ySIya lIiyaJ
.yi£l pLaJ Cpylj yij I i irjl i—ifj/ .pyyU (Jaylcj-lA/yaMyi eljyyll ypy
(Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 11)
Example 17
The Palestinian leader, after all, turned down successive peace deals and permitted, or
incited, the intifada as a means of winning through terror what he failed to get at the
bargaining table.
{Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 41)
p.c. < luKJ aJjumf LOaLsHyi ^ Ir. cpopa. jl tp-aajjj Appia fiLui ( n pa.9y! ^ UHullil yll fi3 jif
. cbLyjjLLaJI aJjLL aAc. fij > .1 II yLa.1 La l-jLayfl
{Newsweek, December 18, 2001: 27)
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Example 18
But Arafat has already turned down one Israeli peace offer at Camp David - in July 2000,
while Ehud Barak wasprime minister.
(Newsweek, January 28, 2002: 31)
dJ!jL Jj4-jt (jl£ Ldxi t 2000 jfjj LrLCU cjJ O-o-tui Lhjl^yjjl I,,'ijc. LhLuj (jhdjLsyc pDj
.DjJjll
(Newsweek, January 29, 2002: 35)
The analysis of Examples 12-18 indicates that the Arab readers are presented with
texts that 'mimic' (Bassnett and Lefevere, 1990; Sengupta, 1990; Venuti, 1995;
1998a; 1998b; and 1998c; and Robinson, 1998) the western perception concerning
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This is particularly evident in the lexicon used to
describe the Palestinian uprising (intifada), and the Palestinian people (Examples 12-
16) as well as the discourse deployed to represent Arafat's role in the faltering peace
process (Examples 17 and 18).
The Palestinian uprising in the target texts is associated with 'violence' and
'suicide bombings' ajjUjuV! CjLLac, and the Palestinians are portrayed as
'guerrillas'JU.j , 'suicide bombers' 'radicals' oyltSjjlj and 'militias'
IjA'I"' in spite of the fact that such 'labelling' is not employed in the Arab press to
describe the Palestinian uprising and the Palestinians. Articles that are originally
written in Arabic consider the Israelis responsible for the violence prevalent in the
West Bank and Gaza; consequently, the Arab reader is more familiar with articles
that describe the Israeli atrocities and the role the Israelis play in inciting the violence
9Q
as the following excerpt makes clear: ^32Lul^ Imkudill jLLJI j
29 Al-Ra'i Daily Newspaper (November 5, 2002: 1).
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Cjn\;l-""U1I (the Palestinian resistance responded in retaliation for the Israeli atrocities
against the Palestinians). This perception entails that the killings of the Israeli
civilians and soldiers carried out by the Palestinians are not referred to as 'suicide
bombings'; indeed, terms like (acts of martyrdom), aas luaAlio oULt
JiUi-VI (acts against the occupation), and CjLLc. (acts of self-sacrifice) are used
to denote the Palestinian acts. Also, the Palestinians that conduct these acts are
described as uyjlAi (freedom fighters), AnhmUll Vojlidl JUj (Palestinian resistance
fighters) and oAlidl (fighters),30 which are terms that have positive connotations,
unlike the ones the readers encounter on reading the translated texts.
As for Arafat's role in the peace process, the Arabs do not generally share the same
beliefs expressed in the West concerning his role in the protracted peace process. In
many parts of the Arab world, Arafat is seen to have made many concessions, unlike
the Israelis who have created obstacles that hamper all efforts aimed at negotiating a
final peace process with the Palestinians.
This retention of the ideological images presented in Newsweek International in
Newsweek in Arabic 'foreignizes' the target texts (Schleiermacher, 1992; and Venuti,
1995; 1998b and 1998c). According to Venuti (1998b: 240), by retaining the
'alterity' of the source texts through literal translation, 'the linguistic and cultural
• • ^ 1
differences are preserved by deviating from prevailing domestic values'. It is the
researcher's contention that, by challenging the ideological values in the target
30 These terms were used in Al-Sharq Al-Awsat Newspaper (August, 2002) and Al-Rai al-'Aam
Newspaper (November, 2002), respectively. The former is published in London and the latter in
Kuwait.
31 Refer to Chapter Three for examples on linguistic 'foreignization'.
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culture, this strategy might seem so 'foreign' to the Arab tastes and result in 'an
uncomfortably alien reading experience' (ibid.: 91) to the receptors of the target
texts.
It is also worth mentioning at this stage that with regards to the ethics of translation,
this adherence to the source texts fulfils what Chesterman (2001: 140) refers to as the
'ethics of representation'. This model of translation ethics dictates that translators
show faithfulness to the source texts and the source authors' intentions.
4.2.1.3 Islam and Fundamentalism
Example 19
As the regimes of the Middle East grew more distant and oppressive and hollow in the
decades following Nasser, fundamentalism's appeal grew. It flourished because the Muslim
Brotherhood and organizations like it at least tried to give people a sense ofmeaning and
purpose in a changing world, something no leader in the Middle East tried to do.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 26)
' "1 ti
^ 'ill JpLxJI ^3 EjL~lj EaJLlj LlJyLuoj pc. I-, ,jVI PyZlH ^_3 d * U. </l ^JLjj 4-j3 yEbtJ (Jil3ft [fj
(fill czUhiJIj (jjMuMI piyi.yi 4<~.Ip'y (jjj! js .cLloELxj EJj..Nj! AujE. pU i^niill mc.
(XlC.p (_p! JjLaj fi yAy iypCLa file- t—0-14y ^ ' Lulluifi pjl ill (ji (fyl (fix. . ":IjLa Ig 't'KI i i'
. *LLl£JJ Li' "jVI / qyZjJI
(Newsweek, October 16, 2001: 28)
Example 20
The U.S. made Apaches hovered miles from the Nablus office of the Islamic militant group
Hamas, firing laser-guided missiles that flew through its window and showered shrapnel
inside.
(Newsweek, August 13, 2001: 27)
lyjiLLj i'j )| II L. u£a pA (JLu! J*J ^ Ic. fiEj CiiilS pjxMl kfijyo! (fjjLl)/! ChifilEa
4 lx.1 u I J L.,'.ill l-ZISLoJI Ollj allU yjc. yyfiLj 4^.yjfy!ai s-i
(Newsweek, August 14, 2001: 11)
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Example 21
The country [Afghanistan], mostly ruled by the fundamentalist Taliban militia, is
diplomatically isolated, and the United Nations recently imposed tough new sanctions.
(Newsweek, April 2, 2001: 45)
a. W u// ^yj 4jJc, (. "lifiJ3j (AmmLqjJjJ (^LJjj^yf (jLiJLb IjaujIj* (jlJIj
.AjjujU) dibasic.
{Newsweek, April 3, 2001: 27)
Example 2232
7/2(2 Qur'an does contain sporadic calls to violence, sprinkled throughout the text. Islam
implies "peace," as Muslims repeatedly insist. Yet the peace promised by Allah to
individuals and societies is possible only to those who follow the "straight path " as outlined
in the Qur'an. When Muslims run into opposition, especially of the armed variety, the
Qur'an counsels bellicose response. "Fight them [nonbelievers] so that Allah may punish
them at your hands, andput them to shame, " one Qur 'anic verse admonishes. Though few
in number, these aggressive verses havefiredMuslim zealots in every age.
(Newsweek, February, 11, 2002: 56)
fiAuift . A1 l'i*\ 11I ajjxu Ajz.Aja ^Aj <(■ it* I! Jl Lg-ia ^ sj ^jlt iSibVI cf fiA^t
Accj^NI ahiyv t,'aQ " * 1 " ~ ^j cj^Lill cybJI fisLAI AJI Aj^AulAI J.U'uj Lab 'fiAAt
(jl^pF! pLj i Itf-La J LuJI L-t3c 4 . >1jljtM! AJ aimall I" J .plfFI ofi. bx Lab "^filuuxjl -tj/J, s-\ !!"
^_Lj gjl ^xc.jj ".^ajxfiJuL Ait ^j \ *1 ^ajlilS' .'fijii ajbl cS-^-i M .ALiill QUs jjj
^3 ^jxahjLo]! AC' ^ _jc-LuLa clnfif LgJLs t La JUe ^3 A lih ApljxJI UJ! Vtil 7~jfit ^ L~. AjjbiAt cJUyi
(Newsweek, February 12, 2002: 52)
Example 23
Because Mohammad's revelations were heard, recited and memorized by his converts, the
Qur'an is full of repetitions. None of its 114 suras, or chapters, focuses on a single
theme... Thus there is no chronological organization - this is God speaking, after all, and his
words are timeless.
.ffiLJb QbU. CjifkH Ajls i^Lc-bj! Ay Ar° :j ifictj tkc.(_pib chJlb ^ ^ lr. cApl(fitll Afi'j
afij ^)j.nil ajA^ijb amxci oiua (<.dc.j ... j>:)xij a itr* A^j4 114al °a* cjl aua
.aNib. AjiAKj tAb*. AJ/^ ic. Mil A^_yl
On comparing the English and Arabic excerpts grouped under Examples 19-23, it
becomes clear that the social and ideological images presented in the source texts are
32
Examples 22 and 23 are taken from the same article.
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not excised in the translated texts; rather, the excerpts in Newsweek in Arabic appear
to be a duplicate of those drawn from Newsweek International. This equivalent
effect can arouse 'a feeling of unusualness in the reader, which tends to be
interpreted as a sign of 'translationese"(Toury, 1985: 25). This 'feeling of
unusualness' results because the translated texts do not conform to the journalistic
jargon and style deployed in Arabic to depict the images expressed in Examples 19-
23.
The translator of Example 19, for instance, disregards the Arab press traditions that
do not favour overt criticism of the Arab rulers (see Examples 5-10) and 'faithfully'
reproduces the association between the rulers' inefficiency and the emergence of
Islamic fundamentalism; it is safe to say that retaining this stark association violates
the ideological proprieties of the target language culture. This translation strategy
gives more prominence to the source culture and produces translated versions that
are 'colonized' (Macura, 1990) by the source language culture.
Another 'feeling of unusualness' may result on reading the translations provided for
the terms 'Islamic militant group Hamas' a£and 'fundamental
Taliban militia' JulM* Uiuka. In texts originally written in Arabic, these two groups
are referred to as kiALAM aSj^ (the Islamic resistance movement
Hamas)33 and yUJUa ^(Taliban movement). By subscribing to the source
language lexicon, the American values are imposed on the Arab readers and the
American cultural hegemony is exercised on the end recipients of Newsweek in
33 The Islamic group Hamas is sometimes referred to as ^_>*• (Hamas Movement).
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Arabic (Venuti, 1995; 1998c; Jacquemond, 1992; and Fawcett, 1995). With this in
mind, one can argue that the act of translating Newsweek International is an example
of power play where the values and beliefs of the dominating party are imposed on
the dominated party (Robinson, 1997; Bassnett and Trivedi; 1999; and others).
As far as the translations of Examples 22 and 23 are concerned, the researcher
believes that they are the most 'foreign' of all the excerpts cited, and therefore can be
the most 'shocking' and 'alienating' for the Arab readers. This 'foreignness' can be
attributed to three main factors: (1) the vocabulary chosen; (2) the inaccurate
information provided; and (3) the style adopted to refer to the Qu'ran, and the
Prophet Mohammad.
In Example 22, the images representing the Qur'an, and presented to the recipients of
the source text, are transferred literally to the receptors of the target text. This literal
translation ignores the different beliefs and attitudes that inform the readers of the
original and the translated text. Indeed, translating the adjective 'aggressive' to refer
to the verses of the Qur'an that mention combat as produces a text that reads
like a translation. This maximal 'fidelity' to the source text makes the translation
and the translators 'visible' to the readers of the target texts (Newmark, 1991;
Berman, 1985; Schleiermacher, 1992; Venuti, 1995; and 1998c). In this context, it is
clear that translation fails 'to act like a gatekeeper' (Delabastita, 1990: 98) because
the values of the source culture are not excluded and are transmitted to the target
culture.
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In Example 23, the source text recipient is informed that with regard to the Qur'an
'None of its 114 suras, or chapters, focuses on a single theme;' this image, which is
inaccurate, is retained in the Arabic text as sjSz ^ j£jj U i Jl ,> ulLu,
. This source-culture oriented approach that embraces the source text
ideology is offensive to a Muslim reader who is well aware that there are suras in the
Qur'an that focus on a single theme,34 and that the contents of the different suras
focus on themes that offer guidance on religious, social and legal matters concerning
the Muslims' lives.
Also, the manner of address used to present the Qur'an and the Prophet Mohammad
in the translated text deviates from the established norms in Arabic discourse. In
texts originally written in Arabic, and referring to the Qur'an and the Prophet
Mohammad, the following manner of address would be used: the Qur'an would be
referred to as fjjSlI JJill (the Holy Qur'an), and the Prophet's name is usually
preceded by the word (the Prophet) and/or followed by <ulc 2il (Peace
be Upon Him). This convention of address is ignored in the translation, and the
translator reproduces reference to the Qur'an without mentioning the adjective
(ULiaJ] ijc.CjUVI uL^O and the name Mohammad is
presented in isolation J&. cJjii ^1 j>UI jVj); this translation, that disregards
the use of honorifics, especially with the Prophet Mohammad, produces a target text
34
See, for example, The Unity (Sura 112), The Elephant ( Sura 105) and Power (Sura 97) and many
others.
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that neglects the boundaries of formality and respect usually prevalent in Arabic
rhetoric.
This translation strategy that opts for maximal imitation of the original texts in the
rendering of excerpts 19-23 produces target texts that are not fluent and estranging
for the end-receivers.
4.2.1.4 The Economic Decline
Example 24
Arab regimes routinely ignore pledges to sell banks, airlines and utilities. Capital markets
remain primitive. The largest employer in most Arab countries is the government. Services
such as banking and telecommunications remain inefficient. The Arab middle class is
abandoning the region to a corrupt elite.
(Newsweek, March 11, 2002: 29)
( "till La£ . CqLxJI £jL±JI Cj/j t ">/1 in jtjfiAl lIiIAjAj i—s 1 srill .1 ^ ■ .1 ^ 4 ;yi f Ti La ajlcj
iSjLa II ^ LSs fibij 'fiLA! ^At a) ^3 4-LaLxJ! Jfill jfifit Vi i'a II CafiAJ! jut 'j .tLij/jj JLJI jtjaajt
. aJj-uLill I ill 4 ilr Iall 4SjLj illlj 4-pfij ^ bunfit 491 bit! CilLxJj . a-'—i£ jfi lCjVI. nr'<ytj J. nrAt ( "lltla t It fijaa
(Newsweek, March 12, 2002: 37)
Example 25
We think of Africa's dictators as rapacious, but those in the Middle East can be just as
greedy.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 28-29)
j* jAill CL/jj /fifiLi jl AmjVI fijAJt <_5.s adlljl jfij .jjfiLaj <afi! ^fic fiyfil ijjfib&-> afit jlLii
ajxll
(Newsweek, October 6, 2001: 25)
Example 26
The Arab world is in decay, with its population growing twice as fast as its economies.
(Newsweek, March 11, 2002: 28)
. 4 'tlj l/■ -ViW SjLjj (jfijn jfil 4c.JnuU 4JL£aji JJC SjLj UuU ^jaJI fiixJt Jj&fi
(Newsweek, March 12, 2002: 36)
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Example 27
More than 80 percent of national revenue [in Pakistan] is now spent on defense and debt
servicing. A growing budget deficit has fueled a marked rise in poverty.
(Newsweek, July 17, 2000: 33)
<—jLaAJj Itulj LsaJI AjUiJ ^ 'it ji.II fskjJI kjLaJU 80 [ljy ■ A t £Jyjj ylyi *LaN' **'' Asj
. e. iflit aIac.1 JojoJm £ UjJ AliiJuaJI ^3 j- - tl AllJj (_£jl A3j .yjudJI
(Newsweek, July 18, 2000: 21)
Example 28
Megawati confronts the same mountain of challenges that defied the erratic Wahid - a
basket-case economy, corrupt and debt-ridden companies and banks, a ballooning budget
deficit, ethnic tensions andgeneral lawlessness.
(Newsweek, August 6, 2001: 20)
it oAmjU i tyl i .1*1J CljUyJjy ylj jLuons! iL-AjoloJ A±o.j Ayly LO-JI A i i lAiLiAoCJI fyo. jLiya A-yljj Vj
.fA i'//j ^yajU (jlAASj t^fli r-ii f/ < i ir-j iAa3jc. <SlljJjAj 'AptjyaJI AcL ,-iTd jy. r. a (VjjjaII
(Newsweek, August 7, 2001: 16)
As noted with all the examples cited so far, the translations of Examples 24 -28
indicate that the images portrayed in the source texts are assimilated into the target
texts. This respect for the source language texts produces once again translated texts
that are 'foreign', 'strange' and 'unusual', which in turn, surprise the Arab readers.
Although articles that tackle the deteriorating economic conditions in the Arab and
Muslim worlds are published in the written Arab press, the tone of the presentations
usually seem to be 'milder' and more 'neutral' in comparison with the images
transferred to the readers of Newsweek in Arabic. If, following the cultural studies
approach to translation, one considers translation 'as a rewriting of an original text'
and 'all rewritings whatever their intention, reflect a certain ideology' (Bassnett and
Lefevere, 1990: ix), then one can claim that this 'faithful' adherence to the source
texts is not haphazard; on the contrary, it acts as a 'shaping power of one culture
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upon another' (ibid.).
The comparison of the excerpts drawn from Newsweek International and Newsweek
in Arabic reveals that the translators opt for a 'foreignizing' rather than a
'domesticating' approach in the act of reworking the texts from English into Arabic.
This method of translation produces texts that are 'visible' and 'seek to recognize the
linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign texts' (Venuti, 1995: 40). Although
this 'foreignizing' strategy may 'capture' the attention of the new readership, the
researcher agrees with Bassnett and Lefevere (1990: 3) who rightly claim that
'equivalence does not "guarantee" that the translation will have an effect on readers
belonging to the target culture which is in any way comparable to the effect the
original may have had on readers belonging to the source culture'.
Having discussed the social and ideological images retained in the target texts, and
the outcome these renderings have on the messages portrayed in Newsweek in
Arabic, the following sub-section will consider the differences attested in the
analysed corpora.
4.2.2 Differences Between the Source and Target Texts
This sub-section examines the shifts that have resulted in the process of translating
the social and ideological images from Newsweek International into Newsweek in
Arabic. As stated in Chapter Three (Section 3.3), this study considers that a shift
takes place when a social or ideological image in the source text is omitted or
replaced by a different image in the target text.
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Since underlying the source texts and the target texts are two distinct ideologies, one
would expect to see these incongruent ideologies manifested in shifts in the images
presented to the recipients of the target texts. With this in mind, the examination
conducted in this sub-section aims at investigating the type of shifts attested in the
corpora analysed, the reasons underlying these shifts and the impact these deviations
have on the target texts.
The content analysis of the source and target articles reveals that a low proportion of
shifts result in the process of translating the social and ideological images from
English into Arabic; in fact, on comparing the source and target texts, only 101 shifts
are noted. These shifts can be grouped under three major patterns, namely
replacement, omission and addition; the 101 mismatches observed are distributed as
follows: 53 instances of replacement, 34 instances of omission and 14 instances of
addition.
The shifts that involve replacement and omission are ideologically oriented. The
former entails the revision of an ideology presented in Newsweek International by
substituting the image in the source texts with a different one in the target texts using
an alternative word, phrase or sentence. The latter omits an image in the original
texts; two types of omission are attested: (1) partial omission; and (2) complete
omission. In partial omission, a word or phrase presented in the source texts is
deleted; in complete omission a whole excerpt is left out. Following Hatim and
Mason (1997), one can say that partial omission implies 'partial mediation' on the
translator's part, whereas complete omission indicates 'maximal mediation'.
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The shifts that involve adding information to the target texts serve two main
functions: (1) to elaborate or comment on ideological images presented in the source
texts; and (2) to provide the target text readers with additional information that is of
interest to them. These shifts, most probably, aim at promoting the political agenda
of Newsweek in Arabic, avoiding political tensions between Kuwait and other Arab
countries, and meeting the target text readers' expectations. The researcher believes
that all these diversions manifest how differences in beliefs and political agendas
affect the way events are presented and evaluated in cultures that are very distant.
To demonstrate the nature of the shifts observed, illustrative examples will be
provided and discussed. The examples will be grouped under the following four
recurrent images: (1) lack of democracy and the Arab and Muslim rulers; (2) the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict; (3) Islam and Islamic fundamentalism; and (4) economic
decline. When citing the examples, the social and ideological shifts are highlighted
in bold.
4.2.2.1 Lack ofDemocracy and Arab and Muslim Rulers
The analysed target texts show that 35 shifts are attested for lack of democracy and
the Arab and Muslim rulers. These shifts are distributed as follows: 8 instances of
replacement, 15 instances of omission and 12 instances of addition. The omissions
affect the Arab rulers and issues pertaining to the Arab world; the majority of the
negative ideological images that depict the Muslim rulers and the conditions in the
Muslim countries are retained in the target texts. It is also worth noting that most of
the omissions revolve around images that refer to Saudi Arabia and its royal family;
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the omissions that involve the other Arab rulers and countries are few in number.
Example 29 (Omission)
Freedoms [in Saudi Arabia]: none. Basic rights denied by corrupt royalfamily.
(Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 27)
.A aKit tl A t ijt.ll A k > i'/jlj A u ul i <frt ,A*ojJbL*o .'(frjj,* i u II frja£1aaJ! ^_frj ' ^
(Newsweek, December 25, 2001: 35)
Back-translation
Freedoms [in Saudi Arabia]: none. Basic rights denied by royalfamily.
Example 30 (Omission)
By the late 1980s, while the rest of the world was watching old regimes from Moscow to
Prague to Seoul to Johannesburg crack, the Arabs were stuck with their aging dictators and
corrupt kings. Regimes that might have seemedpromising in the 1960s were now exposed
as tired, corrupt kleptocracies, deeply unpopular and thoroughly illegitimate.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 33)
11) ^ jfrujj [ l^j ^frl jsl*j*a 4 * u iV/ i, i^i: _i4 umj fruh ytA uu3j t < 'j it tII ^2.1 j] u t
frc I ,,li sjclj j 11V. ir chjlF Ujj ifrll a ;yi (jc. j!'i, til i j,;if .PaajjjL±£aJ! fB t y <_j
. ajB fro^frj ^JJOJ v." 1 C?juloJI (_fro alfrao frj& /frj ^ k '>j AAAfrU. a *i kil frji
(Newsweek, October 16, 2001: 25)
Back-translation
By the late 1980s, while the rest of the world was watching old regimes from Moscow to
Prague to Seoul to Johannesburg crack, the Arabs were stuck with their dictators. Regimes
that might have seemed promising in the 1960s were now exposed as tired, deeply
unpopular and thoroughly illegitimate.
Example 31 (Omission)
Look at Egypt today. The promise ofNasserism has turned into a quiet nightmare. The
government is efficient in only one area: squashing dissent and strangling civil society.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 28)
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. ('' I -a / ^jJI 4-j^y^oLiJI Jcj Jfsu _1is .^jul/ • ■*-<■* ^J! ^Jajl
(Newsweek, October 16, 2001: 25)
Back-translation
Look at Egypt today. The promise ofNasserism has turned into a silent nightmare.
Example 32 (Omission)
The money that the gulfsheiks have frittered away is on a scale that is almost impossible to
believe. Just one example: a favoredprince ofSaudi Arabia, at the age of25, built a palace
in Riyadh for $300 million and, as an additional bounty, was given a $1 billion commission
on the kingdom's telephone contract with AT&T.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 30)
This excerpt is omitted in Newsweek in Arabic.
After examining Examples 29-32, one can argue that the translation strategies
adopted to transform these excerpts from English into Arabic are politically oriented;
indeed, one can claim that the choices made reveal the political agenda promoted by
Newsweek in Arabic, namely the adherence to the traditions and conventions of the
Arab press when 'aggressive' images are used to portray Saudi Arabia and its royal
family, the Gulf sheiks and Kuwait's close Arab allies. Therefore, the words or
phrases that explicitly or implicitly refer to the Saudi royal family, such as 'corrupt'
(Example 29), 'aging', 'corrupt kings' and 'corrupt kleptocracies' (Example 30) are
deleted, while images that pertain to the other rulers are retained. When the negative
images are extended, and partial omission renders the target texts incomprehensible,
the translators opt for complete omission (Examples 31 and 32). As a result, the
translators 'domesticate' (Venuti, 1995; 1998a; 1998b; and 1998c) the target texts
when the aforementioned rulers and regions are depicted negatively,
35 This is especially applicable to Egypt.
36 When the expression 'corrupt kleptocracy' is used to refer to the PLO (Palestine Liberation
Organisation), it is retained in Newsweek in Arabic (see Example 8).
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and 'foreignize' (ibid.) the texts that portray the other rulers and/or the Arab and
Muslim nations. The researcher agrees with Fawcett (1995: 185) when he states that
'Such a policy of censorship applied to translation is an ideologically significant
move.' In this case, the translators of Newsweek in Arabic advocate ideological
protectionism, for they portray the 'reality' that the Publisher promotes.
Example 33 (Replacement)
A Saudi bid to end the Mideast conflict is partly a PR ploy, but it's taking on a life of its
38
own.
(Newsweek, March 11, 2002: 22)
. K Ti jYI {jSlj 'AcLdt iSitaSLJI (fA gjLA 0 h:/j^Yi f jc.
. L* »aLjL IJLua
(Newsweek, March 12, 2002: 18)
Back-translation
A Saudi bid to end the Mideast conflict is partly a step in PR, but it's taking on a life of its
own.
Example 34 (Replacement)
During his 30 years at the top, as his Soviet allies collapsed, Sadat was assassinated and
Israeli prime ministers came and went, Assad cunningly managed to consolidate control in
Damascus while he waited to get the Golan back.
(Newsweek, June 19, 2000: 18)
p. LujjJ ^ L-J3LxJj CjhLkjJI J/lrJJ l1lu3jjjJ) ayUls* < "yv (A bluill <La3 (^3c> Laic- 30 JX±j
.(jVyy H -j,'* IulJ (jf Ji'iij (jlS IA in A K (JyjLaJ ^3 JnA I If J LayJ JjaiYt^ / AT. 3 i
(Newsweek, June 20, 2000: 10)
37
Although there is a tendency in Newsweek in Arabic to omit negative reference to Saudi Arabia and
the Saudi Monarchy, the Saudi authorities have censored many of the issues that refer to the Arab
world, Saudi Arabia and Islam. In fact, a total of 24 issues of Newsweek in Arabic have been censored
by the Saudi authorities.




During his 30 years at the top, as his Soviet allies collapsed, Sadat was assassinated and
Israeli prime ministers came and went, Assad's wisdom managed to consolidate control in
Damascus while he waited to get the Golan back.
Examples 33 and 34 indicate that replacement, rather than omission, is opted for
when the ideological images presented to the source text audience can be transferred
in a 'milder' tone to the target text recipients. In Example 33, the source text writer
uses the word 'ploy' to describe the Saudi bid. The word 'ploy' in English is
associated with 'deceit'; thus, reproducing it in Arabic using its equivalent
would be provocative to the Saudis and some of the Arabs. To overcome this end-
result, and produce a text that is 'transparent' (Newmark, 1991; and Venuti,
1995; 1998c; among others), a less hostile word like »(step) is used.
Example 34 uses the adverb 'cunningly' to denote how President Hafez Assad of
Syria remained in power. Like the noun 'ploy' used in Example 33, this adverb has
negative connotations in English since it implies 'deceit' and 'dishonesty'.
According to the Arab press conventions, the word , which is the closest Arabic
equivalent for 'cunning', is too 'harsh' to be employed to describe an Arab head of
state. Therefore, the translator chooses the word (wisely), which according to
Al-Munjid (1986: 158), is used to denote 'wisdom that men acquire from the
misfortunes and experiences they encounter over time.' This option changes the
negative image presented in the source text to a positive one in the target text.
These departures from the source texts seem to be calculated since they exclude the
'foreign' values the Arab readers are not accustomed to, and hence represent once
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again (see Examples 29-32) the 'reality' that the publishers of Newsweek in Arabic
want to convey to the target text readers. One can also claim that these choices
demonstrate how censorship can be exercised in translation and how 'translation can
tell us a lot about the ways in which authority manipulates images' (Lefevere, 1992a:
27).
Example 35 (Addition)
For years he [Arafat] had been growingfurtherfrom his constituents, living in his beachside
compound or jetting to Western capitals to lobbyfor statehood.
(Newsweek, December 18, 2000: 37)
AjJjUaj yjiXLa ji (Sjp ^JzLZII ^ jr. 4jJLb bulj Lai 4jJjy*a /}C- )* Vh ^ nbutlstl Nf Ull/'yjjji j'jr Is
, ilhulh UjJ Jsjtijl / <±J^piJI Jjdl yjj tUajLLil
(Newsweek, December 19, 2000: 9)
Back-translation
For years he [Arafat] had been growing furtherfrom his constituents, living in his beachside
compound (in Gaza) or jetting in his private plane to Western capitals to lobby for
statehood.
The translator of Example 35 deviates from the source text by adding information not
conveyed to the readers of the original text. In Arabic, the reader is informed that
Arafat was staying in his beachside compound 'in Gaza' and jetting in 'his private
plane' to Western capitals. Although these additions may pass unnoticed, the
researcher thinks that they are not 'innocent' (Hatim and Mason, 1997; Fawcett,
1995; Mason, 1994; Bassnett and Lefevere, 1990; and others); rather, they aim at
distancing Arafat from his people and enhancing his negative image in the Arab
world. Specifying that he lives in his beachside compound 'in Gaza' and jets in 'his
private plane' reveals two aspects about Arafat. First, as a leader of a virtual state, he
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lives lavishly, while the majority of the Palestinians live below the poverty line.
Second, jetting in his private plane to Western capitals implies that his absence from
the West Bank and Gaza makes him unaware of the atrocities taking place at home.
Like the shifts that involve replacement and omission, this shift also seems to be
ideologically oriented, for it reflects the image Newsweek in Arabic wants to pass on
• -3Q
to its readers about Arafat. Following the cultural studies approach to translation,
one can say that the above manipulative translation strategy advances the political
agendas of Newsweek in Arabic, and in doing so, the magazine acts as a 'tool' in
reshaping the way the readers view the Palestinian leader.
4.2.2.2 The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
31 shifts are noted for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Out of the 31 shifts, there are
24 instances of replacement, 6 instances of omission and one instance of addition.
The instances of replacement and omission tackle ideological images that depict the
Palestinians in general and the Palestinian 'fighters' in particular. One can say that
these shifts result under two conditions: (1) when the source texts sympathise with
the Palestinians; and (2) when the translation and co-editing takes place during the
escalation of the Palestinian uprising in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (cf. the
images retained).
Example 36 (Replacement)
An ambulance rushed toward the scene, where Israeli soldiers at a checkpoint outside the
Palestinian city ofRamallah were using live ammo to force back a rock-throwing mob.
(Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 19)
39 The Kuwaiti relations with the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) deteriorated after the Iraqi
invasion ofKuwait in 1990 when Yassir Arafat did not explicitly denounce the Iraqi invasion.
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All j 2"(_j iU'ii'ill -LLiu (_g.laJ <jjul±jlj-^yi JjlzJI gjlA < *i i-\ uJlaJI -^ i c-iU-uiJ Sjiiiu i "tSILil
,a_jLsuzJI SLij ^j-c I. Li h <~i! <L±*JI a^ju^jJ/ '-s '{,uj <* > t"> U, ,loll
(Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 9)
Back-translation
An ambulance rushed toward the scene, where Israeli soldiers at a checkpoint outside the
Palestinian city ofRamallah were using live ammo to force back a rock-throwing crowd.
Example 37 (Replacement)
A dozen settlers have died in roadside ambushes since the "truce " began; suicide bombers
are back in business and Israel has ratcheted up its policy ofassassinating Islamic militants.
(Newsweek, July 30, 2001: 21)
Cjjjz-j L01J tnt ft LZIJIGJ coliJUI LSJc i "iii f pjLA ^3 Lihjl12 LN JJ
. guLL^yLuuy/ gjAxJuLSJl fine-1 LujLlxjJ
(Newsweek, July 31, 2001: 11)
Back-translation
A dozen settlers have died in roadside ambushes since the "truce" began; self-sacrificial
operations are back in business and Israel has ratcheted up its policy of assassinating
Islamic activists.
Example 38 (Replacement)
A t an Israeli military checkpoint known as Ein Ariq - a concrete hut surrounded by terraced
orchards ofolive trees - a three man squad ofFatah guerillas launched one of the deadliest
attacks against the Israeli Army since the height ofthe guerrilla war in southern Lebanon.
(Newsweek, March 4, 2002: 34)
gjjjjfl fr A/'' Atj < "'■•-....y/ gyt 2 A j — /Jpjc. gjuc. ^-ujL c_ijxu (jjAmc- p?>.A CjrLs
■ -■ /' 2-0 ^eiAyt ' aa j- LI (j hi gyo fA.2 NLL] gyt 4£/^-o 4cj ( "l11ihluua fLo
.(jLif^uj y t_s-3 Zulu 11 --it // t_jju*. ^jl 4r<) Jflj^yi it -i--b i_jLuJI fl i ,i< tl
(Newsweek, March 5, 2002: 14)
Back-translation
At an Israeli military checkpoint blown as Ein Ariq - a concrete hut surrounded by terraced
orchards of olive trees - a three man squad ofFatah fighters launched one of the deadliest
attacks against the Israeli Army since the height of the guerrilla war in southern Lebanon.
Example 39 (Replacement)
On Thursday a member of his[Yasser Arafat] own Fatah group shot up a dance hall where
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Israelis were celebrating a 12-year old girl's bat mitzvah, killing six people. (A leaflet said
the murders were in retaliation for Israel's assassination ofa Fatah leader in the West Bank
of Tulkarm.) Arafat condemned the attack vigorously, but a day later, an Israeli cabinet
member suggested isolating him further by preventing diplomats and journalists from
reaching his headquarters.
{Newsweek, January 28, 2002: 31)
(jjflpt^yjij jla j kc.13 frllj jlilt (jjyjal ii ^jj fdjuyc- 9 gya j- jii
/j^t lZja Lz. (JjkJt A)Ucz gjl gjLu Jllj jj ^ ^ ' AtLuj ic-tkHsl^yaJt gyji (Laic. 12 j (" (dib f j{'' ltf-±9 gjfldjcj
jxj pFJj (a 1i i'n Aj\.M '! djU^jc frAj a£za3 gya ajUlI gyllhjlJLuct (_flc
.0ijJt cj-° lAA' a A^J cj..'J'"1*°fl'At £ ''-y *Cltjc iijtjj ^ ij'!Jyj^J
(Newsweek, January 29, 2002: 35)
Back-translation
On Thursday a member of his own Fatah group shot up a dance hall where Israelis were
celebrating a 12-year old girl's bat mitzvah, killing six people. (A leaflet said the murders
were in retaliation for Israel's assassination ofa Fatah leader in the West Bank of Tulkarm.)
Arafat condemned the operation vigorously, but a day later, an Israeli cabinet member
suggested isolating him further by preventing diplomats and journalists from reaching his
headquarters.
The translators of Examples 36-39 have chosen to replace the negative ideological
images that depict the Palestinians in the source texts with images that are more
acceptable to the target text readers. Hence, positive 'labels' like .lis, (crowd), cAfrac.
(self-sacrificial operations), frk ^TLiLc (Fatah fighters), (Islamic
activists) and 'kA*x\\ (the operation), which are all terms used in the Arab media,
substitute the negative images deployed in Newsweek International. This results in a
'naturalizing' (Schleiermacher, 1992) translation that 'leaves the reader in peace'.
When such translation strategies are adopted, 'the translator leaves the reader alone
as much as possible and moves the writer toward the reader' (Schleiermacher, 1992:
42).
Example 40 (Omission)
Just two days after his [Ariel Sharon] landslide victory in the Israeli election, Palestinian
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bombers packed 30 pounds of explosives into the trunk of a stolen Ford Fiesta andparked
the car in the heart of Beit Yisrael, a densely populated religious neighborhood in
Jerusalem.
(Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 24)
^3 djlpa tjjjb 30 pjrjL'k*n^ be. <4±LjIiKvyi 4-iLac- fj^lxJI ajL-aljl pa Pp piajj
LSJ pNiulb Nit* J&J 'clfiJajiJ LILU l—ll9 cfJ UjS3J!J IMMUB JJj3 JlJJD pa 43 Sjbui Jjj
.(JmjUJI
(Newsweek, February 20, 2001: 18)
Back-translation
Just two days after his [Ariel Sharon] landslide victory in the Israeli election, Palestinians
packed 30 pounds ofexplosives into the trunk ofa stolen Ford Fiesta andparked the car in
the heart ofBeit Yisrael, a denselypopulated religious neighborhood in Jerusalem.
Example 41 (Omission)
Arafat's power came from his potential to make peace or make trouble. The former we know
he will not do; the latter Hamas and other terror groups do better than he can.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 2)
LqjS La! .put pi 4jl pyi (—sjju pzJj ,f£LulaJI opd]f fPLJI pjJhj ^ Ir. 4jjJ9 pa CiiU^jc. aji ■ "'"J PJ
.41a (Jahsi J Ollj fx3J CjLC-LlsJIJ pl3 1YI i—jjLJI <-> 4 i
(Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 2)
Back-translation
Arafat's power came from his potential to make peace or make trouble. Theformer we brow
he will not do; the latter Hamas and other groups do better than he can.
In Examples 40 and 41, one realises that omission is employed to strike a
compromise between the images presented in the source texts and those portrayed to
the target language readers. Instead of retaining the negative images in Newsweek
International or replacing them with more positive correlations in Newsweek in
Arabic, these images are deleted. Hence, the translated texts carry a 'neutral' tone
since the target texts transpose the Arab readers to the target culture's ideological
perception of the Palestinians. This 'remedy' makes the translators 'invisible' and
the translated texts read like an original.
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4.2.2.3 Islam and Fundamentalism
33 shifts are attested for Islam and Islamic fundamentalism. These digressions in the
target texts are distributed as follows: 21 instances of replacement, 11 instances of
omission and one instance of addition. The majority of these shifts involve images
that negatively portray the Islamic groups spread all over the Arab and Muslim
worlds and the images that refer to Islam, the Qur'an and Prophet Mohammad.
Example 42 (Replacement)
Just as scary, the new attacks also suggested that the terrorists had an extensive domestic
support network - confederates on the ground who helped them gather intelligence on the
targets andpossibly provided shelter and logistical support. Could the bombers have been
stopped?
(Newsweek, September 24, 2001: 38)
^c.3 gjjjji-Ajfl gjl judj ZjL±i.yi Lhlfiljjc.yi gjLs •jiill ^3 // Iji Jb aJjJ 33 cJ-Ji (—epJl pijj
LdaJ/ pj Qa Lpjl Lu^jj < sfja yi (jfal OjLafx.dl /jit .j if pi^jJC-Llu ^pafiji fi IS^pujp 4j2x/j
i sliij pi^yb gjA cJ$3 ^ qfl!
(Newsweek, September 25, 2001: 34)
Back-translation
Just as scary, the new attacks also suggested that the terrorists had an extensive domestic
support network - confederates on the ground who helped them gather intelligence on the
targets and possibly provided shelter and logistical support. Could the doers have been
stopped?
Example 43 (Replacement)
The British have not been above tolerating some terrorists of their own. For years British
authorities have permitted a rabid imam named Abu Qatada to preach at a social club in
London. But when 18 videos ofAbu Qatada's rants turned up in the Hamburg apartment of
a fugitive member of Mohamed Atta's terrorist cell, the fiery imam became an instant
candidate for new British laws designed to detain potential terrorists without trial.
(Newsweek, October 29, 2001: 53-54)
JliLLupJI OjLLlLJI I "it nm iChljiui (Jlfia.3 .pA-N-l Ijj iK. > gjjBI gjj3filUbaJi Lplx-1 /fit LulS gpjjLbjpJ! gjf LA
^3 sjLi3 ^j/ i—jL.H Lali3 18 j car*- bfil -(j-sd^ ^ r-^•' y/ jLj c < La ii p aJL sjiis j.J rL,y
Lfl! apjajl AjjllaJpjJI ill jfill fLyl ^ i^rt ( Ihe. t-n-t .1 gyi jti jjOaC. JI <;' ^pyj^Li ipS 4JLM
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• (jjJ ^ya pJJAl&p
{Newsweek, October 30, 2001: 38)
Back-translation
The British have not been above tolerating some extremists of their own. For years British
authorities have permitted a rabid imam named Abu Qatada to preach at a social club in
London. But when 18 videos ofAbu Qatada's rants turned up in the Hamburg apartment of
a fugitive member of Mohamed Atta's terrorist cell, the fiery imam became an instant
candidate for new British laws designed to detain potential terrorists without trial.
Example 44 (Replacement)
In the end there is Jerusalem. At the heart ofthe city - through a maze ofalleys, pastfalafel
shops and a run-down Turkish palace, at the outlet ofa dark and musty corridor covered by
a stone archway - is the home of Issa Muhammad al-Sharawneh and his wife, Sabha. Their
home faces the House ofGod. As they come and go, they pass by His wall. The stones have
been smoothed by centuries of reverent touching, and tufts of grass grow out of its jagged
crevices, seeking sunlight. It should be a splendid place to live. Yet the Sharawnehs are
Muslim, and God, in this case, is Jewish.
(Newsweek, July 24, 2000:20)
J- •->*5 J&Ull ^c.1 /jj^yc tPjlf-. IIj AJjyi gya A jAi' c. tkhXall i—ih PilLti Ayfill
^ I I'jr. (fjxo Ji.jjJ (yy II ^yo t "llil ay in Ajh* AjyixJ! A-. '!y Ala £ylii y Tt a ^jljy yr yPa ' *r-J t^lXLa
A ■ .ay ^ i inc. t Lafjaxxij LotyJC- ^3j ..ill! i ~ni aJLi3 a^yPLla fy fylaJI /-id . A -\u si A 'r\yyy Ajylypl!
Aya p. A a a !'l a II lyjpip (jjJ gya PiyyA LajS A PI-k II yjaa III Aye yjy3 A yy'l ! cLuiLa 4jyly PilLl p-J! iMll
iA alma AlylypJ! ayujl ySJ .ylilxl] ixjty LjLPa lAgP ^x3ya yy*0 Ajj ylay'ioatl Aye .yuai'iill aJ' -A yjaajJj ( lii'tr//
{Newsweek, July 25, 2000: 12)
Back- translation
In the end there is Jerusalem. At the heart of the city - through a maze ofalleys, pastfalafel
shops and a run-down Turkish palace, at the outlet ofa dark and musty corridor covered by
a stone archway - is the home of Issa Muhammad al-Sharawneh and his wife, Sabha. Their
home faces the House ofGod. As they come and go, they pass by His wall. The stones have
been smoothed by centuries of reverent touching, and tufts of grass grow out of its jagged
crevices, seeking sunlight. It should be a splendid place to live. Yet the Sharawnehs are
Muslims living in a Jewish neighbourhood.
In Examples 42 and 43, the translators choose to replace the words 'bombers' and
'terrorists', which are packed with negative connotations with general terms. The
words 'bombers' and 'terrorists' are translated as (jJ&Ull (the doers) and yf
(extremists), respectively. This replacement strips the Arabic texts of the tone of
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'condemnation' that characterises the English texts. Unlike the term 'bombers', the
word (jJc-lill (doers) is a 'neutral' word that does not denote violence; also,
(extremists), unlike 'terrorists', have extreme political opinions but do not
necessarily use violence to achieve their aims. Consequently, these translations fail
to transmit the American perception of the two groups referred to in the above
examples.
With regard to Example 44, the shift observed can be attributed to the conventions of
religious Islamic discourse. In the English text, God is given a human characteristic:
'God, in this case, is Jewish.' In Islam, God cannot be referred to as a human entity;
retaining this ideological image would shock the Muslim readers and render the
translated text unacceptable to the Muslim recipients of the target text. Since
'cultures make various demands on translation' (Bassnett and Lefevere, 1990: 7), the
translator reverts to the stylistic conventions of Arabic and domesticates the text in
Newsweek in Arabic. This translation strategy tailors the source text message to
meet the Muslim readers' expectations and by doing so maintains 'naturalness of
expression.' This example fits the norm-based ethics (Chesterman, 2001: 141)
because the conventions of Islamic discourse determine the translator's choice of the
translation strategy adopted.
Example 45 (Omission)
In Gaza, the head of the militant Islamic Jihad group pledged to continue the bombing
campaign as part of a wider jihad. "The choice of holy war will never stop, " said Islamic
Jihad leader Abdullah al-Shami.
(Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 24)
yjjox -U-p*. gyo e ittl lmLjImZ- jttf y fl k£JA j Ml! -11C V * '> ojc.
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. "/jj/' i—pi <LujjiLJI t_jpMI cj^"
(Newsweek, February 20, 2001: 18)
Back-translation
In Gaza, the head ofthe Islamic Jihad group pledged to continue the bombing campaign as
part of a wider jihad. "The choice of holy war will never stop, " said Islamic Jihad leader
Abdullah al-Shami.
Example 46 (Omission)
Moreover, Palestinian militants have increasingly adopted the tactics employed by Hizbullah
guerillas during the 18-year Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon: suicide bombings,
roadside booby traps, ambushes andmortar attacks.
(Newsweek, .Tune 11, 2001: 57)
18 cJYLi. Alt Jia ttfytflil CJ-IIt -uMMlll <_ m//...y/ AitJlc pjlli ppt"..I'll p_'- LaaJI pi ccdlj ■ '«■ N
<t I* <-i * ('ihlar.j lZjLs^jLJI 4-Jj/^ lr- OiljA (t haip 4jjl-, nl Oilit :pinl c_jj ia / ^ (V^ujYI pa Lair.
.gjjjJI ■ "if - ^ p+M
(Newsweek, June 12, 2001: 12)
Back-translation
Moreover, Palestinian militants have increasingly adopted the tactics employed by
Hizbullah during the 18-year Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon: suicide bombings,
roadside booby traps, ambushes andmortar attacks.
Example 47 (Omission)
Last December, Malaysian investigators discovered that Sufaat had ordered four tons of
ammonium nitrate, a powerful explosive used in truck bombs. He was arrested as he
returned home from a mission to the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. Authorities believe
Sufaat and his fellow Jemaah Islamiah radicals planned to blow up the U.S. and Israeli
embassies in Singapore, and authorities there have detained dozens of the group's members.
(Newsweek, February 4, 2002: 17)
a n 11: eJLa j ( Lu^aYI cjlPI' pa pLiLl 4xJpi pplujl < P. *' pi ppjpALa p_"" > AMI ^ i hLall p I^i 'O
.plli.uili.sl ^3 pLdUa fLAil -LajLi 4 a pa 4jjj ^Jl Jpu pt>j plic-l J3j . CIiLMLmJI px^JU ^9 - p. 1 '<YI
cjjlp-alp a, la la II CjLVplI ^jpUa pjy 3)1 Ip in in-, *LlPLuiYI nyt! pa 4jl -, , ,nip ( ' it 1, if pi till In [mil )j'ir 'lj
p " - - It c I ■ i pa Cjlp. iV- ^ In. ^thjlll ALiA tlli lit,all CLlilfp iSpp9ix-Laj
(Newsweek, February 5, 2002: 9)
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Back-translation
Last December, Malaysian investigators discovered that Sufaat had ordered four tons of
ammonium nitrate, a powerful explosive used in truck bombs. He was arrested as he
returned home from a mission to the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. Authorities believe
Sufaat and his fellow Jemaah Islamiah planned to blow up the U.S. and Israeli embassies in
Singapore, and authorities there have detained dozens ofthe group's members.
The translators of Examples 45-47 are 'faithful' to the target language culture. In the
Arab press, the 'Islamic Jihad group', 'Hizbullah' and 'Jemaah Islamiah' are not
generally associated with 'terrorism' and 'radicalism', and terms like 'militants',
'guerrillas', and 'radicals' are not employed to portray these groups. Consequently,
the translators choose to delete the negative ideological images presented to the
source text audience. This shift produces target texts that are at variance with the
source texts, but are fluent and more acceptable to the Arab readers.
Example 48 (Omission)
The Qur'an is a vast, vague book, filled with poetry and contradictions (much like the Bible).
You can find in it condemnations ofwar and incitements to struggle, beautiful expressions of
tolerance and stern strictures against unbelievers.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 26)
This excerpt is omitted in Newsweek in Arabic.
Example 48 represents an instance of'maximal mediation' (Hatim and Mason, 1997)
on the translator's part. Maximal involvement is most probably adopted because the
English text is rather provocative to the Muslim readers who do not consider the
Qur'an as 'a vague book, filled with poetry and contradictions.' Reproducing this
presentation would have been alienating as well as offending to the receptors of the




He [Prophet Mohammad] had his followers bow to Jerusalem when praying until the Jews
rejected him as prophet.
(Newsweek, February 11, 2002: 60)
yLual A fifl ti lZjjjxj (jijUi 4 i,'-i4j gjl HPi,iII < -M. 4^.Ac-Luf / "Li/
.(fljMI IximaJI jlaJi yttfyj Jj3 .. J Ajjjj All JAV
(Newsweek, February 12, 2002: 55)
Back-translation
He [Prophet Mohammad] had his followers bow to Jerusalem when praying until the Jews
rejected him as prophet. [In the Qur'an the direction to which Muslims turn in praying
changed in compliance with God's instructions (... turn thy face towards the Sacred
Mosque).
In Example 49, the translators add information not deployed in the source texts. This
modification aims at minimizing the 'strangeness' that emanates from the incorrect
information presented to the readers of the target text. As the additional information
indicates, the direction to which the Muslims turn for prayers was changed in
compliance with God's instructions and not because the Jews rejected Mohammad as
their prophet. Consequently, the excerpt in Newsweek in Arabic becomes 'partially'
domesticated, and probably not as provocative as it would have read without this
'modification'; this addition indicates to the target text recipients that the translator is
well aware of the 'real' reason behind this change, and accordingly adds the
necessary facts to clarify a misguided piece of information. It is our contention that
the translator in this example 'resists' complete assimilation of the values presented
in the source text.
4.2.2.4 The Economic Decline
Only two instances of omission are observed under the heading economic decline.
This may be attributed to the fact that only two of the analysed articles that discuss
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this aspect are grouped under the Business Section; all the other economic depictions
are included in articles that tackle a number of issues relating to the Arab and
Muslim worlds (see Section 4.2.1).
Example 50 (Omission)
In the past 30 years Egypt's economy has sputtered along while its population has doubled.
Unemployment is at 25 percent, and 90 percent of those searching for jobs hold college
diplomas.
(Newsweek, October 15, 2001: 28)
This excerpt is omitted in Newsweek in Arabic.
It is interesting to note that the only two deleted excerpts attested under economic
decline involve Egypt. This shift is most probably politically oriented (see Examples
29-33) for two main reasons: (1) Egypt has always been held in high esteem by the
Arab countries; and (2) after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, Egypt has become one of
Kuwait's closest allies in the Arab World. Therefore, deleting the negative economic
connotations that refer to Egypt, while retaining the images that represent the
economic situation in the other Arab and Muslim countries, makes Egypt stand out
as different. Although this strategy seems to 'adapt' to the political agenda adopted
by Newsweek in Arabic, it is highly possible that the target text may appear 'marked'
to the Arab nationals whose countries' economies are overtly exposed in the
translated texts. Accordingly, it would be interesting to see whether this shift is
offensive to this set of audiences especially that a different approach is applied when
their countries are involved.
Although the shifts attested result in texts that do not 'alienate' the end-receivers, it is
clear that these diversions from the source texts do not constitute a trend. One can
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also claim that many of these shifts are not haphazard; rather, they are politically
oriented and promote the political agenda adopted by Newsweek in Arabic.
4.3 Conclusion
Having examined the selected corpora, it becomes clear that the cultural studies
approach to translation applies to Newsweek in Arabic. It is evident that the
translated texts transmit the social and ideological images of the Arabs, Muslims and
Islam as perceived by Newsweek International, and the translation strategies adopted
act as a 'tool' in shaping and conveying these images to the target text recipients.
This finding is in line with Fawcett's (1995: 177) presentation of translation which
states that 'it is easy for translation to masquerade as an 'innocent' activity in which
an honest translator communes with the original author and passes on undistorted the
message of the source text. In reality, translation in all its forms is frequently the site
of a variety of power plays between the actors involved.'
Since underlying the source and target texts are two distinct ideologies, by retaining
the images employed in the source texts, the translators choose to 'foreignize', rather
than 'domesticate', the translated texts (Venuti, 1995; 1998a; 1998b; and 1998c).
According to Venuti (1995: 306), 'A translated text should be the site where a
different culture emerges, where a reader gets a glimpse of a cultural other, and
resistancy, a translation strategy based on an aesthetic of discontinuity, can best
preserve that difference, that otherness, by reminding the reader of the gains and
losses in the translation process and the unbridgeable gaps between cultures.'
The researcher believes that this 'foreignization' of the target texts is not haphazard.
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Rather, this strategy seems to fulfil the 'skopos' (Vermeer, 1989) negotiated between
Newsweek in Arabic and its translators. Al-Jassem (2000: 10) states that'Newsweek
in Arabic will function as a medium of communication between the American
culture and the Arab reader. By assuming this role, it will act as an eye-opener to the
world'. This aim or purpose, therefore, makes translators produce a 'translatum'
(Vermeer, 1989: 221) that is 'faithful', in the majority of instances, to the social and
ideological values of the source texts. Although this 'faithfulness' can alienate the
readers of the 'translatum', and produce texts that mimic the discourse of the
colonizer (Sengupta, 1990), proponents of the skopos theory acknowledge that
'fidelity to the source text is one possible and legitimate skopos or commission'
(Vermeer, 1989: 230). It is our contention that 'fidelity to the source text' in the
corpora examined implies that 'translations can be enlisted in the service of political
agendas that hinder or promote cultural and social change' (Venuti, 1995: 65).
The researcher also believes that this 'foreignization' of the target texts, which helps
in transmitting the American ideological beliefs, values and world-views about the
Arabs, Muslims and Islam, would not have been possible before the era of
'globalization'. It is this concept, that encourages the 'reception' and
'understanding' of cultures other than our own, that has enabled Dar Al-Watan
Publishing Group in Kuwait to pursue this project of translating Newsweek
International into Arabic and adopting the 'skopos' overtly expressed by Al-Jassem.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Translation of Passivization into Newsweek in Arabic
5.0 Introduction
This chapter examines to what extent the linguistic choices that the writers of
Newsweek International opt for in their representations of the Arabs, Muslims and
Islam are ideologically significant. The chapter also investigates how these
ideologically oriented linguistic choices are rendered in Newsweek in Arabic. To
conduct this examination, the analytic tools used will draw upon the critical
linguistics approach to the analysis of language. The objective underlying this
choice is threefold: (1) media discourse is one of the main concerns of critical
linguistics (Trew, 1979a; Trew, 1979b; Fowler, 1991; and Fairclough, 1995); (2)
critical linguistics sees discourse as ' a field of both ideological processes and
linguistic processes, and ... there is a determinate relationship between these two
kinds of process' (Trew, 1997b: 154); and (3) translation theorists have studied the
ideological consequences of the linguistic choices that translators make on the target
language texts (Mason, 1994; and Hatim and Mason, 1997).
The chapter is divided into four sections. Section one provides an overview of the
critical linguistics approach to language. Section two sheds light on one linguistic
tool, namely the passive construction, and considers how this structure has been used
to express the writers' ideological viewpoints regarding the Arabs, Muslims and
Islam, paying special attention in the analysis to the way this tool has been employed
to represent the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Section three briefly presents how
passivization is used in Arabic. Section four studies how passivization has been
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rendered from English into Arabic; in doing so, the researcher aims at examining
how the ideological messages expressed in the source texts are conveyed to the target
readership.
5.1 Overview of the Critical Linguistics Approach to Language
This section provides an overview of the critical linguistics approach to the analysis
of language with the aim of setting the scene for the subsequent sections. The
section briefly introduces the key issues pertaining to the critical linguistics approach
to language analysis, and discusses the most important linguistic tools that critical
linguistics deploys in discourse analysis.
The term 'critical linguistics' was first introduced in the book entitled Language and
Control (Fowler et al., 1979). It is a socially oriented model of linguistic analysis
that proposes three basic claims: (1) linguistic meaning and ideology are indivisible
and are both influenced by the society's social structure; (2) the linguistic choices
writers make to represent their beliefs about the world encode different ideologies
depending on the circumstances of text production; and (3) the ideological patterns
prevalent in different texts, which normally pass unnoticed, can be 'unravelled' and
'inspected' using a set of linguistic tools.
The aforementioned claims reveal a number of points about the critical approach to
linguistic analysis. First, the term 'critical' does not denote negative connotations;
rather, the term is used to refer to a model of linguistic analysis that aims at
explaining the association between ideas and their social contexts. Second, the
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emphasis critical linguistics puts on the relationships between linguistic meaning,
ideology and social structure indicates that this theory of linguistic analysis is at odds
with the models of linguistic analysis that do not give this triad the attention it
deserves. Third, in order to understand the ideological meanings the different
linguistic structures convey in discourse, the analyst must consider the historical and
the social contexts associated with text production. Finally, critical linguistics takes
into consideration the social and political processes that are involved in text
production.
To examine the relation between linguistic structure and social values, critical
linguistics draws heavily on the 'systemic-functional' approach to language analysis
introduced and developed by M.A.K. Halliday.1 This approach to linguistic analysis
considers that language performs specific functions depending on the communicative
role that it is intended to fulfil; this in turn, explains the 'systemic-functional'
differentiation between the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual functions of
language.2
This 'systemic-functional' approach to language, as Fairclough (1995: 17) rightly
acknowledges, has been illuminating to the exponents of critical linguistics because
'the value of such a view of texts is that it makes it easier to connect the analysis of
language with fundamental concerns of social analysis: questions of knowledge,
1 See Halliday (1985).
2 The ideational function is concerned with the way speakers and writers use language to express their
experiences of the world; the interpersonal function involves the way speakers and writers use
language to express their attitudes towards their interlocuters and subject-matter; and the textual
function is associated with the creation of texts that are textually and contextually coherent to enable
the listeners and readers to comprehend the text context.
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belief and ideology (representations - the ideational function), questions of social
relationships and power, and questions of identity (relations and identities - the
interpersonal function)'. Based on this relationship between language and social
analysis, the proponents of critical linguistics have identified the ideational, and to a
• *3lesser extent, the interpersonal functions , as the most revealing to their purposes of
discourse analysis since 'critical linguistics is particularly concerned with the
ordering of experience and with the mediation of social relationships and values'
(Fowler, 1991: 70).
In what follows, the linguistic constructions discussed under the ideational and the
interpersonal functions, and which the practitioners of critical linguistics find
valuable in the analysis of media discourse, will be presented. 4 This presentation,
however, is not meant to provide a detailed account of these linguistic constructions;
rather, it aims at highlighting the main features that make these constructions
illuminating to discourse analysis. To illustrate how the writers use these linguistic
tools in discourse to carry ideological messages, examples drawn from the analysed
articles in Newsweek International will be provided and discussed.5
5.1.1 Ideational Elements
5.1.1.1 Transitivity
Practitioners of critical linguistics regard transitivity as one of the most important
tools in the analysis of representation. Following Halliday, transitivity in critical
3 See Fowler (1991); and Fairclough (1995).
4 Since the most important constituents of the textual function, namely coherence, order and unity, are
discussed in Chapters One and Two, they are not referred to in this overview.
5 When the researcher sees that the linguistic tools discussed are not ideologically significant in the
analysed corpora, examples are not provided.
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linguistics is not used merely to distinguish between transitive and intransitive verbs,
but is examined from a wider perspective to refer to the different meanings verbs
designate in clauses; hence, transitivity is looked upon as 'the representation in
language of PROCESSES, the PARTICIPANTS therein, and the
CIRCUMSTANTIAL features associated with them' (Kress, 1976: 158). The
'process' in this approach to transitivity refers to the event presented in the clause,
and this can be material, mental or relational as illustrated in examples (1), (2) and
(3), respectively. The participants are nouns or noun phrases that can either perform
the process (action) or be affected by it (Example 4); and the circumstances
associated with the process can be represented by adverbial or prepositional phrases
(Example 5).
1) Jane ate the apple.
2) Sam listened.
3) They are poor.
4) The boy broke the window.
5) There are many students in the classroom.
These distinctions between the different types of processes and the participants that
accompany them, enable text producers to present events in different ways;
accordingly, one can claim that the choices writers make regarding the way events
are represented in discourse are not random and can convey ideological connotations
as illustrated in the following example.
Example 6
Egyptian dissidents and intellectuals are under fire from two very different forces: the
government and militant Islamists. In the 1990, Parliamentpassed a series of laws cracking
down on political activists. At the same time, fundamentalists launched a war on secular
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culture, agitating for censorship and prosecution ofwriters who criticize the Islamic status
quo. Over the past decade, writers have been imprisoned for their political beliefs, and
injured or killedfor angering Islamic militants.6
{Newsweek, June 4, 2001: 29)
In this article that portrays how the Egyptian government and the Islamic
fundamentalists 'treat' the intellectuals in Egypt, the writer uses action processes to
foreground the nature of the 'events' these two parties have exercised against the
aforementioned group. It is the researcher's contention that by using processes like
'pass a series of laws', 'launch' 'imprison', 'injure' and 'kill', the writer conveys two
ideological messages to the readers: (1) the Egyptian government does not encourage
freedom of expression, and acts accordingly not only by 'passing a series of laws to
crack down on political activists', but also by 'imprisoning writers'; and (2) the
measures the Islamic fundamentalists use to 'punish' the intellectuals ('injure' and
'kill') reveal how inhumane these groups are. By using these action processes, the
writer is potentially expressing her negative viewpoint towards the Egyptian
government and the Islamic fundamentalists.
5.1.1.2 Transformations
Critical linguistics uses the notion of transformation to refer to syntactic shifts that a
clause undergoes; these shifts result in syntactic variation that can reveal the different
values and world-views writers have about a certain subject - matter. The two
syntactic transformations that are considered significant in 'unravelling' the 'hidden'
ideologies writers present in discourse are nominalization and passivization.
6
Although the verbs 'imprison', 'injure' and 'kill' are in the passive, the agents (the Egyptian
government and the Islamic fundamentalists), are understood from the context.
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Nominalization is a syntactic structure that is frequently used in English and entails
changing processes into nouns. When writers choose this form of transformation,
derived nominals, like 'movement' 'argument' and 'allegation' are used in discourse
instead of the verbs 'move' 'argue' and 'allege'. According to critical linguistics,
this syntactic transformation 'makes for impersonality of style' (Fowler and Kress,
1979: 207) and is potentially 'mystificatory' in nature since much information is left
unexpressed in the clause (Fowler and Kress, 1979; Kress and Hodge, 1979; Fowler,
1991). Hence, proponents of critical linguistics argue that this structure can express
certain ideological messages when used persistently in discourse, for it permits
'habits of concealment, particularly in the areas of power-relations and writers'
attitudes' (Fowler, 1991: 80). One can also argue that nominalization makes the
discourse more static than it would be under the dynamism of 'verb' constructions.
The derived nominal 'discussions' used in the following excerpt reveals how this
linguistic structure can be ideologically significant in discourse:
Example 7
An advisor to Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah says that discussions about targeting Saddam
have already begun: "Suppose we agree with you Americans? How do you plan to do it?
That is the dialogue right now. "
(Newsweek, December 31, 2001/January 7, 2002: 16)
Using the derived nominal 'discussions' in this context has a 'mystificatory' effect
since the participants taking part in the discussions that will lead to Saddam's
overturn are concealed. Although the readers can infer from the context which
countries are engaged in the discussions, this inference can only be verified if the
writer clearly mentions these nations. The researcher believes that this deletion
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fulfils two purposes: (1) by omitting the participants, the writer's attitude towards
these nations is left unspecified; and (2) this deletion obscures the nature of the
power relations between the nations taking part in the 'discussions'.
The second kind of syntactic transformation that critical linguistics considers
illuminating in discourse analysis is passivization. This linguistic structure involves
a shift from the active to the passive voice, and is considered noteworthy of analysis
because it reveals how text producers represent their beliefs and ideas regarding the
subject-matter they are addressing. Grammarians consider that the active-passive
transformation involves changes that concern the verb phrase and the clause (see
Examples 8 and 9). In the former, a form of the auxiliary BE and the past participle
(-ed form) is added to the main verb. In the latter, three changes take place: (1) the
active subject becomes the passive agent; (2) the active object becomes the passive
subject; and (3) the 'by phrase' is added before the agent; an addition which is
considered optional in the passive structure (Quirk et ah, 1972: 801)
(8) The thief shot the shop owner (active sentence).
(9)The shop owner was shot (by the thief) (passive sentence).
Although the syntactic structure of the active and the passive is different,
grammarians usually claim that the meaning of these propositions is the same as can
be seen from Examples (8) and (9);7 indeed, the performer of the action in both
sentences is 'the thief. However, to critical linguistics, which advocates a functional
approach to language analysis, a number of motivations underlie the choice of this
7 See Quirk et al. (1972).
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linguistic tool in discourse. This entails that the usage of this syntactic structure in
discourse is not 'neutral' and is not confined to the 'common sense' habitualized
meanings prevalent in texts; rather, it can carry ideological connotations which can
only be understood by considering the historical and social contexts of the text(s).
Unlike the active construction which focuses on the performer of the action ('the
thief in sentence 8), the passive construction shifts the theme of the sentence from
the performer of the action to the affected ('the shop owner' in sentence 9); this shift,
therefore, 'allows a writer or speaker to emphasize his thematic priorities, to
emphasize what a text is 'about' even when the entities of theme are, strictly
speaking, semantically subordinate (affected rather than agentive)' (Fowler and
Kress, 1979: 209).
Also, when the agentless passive is used in discourse, the writer 'leaves
responsibility unspecified' (Fowler, 1991: 78),8 which results in 'obfuscation of
agency and causality' (Fairclough, 1989: 125). This motivated choice, which makes
it difficult for the reader to recover the performer of the action, can create a
'mystificatory' effect, and if persistent in discourse, can help in identifying the
writers' viewpoints and ideological orientations.9
5.1.1.3 Lexical Structure
To the exponents of critical linguistics lexis plays an important role in determining
the ideational structure of discourse because they consider that the vocabulary items
8 See also Fairclough (1989; and 1995); and Kress and Hodge (1979).
9
Examples that illustrate how the passive construction can be ideologically significant in discourse
are provided in Section 5.2.1.
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of a language are not merely a list of words in a dictionary; these items encode ideas
and experiences that express social and ideological meanings that vary depending on
the world views adopted by the text producers and the circumstances of text
production. Two lexical processes are considered revealing in critical linguistics,
namely relexicalization and overlexicalization.
Relexicalization sometimes involves 'relabelling' which entails introducing new
terms to the language. These 'neologisms' are usually 'coined' and introduced to
denote new processes that need to be incorporated into the language, such as the term
'axis of evil'10, which was used after the September 11 attacks on the World Trade
Center, to refer to states that harbour and support terrorist groups. These terms are
usually unfamiliar to language users when they are first introduced, but become
comprehensible with the passage of time. In other cases, relexicalization involves
'reorientations of the meanings of existing words; pointed, ostentatious inversions of
meaning' (Fowler and Kress, 1979: 211).
Overlexicalization, as the name suggests, involves the usage of a large number of
synonyms or near-synonyms to express a particular experience that the writers want
to convey to their readers. This lexical process is considered significant in critical
linguistics because analysing the synonyms that text producers choose reveals how
they categorise the entities that they are representing, and accordingly the values and
beliefs that they wish to present to their readers.
The ideological significance of overlexicalization becomes clear on examining the
10
See, for example, 'He Has Saddam In His Sights' (Newsweek, March 4, 2002: 26-31).
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synonyms the writers of Newsweek International use to portray the Palestinian
fighters. In the article entitled 'We are Kidnapped' (Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 56-
58), the writer refers to the Palestinian fighters as 'insurgents', 'militants', 'suicide
bombers', 'radicals', and 'guerillas' which express, with varying degrees, negative
connotations. This categorisation, which is prevalent in other texts11, associates
these fighters with 'violence'; hence, this association reveals how the writers of
Newsweek International perceive this group and represent it to the source text
readership.
5.1.2 Interpersonal Elements: Modality
One of the linguistic processes used to express the relationships between producers
and receivers of discourse, and hence the interpersonal function of language, is
modality. Modality is a linguistic construction that is associated with features of
texts which 'express speakers' and writers' attitudes towards themselves, towards
their interlocutors, and towards their subject-matter' (Fowler and Kress, 1979: 200).
The main linguistic structures included under modality are: modal auxiliaries,
personal pronouns and speech acts.
5.1.2.1 Modal Auxiliaries
Modal auxiliaries are used in discourse to denote the type of relation prevalent
between the participants involved in an activity; this relation can be expressive or
relational. Expressive modality, on the one hand, is associated with the way writers
present reality; relational modality, on the other hand, reveals the type of authority
11
See, for example, the articles entitled 'Another Lebanon' (Newsweek, March 4, 2002: 34), 'Arafat at
The Brink' (Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 40-43), and 'The Power Brokers' (Newsweek, December
11,2000: 18-20).
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that exists between the participants in an activity. Modality is expressed using modal
auxiliaries, like 'will', 'may', 'can', 'could', 'should', 'ought', and 'must' which can
sometimes express a variety of meanings depending on the context; hence, these
auxiliaries 'contain a systemic ambiguity about the nature of authority - whether it is
based primarily on knowledge or on power' (Kress and Hodge, 1979: 122).
Modal adverbs, such as 'possibly', 'likely', and 'certainly', are also used to express
modality, and they often occur with modal auxiliaries in discourse. In other contexts,
verbs like, 'seem', 'look' and 'think' can be used to convey the writer's viewpoint
towards his addressee(s).
The following excerpt taken from an article entitled 'How to Save The Arab World'
(Newsweek, December 24, 2001: 28) illustrates how relational modality can be
ideologically significant in discourse:
Example 10
The Saudi monarchy must order a comprehensive overview of its funding (both private and
public) of extremist Islam, which is now the kingdom's second largest export to the rest of
the world. It must rein in its religious and educational leaders and force them to stop
flirting with fanaticism. In Egypt, we must ask President Mubarak to insist that the state-
owned press drop its anti-American and anti-Semitic rants, end the glorification of suicide
bombers and begin opening itselfup to other voices in the country.
In this text, the writer uses the modal auxiliary 'must' to signal obligation. The
writer stipulates that the Saudi monarchy and the Egyptian President 'ought to'
perform the actions specified. One can, therefore, say that these 'coercive measures'
that the text producer wants to be exercised on the participants of the propositions
(Saudi Arabia and the Egyptian President) signal the authoritative relationship
between the parties involved in this interaction: the United States (represented by the
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corporate 'we'), and Newsweek International, on the one hand, and Saudi Arabia and
the Egyptian President, on the other hand. It is power relations, such as the ones
presented in this text, that make 'relational modality a matter of ideological interest'
(Fairclough, 1989: 127).
5.1.2.2 Personal Pronouns
The proponents of critical linguistics consider that personal pronouns 'always
deserve notice' in discourse analysis (Fowler and Kress, 1979: 201). The personal
pronoun that is discussed extensively in critical linguistics is 'we', which can be
'exclusive' or 'inclusive'. When the exclusive 'we' is used in discourse, the writer
refers to himself but does not include his addressees in the message presented; this
use of 'we' alienates the addressees and creates some form of distance between the
interlocutors since 'it can be transformed to the institutional 'they" (Fowler and
Kress, 1979: 202). Under the exclusive 'we', the corporate 'we' is discussed; this
pronoun is employed in discourse when the writer is representing an organization.
The inclusive 'we', on the other hand, includes the writer and the reader; this makes
the relationship between the participants more intimate because the addressee feels
that the text producer has 'allowed' him/her to be involved in the message.
In the following text (Example 11), drawn from 'The Roots of Rage' {Newsweek,
October 15, 2001: 42), the corporate 'we' is ideologically significant; it is used to
show that the writer, who represents Newsweek International, identifies with the
state, and accordingly the pronoun 'serves corporate ideologies which stress the unity
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of a people at the expense of recognition of divisions of interest' (Fairclough, 1989:
128).
Example 11
Like any country, America has its interests. In my view, America's greatest sins towards the
Arab world are sins ofomission. We have neglected to press any regime there to open up its
society.
Another pronoun that is considered revealing in critical analysis is the pronoun 'you'.
When this pronoun is used, the addressee is not made explicit; rather, the addressee
is difficult to identify. Proponents of the critical approach to linguistic analysis
consider that 'its occurrence, and its frequency of occurrence, are measures of the
speaker's consciousness of, care for, or, most often, desire to manipulate, the
addressee' (Fowler and Kress, 1979: 203).12
5.1.2.3 Speech Acts
The proponents of critical linguistics consider the theory of speech acts significant
for discourse analysis because it emphasises the social aspects of language. In fact,
the speech act theory does not merely look at language as a medium for conveying
information, but considers that language reveals the nature of role-relations between
the producers and receivers of utterances. Thus, the producers of utterances can act
as commanders or questioners, for example, and the receivers as commanded or
questioned as can be seen from the following example: 'I order you to leave the
classroom'. If a teacher utters this proposition addressing a student in the class, then
the latter understands that this is a command and has to behave accordingly. This
12 It is worth mentioning that the pronoun 'you' is mainly used in quoted speech in the analysed
articles and does not seem to have any ideological significance.
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utterance, therefore, reveals the nature of the power relations between the
participants and the degree of distance between them.
This overview of the critical linguistics analysis to language has highlighted the
major issues pertaining to this linguistic theory. It has also indicated, through the
examples cited, that the linguistic choices text producers make can be motivated, and
therefore are ideologically revealing. In the following section, the passive
construction employed in the source texts will be examined to investigate to what
extent this linguistic structure has been employed in discourse to express the
ideological standpoint the writers of Newsweek International advocate in relation to
the Arabs, Muslims and Islam in general and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in
particular.
5.2 Analysis of the Source Texts
This section examines how the writers of Newsweek International use the passive
construction to depict the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The objective of this
examination is twofold: (1) to investigate to what extent differences in expression
(i.e. using the passive as opposed to using the active) can be ideologically significant
when addressing a controversial issue such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict; and (2)
to shed light on how these ideologically motivated instances of the passive contribute
to shaping the end-receivers' perceptions concerning the parties involved in the
conflict under examination.
The section is divided into two sub-sections. For purposes of cross-reference, the
first sub-section highlights the findings pertaining to the usage of the passive
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construction in all the analysed articles that represent the Arabs, Muslims and Islam.
The second sub-section focuses on how this linguistic tool has been used to present
the writers' perceptions of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
5.2.1 Analysis of Passivization in the Articles that Depict the Arabs, Muslims
and Islam
This sub-section briefly presents how the passive construction is employed in the
articles that depict the Arabs, Muslims and Islam with the aim of pinpointing the
most salient patterns of passivization noted in the abovementioned articles. This
presentation will be referred to when discussing passivization in the articles that
represent the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
On examining the articles that portray the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, it becomes
evident that the writers of Newsweek International use the active construction
extensively to present the topics they address. However, it has to be mentioned at the
outset that this preponderance of the active construction does not imply that the
passive construction has not been employed in the analysed articles. In fact, on
analysing the instances of the passive structure used in the corpora, the following
findings are observed:
IT
1) 1000 instances of the passive construction are observed in the analysed articles.
Out of these instances, 649 are agentless passives, while 351 use the 'by phrase'.
The fact that the agentless passives outnumber the 'by phrase' passives is not
13 This figure covers the instances of passivization attested in all the analysed articles, including the
articles that portray the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
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surprising. According to Quirk et al. (1972: 807) 'approximately four out of five
English passive sentences have no expressed (surface) agent. This is the case when it
is irrelevant or unknown'.
2) The analysis reveals that the agentless passive employed in the articles that portray
the Arabs, Muslims and Islam fulfil three main goals other than the two mentioned in
Quirk et al's statement.
First, this structure is frequently used to achieve stylistic variation, especially when
the text producers mention the performers of the action in the text(s). By using the
agentless passive, the writers avoid lexical repetition and produce texts that adhere to
the stylistic conventions of English (see Chapter One).
Second, the agentless passive is used when the agent(s) can be understood from the
context. In such cases, the readers can successfully recover the agent(s) by referring
to the information made available to them throughout the articles.
Third, the researcher believes that when the writers adopt this construction at the
beginning of texts, it has a 'mystificatory' effect that can arouse the readers' interest
in the topic(s) being presented. One can, therefore, claim that leaving the agent
unspecified in such contexts can act as an attention catching strategy that aims at
'hiding' an ideological stance adopted by the text producer(s) (see Example 15, page
280).
3) As for the propositions that employ the 'by phrase', these sentences tend to focus
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on the affected agent and not the agent. Although the agent is known, the writers
choose to background the participant; this results in a 'shift' in the theme of the
proposition (see Example 14, page 280).
4) With regard to the ideological significance of the passive, it is noted that this
motivated use of the passive is limited in the articles that represent the Arabs,
Muslims and Islam in comparison with the 'neutral' usage of this structure. This
observation is expected for two main reasons: (1) the ideological workings of
linguistic choices are noted in some texts and not in others; and (2) the predominance
of a linguistic tool in discourse does not necessarily mean that this tool is
ideologically revealing (Fowler, 1991; and Hatim, 2001).
It is the researcher's contention that the limited number of ideologically significant
passives in the corpora under examination may be attributed to the diversified topics
analysed. This variety in the articles examined has therefore made it difficult to
detect accumulative patterns of occurrences that are ideologically loaded.14
In what follows, excerpts that illustrate how passivization has been used to fulfil a
number of purposes in the analysed corpora will be presented and discussed.
Example 12
Nobody likes paying taxes - especially Pakistanis. Tax collectors in that country needArmy
protection because merchants, angry about a new 15 percent sales tax, are attacking them.
Last week in the cities of Rawalpindi, Peshawar and Multan, thousands of angry
shopkeepers and businessmen took to the streets to protest the new tax, setting fire to cars
and shouting: "Down with General Musharafl, " Pakistan's military leader. In all three
cities, police fired tear gas into the crowds and fights broke out; more than a dozen
14 This observation does not apply to the articles that depict the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (see
Section 5.2.2).
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policemen and one magistrate were injured. More than 100 protesters were arrested in
Multan, in Punjab province, the center ofthe unrest.
(Newsweek, July 17, 2000: 33)
This extract is taken from an article entitled 'A Nation of Tax Resisters' which
revolves around the new tax laws imposed by the Pakistani government, the reasons
underlying this decision and the businessmen's negative reaction against these laws.
In this paragraph, the readers can easily infer that the 'angry shopkeepers and
businessmen injured the policemen and the magistrate' and that 'the policemen
arrested the protesters'. One can therefore claim that the writer of this article has
employed the passive construction to avoid lexical repetition, especially that the
performers of the action can be recovered from the preceding sentences.
Example 13
All the term "nation-building" really means is fixing what can be fixed with international
money and expertise and the hard work of local populations, and hoping that what results is
whole cloth. In Afghanistan the task is daunting but clear. An inclusive central government
that does not try to subjugate the provinces must be established. A neutral, at least partly
international, peacekeeping force must impose order on the cities and roads. Relief aid
must be rushed to starving peasants. Then the rebuilding itself begins: Afghans must be
employed to repair everything from airports to ancient canals; seeds andfertilizers must be
distributed to those who would rather farm; refugees must be resettled and exiles - among
the most highly educated and entrepreneurial Afghans - must be encouraged to return and
help re-establish a professional class.
{Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 29)
This text is drawn from an article entitled 'Rising from the Rubble' that discusses the
rebuilding of Afghanistan after the overthrow of the Taliban government. The writer
begins the paragraph by stating that 'international money', 'expertise' and 'the hard
work of local populations' is needed to rebuild Afghanistan. The writer then lists
what needs to be done to achieve this goal without clearly identifying the parties
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expected to carry out the task of resurrecting Afghanistan: 'a central government
must be established', 'relief aid must be rushed', 'Afghans must be employed',
'seeds and fertilizers must be distributed' 'refugees must be resettled', and 'Afghans
must be encouraged to return'. In this context, the text producer chooses the passive
structure because the focus is not on the performers of the actions; rather, the writer
is interested in what needs to be done to rebuild Afghanistan.
Example 14
Then come screams and the sound of smashed glass. "Evil man!" one leader yells at the
nightclub's owner, who is dragged out ofhis bar and slapped around by the mob.
{Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 55)
The above extract from an article entitled 'The Next Threat to Peace' portrays how
one fundamentalist Islamic group in Indonesia attacks the nightclubs in the country
under the pretext of Islam. Although the text recipients know that the 'mob' was
responsible for 'dragging' and 'slapping' the nightclub owner, this group is made
known to the readers using the 'by phrase' passive. By doing so, the writers do not
give much weight to the 'mob' but prefer to focus on the 'nightclub owner' and what
happened to him; hence, the 'nightclub owner' is foregrounded, while the 'mob' is
backgrounded.
Example 15
Harassment of homosexuals is hardly a new problem in Egypt. But in recent months an
unprecedented vilification campaign against gay men has drawn international opprobrium -
and cast new light on the often violent collision between traditional and Western values that
is convulsing the developing world. The crackdown began last spring, when 52 allegedly
gay men were arrested at a Cairo discotheque and in nearby apartments and hauled before
Cairo's State Security Court, normally reserved for trying terrorist suspects. They were
accused of crimes ranging from contempt of religion to false interpretation of the Qur 'an.
After a highly publicized trial, 23 were sentenced in November to prison terms up to five
years; the rest were acquitted. Then, two weeks ago, security forces arrested eight men in
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the Nile Delta town ofDamanhur on similar charges.
(Newsweek, February 11, 2002: 26)
This extract represents the first paragraph of the article entitled 'Gay Egypt in The
Dock'. As the title entails, the article portrays how the Egyptian authorities have
treated the gay community in Egypt. On reading the extract, it becomes clear that the
writer uses the agentless passive extensively in the first few sentences to avoid
mentioning the role played by the Egyptian security forces and the Egyptian
government in 'arresting', 'hauling', 'accusing', 'sentencing' and 'acquitting' the
gays. The use of the agentless passive construction six times in four consecutive
sentences makes the researcher believe that this choice is not random; indeed, this
usage seems to be motivated for two main reasons: (1) by using the agentless
passive, the writer is temporarily 'concealing' the agents responsible for the actions
undertaken against the gay community in Egypt; this creates a 'mystificatory' effect,
and hence captures the readers' attention until the agent is made known to the source
text receivers; and (2) by leaving the agent unspecified, the writer focuses on the acts
'arrested', 'hauled', 'accused', 'sentenced' and 'acquitted' which expose the
atrocities committed by the Egyptian government against its gay citizens. This
emphasis reveals once again (see Example 6) that the Egyptian government does not
favour freedom of expression, and hence verifies the image of 'dictatorship' that the
writers of Newsweek International employ in their representation of the Egyptian
regime (see Chapter Four). It is the researcher's contention that this Example shows
the 'hidden' relations of power enacted in media discourse (Fairclough, 1989). In
this context, the writers of Newsweek International expose the Egyptian actions to
the source text recipients and marginalize the social and religious aspects that may
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have dictated the Egyptian government's standpoint towards this group. This one¬
sided representation can carry to the end-receivers the stance advocated by the
'powerful participants' (.Newsweek and its writers) against the 'non-powerful
participants' (the Egyptian government), and hence confirms Fowler's (1991: 10)
view concerning representation that states 'Anything that is said or written about the
world is articulated from a particular ideological position: language is not a clear
window but a refracting, structuring medium'.
Having briefly presented the findings noted concerning the usage of the passive in
the source language articles that depict the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, the
forthcoming sub-section will focus on the usage of passivization in the articles that
depict the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The sub-section will also examine the nature
of the ideological messages that this structure expresses in the analysed articles.
5.2.2 Analysis of Passivization in the Articles that Depict the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict
This sub-section investigates how passivization has been used in the articles that
portray the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, paying special attention to the ideological
messages that this linguistic tool carries to the source text recipients. These
ideologically significant messages will be referred to in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 to
examine how they have been rendered in Newsweek in Arabic.
The analysis conducted in Chapter Four (Section 4.1.1) has revealed that the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict is represented extensively in Newsweek International. In fact,
the researcher has noted that some issues include two or more articles that address
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questions pertaining to this conflict.15 This substantial coverage has enabled the
researcher to analyse a number of articles that tackle a wide range of issues relating
to this dispute. Consequently, this has not only made it possible to detect the
'neutral' occurrences of passivization in the analysed articles, but it has also helped
in identifying ideologically motivated patterns of occurrences that represent the two
parties involved in this conflict, namely the Israelis and the Palestinians.
After conducting a close analysis of the instances of passivization employed in the
articles that address the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the following findings are noted:
1) Out of the 1000 instances of passives attested in the source texts, 239 instances of
the passive construction are observed in the articles that depict the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. This figure is revealing for two main reasons. First, the limited number of
passive constructions attested in these articles indicates that the writers rely on the
active construction in their representation of this conflict. Second, by comparing the
number of passives in the articles that depict the Israeli-Palestinian conflict with the
passives noted in the remaining analysed articles, one can claim that this number of
instances (24%) seems to be relatively high if one bears in mind that only 34 articles
out of thelOO analysed articles discuss this dispute.
2) Of the 239 instances, 143 are agentless passives and 96 use the 'by phrase'. This
finding coincides with the observation noted in Section 5.2.1. One can therefore
argue that this tendency to use the agentless passive is in line with the stylistic and
15
See, for example, the following issues December 11, 2000; November 27, 2000; April 9, 2001;
August 13, 2001; and others.
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grammatical conventions of the English language.
3) The agentless and 'by phrase' passives employed in the articles that depict the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict fulfil the same goals as those deployed in the articles that
address issues pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam (see Section 5.2.1).
4) Although not all the instances of passivization attested are ideologically
motivated, one can claim that the ideologically significant instances of passivization
observed are associated with the way the writers represent the Israeli and Palestinian
roles in the round of violence prevalent in the Israeli and Palestinian territories.
Indeed, the analysis has revealed that there is a tendency to obscure agency when the
Israeli actions against the Palestinians are portrayed to the source text readers. By
using the agentless passive construction, the writers of Newsweek International avoid
explicit reference to the Israelis, and hence the Israeli role in the 'acts of violence' is
'concealed' (see Examples 16-22, pages 286-287).
Although this structure is used 36 times to 'hide' the Israeli actions, it is used only
four times with the Palestinians; in fact, in three of the texts that employ this
structure with the Palestinians, the agent can be easily recovered by referring to the
preceding sentence(s).
It is also noted that there is a tendency to use the 'by phrase' passive structure in
representing the actions the Israelis conduct against the Palestinians. When the
writers employ this construction, the agent (the Israelis) is identified; however, it is
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placed in an 'informationally de-emphasised position' (Fairclough, 1995: 26). This
position shifts the readers' focus away from the agent (the Israelis) towards the
affected agent (see Examples 23-26, pages 288-289).
Seven instances of the 'by phrase' structure are used with the Palestinians. However,
the majority of these instances do not concern acts that the Palestinians perform
against the Israelis; rather, the Palestinians are identified as agents performing acts of
terror against their own people.
The researcher believes that the aforementioned patterns become particularly
revealing when one realises that the writers ofNewsweek International use the active
construction to portray the Palestinian actions against the Israelis. By using the active
construction, the Palestinians are overtly presented as the initiators of the 'acts of
terror' against the Israeli civilians and soldiers; consequently, this group is
foregrounded, and its actions are overemphasized (see Examples 27-34, pages 289-
291).
It is worth mentioning that the active construction is used less frequently to represent
the Israeli actions against the Palestinians. However, when this construction is
employed to present the Israeli role in the violence committed against the
Palestinians, these actions are excused; the Israeli actions are 'counter terror attacks'
that are carried out 'in retaliation' for the Palestinian acts of terror (see Examples 35
and 36, page 292). The researcher believes that this excused 'representation'
reiterates the ideological significance of the patterns of agency and causality chosen
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by the writers of Newsweek International in their portrayal of the two parties
involved in the conflict under examination.
To demonstrate the ideological significance of the main patterns attested in relation
to the choice of agency and causality, excerpts drawn from the articles that depict the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict will be provided and discussed.
Example 16
Leaving Jerusalem's outskirts, Saleh follows a circuitous route, via the Dead Sea, that is
least likely to bring him near settlements and other potential clash points. Hot air and dust
blast through the open windows; the temperature soars above 110 degrees. Soldiers stop
him twice at roadblocks and check his load; a road he normally takes has been bulldozed,
closed because ofa morning shooting; a long line ofPalestinian cars wait at one checkpoint
for an hour as soldiers frisk a busload ofcivilians.
(Newsweek, July 30, 2001: 22)
Example 17
In the coming weeks, the Orr Commission intends to shine a light on the tactics employed by
Israeli police in squelching protests by Arab citizens across northern Israel after Ariel
Sharon's incendiary visit to the Temple Mount on Sept. 29. In addition to the 13 people
killed, more than 800 were injured, placing the clashes among the worst episodes of
government-sponsored violence committed againstArab Israelis since independence.
{Newsweek, March 5, 2001: 34)
Example 18
The hard truth is, their return [Palestinian refugees] is far from likely. In what may be the
endgame of Israeli-Palestinian peacemaking, Sami Bin Said's future and that of 4 million
other Palestinian refugees scattered across the Arab world stand as an enormous obstacle, a
problem that could prove even more intractable than, the division of Jerusalem. The
refugees' homes were seized or destroyed long ago; many of their villages have been razed.
Even the most dovish Israelis reject a return ofPalestinian refugees as demographic suicide
for the Jewish state.
{Newsweek, January 8, 2001: 10)
Example 19
The corridor leading to his office vibrates with activity. Politicians and militants, activists
and peace negotiators come and go, waiting for face time with Yasir Arafat. And the
Palestinian leader has lots to spare these days. For more than a month he's been stuck in a
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compound that once served the British and later the Israelis as a military base andjail.
{Newsweek, January 28, 2002: 30)
Example 20
In rejecting Ehud Barak's proposals at Camp David, Yasir Arafat did more than shatter the
hopes for peace between Israel and the Palestinians. He also shattered the Israeli left. For
a decade the Labor Party had a solution to Israel's biggest problem: land for peace. It
would give much of the land conquered in the 1967 war and get a peace agreement in
return.
{Newsweek, August 13, 2001: 7)
Example 21
Since the uprising began in September according to the Switzerland-based activist group
Defense for Children International, 95 Palestinians have been killed and more than 2500
have been injured
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 12)
Example 22
At 8 a.m. Abu Ulbah plowed his bus into a crowd of Israeli soldiers at Azur Junction near
Tel Aviv, killing eight and injuring 38; he was later wounded and captured after a high¬
speed chase.
{Newsweek, February 26, 2001: 36)
On examining Examples 16-22, it becomes evident that the writers of Newsweek
International avoid explicit mention of the Israelis when they 'act violently' against
the Palestinians; in fact, the agentless passive is employed to 'conceal' Israel's
responsibility concerning its actions against the Palestinians. This elision of the
agent responsible for 'buldozing', 'closing', 'killing', 'injuring', 'conquering',
'seizing', 'destroying', 'razing' 'wounding', and 'capturing' backgrounds and de-
emphasises the Israeli role in these acts.
The ideological significance of this motivated choice becomes especially revealing
when one examines Example 22. In this extract, the Palestinian driver (Abu Ulbah)
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is overtly presented as the initiator of the action that involves the killing of eight
Israelis and the injury of 38 others; in contrast, the agent responsible for 'wounding'
and 'capturing' the driver is left unspecified. Although the readers in this text can
identify the 'Israelis' as responsible for the two acts committed against the
Palestinian driver, the writer chooses to omit the agent and leaves the readers to infer
the actor.16
By leaving causality unspecified, the above examples demonstrate how power
relations are exercised in the media. Here, the writers ofNewsweek International use
their 'power' as text producers 'to disguise power' (Fairclough, 1989: 52); in these
texts, the writers choose to 'hide' what the Israelis (the dominant party) commit
against the Palestinians (the subordinate party).
Example 23
What Arafat could not do at Camp David and still cannot do is abandon the founding claim
of the PLO - that Palestinians displaced by Israel in 1948 be allowed to return home.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 2)
Example 24
The busiest place in Ramallah these days is a parched slope on the city's outskirts, just
beneath the Jewish settlement ofPsigot. Here, in a new extension of the Al Bira Cemetery,
Palestinian families gather through the day around 150 marble tombstones that mark the
graves ofvictims of the intifada. Leading a visitor past a polished slab inscribed in Arabic,
Hassan Jaffarey, the gravedigger who has buried every one of the dead, points out some of
the new arrivals: the 9-year-old shot by the Israeli snipers in his parents' home, the
housewife caught in crossfire between soldiers in Psigot and militants in Ramallah... Under
a fierce sun, the gravedigger continues his tour of the cemetery, pointing out the grave of a
3-year-old who died in his mother's arms, two friends who were blown into pieces by a tank
shell in February.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 26-27)
16 The same meaning relation applies to Example 19.
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Example 25
In the streets of khan Younis, Rafah and other towns, Hamas and Islamic Jihad are gaining
increasing support-much as Hizbullah did in the poor Shiite suburbs of West Beirut. Here
whole neighborhoods have been "shaved" by Israeli tanks and bulldozers seeking to create
open fields offire.
{Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 57)
Example 26
Last week the violence took an ominous new turn, when three Palestinians, including an
infant, were killed in a drive-by shooting allegedly carried out by a settler vigilante group
calling itself "The Committee for Road Safety. "
{Newsweek, July 30, 2001: 21)
In Examples 23-26, the writers choose the 'by phrase' passive construction to refer to
the Israeli acts against the Palestinians. Although the reader of these excerpts is well
aware that the Israelis are responsible for the acts of 'displacing', 'shooting',
'blowing' and 'killing' that are conducted against the Palestinians, this passive
construction de-emphasises and backgrounds the Israeli role in these acts of violence.
This shift in theme foregrounds the affected agents, namely 'the Palestinians', 'the 9
year-old', 'the 3 year-old', 'the neighborhoods', and 'the friends', and hence
reorients the story towards these participants; by doing so, one feels that this
linguistic choice mitigates the Israeli actions, and consequently this representation
seems rather restrained in blaming the Israelis for the acts they commit against the
Palestinians.
Example 27
A Newsweek Investigation uncovered chilling details of the Karmi hit. He was a key target:
a veteran of the intifada who had risen to the top of the Fatah movement's military wing. In
revenge for the assassination of a prominent local Fatah leader, Karmi and three other
militants abducted and murdered two young Tel Aviv restaurateurs who had driven to
Tulkarm to go shopping on Jan. 23, 2001.
{Newsweek, February 4, 2002: 2)
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Example 28
For Ariel Sharon, it was a clear sign that his enemies would be intimidated. Just two days
after his landslide victory in Israeli election, Palestinian bombers packed 30 pounds of
explosives into the trunk of a stolen Ford Fiesta and parked the car in the heart of Beit
Yisrael, a densely populated religious neighborhood in Jerusalem. Their apparent aim: to
catch hundreds ofHaisidic yeshiva students as they streamed out of the buildings from their
late-afternoon prayers. But the terrorists mis-set the bomb's timing device by 15 minutes.
When it exploded at 4:45 p.m., most Yisrael residents were indoors, and the blast only
slightly injuredfive people.
In the West Bank, the Jewish settlement Psigot came under withering gunfire Thursday night
for the first time in six weeks; in Ramallah, hundreds ofyouths clashed with Israeli soldiers
on Friday; the street battles included tankfire and left several injured. In Gaza, the head of
the militant Islamic Jihad group pledged to continue the bombing campaign as part of a
widerjihad.
{Newsweek, February 19, 2001: 24)
Example 29
Refugees have been at the front line of Israeli-Palestinian confrontations, both in politics
and on the killing fields. Bin Said's brother Baha is one of them. An officer in the
Palestinian Preventive Security Service, Baha Bin-Said stole into a Jewish settlement not
farfrom Maghazi in late November and killed two Israelis before being shot dead.
{Newsweek, January 8, 2001: 12)
Example 30
Largely dormant during the first few months of this intifada, the Islamic militants have
claimed responsibility for a recent string of suicide bombings, including last week's
explosion at a bus stop near Netanya that killed two teenage yeshiva students.
{Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 26-27)
Example 31
A flow of weapons smuggled in through tunnels burrowed beneath the Egyptian border is
fueling the conflict, which is being brought with alarmingfrequency to the heart ofIsrael: on
Friday night a suicide bomber blew himselfup at the entrance to apopular nightclub on Tel
Aviv's beachfront killing at least 18people and injuring about 90.
Across the fence, the Jewish settlers face their own risks. Corralled inside isolated
communities pati~olled by Israeli tanks, the 5,000 Jews in Gaza are effectively prisoners.
Travelling outside their settlements means moving in convoys across miles of hostile
territory, much as 19th-century wagon trains traversed the American frontier. The sandy
wasteland is filled with buried roadside bombs; Palestinian snipers lay ambushes from half-
finished buildings that offer a perfect vantage point over the highway. Some nights,
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guerrillas crawl through the sand to within a few meters of the Israeli base protecting the
Gush Katifsettlement before openingfire-a tactic borrowedfrom Hizbullah.
{Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 57-58)
Example 32
The newest phase of the Palestinian uprising began last week on a lonely mountain road
near the West Bank city ofRamallah. At an Israeli military checkpoint known as Ein Ariq- a
concrete hut surrounded by terraced orchards of olive trees - a three man squad of Fatah
guerillas launched one of the deadliest attacks against the Israeli Army since the height of
the guerrilla war in southern Lebanon. Shooting dead four sentries, the trio of gunmen
killed two more soldiers relaxing inside their hut, then slipped away in the dark... During
one seen-day period, Palestinian guerillas killed 12 Israeli soldiers in four attacks inside
the West Bank and Gaza.
{Newsweek, March 4, 2002: 34)
Example 33
On Thursday a member ofhis own [YasirArafat'sJFatah group shot up a dance hall where
Israelis were celebrating a 12-year-old girl's bat mitzvah, killing six people.
{Newsweek, January 28, 2002: 31)
Example 34
The previous weekend three Hamas suicide bombers had carried out attacks on Jerusalem
andHaifa, killing 27 Israelis in the span of12 hours.
{Newsweek, December 17, 2001: 40)
Unlike Examples 16-26, Examples 27-34 use the active construction to portray the
actions that the Palestinians carry out against the Israelis. By using this structure,
causality is clearly specified; in these excerpts, the agents (the Palestinians) are
emphasised, and are overtly presented as responsible for performing the actions
mentioned in the propositions, leaving no room for reader inference and speculation.
Indeed, not only do the 'Palestinian snipers', the 'Palestinian guerillas', 'the
Palestinian militants' and 'Hamas suicide bombers' initiate the acts of 'abducting',
'murdering', 'clashing', 'killing', 'laying ambushes', and 'shooting' conducted
against the Israelis, but the nature and the number of the casualties these agents
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inflict on the Israelis is also highlighted. Therefore, on comparing Examples 16-26
and 27-34, one can claim that the linguistic tools that the writers ofNewsweek choose
in portraying the two parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict reflect the
Magazine's partiality towards the Israeli side; this systematic representation of the
Palestinians as the initiators of the 'acts of terror' conducted against the Israeli
civilians and soldiers makes the source text readers associate this group with
'violence', 'brutality' and 'inhumane' actions. This image, however, is not conveyed
to the text receivers when portraying the Israeli acts against the Palestinians as can be
illustrated in Examples 35 and 36.
Example 35
In Psagot, a religious community near Ramallah, nearly every night Palestinians fire
automatic rifles and larger machine guns at a row ofstone houses that face the Arab town.
Settler families have sandbagged windows and no longer leave their homes at night. The
shooting got so bad one night last week that Israeli tanks stationed at the settlement fired
shells into Ramallah.
(Newsweek, December 4, 2000: 35)
Example 36
For weeks Palestinian snipers have used Beit Jala as a base to shoot at the nearby Jewish
neighborhood of Gilo, and the Israeli army has responded with rocket, missile and
machine-gunfire.
(Newsweek, November 27, 2000: 58)
In Examples 35 and 36 the Israeli army and its tanks are depicted as the agents
responsible for the acts of 'shelling' conducted against the Palestinians. Although
the active structure in these texts acknowledges the agents taking part in the
propositions, these agents and their acts are not condemned; rather, they are excused
since they take place in retaliation for the Palestinian premeditated acts of terror
committed against the Jewish settlements and settlers. This discrepancy between the
way the Israeli and Palestinian actions are portrayed reveals the contrasting views
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and beliefs that the writers ofNewsweek International embrace in relation to the two
parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Since the effects of the media are
cumulative, one can argue that the manner in which the writers handle causality in
relation to the two parties involved in the conflict can negatively affect the way the
source text readers perceive the Palestinians.
It is the researcher's contention that the examples cited illustrate the nature of the
power relations prevalent in media discourse. On examining the extracts, one can
argue that the text producers exercise power over the text recipients since they can
determine how events and participants are represented based on the beliefs and
values that they adopt. Consequently, one finds oneself in agreement with
Fairclough's (1995: 104) view concerning media discourse which states that 'media
texts do not merely 'mirror realities' as is sometimes naively assumed; they
constitute versions of reality in ways which depend on the social positions and
interests and objectives of those who produce them. They do so through choices
which are made at various levels in the process of producing texts'.
Having illustrated how passivization is employed in English and how this linguistic
tool can carry ideological messages, the next section provides a brief account of
passivization in Arabic. This overview will be referred to in the analysis of the
translated instances of the passive construction.
5.3 Passivization in Arabic
This section gives a brief account of how the passive construction is used in Arabic
discourse. The account is intended to shed light on the syntactic, stylistic and
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functional features of this structure with the aim of identifying the similarities and
differences in the way passivization is employed in English and Arabic. The
researcher believes that identifying these similarities and differences, while bearing
in mind the differences in the writers' and translators' world-views, beliefs and
values concerning the Israelis and the Palestinians, will help explain the reasons
underlying the translation strategies adopted in the act of transmitting the
ideologically significant patterns ofpassivization from English into Arabic.
In comparison with English, the passive construction tends to be used less frequently
in Arabic discourse. This relatively limited usage of the passive structure may be
attributed to two main reasons: (1) Arabic uses the active construction when the
agent is identified (cf. the 'by phrase' structure in English); and (2) the passive
meaning is expressed in Arabic using a number of active constructions (see
Examples 39, 42 and 44).
Although the passive is not frequently used in Arabic, there are a number of
diversified reasons underlying the choice of this structure in discourse. These
reasons can be summed up as follows: (1) the performer of the action is known, so
there is no need to express it; (2) the agent is unknown, and hence is left unspecified;
(3) the agent is known, but the speaker(s) or text producer(s) want to conceal the
performer(s) of the action; (4) the agent is known, but is left unspecified for fear of
its well being; (5) the agent is known, but is not expressed because the speaker(s) or
text producers are afraid of the agent; (6) the agent is known, but is not expressed to
protect its honour/face; and (7) the agent is known, but is not mentioned because
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expressing it in discourse is pointless.17 The aforementioned usages of the passive
indicate that this structure is not employed haphazardly in Arabic discourse; also, on
examining the reasons underlying the use of the passive in Arabic, one can argue that
reason (3) may have ideological significance in certain texts, while reasons (4) and
(6) are cultural specific.
Like passivization in English, when the passive construction is used in Arabic, the
clause undergoes a 'transformation' from one syntactic structure to another. This
transformation involves three constituents of the active clause: the active verb, and
the subject and the object of the active clause; thus, in the process of 'transforming'
an active structure into a passive structure, the following steps are taken: (1) the
internal voweling of the active verb is changed; (2) the subject of the active clause is
deleted; and (3) the object of the active clause is made the subject of the passive
sentence (see Examples 37 and 38). This change obfuscates the agency, and
emphasises the action as well as the subject of the passive verb, which is referred to
in Arabic as and literally means 'the deputy of the doer'.
(The boy wrote the lesson) .<>>>JI I (37)
(The lesson was written), <j"^ (38)
As stated earlier, and illustrated in Example 38, the deletion of the subject in the
passive clause is obligatory in Arabic; Arabic, unlike English, does not allow
mentioning the agent in the passive clause because 'there is a purpose underlying the
deletion of the subject; thus, any reference to it (the subject) disregards this purpose'
17 These reasons are presented in Al-GhalayTnT (1999: 247; my translation).
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(Al-GhalaylnT, 1999: 252; my translation). Accordingly, there is no construction in
the language that parallels the 'by phrase' passive, and a sentence like 'Ahmad was
reprimanded by the officer' is rendered in Arabic as 'The officer reprimanded
Ahmad' ^.i .LjLjaJI with the 'officer' as the agent of the active clause. However,
as Holes (1995: 260) rightly states 'this 'rule' is now largely ignored in journalistic
Arabic' which uses the prepositional phrase min qibal JjS t> to introduce the agent.
This structure reveals the impact translation interference (Neubert and Shreve, 1992;
and Sa'adeddin, 1989) has had on the syntax ofArabic journalism.
Having said that Arabic does not have an equivalent structure for the 'by phrase'
structure, it has to be pointed out that 'Arabic has found a way to express the agent in
passive constructions; and that is by using a prepositional phrase (original
emphasis) with instrumental meaning' (Cantarino, 1974, I: 53). However, the
prepositions J iu used with this structure, introduce the instrument and not the
actual performer(s) of the action. Hence, in the sentence, Jia (he was killed by
the sword) the preposition <_i introduces the instrument used to perform the action,
but the person who is involved in the action of 'killing' is left unspecified. In fact,
the prepositional phrase in Arabic is not usually used to introduce a human agent,
and when this rule is disregarded in journalese discourse 'this is often due to literal
translation of European phraseology' (Haywood and Nahmad, 1965: 144).
In addition to the abovementioned syntactic structures employed to express
passivization, Arabic uses the passive participleJto achieve this goal. As
the Arabic grammatical term suggests, this structure is formed using the pattern
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maf'ul and acts as a qualitative adjective in passive constructions to refer to the
person or thing that is experiencing or have experienced the action denoted by the
verb; in such contexts, the meaning of the passive participle is equivalent to that of
an adjective clause with a passive verb (Examples 39 and 40).
.( The published book)(39)
.(The book that was published)>44 ^ill (40)
Also, Arabic, unlike English, uses a number of structures, which are syntactically
recognised by grammarians as active constructions, to denote passive meanings. One
of the common structures employed to achieve this goal are the verbs grouped under
forms V, and VII, which are usually used to replace the passive of forms I, and II
verbs, respectively (Examples 41 and 42).
.(The meeting was convened) (41)
.(The meeting was convened) (42)
In Examples 41 and 42, two different syntactic structures are employed to express
the same message to the reader(s): the obfuscation of the agent. In Example 41,
passivization is deployed to achieve this goal, whereas the active construction is
deployed in Example 42. By using this active structure, which denotes a passive
meaning, passivization proper is avoided.
Another structure that uses the active construction to express a passive meaning is
the form that consists of the auxiliary verb tamma f* (to be completed) and the verbal
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noun . This structure is common in Media discourse, and 'is used to
report the completion of durative or iterative processes (rather than for description of
punctual events, cognitive activities, emotional states) where the focus is on the
result of the process than the process itself, or on the (usually multiple rather than
individual) agents who performed it' (Holes, 1995: 258).18 Thus, while Example 43
uses the passive construction to conceal the performer of the action, Example 44 uses
the auxiliary verb tamma ^ and the verbal noun plj&j (executing) to produce a
synonymous meaning to that expressed in Example 43.
. (The killer was executed) Jkall pjel (43)
. (The killer was executed) fi (44)
This brief account of how passivization is used in Arabic indicates that there are a
number of substantial differences in the way this structure is used in English and
Arabic. With this in mind, the next section will examine how the translators have
tackled these discrepancies in the act of translating the passive construction from
Newsweek International to Newsweek in Arabic.
5.4 Analysis of the Target Texts
In sub-section 5.2.2, the ideologically significant patterns of passivization observed
in relation to the two parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict were
presented and discussed. In this section, the researcher studies how the translators of
Newsweek in Arabic have rendered these patterns to the target text readership. This
examination aims at identifying how the choice of the linguistic structure that the
18 It is observed that the translators ofNewsweek in Arabic use this structure with all types of events.
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translators make (the active construction as opposed to the passive construction and
vice versa) affects the ideological patterns originally presented to the source text
readers. In conducting this examination, the researcher will take into consideration
the following two factors: (1) the discrepancies between passivization in English and
Arabic; and (2) the different world-views that the writers of Newsweek International
and the translators ofNewsweek in Arabic have regarding the two parties involved in
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The section is divided into two sub-sections. The first sub-section will consider the
ideological patterns that have been retained in the target texts, while the second sub¬
section will consider the patterns that have undergone changes in the process of
translation.
5.4.1 Similarities Between the Source and Target Texts
This sub-section sheds light on the ideological patterns of passivization that have
been reproduced in Newsweek in Arabic. This examination aims at identifying the
syntactic structures that have been adopted in the act of translating these
ideologically significant patterns from English into Arabic, and the implications
these syntactic choices have on the ideological messages expressed in the target
language texts.
A close analysis of the source and target texts reveals that 36 out of the 6619 (cf.
number of differences) ideologically significant instances of passivization that depict
the two parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in Newsweek International
19 This figure includes the ideologically motivated instances of passivization used to represent the
Israeli and Palestinian roles in the violence. However, it has to be pointed out that out of the 66
ideologically loaded instances attested, only four similarities are associated with the Palestinians.
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have been retained in Newsweek in Arabic. This adherence to the source texts
reproduces the main ideological patterns pertaining to the Israelis and the
Palestinians and presented in Newsweek International (see Section 5.2.2). Hence,
one finds that the active construction is employed to represent the Palestinians as the
initiators of the acts of violence against the Israelis, while passivization is used to
'conceal' the Israeli acts conducted against the Palestinians.
To 'conceal' the Israeli acts, 24 instances of the agentless passive structures that are
ideologically loaded in the English texts are reproduced in Newsweek in Arabic with
the equivalent passive structure employed in Arabic. Although this syntactic choice
produces translated texts that are linguistically acceptable, the Arab audience is
presented with an ideological pattern that is 'foreign' to them. This 'foreignization'
(Venuti, 1995; 1998a; 1998b; 1998c; and Berman, 1985) results because texts
originally written in Arabic do not 'hide' the Israeli role in the violence carried out
against the Palestinians; rather, many of these texts expose the Israeli actions while
providing excuses for the Palestinian acts of violence conducted against the Israelis.
One can therefore claim that by retaining the ideological pattern in the source texts,
the translators of Newsweek in Arabic promote an ideology that is at variance with
the one the target text receptors are familiar with. This end-result makes the
translators 'visible' and the target texts read like a translation.
When the Israeli role in the violence is not completely concealed but is
backgrounded and de-emphasised in the source texts, it is observed that twelve out of
the 30 ideologically motivated instances of this structure are retained in Arabic. In
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reproducing the 'by phrase' passives the translators of Newsweek in Arabic use the
following structures: (1) the passive with a prepositional phrase (7 instances); (2) the
passive participle (1 instance); and (3) tamma and the verbal noun and min qibal (4
instances). On examining the aforementioned structures, it becomes clear that, with
the exception of structure 3, the syntactic structures adopted to retain the
ideologically motivated instances of the 'by phrase' passives abide by the
conventions of passivization in Arabic. This relatively limited number of the 'by
phrase' passives that are reproduced in the target texts, however, is not indicative of
an ideological shift adopted by the translators of Newsweek in Arabic, rather, the
analysis reveals that this outcome is a purely linguistic choice that is dictated by the
syntactic rules of the Arabic language. This belief is confirmed when one realises
that the same syntactic structures are adopted when the 'by phrase' structure is used
to background the Palestinian actions against the Israelis and fellow Palestinians.
To illustrate how the translators 'conceal' and 'background' the Israeli acts against
the Palestinians, examples from the source and target texts will be provided and
discussed.
Example 45
Barghouti saw Barak's election gambit as one more proof of the uprising success. By his
own count, more than 280 Palestinians have been killed and as many as 12,000 injured
{Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 19)
Lisjj 1 ^./o'Vr'V/ 1i ^ Jr. yLl y~Jj ^jJ^LJt jm^VI l2IjIj 1#j ^!j ^i// 4ajIYi'V/ ajjLiaJI yJI piirj
yc. 12,000 <_£-// La i- nifiij Oil A i ii A> 280 y _f£l <ju! i ua, I
{Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 9)
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Example 46
Since the uprising began in September according to the Switzerland-based activist group
Defense for Children International, 95 Palestinians have been killed and more than 2500
have been injured.
(Newsweek, December 11, 2000: 22)
Laj fixjl fly. fllsLhyi yc. Lsd ^-LlZLiII 4c.Ly 1/ fll^si . h^ »LI Lj^Lsjjyi CjIjj yf jJm3
• 2,500 y* flNl 0.hiuh 95 fl& /* 'iJ
{Newsweek, December 12, 2000: 12)
Example 47
Once a voting bloc that the Labor leader could count on, Israeli Arabs are threatening to
abstain rather than support him. Thirteen of the more than 300 Palestinians killed in the
recent fighting are Israeli citizens - members of a community that has long complained of
second-class treatment in Israel.
(Newsweek, December 18, 2000: 37)
o* UJJLSJc. ifLxxH ^jc.fll yUj fjLLZJl dtN IjjlS cA-II (yjjb7^y^yi c_j
cjiSLuyi Lfis cuOi jSsf f 300 li yy yJc. dyy . y^ y_u ciuj. ^'ill yc. y^- ~y.»
fljlBI Jjll 4Ialx~a cjjlaLu >1 Cy CLlxJ y*ay _Luj fill ^AJ ( flplyjji] ^ f ll/ya y*a ^A SyJ S V/
.flptyfl
{Newsweek, December 19, 2000: 8-9)
Example 48
Bin-Said makes the opposite point: if there is no return to pre-1948 Palestine, there should
be no peace. His grandfather fled Beersheba in 1948 after hearing rumors that Jews were
massacring Palestinians in adjacent towns. The family packed its possessions overnight and
made the trip to Gaza on horses and donkeys. About 700,000 other Palestinians left or were
forced out of their homeland that year, in what Palestinians call the naqba-Arabic for
catastrophe.
{Newsweek, January 8, 2001: 11)
.fLui NLiA yflj y yf^ tiill (1948 yflxuiU SjjC. NLlA yfj fl /J/ (LoLaj 4 4 hi iyyLj 4 y* . Ur i ii yj
Jj-b yjC-a C 'N'JLi yyaflil Jytffll yl CjLxjLuj *Lc.Loxjj Axj 1948 fLc. £ Uull flj ya t_JjA _if o-^. (jU -VL9
fllHl h ayC- (flj (''{$ -i '/j flJJI (J5LA. Itf'll ■iltbJI lZlcLsj .SjjC-dl CjCuJI yjj^jajuul&JI
,4j£'jJL> y^*4 L- ■ "loll t'11 ni Ly3 ^LxJI iSllj ^3 ^ i I-j y^a ^ ijLl.P 700,000 JjL ji t_jja csj - - Lij
{Newsweek, January 9, 2001: 11)
Example 49
For a decade the Labor Party had a solution to Israel's biggest problem: landfor peace. It
would give back much of the land occupied in the 1967 war and get a peace agreement in
return.
{Newsweek, August 13, 2001: 7)
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fjly (jUj (jLZj .fXxJ! Jjtlo (_jJoj'V! (_JZL.ua ^u£*y (J^. (JLcxJI c_j(_gjJ (jlZ (jLc_jJI .liV h
.(JjULJI fXu, 4a9LsjI (Jjisr\IIj 1967 ^Ic- ^lll ^Lullc- SjLc-J ^flc-
(Newsweek5 August 14, 2001: 2)
On examining Examples 45-49, it becomes evident that in translating the agentless
passive constructions from English into Arabic, the translators of Newsweek in
Arabic 'mimic' the ideological patterns of passivization presented in the source texts.
By adopting this translation strategy that shows maximal fidelity to the original texts,
the Israeli role in the acts of 'killing', 'injuring', forcing' and 'occupying', is not
highlighted, and accordingly this role becomes an issue of no great import. This
representation produces translated texts that advocate an ideological pattern that is
'alien' to the target text receptors who are accustomed to modes of representation
that expose the Israeli 'atrocities' against the Palestinians and explicitly state the
nature and outcome of these 'atrocities' on the other party involved in the conflict.
Based on this representational discrepancy between the way the Israelis and
Palestinians are usually depicted in the American and the Arab press, one can say
that the translators of Newsweek in Arabic exercise minimal mediation (Hatim and
Mason, 1997) in the act of translating the ideological patterns of passivization
presented in the source texts. This approach demonstrates how power relations
(Fairclough, 1989; 1995; and Fowler, 1991; and Fawcett, 1995) can be exercised in
translation. Here, the translators of Newsweek in Arabic (the subordinate party)
exercise power on the readers of the translated texts by determining how to represent
the two parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This representation,
which shows loyalty to Newsweek International (the commissioning agent), ignores
the values and beliefs of the text receptors who are presented with the world-views of
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the dominant party (Newsweek International). Cumulatively, the researcher believes
that this preponderance of the passive construction in the translated texts may
'domesticate' a 'foreign' ideology, and hence affect the way the readers of Newsweek
in Arabic perceive the two parties involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Example 50
Last week the violence took an ominous new turn, when three Palestinians, including an
infant, were killed in a drive-by shooting allegedly carried out by a settler vigilante group
calling itself "The Committee for Road Safety. "
{Newsweek, July 30, 2001:20)
AaIaO j^ ' ^jo g'jj m ■ " fa fjS tojj i n o /_]j_la. ( iixjl ojjJ i "i '■ -> /' , siLaJI ^ ju ifI ^3




Family members of the victims say the hearings haven 7 assuaged their griefand anger. For
the parents ofAhmad Siam-shot in the head by a sniper's bullet in Umm el-Fahm four days
after his 18th birthday-the likelihood that the cops will get offscot-free is just one frustration.
{Newsweek, March 5, 2001: 34)
^Jpo ^ui 4jU^)l _i*J - "II f ajlt ^3 4.'^ t3 ,*21..-JJ 4uall^) 4 '[ll iN Jxj U>FIJ 4h II ijljJ
. gy cfA cjj4 gyi 4 a <TN a II o-La ^jo <JjyjlJI _)/jf/ 4 cJLaI^I gjls 18 H oATlo -lie
(Newsweek, March 5, 2001: 34)
Example 52
The plan to kill him [Karmi] by remote-controlled bomb was likely conceived by a small
group ofhigh officialsfrom military intelligence and Shin Bet.
(Newsweek, February 4, 2002: 2)
o£eJl.1 o JjS (JA Ltj/jC-J -if _l*j UJJySJ yL 4j±i3 f-jj tjc. [^c_jS]t] 4jj3 gjjJ -~yjYI lc.J
. 4jjSamxJl luIj/jS It «yI (jS jjuotai/ jLS (j* i
(Newsweek, February 4, 2002: 3)
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In Examples 50 and 51, the writers of Newsweek International identify the Israeli
role in the actions performed against the Palestinians. However, by using the 'by
phrase' constructions, these acts are not given much weight. This linguistic choice,
therefore, 'allows a writer or speaker to emphasise his thematic priorities, to
emphasise what a text is 'about' even when the entities of theme, are strictly
speaking semantically subordinate (affected rather than agentive)' (Fowler and
Kress, 1979: 209). To retain this ideologically motivated usage of the 'by phrase'
construction, the passive form of the verbs and the prepositional phrases introduced
by the prepositions J* k_j are used in Newsweek in Arabic. This structure
produces an end-result that carries the same ideological message conveyed to the
source text receivers since there is no explicit reference to the Israeli role in the
actions mentioned; instead, the readers are told that the Palestinians are killed by
'shooting'jU (jpU=>) aA*c. performed by the sniper's 'hand' ^ ^ and it is 'the
sniper's bullet' jj , not the sniper, that kills Ahmad Siam.
In Example 52 (cf. Examples 50 and 51), the translators of Newsweek in Arabic
exercise minimal intervention in conveying the ideological significance of the 'by
phrase' structure by using the 'coined' structure tamma and the verbal noun and min
qibal ^ . This translation strategy, that is a duplicate of the
source text linguistic structure, results in a mutilated translation that embraces the
source text ideology, but disregards the conventions of Arabic syntax. This disregard
for the syntactic conventions of Arabic is evident for the following two reasons: (1)
Arabic uses the active construction when the agent is known; and (2) tamma and the
20 This is a literal translation of the lexical item used in the Arabic text.
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verbal noun structure is used to 'conceal' the performer of the action; by adding the
phrase min qibal l>, which has been introduced to Arabic journalistic discourse
through translation, the reason underlying the use of tamma and the verbal noun is
ignored. This translation is thus an example of how fidelity to the source text can
produce target texts that are 'alien' and 'unusual' to the end-receivers. Indeed, it is
translations like Example 52 that make some scholars view foreign language
• 91
interference in the newspapers as a 'plague that contaminates the language of
today' (Al-Samarrai, 1979; quoted in Abdelfattah, 1996: 131).
To overcome this negative interference that has resulted due to the 'fidelity' to the
source text ideology, the following translation is suggested:
Suggested translation
(jc- [l_r-oj£h] <Jti3 ajjsmoj! iSiI(jtjjjijmajl jLiS sjny o tiijel jis j)H lsjcj
. JxJ (jc. it £J ^jj Jjjjh
Back-translation
It is most likely that a small group ofhigh officialsfrom military intelligence and Shin Bet
conceived the plan to kill him [Karmi] by a remote-controlled bomb.
Although the suggested translation produces a text that flows smoothly because it
ignores the syntactic structure employed in English, the ideological message
Newsweek International conveys to its readers is reversed. In this translation, the
'small group of high officials from military intelligence and Shin Bet' is made the
theme of the clause; hence, an agent that is backgrounded and de-emphasised in the
21 This view can be extended to include other forms of the Media.
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source text becomes foregrounded and emphasised in the target text. The researcher
believes that this suggested translation is not considered by the translators of
Newsweek in Arabic because it fails to fulfil the 'ethics of service' (Chesterman,
2001: 140) which determines the translation strategies opted for by the translators in
accordance with the instructions set by the commissioning agent. Although
Chesterman (ibid.) states that this model of translation ethics makes translators 'loyal
above all to the client, but also to the target readers and the original writer', it is our
contention that the translators of Newsweek in Arabic are loyal to the client and the
original writer but not to the readers.
The analysis of the similarities attested in the analysed corpora shows that translation
is not always an 'innocent' endeavour that is confined to transmitting information
between two languages; rather, this act can reflect aspects of power relations between
the parties involved in this activity.
Having presented how the ideological patterns of passivization are retained in the
target texts, and the implications these renditions have on the translated texts, the
next sub-section will look at the differences that have been attested in the process of
translating the passive constructions from English into Arabic.
5.4.2 Differences Between the Source and Target Texts
This sub-section examines the shifts that have taken place in translating the
ideological patterns of passivization from Newsweek International into Newsweek in
Arabic. This investigation aims at identifying the reasons underlying these shifts and
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the impact these deviations have on the ideological messages conveyed to the target
text readers.
The overview of passivization in English and Arabic (see Sections 5.1.1.2 and 5.3
respectively) has revealed that there are syntactic, stylistic and functional
discrepancies between the way these two languages form and use the passive
construction in discourse. With this in mind, one would expect these discrepancies
to be manifested in shifts in the translated texts.
A careful examination of the source and target texts indicates that 30 shifts out of the
66 ideologically significant instances of passivization attested in the source language
texts undergo a shift in the act of translation. Out of these 30 shifts, 12 are agentless
passives and 18 involve the 'by phrase' construction. The fact that more shifts are
observed under the 'by phrase' passives is not surprising especially when one bears
in mind that a parallel structure is not available in Arabic syntax.
The content analysis of the target texts reveals that the agentless passive shifts
attested are grouped under the following syntactic structures: (1) the active
construction ? (4 instances); (2) tamma and the verbal noun j ^
(6 instances); (3) the verbal adjective with the pattern fall (1 instance); and (4)
nomina actionis J*il! ^1(1 instance).
A close examination of these syntactic structures is revealing for two main reasons.
First, the limited number of shifts that are grouped under the active construction
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indicates that the ideological pattern prevalent in the English texts (concealing the
Israeli role in the acts against the Palestinians) is maintained in the target texts. In
fact, only two out of the four observed active instances are ideologically oriented; the
other two are purely stylistic in nature. Second, although all the aforementioned
syntactic structures are considered active constructions in form, the last three
structures express a passive meaning; indeed, when these constructions are used in
Arabic discourse, the agent performing the action is left unspecified (see Section
5.3). Although by choosing these structures, the agentless passive is not retained in
the target texts, the ideological messages intended by the writers of Newsweek
International are reproduced using other forms that convey the same meaning
expressed in the original.
With regards the shifts attested under the 'by phrase' construction, it is observed that
17 out of the 18 shifts noted involve replacing the 'by phrase' structure with the
active construction; the remaining shift involves the syntactic structure tamma and
the verbal noun £ . It is also worth noting that when the active
construction is used to replace the 'by phrase' passives, the agents in the English
passive clauses (the Israelis and agents associated with this party) become the subject
of an independent clause (10 instances) or the subject of a relative clause (7
instances); consequently, these selected structures result in the production of an
ideological pattern that is inconsistent with the one originally presented to the readers
of Newsweek International. However, the researcher believes that this shift is not
ideologically intentional on the part of the translators, but is dictated by the syntactic
structures and stylistic conventions of Arabic.
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In what follows, excerpts drawn from Newsweek International and Newsweek in
Arabic will be presented to illustrate the effects the predominant shifts have on the
translated texts and the target text readership.
Example 53
Israel has expropriated much ofBeit Jala's land since it captured the West Bank in 1967,
and the town continues to be squeezed; Gilo, the target of recent sniper fire, sits largely on
land expropriatedfrom Beit Jalan owners.
{Newsweek, November 27, 2001: 58)
sjxjj SjLJI d±ltJLoj il967 !l ific. /j W/1',../ jio yu <'m ^ . >■/ft gy, IjfS fid,<djjjl,<->
djjjLa ^ .hiff ta^id'yi ASfiJI ^itII 2 ^ 't'i iV ^1II tj [jr. fiCj .(jlsfid
. yu < "w ^3 C.Jyxjt Lyj!IN gya Itf i AT «I
{Newsweek,November 28, 2001: 16)
Back-translation
Israel has expropriated much ofBeit Jala's land since it captured the West Bank in 1967,
and the town continues to be squeezed; Gilo, the target of recent sniper fire, sits largely on
land Israel expropriatedfrom Beit Jalan owners.
Example 54
In return, Beilin agreed to relinquish nearly all of the West Bank occupied in the 1967 war,
including the strategic Jordan Valley.
{Newsweek, September 25, 2000: 51)
fVS. Jjj'Ijj-iiJ If TfTl/ J3 dills (jSlI ffil tkjj^ydi <iddl (y-djlji (falsi (jc. u l-\ 'ill LSJc. (jlLiJ (fitJ t fjllLdl ^-2J
. 4 ftjlu,yi (jJfiyi /_yjly A lit is, dlij ^-2 LaJ 1967
{Newsweek, September 26, 2000: 13-14)
Back-translation
In return, Beilin agreed to relinquish nearly all of the West Bank that Israel occupied in the
1967 war, including the strategic Jordan Valley.
Examining the English excerpts of Examples 53 and 54 indicates that the writers of
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Newsweek International leave causality unspecified, and hence obfuscate the Israeli
actions. This representation, however, is altered and 'domesticated' (Venuti, 1995;
1998a; 1998b; and 1998c) in the Arabic texts by using the active construction which
enables the translators to explicitly express the Israeli role in the acts of
'expropriation' and 'conquering' of Palestinian land. These translated texts make the
translators 'invisible' to the target text readership since they abide by the modes of
representation prevalent in the Arab press. This shift, which entails maximal
mediation (Hatim and Mason, 1997) on the part of the translators reveals that this
team's beliefs and values pertaining to the Israelis and Palestinians will sometimes
feed into the translated texts despite their loyalty to the source texts. In such cases,
translation succeeds in acting 'as a gatekeeper' (Delabastita, 1990: 98) because the
values of the source culture are monitored and are not transmitted to the target
culture.
Example 55
Hot air and dust blast through the open windows; the temperature soars above 110 degrees.
Soldiers stop him22 twice at roadblocks and check his load; a road he normally takes has
been bulldozed, closed because of a morning shooting; a long line ofPalestinian cars wait
at one checkpointfor an hour as soldiers frisk a busload ofcivilians.
(Newsweek, July 30, 2001: 22)
110 dfr "N j jjPJ! jiljjJI c. ZjLudt ^LyUI thtmi elegit rfy
/g ';Jajlc. Q^ (jl£ ^pll! uhJlJ . i_p> gjjtT. ) ir. Jj iy II
■ r In i'V jLill JXU ^ childfJ ihlJIf*JI
{Newsweek, July 31, 2001: 12)
Unlike Examples 53 and 54, the active construction used in translating Example 55 is
used for stylistic purposes and is not ideologically oriented. In Arabic, the concept
22 The pronoun 'him' refers to a Palestinian trucker.
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of bulldozing cannot be presented in the language without mentioning the instrument
responsible for the act of destruction; for this reason, the translator has supplemented
the verb <-i> (to destroy) with the noun ciiljrJI (bulldozers), thus changing the
passive construction into the active construction in the translated text. However, this
partial mediation (Hatim and Mason, 1997) does not make explicit the agent who
used the bulldozers to destroy 'the road normally taken by Saleh'. By leaving
causality unspecified, the translators do not acknowledge the Israeli participation in
the event of bulldozing, and thus present a target text that is milder in tone than a text
originally written in Arabic. Indeed, texts originally written for the Arab press would
most probably read AAAljN]I cAil jaJI six. Igthn JS ^j]I (the road he
normally takes was bulldozed by Israeli bulldozers); unlike the message conveyed to
the readers of Newsweek in Arabic, this presentation is more direct, for it explicitly
specifies the Israeli bulldozers' role in the acts of destruction that make life difficult
for the Palestinians.
Example 5623
The hard truth is, their return [Palestinian refugees] is far from likely. In what may be the
endgame of Israeli-Palestinian peacemaking, Sami Bin Said's future and that of 4 million
other Palestinian refugees scattered across the Arab world stand as an enormous obstacle, a
problem that could prove even more intractable than, the division of Jerusalem. The
refugees' homes were seized or destroyed long ago; many of their villages have been razed.
Even the most dovish Israelis reject a return ofPalestinian refugees as demographic suicide
for the Jewish state.
(Newsweek, January 8, 2001: 10)
4 ( at L*fl 4.jlgj (jysj js Loj&3 . * A ->^ya V' ^jl La jxjl Oyji ^-4 4j.uiliJI 4XliXJ/
^_3 ^jpluia oJJC- ^ ijhi'itl ^JLU^La 4 Jft, <i aJ Iltu /jj ^aLaa (JltUuLa (jll fl /liil tilt ^Ipl^yujyl ftLuJI £ Usl
A A Kii'i* (AJJIA AJUC. cJiicj (A-iJoA^A cjAA*^^ fJLxJI cjyb
23 Back-translations are not provided for these examples because the structure tamma and the verbal
noun is translated as a passive structure in English.
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(ja JjJxJ/ Ajjl 1 "1 n 1j tdixj 1j -lid Ltyjd.j1 ^ji ic. fi-Aj 11 i<yi fj ^jjiyAUl (_JjLia3 .^y-Ill
(Newsweek, January 9, 2001: 10)
Example 57
At 8 a.m. Abu Ulbah plowed his bus into a crowd of Israeli soldiers at Azur Junction near
Tel Aviv, killing eight and injuring 38; he was later wounded24 and captured after a high¬
speed chase.
(Newsweek, February 26, 2001: 36)
AmLSASIIm/ ifi <_jji jjjl Jic /jjjJjj/>y/ JjSyll (j* / 11 [aA~. Jjl] aAsL^j lAj^. 1 /-v / '■ — AlaLAI j
. j ~r.^yjj ^ 1 fia[j Aithia diilA^gSlt aAsLa aJjLLut Jxj AJtfl I£■! ^jj c_xu^al.* 38 (''■ — " J
(Newsweek, February 27, 2001: 14)
Examples 56 and 57, illustrate once again how the writers ofNewsweek International
use the agentless passive construction to conceal the Israeli acts of 'seizing',
'destroying', 'razing' and 'capturing' that are conducted against the Palestinians. In
the act of translating Examples 56 and 57, the translators of Newsweek in Arabic
choose to transmit the ideological significance of the agentless passive using the
active construction tamma and the verbal noun j which is frequently
used in Media Arabic (Ashtiany, 1993; and Holes, 1995). By choosing this structure,
the translators achieve two goals: (1) they produce target texts that meet the end-
receivers expectations from a syntactic and stylistic perspective; and (2) they convey
to the Arab audience the values adopted by the writers of Newsweek International.
One can therefore claim that this close adherence to the values presented in the
source texts illustrates how cultural globalization of the American values (Hawas,
2002) can be realised through translation. This outcome reveals once again the
24 This instance of agentless passive is not considered in this context since it has been retained in the
target text.
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'hidden' relations of power that govern some of the commissioned translation
activities.
Example 58
In the streets ofKhan Younis, Rafah and other towns, Hamas and Islamic Jihad are gaining
increasing support-much as Hizbullah did in the poor Shiite suburbs of West Beirut. Here
whole neighborhoods have been "shaved" by Israeli tanks and bulldozers seeking to create
open fields offire.
{Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 57)
gjA. jlyjjj ^3 Ijjljla /-Lljtj* gjllxiKj JItf ^ IIj gjJ (433Jj gj! S jl-innj Y ^jt'AII lJLIA
CjJlji LSAj . <JJ^pJI (JjJJJJ ^3 4jrjlitl ^ -\ly i sill ^j3 Mil (_J4j ^ ^y^l ^3JJ
. gjljj i 11 j? Vg ^ gjjjiLa -ulhy Ljx-uj Itf l^Kb 4ji fi'/^y/ CjLLjJI
{Newsweek, June 11, 2001: 12)
Back-translation
In the streets ofKhan Younis, Rafah and other towns, Hamas and Islamic Jihad are gaining
increasing support-much as Hizbullah did in the poor Shiite suburbs of West Beirut. Here
Israeli tanks and bulldozers have shaved whole neighborhoods seeking to create open fields
offire.
Example 59
A Hasidic Jew, Rogin is consumed with preparations to rebuild the Jewish temple. He's not
terribly concerned that two of Islam's holiest mosques occupy the spot now; they will
somehow disappear. (Over the years, several plots have been launched by Jewish
extremists-andfoiled by Israeli authorities-to destroy the mosques).
{Newsweek, July 24, 2000: 23)
yj •(_pZJI II filL Sjlc-Y jli si-, 'til a^}S3 (/-If*. 4-ijjla 4jJj£J 4 ill In ^ <iuj (_yNI ((jjC-J(jAJ ^ Ic. Jji 'u nT
3J) .o^3 Lo J<|gjlp'l-i lui I 3 <(jYl 4 i tig ( x3^J! gfihzj fiJuiYl < "ll < .■ (_J"33~l gyi (jl 4 1
: "i/Li ,i II ySLl ^ ■ ^.3VI ^ uiaIIj SJ4 . <-i ll . )p> i ii<i ^LaJjJ Lhl^ajy* a-lxj 4 u hLaJ! gjuluJ! a 4J ll J.y-Jb 1 ^
.(l^'ihj-J 4'tyljjujYI
{Newsweek, July 24, 2000: 15)
Back-translation
A Hasidic Jew, Rogin is consumed with preparations to rebuild the Jewish temple. He's not
terribly concerned that two of Islam's holiest mosques occupy the spot now; they will
somehow disappear. (Over the years, Jewish extremists have launched several plots-and
foiled by Israeli authorities-to destroy the mosques).
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Example 60
Arafat, who was penned up by Israeli tanks in his own headquarters on the West Bank,
needed help from Sheikh Ahmad Yasin, spiritual leader ofthe radical Hamas movement.
(Newsweek, December 31, 2001-January 7, 2002: 18)
SjcLuui (jJJ taj (Ajj^pdt 4 si II eCJ-3 4jh >1CjLlLljJI A/ tfjJI iCeliac J£9
. AAIAjjIJJI -1 -
(Newsweek, December 31, 2001-January 7, 2002: 18)
Back-translation
Arafat, who the Israeli tanks have pinned down in his own headquarters on the West Bank,
needed help from Sheikh Ahmad Yasin, spiritual leader ofthe radical Hamas movement.
Example 61
Leading a visitor past polished slabs inscribed in Arabic, Hassan Jaffarey, 55, the
gravedigger who has buried every one of the dead, points out some ofthe newer arrivals: the
9-year-old shot by Israeli snipers in his parents' home.
(Newsweek, April 9 2001: 26)
gutjcdb IjL / jjlLi j f. cA*) cf41\ Laic. 55~Hcj'j
4jJj3 {fjJl 4 t i loll / :JaHI of al_jll w' —- 1 ^Jl 4jL1IIj file. e-Lajuj'yi ' ''01' ifdl 4jt^a5UI 4-loLz.jJI
. 4j_I//j LH dm10 'ilUaLiNi
(Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 18)
Back-translation
Leading a visitor past polished slabs inscribed in Arabic, Hassan Jaffarey, 55, the
gravedigger who has buried every one of the dead, points out some of the newer arrivals: the
9-year-old that the Israeli snipers had shot in his parents' home.
Example 62
What Arafat could not do at Camp David and still cannot do is abandon the founding claim
of the PLO-that Palestinians displaced by Israel in 1948 be allowed to return home.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 2)
l—lLLuJI (jc i<dc fjL (jf ^fic Li _pc (Jtjj Vj L-LaU 4 lr It (jl ^ A".»< c/4JLs
SjjxJLi 1948 ty ujL yjjjJl rjjjhAulil!L±DI t(^l cJl 4jjJ 4jijlimttfl Aij^ uiuultll
.jxA
{Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 2)
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Back-translation
What Arafat could not do at Camp David and still cannot do is abandon the founding claim
of the PLO-that Palestinians that Israel displaced in 1948 be allowed to return home.
Example 63
Under a fierce sun, the gravedigger continues his tour of the cemetery, pointing out the
grave of a 3-year-old who died in his mother's arms, two friends who were blown into
pieces by a tank shell in February.
(Newsweek, April 9, 2001: 26)
j fis ej-ic pa 42JL2JI fth ^_// f.u'Hi Sp/i*\ II pAI jLD! » ■ d <'<*
. ULJ ASjl3 I tljj 11 Cjift ijAi. ) i rl jfj <Lai (_rC-tf (JJJ
{Newsweek, April 10, 2001: 19)
Back-translation
Under a fierce sun, the gravedigger continues his tour of the cemetery, pointing out the
grave ofa 3-year-old who died in his mother's arms, two friends, whose bodies, an Israeli
tank shell had blown into pieces in February.
In Examples 58-62, the 'Israeli tanks and bulldozers', the 'Jewish extremists', the
'Israeli tanks' and 'Israel', respectively are placed in 'an informationally de-
emphasised position' (Fairclough, 1995: 26). Hence, the writers put more emphasis
on the persons and things affected by the action ('whole neighborhoods', 'plots',
'Arafat', '9-year-old' and 'Palestinians'), while the actors performing the actions are
backgrounded. In the process of translating the 'by phrase' structures, the translators
of Newsweek in Arabic choose to ignore the structure used in the source texts and
adhere to the syntactic conventions of Arabic by using the active construction. In
doing so, the theme in Arabic is changed since the backgrounded agents in the
English texts are emphasised and foregrounded in the translated texts. Although
these shifts produce texts that express two distinct ideological messages, it is the
researcher's contention that this end-result is not motivated especially when one
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compares these excerpts with Example 63.
In Example 63, one can claim that an ideologically motivated shift is observed in the
act of translating the values and beliefs of the writers of the source text. In this
excerpt, the word 'Israelis' is added to specify which 'tank shell blew into pieces the
bodies of the two friends'. Therefore, the Israeli 'atrocity' is emphasised and the
readers are confronted with a text that is not as 'mystificatory' as the original.
However, it has to be pointed out that even when the ideology presented in the
source text is not respected in the process of translation, the message carried to the
target text receptors is nonetheless toned down by placing the agent Aiul
(Israeli tank shell) at the end of the sentence and not immediately after the predicate.
This shift in word order is corroborative evidence that even when the translators of
Newsweek in Arabic try to 'domesticate' the ideology presented to the target readers,
the 'skopos' set by the 'powerful participant' {Newsweek International) controls the
nature of the message carried to the readers of the translated texts.
Having discussed the shifts attested in the process of translating the ideologically
significant patterns of passivization from English into Arabic, one can say that the
majority of these shifts adhere to the syntactic conventions of Arabic; however, one
cannot claim that these diversions are ideologically motivated, and hence are
undertaken by the translators to challenge the ideology originally presented to the
source text readers. In fact, it is observed that the syntactic and stylistic conventions
ofArabic dictate many of these shifts.
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5.5 Conclusion
This Chapter has illustrated how the linguistic choices writers make in the production
ofmedia texts are not haphazard, but can encode different ideological messages. The
ideological significance associated with the linguistic choices text producers make
has, in turn, revealed that the language of the media is not 'neutral' and 'unbiased'
(Fowler, 1991 and Fairclough, 1989; 1995); rather, it becomes evident that the
language used in this genre plays a pivotal role in challenging and shaping the way
readers, listeners or viewers perceive the world.
This, however, does not entail that the linguistic choices opted for are always
ideologically motivated and that the ideological representations in the media are
explicit in discourse. In fact, the analysis of the selected corpora shows that a
preponderance of a linguistic tool in texts is not always indicative of a particular
ideology and that the same linguistic tool may have a variety of ideological
connotations in different texts (Fowler, 1991). The analysis has also confirmed
Fairclough's (1995: 44-45) claim that 'ideological representations are generally
implicit rather than explicit in texts and are embedded in ways of using language
which are naturalized and commonsensical for reporters, audiences and various
categories of third parties.'
As regards the analysis of the translated texts, it is observed yet again (see Chapters
Three and Four) that the translators of Newsweek in Arabic choose a source-text
oriented approach in the process of translating the ideological instances of
passivization from English into Arabic. By doing so, many ideologically significant
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messages conveyed to the source text readers are carried over to the target text
recipients to fulfil the 'skopos' (Vermeer, 1989) set by the commissioning agent. As
a result, the Arab readers are sometimes confronted with texts that are linguistically
'domesticated' but ideologically 'foreignized' since these translated texts do not
adhere to the traditions of representation common in the written Arab press, or to the
'reality' to which they adhere.
This close adherence to the source texts also demonstrates how power relations can
be exercised in the act of translating between languages. If this claim is applied to
the analysed corpora, one can say that the 'powerful participant' (Newsweek
International) dictates how Newsweek in Arabic (the non-powerful participant)
transmits the information originally presented to the source text readership to the
Arab audiences. This power play indicates that translation is not merely a 'neutral'
act that entails transferring information between languages (Fawcett, 1995). In fact,
the analysis conducted in this Chapter has demonstrated that translation can play a
crucial role in assimilating linguistic constructions as well as beliefs and values that
are 'alien' to the translated text receptors; an end-result that the researcher thinks
may, in the long term, challenge and reshape how the readers of Newsweek in Arabic
perceive the world.
Indeed, this belief concerning the effect of translation on the regular readers of
Newsweek in Arabic can be supported by Al-Jassem's comment in which he states
that 'he, unlike the readers unfamiliar with Newsweek in Arabic, finds the translated
texts easy to comprehend and has become accustomed to the style the magazine
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employs'. Also, the researcher has noted that she has subconsciously assimilated the
terminology used to present the Palestinian fighters and has used on a number of
occasions the term (suicide bombers) in discussions that revolve around the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Needless to say, not only was the researcher's usage of




The final part of the thesis provides a summary of the findings that have been
discussed throughout the study in relation to the translated texts in Newsweek in
Arabic.
The present study has tried to investigate how the overt cohesive devices, the
ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam, and the ideologically
motivated instances of passivization as presented in Newsweek International, have
been rendered in Arabic. In doing so, the aim has been to examine the following
three interrelated issues: (1) the strategies of translation adopted in the act of
reworking the texts from English into Arabic; (2) the reasons underlying the adoption
of these translation strategies; and (3) the impact these strategies have on the
translated texts and the receptors of these texts. The analysis of the empirical data
has revealed a number of points in this regard:
l.General Findings
1) In analysing the target language texts, insights provided by the models of
translation derived from the disciplines of linguistics and cultural studies have
contributed to our understanding of the translation decisions undertaken by the
translators of Newsweek in Arabic. This has indicated that the aforementioned
models of translation are complementary and are not in opposition, as suggested by
some of the proponents of the cultural studies approach to translation (Baker, 1996).
2) The analyses of the target texts have revealed that there is a tendency to retain the
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cohesive devices, the ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam
and the ideological instances of passivization used in Newsweek International in
Newsweek in Arabic. As a result, the Arab readers are presented with texts that
employ intersentential cohesive devices that fail to adhere to the syntactic and the
stylistic conventions of Arabic discourse and represent beliefs and values about the
aforementioned regions and religion that are 'alien' to them.
3) The findings have reiterated Jacquemond's (1992: 155) proposition which states
that 'in translation from a hegemonic language-culture into a dominated one, the
translator appears as the servile mediator through whom foreign-made linguistic-
cultural objects are integrated without question into his own dominated language-
culture' (Chapters Three, Four and Five).
4) The analyses of the target texts have indicated that translator knowledge of the
'skopos' does not necessarily result in successful translations; rather, it has been
observed that close adherence to the 'skopos' may produce mutilated translated texts
that are difficult to comprehend.
5) It has appeared that translation is not a 'neutral', 'innocent' activity that merely
entails the rendition of texts between two languages and cultures. Indeed, the
findings have shown that translation is an endeavour that involves the exercise of
'hidden' political agendas and power relations between the parties involved in the act
of translation (Chapters Four and Five).
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2. Findings Pertaining to the Target Language Texts
1) Maximal adherence to the linguistic conventions of English and the modes of
representation in the written American press, has indicated that the translators of
Newsweek in Arabic have adopted a source-text oriented approach (Toury, 1980;
1995) in the act of translating Newsweek International.
Linguistically, this has produced texts that exhibit cohesion interference, and hence
are 'adequate' but not 'acceptable' to the receptors of the Arabic version of
Newsweek. By reproducing the cohesive devices used in the source texts in the target
texts, the translators of Newsweek in Arabic ignore the discoursal conventions of
Arabic and fail to convey the functional meaning of the cohesive devices originally
presented to the readers ofNewsweek International.
Ideologically, 'faithful' adherence to the source texts has 'foreignized' the translated
texts instead of 'domesticating' them (Venuti, 1995; 1998a; 1998b; 1998c;
Schleiermacher, 1992; Berman, 1985; among others). Consequently, one finds that
many of the target texts read like a translation and fail, in a number of cases, to meet
the readers' expectations.
Since English and Arabic belong to two languages and cultures that employ
linguistic features and express ideological beliefs and values very differently, it is
initially surprising to find that a source-text oriented approach to translation is
adopted in the act of translating Newsweek International. However, this adherence
to the source texts can be explained once the 'skopos' set by Newsweek International
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is identified. This 'skopos' specifies that the translators of Newsweek in Arabic show
'maximal' fidelity to the original texts; in fact, Newsweek International emphasises
that this strategy should be adopted even if this means achieving 'accuracy' at the
expense of'acceptability' (Al-Jassem, 2003).
The aforementioned 'skopos', which aims at conveying to the target text recipients
the linguistic conventions of English and the beliefs and values of the writers of
Newsweek International, has confirmed the argument put forward by the proponents
of the target-text approach to translation and the proponents of the cultural studies
approach to translation. The former approach emphasises that in order to produce
translated texts that are easily comprehensible by the end-recipients, translators
should take into consideration the norms and conventions of the target language.
Therefore, in translating the reference items, for example, the translators have to
subscribe to the syntactic and stylistic mores of reference in Arabic to avoid the
production of texts that do not flow smoothly and require additional processing
effort. The latter approach emphasises the 'hidden' political agendas and relations of
power exercised in many acts of translation. Hence, in the analysed corpora, the
'powerful party' (Newsweek International) exercises power over the 'less powerful
party' (Newsweek in Arabic) by dictating the translation strategies adopted by the
team working for the Arabic edition; also, by adhering blindly to the source language
texts, the linguistic features as well as the beliefs and values of the 'dominant party'
(America) are imposed on the 'dominated party' (the Arab world).
2) Although a source-text oriented approach is adopted in translating the cohesive
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devices, the ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims and Islam and the
ideological instances of passivization a limited number of shifts have been observed
in the act of translating Newsweek International from English into Arabic.
On analysing these shifts, it has been noted that they can be divided into two
categories: (1) general shifts; and (2) specific shifts. Whereas the former are
common ground shifts that apply to the linguistic features and the ideological images
analysed in this study, the latter are associated with one of the aforementioned
analysed components.
With regard to the general shifts, three findings have been observed. First, the
mismatches attested between the source and target texts have confirmed that shifts
are inevitable in translation processes, and hence constitute 'a true universal of
translation'. Second, it has been found that the shifts observed alter the messages the
writers of Newsweek International originally intended to convey to the source text
readers; this means that the target text readers are presented with new messages that
may not carry the same functional and ideological connotations experienced by the
recipients of the English texts. Third, although these shifts alter the messages
conveyed to the receptors of the translated texts, many of them result in texts that
adhere to the syntactic and stylistic conventions of Arabic discourse and provide
modes of representation and ideological images that are familiar to the Arab
audience.
On examining the specific shifts, the following findings have been made:
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a) A number of points are noted regarding the shifts that involve the cohesive
devices. First, some of the shifts attested are obligatory, while others are optional.
Whereas the former are dictated by the syntactic and stylistic conventions of Arabic
and cannot be avoided, the latter reveal the translators' stylistic preferences.
Second, different shift patterns are attested for the analysed cohesive devices. Some
of these shifts are more prominent than others, and hence form tendencies in the
analysed corpora.
Third, some of the shift patterns observed, especially in the case of rendering the
reference items, produce target texts that are more explicit than the source texts.
This results because the translators of Newsweek in Arabic replace the cohesive
device(s) used in Newsweek International with ones that are considered more explicit
in Arabic. This finding confirms the 'explicitaion hypothesis' (Blum-Kulka, 1986)
which states that in the act of reworking texts between languages, the translated texts
tend to be more explicit than the source texts.
Fourth, some of the shifts alter the functional meanings of the cohesive devices that
the text producers intended to convey to the readers ofNewsweek International. As a
result, the readers ofNewsweek in Arabic are presented with pragmatic meanings that
are unlike the ones presented in the originals.
Finally, some of the shifts result in chain relations that are different from the ones
used in the source texts. These discrepancies between the chain relations employed
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in the source and target texts do not necessarily disrupt text comprehension; indeed,
they confirm that different languages and discourse types prefer using certain
cohesive devices in the creation of cohesive texts.
b) The shifts that involve the ideological images pertaining to the Arabs, Muslims
and Islam are divided into three main categories: replacement, omission and addition.
The first two shifts are ideologically oriented and involve the revision or deletion of
an ideological image originally presented to the source text readers. The last type of
shift is not always ideologically motivated and is conducted for two main reasons:
(1) to correct information presented in the original texts; and (2) to provide the Arab
readers with additional information concerning the subject-matter presented. These
ideologically oriented shifts have revealed that censorship is inherent in the process
of translating texts between two cultures that express world-views, beliefs and values
differently.
c) The shifts that have been noted with the ideologically motivated instances of
passivization are mainly obligatory in nature, and this explains why the majority of
these shifts involve the 'by phrase' passives. Indeed, the shifts attested are not
ideologically oriented since they are not conducted to convey to the target text
readers a different ideology than the one presented to the source text readers. The
analysis has also revealed that in rendering some of the agentless passive
constructions, the translators of Newsweek in Arabic have chosen active
constructions, like tamma and the verbal noun vi_b-aj £ that express a passive
meaning. In such cases, although a syntactic shift is attested, the intended
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ideological messages expressed in the source texts are carried over to the target text
receivers.
The present research has tried to show that the models of translation derived from the
disciplines of linguistics and cultural studies both contribute to our understanding of
the translation choices undertaken in the act of reworking journalistic texts, like
Newsweek International, from English into Arabic. It has also tried to reveal that in
translating from a dominant language-culture into a dominated one, the linguistic
features and ideological representations of the former are transferred as closely as
possible to the target text recipients. However, my study is merely an attempt at
examining the abovementioned aspects; studies that cover a wide range of genres are
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